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PREFACE 

The northern area of Pakistan occupies a unique position on 
the cultural and historical map of the world. Its cultural diversity 
and ethnic richness make it one of the most fascinating areas for 
researchers and scholars. It is, however, its multi-lingual 
character that concerns the present study. 

These five volumes of the Sociolinguistic Survey of 
Northern Pakistan are devoted to the study of its multi-lingual 
features. It is slightly more ambitious than the usual studies of 
this nature: it attempts to study the various languages and 
dialects of this area from a synchronic descriptive approach with 
regard to the issue of language versus dialect. In order to verify 
the diversity and similarity within these languages and dialects, 
linguistic and sociolinguistic data has been used to throw some 
light on the relative levels of diversity within and between the 
identified varieties. This has been done particularly in the cases 
of Gujari with Hazara Hindko, Indus and Swat varieties of 
Kohistani and Shina with its linguistic neighbours. 

At a macro level, this work is definitely an improvement 
over Grierson’s Linguistic Survey of India and the subsequent 
studies by various scholars. However, though ambitious in scope, 
the study does not claim to be exhaustive and comprehensive in 
every respect. The study also discusses the impact of external 
linguistic families on the linguistic evolution of this area. The 
unmistakable imprint of Tibeto-Burman languages, the Iranian 
languages, the Indo-European family and the Indo-Aryan family 
testify to the fact that the northern areas of Pakistan serve as a 
bridge between South Asia, Central Asia, China, and Iran. 

Another dimension has also been added to the study of so 
many languages and dialects in close proximity: degree of 
proficiency in the neighbouring languages. This has been done 
through interviews, questionnaires, tests, and observations. The 
patterns associated with the proficiency of the neighbouring 
languages and the national language, Urdu, are treated in terms 
of inter-ethnic contacts, the regional dominance of certain 
linguistic groups, and the impact of education and media. It is  
 



quite visible that the old generation of these linguistic groups did 
try to preserve the originality of their culture and civilization. But 
communication links and the availability of modern techniques 
and instruments have their own impact upon the people of these 
areas. The new generation of these areas, showing a trend 
towards advancement and modernization, may in the long run be 
affected, and the preservation of centuries old culture and 
civilizations can become a difficult task. 

It is hoped that this survey will inspire some studies of this 
unique multi-linguistic region of the world. The scholars deserve 
congratulations for this painstaking work, which could not have 
been completed without requisite enthusiasm, expertise and skill. 
This study, of course, will open new avenues for future 
researchers. The important point to be kept in mind for future 
researchers is, however, to find ways and means of preserving 
this centuries old culture and civilization. 

Work of such a magnitude is not possible without 
cooperation and devotion on the part of scholars and experts in 
this field. The National Institute of Pakistan Studies, Quaid-i-
Azam University, Islamabad acknowledges with gratitude the 
assistance and cooperation of many who helped the team to 
conduct this survey. The Institute acknowledges the commitment 
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (the co-sponsors of this 
project), the Ministry of Culture — Government of Pakistan, and 
the National Institute of Folk Heritage for providing all sorts of 
help to complete this study. The Institute feels honored for 
having such association with these institutions as well as the 
scholars of repute who devoted their precious time and expertise 
in preparing this important study. 

The National Institute of Pakistan Studies will feel happy in 
extending maximum cooperation to the scholars interested in 
exploring further studies in the field. 

Dr. Ghulam Hyder Sindhi 
Director 

National Institute of Pakistan Studies 
Quaid-i-Azam University 

Islamabad, Pakistan 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Northern Pakistan is a land of geographic and ethnic 

diversity, one of the most multilingual places on the face of the 
earth. Spectacular mountain ranges and mighty rivers segment 
the area, providing natural barriers which often serve as 
isoglosses separating linguistic varieties. Centuries of people 
movements across this crossroad of South and Central Asia have 
left a complex pattern of languages and dialects, fertile ground 
for sociolinguistic investigation. 

Twenty-five named languages from within northern 
Pakistan are dealt with in the volumes of the Sociolinguistic 
Survey of Northern Pakistan. Most languages of the region have 
been classified as part of the large Indo-Aryan (or Indic) family. 
Two of these have been called members of the “Central Group” 
according to the scheme established in Grierson’s Linguistic 
Survey of India: Gujari, subgrouped with other Rajasthani 
languages, and Domaaki, not even mentioned by Grierson, but 
classified as Central by Fussman (1972) and Buddruss (1985). A 
third named language, Hindko, was originally included within 
the Northwestern Group of Indo-Aryan, among those varieties 
which were given the label “Lahnda” (LSI VIII.1). The various 
forms called Hindko have been particularly difficult to classify 
(Shackle 1979, 1980), showing a wide geographic range, much 
linguistic divergence, and some convergence with Panjabi, which 
has been classified in the Central Group. 

The largest number of Indo-Aryan languages dealt with in 
these volumes belong to the Northwestern Group, Dardic branch: 
Shina, and its historical relations, Phalura and Ushojo; Indus 
Kohistani, and its smaller neighbors, Chilisso, Gowro, and, 
presumably, Bateri (which has not been classified); the Swat 
Kohistani varieties, Kalami and Torwali; the Chitral group of 
Khowar and Kalasha; and the Kunar group, including Dameli 
and Gawar-bati. The Nuristani branch accounts for some 
languages spoken on the north-western frontier; within Pakistan 
that group is represented by Eastern Kativiri and 
Kamviri/Shekhani. This classification outline for members of the 
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Dardic and Nuristani branches is based on several scholarly 
contributions (Fussman 1972, Masica 1991, Morgenstierne 
1932), but primarily follows Strand (1973). 

There are also members of the larger Iranian family 
(classification following Payne 1987). Some come from the 
Southeastern Iranian group, the major example being Pashto, but 
also including the more divergent WaNeci. Others are from the 
Southeastern Iranian Pamir subgroup: Wakhi and Yidgha. 
OrmuRi has been classified as a Northwestern Iranian language 
but shows the influence of being surrounded by Pashto. 

Finally, a few linguistic relics remain from outside the 
larger Indo-European family, notably the westernmost Tibeto-
Burman language, Balti, and the isolate, Burushaski. 

The distinction between language and dialect is always a 
fuzzy one, but particularly so in this part of the world. Scholars 
have long acknowledged the immense dialect continuum which 
characterizes the South Asian region, particularly among the 
Indo-Aryan varieties. The difficulties in drawing language 
distinctions are compounded by the terminological confusion 
found when local speakers use identical names to label their very 
different spoken varieties (e.g., Kohistani) or apply the name of a 
larger and more prestigious language to cover a very wide range 
of speech forms (e.g., Panjabi). 

Rather than focussing on linguistic classification or on the 
historical relationships between languages, the Sociolinguistic 
Survey of Northern Pakistan has taken a synchronic descriptive 
approach to this issue of language versus dialect. Linguistic and 
sociolinguistic data to verify the diversity and similarity within 
the varieties have been collected for all twenty-five named 
languages. These data include a consistent 210-item word list 
from several locations within a language group. In addition, oral 
texts have been recorded and transcribed from many locations; 
often these texts have been used to assess the intelligibility of 
spoken forms among speakers of divergent dialectal varieties. 
Word list comparisons have been made across named languages 
in some cases (e.g., Gujari with Hazara Hindko, Indus and Swat 
varieties of Kohistani, Shina with its linguistic neighbors), to 
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give some perspective on the relative levels of diversity within 
and between named varieties. These comparisons of linguistic 
data are balanced by information gathered through interviews 
and orally-administered questionnaires regarding ethnic 
identification, dialect group contacts, and perceived linguistic 
similarity and difference. Although few sharp boundaries are 
evident, groupings of relatively similar varieties can be 
demonstrated according to the criteria of lexical similarity, 
indications of intelligibility, patterns of within-group contact, and 
dialect perceptions of the speakers themselves. 

The investigation of local language names has provided a 
perspective on the linguistic identification of its speakers. Where 
it is possible to use the locally preferred name without ambiguity, 
those local names have been chosen to designate the linguistic 
varieties described in these volumes. Where further clarification 
is necessary, language names have included regional 
designations or have incorporated the labels given by previous 
scholars even though they were not found to be used by the 
speakers themselves. 

In addition to questions of diversity within languages, there 
are higher levels of sociolinguistic variation which are evident in 
the prevalence of multilingualism throughout the area. In 
general, it seems that members of most language groups in 
northern Pakistan exhibit pragmatic attitudes toward adoption of 
languages of wider communication. With so many languages in 
close proximity, it is commonplace for persons to acquire one or 
more of their neighboring languages to some degree of 
proficiency. Some studies included tests of proficiency in the 
national language, Urdu, or in a regional language of wider 
communication such as Pashto or Hindko. Other reports have 
investigated reported proficiency and use of other languages 
through interviews, orally-administered questionnaires, and 
observation. The patterns associated with the use of other 
languages are related to such social phenomena as inter-ethnic 
contacts, the regional dominance of certain groups, and the 
promotion of Urdu through education and the media. A few 
language groups indicate signs of declining linguistic vitality and 
the preference for more dominant neighboring languages among 
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the younger generations within those groups (e.g., Domaaki, 
Chilisso, Gowro, Yidgha). But, for the present, most of the ethnic 
languages of northern Pakistan are well-maintained by their 
mother-tongue speakers as the most frequently used and 
apparently valued means of communication. 

A major contribution of the Sociolinguistic Survey of 
Northern Pakistan is the collection of the standard 210-item word 
list; combining the lists from all twenty-five languages yields a 
sum of 127 regional speech forms represented. The phonetically 
transcribed lists for the reports covered in each volume are 
presented in the relevant appendices. Story texts for the 
languages represented are presented as well, with a rough word-
for-word gloss and a free translation. In total, there are forty-nine 
transcribed texts in these volumes. This fieldwork has not 
undergone thorough grammatical and phonological analysis; it is 
included to support the conclusions presented in each report and 
as data for future scholarship. 

In terms of methodology, this research makes a contribution 
as well. A multipronged approach was utilized in each study, 
combining some or all of the following: participant observation, 
interviews and orally-administered questionnaires, testing of 
second language proficiency, testing of comprehension of related 
varieties, and the comparison of word lists by a standardized 
method measuring phonetic similarity. Overall, the data show 
great internal consistency, with many types of self-reports from 
questionnaires and interviews corresponding well with more 
objective measures such as test results and lexical similarity 
counts. 

Each report reflects a slightly different focus. Some 
emphasize interdialectal variation and intelligibility (e.g., Balti, 
Burushaski, Pashto, Shina, Wakhi); others include this focus, but 
concentrate more than the rest on assessing the proficiency and 
use of other languages (e.g., the reports on the languages of 
Indus and Swat Kohistan, Gujari, Hindko). The high 
concentration of languages in the Chitral region make 
multilingualism and ethnolinguistic vitality a primary concern in 
that volume. Issues of declining vitality are of critical concern for 
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Domaaki. One language included in this research has not been 
previously described or reported: Ushojo, a variant of Shina 
located in the Chail Valley of Swat District. 

It has been a privilege to work with representatives of each 
of these ethnolinguistic groups in carrying out this survey 
research. These volumes are offered in the hope that they will 
provide a holistic overview of the sociolinguistic situation in 
northern Pakistan and will stimulate further such work in the 
years to come. 

Clare F. O’Leary 
Series Editor 
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1. SETTING 

1.1 Geographic and Linguistic Setting of Hindko 

The people of north central Pakistan who speak Hindko are 
generally people of the plains and low hills. Apart from those 
who live in the Kaghan Valley, the highest part of the area, they 
live in the valley of the Indus, often on the east side of the river 
but sometimes on the west, and in the valleys of its tributaries. 
Their territory extends from the point where the Indus emerges 
from the gorges of Indus Kohistan downstream to the south and 
west for more than two hundred kilometers. (See map 2.) 

More than one interpretation has been offered for the term 
Hindko. Some associate it with India, others with Hindu people, 
and still others with the Indus River, which is, of course, the 
etymological source of all these terms. Long before Partition, 
Grierson understood it to mean “the language of Hindus” (LSI 
VIII.1:234), an interpretation also reflected in Bahri’s 1941 
study.1 However, the language use patterns since his day have 
shown the language to be firmly established among non-Hindu 
people. Shackle suggests that Hindko refers to “the Indian 
language” (1980:482), i.e., an Indic language, in sociolinguistic 
contrast to Pashto, the Iranian language of the area.2 

                                                      
1 “In Peshawar they [the Awans] are always reckoned as Hindki which 

shows that they were Hindus first.” (Bahri 1962:xi) 
2 Shackle questions the usefulness of “Hindko” as a term for linguistic 

classification because it “embraces dialects of very different groups, not all of 
which are even geographically contiguous” (1980:482). 
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The term Hindki is often used to refer to a speaker of the 
Hindko language (Shackle 1980:482),3 but in popular usage it 
may refer to the language as well. In older literature it was 
frequently used for the language — for example, in the Imperial 
Gazetteer of NWFP, which regularly calls it Hindki 
(1905:130,172,186 ff.). Grierson uses it to designate certain 
dialects of his Lahnda grouping, some others being called 
Hindko (LSI VIII.1:554,565 ff.). 

It seems clear that the term Hindko/Hindki has developed as 
a label to distinguish far western forms of Indic speech from the 
Iranian dialects called Pashto, largely spoken even farther west. 

1.1.1 Linguistic fault line 

The speakers of Hindko, a member of the Indic language 
family,4 live along the east side of the linguistic fault line that 
separates Indic from Iranian languages. In most Hindko-speaking 
areas speakers of Pashto live in neighboring communities and 
often in the same communities as Hindko speakers, although this 
is less true in the vicinity of Abbottabad and in the Kaghan 
Valley than elsewhere. In the mixed areas many people speak 
both languages. 

The relationship between Hindko and Pashto does not seem 
to be one of stable bilingualism. In the northeast Hindko is 
dominant in some areas and even seems to be advancing, both in 
domains of usage and in numbers of speakers,5 whereas in the 

                                                      
3 Note that the Imperial Gazetteer of India for NWFP (1905:150) men-

tions a slightly broader usage of the term “Hindki”: “In the popular phraseology 
of the District [i.e., Peshawar] all tribes who are not Pashtoons are Hindkis …” 

4 Grierson (LSI I:135; VIII.1:134-5) suggests a strong Dardic influence in 
the formation of Hindko as well as other “Lahnda” dialects. This does not deny, 
however, the fundamentally Indic nature of Hindko in contrast to the Iranian 
languages. 

5 Many speakers of Hindko in Hazara Division are Pashtoons, largely 
Swati Pathans, who have shifted in recent centuries from being speakers of 
Pashto to being speakers of both Pashto and Hindko and now, in many cases, to 
being speakers of Hindko but not Pashto. As evidence that this process is an 
ongoing one, three respondents from Sherpur stated their belief that Hindko is 
replacing Pashto in that area. 
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southwest Pashto seems to be advancing in those same ways.6 
However, Addleton, viewing trends over the past forty years, 
sees a strengthening of the position of Pashto overall in the 
Hindko-speaking areas: “The influence of Pushto on Hazara 
appears to have become more pronounced, due in part to an 
influx of Pashtuns replacing the Hindko-speaking Sikhs and 
Hindus who formerly held key trading positions and who 
departed at independence. Moreover, the proportion of Hindko 
speakers who also use Pushto seems to be on the increase” 
(1986:59). Such patterns of shifting language affiliation are 
hardly surprising in a multilingual environment of this sort.7 

1.1.2 Population centers of Hindko speakers 

Speakers of Hindko live primarily in five districts. Four of 
these are in the North-West Frontier Province — Mansehra, 
Abbottabad, Peshawar and Kohat — while one district, Attock, is 
in the Panjab. (See map 2.) 

According to 1981 census figures (reported in Addleton 
1986:70), 305,505 households of the nation (2.4 percent of the 
total) speak Hindko as their mother tongue. Its predominance in 
rural areas is reflected in the fact that 2.8 percent of rural 
households report Hindko as their household language as 
compared with only 1.5 percent of urban households. 

                                                      
6 Note the statement of Shackle (1980:486-7), reporting on Hindko 

speakers in Kohat: “The position of Kohati seems to have been seriously 
weakened since 1947, as the result of the departure of non-Muslim Kohati-
speakers and their replacement by speakers of Pashto. Pashto also seems to be 
spreading amongst long-settled Pashtoon families whose first language was 
formerly Kohati. There are still fair numbers of Kohati-speakers … but 
bilingualism with Pashto appears to be general.” 

From an earlier period we also note a statement of the Gazetteer of 
NWFP regarding Kohat: “The language commonly spoken is Pashtu. The 
Awans and Hindus talk Hindki … but know Pashto as well” (1905:172). 

7 This situation contrasts with the picture of greater stability presented by 
Grierson (LSI I:29) during the early years of this century: “It is … rare for one 
Aryan-speaking nationality to abandon its language in favour of another Aryan 
tongue. We continually find tracts of country on the borderland between two 
languages which are inhabited by both communities, living side by side and 
each speaking its own language.” 
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Reflecting these census figures, Addleton states that, 
“Hindko is the most significant linguistic minority in the NWFP, 
represented in nearly one-fifth (18.7 percent) of the province’s 
total households.” In Abbottabad District 92.3 percent of the 
households reported speaking Hindko, in Mansehra District 46.8 
percent, in Peshawar District 6.9 percent, and in Kohat District 
10.4 percent (1986:58-59). 

1.1.3 Hindko-speaking areas included in the study 

Word lists were collected from villages throughout the 
Hindko-speaking area in order to study lexical differences that 
distinguish one dialect from another, and levels of intelligibility 
among dialects were tested in representative dialects from the 
various areas of the Hindko region. 

Abbottabad and Mansehra districts within the Hazara 
Division of the North-West Frontier Province account for three-
fourths of all Hindko-speaking households. Abbottabad district 
includes over half of them and Mansehra district accounts for an 
additional one-fourth (Addleton 1986:70). 

It was in this area, where the Hindko population is 
concentrated, that studies were carried out in four communities 
to determine levels of second language proficiency of Hindko 
speakers and those social factors which favor or inhibit their 
learning a second language. 

Although Hindko is also spoken by significant numbers of 
people in Attock District of the Panjab, Addleton (1986:78) 
reports only 1260 households (0.6 percent of those in the district) 
who give Hindko as their mother tongue in the census returns. 
There may be a significant distortion here due to the local use of 
more than one name for the same language (see below), or this 
may in part reflect the way the census questions were asked. (For 
a discussion of the way the language questions of the 1981 
census were framed, see Addleton 1986:56.) 

The scope of this study is defined largely as those 
communities where the people call their speech Hindko. In other 
words, the subjects were largely self-defined. In the southern part 
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of the area, however, are two dialects that require further 
comment — one is a dialect included in this study which is not 
called Hindko by its speakers and the other, a dialect not 
included in this study which is called Hindko by some of its 
speakers. 

The dialect spoken in Talagang, Attock District, has been 
included in this study. Shackle states that the speech of Talagang 
tehsil is “most commonly called Avankari.” He includes it, along 
with the dialects of Pindi Gheb (in Attock tehsil) and of Kohat, in 
a grouping which he calls Hindko proper (1980:484-5). Bahri 
(1962:xviii) says that the speech of Talagang is a dialect of 
Avankari. However, during our field research in Talagang we 
found no one who used the name Avankari to refer to the local 
speech variety. Nor, for that matter, do the people themselves use 
the term Hindko for that purpose. They call it simply Panjabi,8 
stating, however, that they recognize that their speech is more 
similar to Hindko than it is to the Panjabi of Lahore and 
Gujranwala. A speaker of Lahore Panjabi, interviewed in 
Talagang, stated that the local speech is Hindko and not Panjabi, 
and that he can understand but not speak the language of 
Talagang. In spite of the terminological confusion surrounding 
the name of the language of Talagang, this dialect was originally 
included in this study because it was understood to be similar to 
the Hindko of Attock tehsil to its north. Our studies of lexical 
similarity and dialect intelligibility have subsequently confirmed 
the appropriateness of this decision. 

In Dera Ismail Khan District (NWFP) many people identify 
themselves as speakers of Hindko. The man who provided the 
word list for that locality said that the entire area is Hindko-
speaking. Several of his neighbors in his village, Himat, near the 
town of Dera Ismail Khan, also stated that their language is 
called Hindko. However, others in their area indicated that they 
speak Siraiki and that there are no Hindko speakers in that area.  
 

                                                      
8 Viewing this language as (a dialect of) Panjabi appears to be a long-

standing tradition. Note a comment included in the Imperial Gazetteer for 
NWFP (1905:172) concerning the neighboring NWFP district of Kohat, “… the 
Awans and Hindus talk Hindki, a dialect of Panjabi, among themselves …” 
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Some added that a generation ago the language was called 
Hindko. It seems clear that these differences of opinion indicate 
not a linguistic difference but a difference in language naming. 
On the whole, it appears that the speakers of this dialect who are 
more influenced by the social movements of the region call it 
Siraiki and relate their speech to Multani, at the same time 
recognizing that their dialect is different from that of Multan, 
which is generally recognized as the standard dialect of Siraiki.9 
Therefore, the speech of Dera Ismail Khan, even though called 
Hindko by some, has not been systematically included in the 
present study.10 

The relationship of the Hindko dialects to other Indic 
dialects of northeastern Pakistan needs to be investigated, 
especially from the standpoint of inherent and acquired 
intelligibility. Such a study of “Greater Panjabi” would include 
dialects called Panjabi, Siraiki, Pothohari and Pahari. An 
investigation of the position of the dialect of Dera Ismail Khan 
would naturally find its place in such a study. It is, of course, 
possible that such a study could also refine our current 
understanding of the internal and external relationships of the 
dialects included in this study.11 

                                                      
9 In commenting on matters of language identification in Dera Ismail 

Khan, Addleton (1986:61) writes, “The situation in Dera Ismail Khan is more 
problematic. According to the census figures, Hindko is limited to 3,200 (3.3 
percent) of the households, while Siraiki represents a clear majority (64.9 
percent).” Shackle (1985:327-8) provides further information and indicates a 
more complicated scenario: “The ‘Hindko’ of Dera Ismail Khan is in fact a 
northern variety of Siraiki, and — as a result of initiatives from Multan — is 
now increasingly referred to as such locally.” The 1981 figures certainly 
support this view and indicate that the majority of people in Dera Ismail Khan 
identify with Siraiki rather than Hindko. 

10 However, a comparison of lexical similarity between the language of 
Dera Ismail Khan and Hindko dialects included in this study is presented in 
section 4.1. 

11 Although Grierson treated the so-called Lahnda dialects separately 
from those he labeled Panjabi, he recognized the difficulty of making a clear 
separation of the two groups: “Lahnda is the language of the Western Panjab. 
To its east it has Panjabi … and it merges so gradually into that form of speech 
that it is impossible to fix any clear dividing line between the two” (LSI 
VIII.1:233). Commenting further on closely related dialects of this group which 
have different names, he writes, “Pothwari is spoken over the whole of the 
district of Rawalpindi except in the hill country to the north, where we find a 
closely related dialect locally called Pahari …” (LSI VIII.1:477) 
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1.2 Genetic Relationships of the Hindko Dialects 
In Grierson’s study (LSI VIII.1:239) the Hindko dialects 

were included within an extensive grouping which he called 
Lahnda, a term he coined to designate various languages of 
Western Panjab and adjoining territories.12 He distinguished 
three divisions of Lahnda — southern, north-western and north-
eastern — and assigned the dialects in the following manner 
(although specifics vary slightly in his various presentations): 

A. Southern Lahnda 
1. Standard (Shahpur) 
2. Multani (including Siraiki) 
3. Khetrani and Jafiri 
4. Thali (Thal Desert east of the Indus) 

B. North-Western Lahnda 
1. Dhanni (W. Jhelum) 
2. Sawain (E. Attock) 
3. Hindko (N. Attock, Peshawar, Hazara) 

C. North-Eastern Lahnda 
1. Pothohari 
2. Pahari 
3. Chibhali, including Punchi (Kashmir) 
 

                                                                                                          
Addleton (1986:66), quoting a Panjabi proverb which says “The language 

changes every 15 miles”, gives some indication of the scope which an 
investigation into all the dialects of “Greater Panjabi” might have when he says 
“The number of Panjabi dialects has never been properly catalogued, but would 
clearly amount to several dozen, some of which have come to be regarded as 
languages in their own right. Two other ‘dialects’ — Siraiki and Hindko — 
were … reorganized as separate languages in the 1981 census and other 
possible candidates such as Potwari … may emerge in the future.” 

12 Shackle (1980:483) calls Grierson’s Lahnda “the awkward construct 
which he developed for the collective classification as a separate linguistic unit 
of the disparate dialects of the western Panjab and the regions adjacent to it”. 
He adds that “a further terminological complication is thus introduced into what 
is already a complicated enough situation …” Siddheshwar Varma (1936:47) 
does not particularly dispute Grierson’s classification, but rejects the name 
itself on other grounds: “As regards ‘Lahnda’, it may be doubted if the … 
speakers of the language would understand the term if it refers to their mother 
tongue … But what really makes the term inappropriate is the fact that 
‘Lahnda’ is only a relative term, signifying a direction from the standpoint of 
Panjabi speakers …” 
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4. Western Salt Range (N. Shahpur) 
5. Avankari (Attock & Kohat) 
6. Ghebi (Attock) 

Shackle finds the assignment of Avankari and Ghebi to 
“North-Eastern Lahnda”, which separates them from the other 
Hindko dialects, “clumsy and misleading” (1980:485).13 Leaving 
aside the Hindko of northern Hazara Division for reasons not 
made clear, he proposes a classification which includes six 
speech varieties, grouped by the fact that they exhibit a set of 
common features, which he labels “Common Panjabi.” His 
classification is displayed as follows: 

A. Hindko Proper 
a. Avankari (with three sub-varieties) 
b. Ghebi 
c. Attock-Haripur Hindko 
d. Kohat Hindko 

B. Peshawar Hindko 
C. Dhanni 
D. Pothohari 
E. Siraiki (Multan) 
F. Central Panjabi (Lahore) 

1.3 Ethnic Affiliations of Hindko Speakers 

Members of a variety of ethnic groups speak the language 
called Hindko. A large number of Hindko speakers in Hazara 
Division (Mansehra and Abbottabad Districts) are Pashtoons. 
Some of those speak Hindko as a second language; many others 
speak it as their mother tongue. These include the Tahir Kheli 
Pashtoons, who claim to have migrated to Hazara Division from 
Afghanistan during the eighteenth century. Many other mother-
tongue speakers of Hindko are Swati Pathans, who are said to 
have formerly spoken Pashto while living in the lower Swat  
 

                                                      
13 cf. Bahri (1962:xvi): “Grierson’s wedge is arbitrary and it is absurd to 

couple Awankari and Ghebi with Pothowari. Every dialect of Lahndi is 
connected with its neighbours, and each shades into the surrounding dialects.” 
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valley. After migrating across the Indus River into Hazara 
Division, which Ahmed (1976:xv) dates around A.D. 1515, the 
Swatis adopted the Hindko language.14 There are also Pashtoons 
belonging to three other groups, the Yusufzai, the Jadun and the 
Tarin, who have replaced Pashto with Hindko (Caroe 1958:339). 

Many speakers of Hindko belong to groups other than the 
Pashtoons: Some of these are Saiyids, said to have come to the 
area in the early centuries of Islamic history (Caroe 1958:102), 
many of whom live in the Peshawar area. Large numbers of 
Hindko speakers are Avans, particularly in Attock District and 
Hazara Division. Still others belong to groups of Moughals, 
Bulghadris, Turks and Qureshis. In Jammun significant numbers 
of Gujars have adopted Hindko as their first language. 

1.4 Social Features of Hindko-Speaking Communities 

The social features relevant for defining sociolinguistic sub-
groups of Hindko-speaking communities were studied in four 
localities: 

Jammun, near the town of Ghazi, on the Indus River in 
Haripur tehsil of southern Abbottabad District; 

Singo Di Garhi, a comparatively isolated community in 
northern Abbottabad District, about eight kilometers 
from the district center; 

                                                      
14 Ahmed (1986:109) comments on the relationship between language 

and ethnicity in Hazara, especially among Pashtoons: “Language is jealously 
preserved by Pathan groups as their language. Pushto is a key criterion defining 
Pukhtun ethnicity and therefore is necessary for Pathans to maintain in the face 
of strong extraethnic influences. But it is significant to note that the younger 
Swati generations are forgetting Pushto, which creates certain dilemmas and 
tensions in their society. Although less than 50 percent of Swatis speak Pushto, 
there remains a high awareness of the language as a diacritical feature. Only 7 
percent of Sayyeds … speak Pushto and the dominated groups do not speak 
Pushto at all. Hindko — akin to Punjabi — is spoken by the dominated group. 
Urdu is commonly understood and spoken throughout Hazara.” 
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Sherpur, a more accessible community in southern 
Mansehra District, about ten kilometers northwest of 
the district center;15 and 

Balakot, a large community at the southern end of the 
Kaghan Valley in eastern Mansehra District. 

In these communities representatives of various households 
were interviewed in order to learn the (approximate) age of each 
of the males and females of that household and the level of 
education that each has attained. In two communities, Jammun 
and Singo Di Garhi, it was possible to interview a representative 
of every household. In Sherpur it was possible to collect such 
information for many, but not all, households. In Balakot 
information was gathered from and about only a selected 
sampling of men. 

Whenever information is collected about only part of a 
community, a question arises concerning the extent to which the 
data sample is truly representative of that entire community. 
Fortunately, data about the age categories of all men and women 
of voting age, collected by the central government of Pakistan, 
are available for the village of Sherpur (Sherpur Election List, 
1979-80). This body of data is presumably exhaustive for the 
entire adult population of Sherpur. Therefore, the percentage of 
people in each age category found there was considered 
representative and was extended for predicting the percentage of 
people in each such category in other communities. The 
percentages of the total adult population who are in each of the 
age and gender subgroups of Sherpur are presented in figure 
(1.1). 

                                                      
15 It should be noted that this study embraced only the upper section of 

Sherpur, in which Hindko is used as the language of the home. It did not 
include interviewing or testing in the homes in which Pashto is the home 
language. 
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(1.1) Voting-Age Population of Sherpur: 
Distribution of Men and Women in Age Groups 
According to Government Registration Figures 

 Men Women 
Age 
Group 

n Percentage 
of men 

n Percentage 
of women 

20-29 113  30.7 127   39.3 
30-39 115  31.3   79   24.5 
40-49   61  16.6   50   15.5 
50+   77  20.9   66   20.4 
age 
unknown 

   2    0.5     1     0.3 

Total 368 100.0 323 100.0 
 
The profiles of the four communities developed in this study 

from data collected through interviews have been compared with 
the Sherpur profile developed from government registration 
figures as a check on how representative our data are. 
Interestingly enough, the profiles for Jammun and Singo Di 
Garhi, the communities in which data were collected on every 
household, most closely fit the Sherpur profile given in figure 
(1.1). The profile developed from interviews conducted in only 
some of the households of Sherpur as a part of this study fits the 
government profile less well, while the profile developed from a 
selected sampling of men in Balakot fits least well. 

 

1.4.1 Jammun 

The number of adults in Jammun twenty years and older, 
arranged by age groups in the same way as the government 
registration data for Sherpur, is displayed in figure (1.2). 
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(1.2) Adult Population of Jammun: 
Distribution of Men and Women 

in Age Groups 

 Men Women 
Age 
Group 

n Percentage 
of men 

n Percentage 
of women 

20-29   51   29.8   57   39.0 
30-39   50   29.2   35   24.1 
40-49   28   16.4   24   16.4 
50+   42   24.6   30   20.5 
Total 171 100.0 146 100.0 
 
 
When the percentages of men and women in the various age 

groups of Jammun are compared with those of the registration 
figures for Sherpur (figure 1.1), it can be seen that the 
distribution of the population of Jammun approximates very 
closely that of Sherpur. This observation leads one to believe that 
the profile developed for Jammun is an accurate reflection of that 
community. 

During the course of interviewing in Jammun, information 
was collected concerning the educational level attained by the 
males and females in all age groups. The distribution of the 
population of Jammun into the various age and education groups 
is displayed in figure (1.3). 

From figure (1.3) it can be seen that women in Jammun 
have received considerably less education than men. The 
percentage of women with no education is more than twice as 
large as the percentage of men with no education. The percentage 
of all women with education, much or little, is smaller than the 
percentage of men with only one to five years of education. 
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(1.3) Population of Jammun: 
Distribution of Men and Women 

in Education Groups 

 Men Women 
Level of 
Education 

n Percentage 
of males 

n Percentage 
of females 

Below age   47   14.2   34  11.4 
No education   95   28.6 174  58.6 
1-5 years 107   32.2   65  21.9 
6-10 years   69   20.8   19    6.4 
11-12 years     7     2.1     3    1.0 
13 + years     7     2.1     1    0.3 
Unknown       1    0.3 
Total all 
educ. groups 

332 100.0 297  99.9 

 
 
The categories of age and education for Jammun are 

combined in figure (1.4) to give a more complete picture. The 
number of adult males and females in each age/education group 
and the percentage of the total at each education level and in 
each age group are presented. As can be seen, the distribution of 
the levels of education among the various age categories in 
Jammun is uneven. Only the percentages of men and women of 
Jammun thirteen years and older who belong to each age-
education group are presented. For the purposes of this study 
thirteen was set as the lower age limit. Below that age it is 
unlikely that a person’s linguistic proficiency is developed 
enough for him to provide reliable responses in the testing 
situations of the present study. Figure (1.4), then, presents the 
profile of the population in Jammun upon which this study has 
been based. 
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(1.4) Adult Population of Jammun: Number and Percentage of 
Men and Women in Each Age and Education Group 

Men       
Age 
Group 

No 
Educ. 

1-5 
years 

6-10 
years 

11-12 
years 

13+ 
years 

Total by 
age groups 

13-19 yrs. 9 19 23 0 0 51 
percentage 4.1 8.6 10.4 0 0 23.0% 
20-29 yrs. 17 13 16 4 1 51 
percentage 7.7 5.9 7.2 1.8 0.5 23.0% 
30-39 yrs. 16 8 20 1 5 50 
percentage 7.2 3.6 9.0 0.5 2.3 22.5% 
40-49 yrs. 19 2 6 1 0 28 
percentage 8.6 0.9 2.7 0.5 0 12.6% 
50+ yrs. 31 7 2 1 1 42 
percentage 14.0 3.2 0.9 0.5 0.5 18.9% 
Total by 
ed. groups 

92 49 67 7 7 222 

Percentage 41.4% 22.1% 30.2% 3.2% 3.2% 100% 
 
 

Women       
Age 
Group 

No 
Educ. 

1-5 
years 

6-10 
years 

11-12 
years 

13+ 
years 

Total by 
age groups 

13-19 yrs. 28 10 9 2 0 49 
percentage 14.4 5.2 4.6 1 0 25.3% 
20-29 yrs. 44 5 6 1 1 57 
percentage 22.7 2.6 3.1 0.5 0.5 29.4% 
30-39 yrs. 30 1 4 0 0 35 
percentage 15.5 0.5 2.1 0 0 18.0% 
40-49 yrs. 22 2 0 0 0 24 
percentage 11.3 1.0 0 0 0 12.4% 
50+ yrs. 28 1 0 0 0 29 
percentage 14.4 0.5 0 0 0 14.9% 
Total by 
ed. groups 

152 19 19 3 1 194 

Percentage 78.4% 9.8% 9.8% 1.5% 0.5% 100% 
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As is commonly the case, the younger age groups in 
Jammun have been educated to a greater extent than the older 
groups. The percentage of teenage men with some education is 
more than three times as great as the percentage of educated men 
fifty years and older. The situation is even more dramatic for 
women. The percentage of teenage women with some education 
is more than twelve times as great as the percentage of educated 
women fifty years and older. 

 

1.4.2 Singo Di Garhi 

Information concerning age and education level of men and 
women was gathered through interviews in Singo Di Garhi also. 
This village is also in Abbottabad District, but in the north of the 
district, whereas Jammun is in the southwest. The number of 
Singo Di Garhi men and women in each age/education category 
and the percentage of the sample distributed in each category are 
displayed in figure (1.5). 
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(1.5) Adult Population of Singo Di Garhi: 
Number and Percentage of Men and Women 

in Each Age and Education Group 

Men       
Age 
Group 

No 
Educ. 

1-5 
years 

6-10 
years 

11-12 
years 

13+ 
years 

Total by 
age groups 

13-19 yrs. 1 1 10 0 0 12 
percentage 1.9 1.9 19.2 0 0 23.0% 
20-29 yrs. 4 4 4 1 0 13 
percentage 7.7 7.7 7.7 1.9 0 25.0% 
30-39 yrs. 5 4 3 0 0 12 
percentage 9.6 7.7 5.8 0 0 23.1% 
40-49 yrs. 4 2 2 0 0 8 
percentage 7.7 3.8 3.8 0 0 15.3% 
50+ yrs. 6 0 1 0 0 7 
percentage 11.5 0 1.9 0 0 13.4% 
Total by 
educ. groups 

20 11 20 1 0 52 

Percentage 38.4% 21.1% 38.4% 1.9% 0% 99.8% 
 
 

Women       
Age 
Group 

No 
Educ. 

1-5 
years 

6-10 
years 

11-12 
years 

13+ 
years 

Total by 
age groups 

13-19 yrs. 12 1 0 0 0 13 
percentage 27.3 2.3 0 0 0 29.6% 
20-29 yrs. 15 0 0 0 0 15 
percentage 34.1 0 0 0 0 34.1% 
30-39 yrs. 6 0 0 0 0 6 
percentage 13.6 0 0 0 0 13.6% 
40-49 yrs. 3 0 0 0 0 3 
percentage 6.8 0 0 0 0 6.8% 
50+ yrs. 7 0 0 0 0 7 
percentage 15.9 0 0 0 0 15.9% 
Total by 
educ. groups 

43 l 0 0 0 44 

Percentage 97.7% 2.3% 0% 0% 0% 100.0% 
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For men, the correspondence between education and the 
younger age group is even more extreme in Singo Di Garhi than 
in Jammun. Eleven of the twelve teenage males, 92 percent, have 
received some education. The proportion of educated to 
uneducated men in each older age group declines steadily as age 
increases. Only one female was reported with any education, a 
teenager with primary level schooling. 

 

1.4.3 Sherpur 

Interviewing was also conducted in Hindko-speaking 
households of Sherpur, which is northwest of the district center 
of Mansehra. The sample of 109 men and 66 women is not 
exhaustive for that sizeable community, nor is it random. It is, 
however, of sufficient size and broad enough distribution to 
show with reasonable confidence that education has been more 
widely available there than in Singo Di Garhi, especially among 
men. The number and percentage of Hindko-speaking men and 
women of Sherpur in each age and education group are displayed 
in figure (1.6). 
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(1.6) Hindko-Speaking Adult Population of Sherpur: 
Number and Percentage of Men and Women 

in Each Age and Education Group 

Men       
Age 
Group 

No 
Educ. 

1-5 
years 

6-10 
years 

11-12 
years 

13+ 
years 

Total by 
age groups 

13-19 yrs. 4 4 17 1 0 26 
percentage 3.7 3.7 15.6 0.9 0 23.9% 
20-29 yrs. 6 1 9 7 7 30 
percentage 5.5 0.9 8.3 6.4 6.4 27.5% 
30-39 yrs. 2 1 9 4 4 20 
percentage 1.8 0.9 8.3 3.7 3.7 18.4% 
40-49 yrs. 4 0 3 1 0 8 
percentage 3.7 0 2.8 0.9 0 7.4% 
50+ yrs. 15 1 8 1 0 25 
percentage 13.8 1 7.3 0.9 0 23% 
Total by 
educ. groups 

31 7 46 14 11 109 

Percentage 28.5% 6.5% 42.3% 12.8% 10.1% 100.2% 
 
 

Women       
Age 
Group 

No 
Educ. 

1-5 
years 

6-10 
years 

11-12 
years 

13+ 
years 

Total by 
age groups 

13-19 yrs. 9 3 2 1 0 15 
percentage 13.6 4.5 3.0 1.5 0 22.6% 
20-29 yrs. 14 1 2 0 0 17 
percentage 21.2 1.5 3.0 0 0 25.7% 
30-39 yrs. 8 0 0 0 0 8 
percentage 12.1 0 0 0 0 12.1% 
40-49 yrs. 11 1 0 0 0 12 
percentage 16.7 1.5 0 0 0 18.2% 
50+ yrs. 14 0 0 0 0 14 
percentage 21.2 0 0 0 0 21.2% 
Total by 
educ. groups 

56 5 4 1 0 66 

Percentage 84.8% 7.5% 6% 1.5% 0 99.8% 
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The percentage of Sherpur men who have received some 
education remains high through the older age groups to an extent 
not seen in either Jammun or Singo Di Garhi. This suggests that 
education has been available in Sherpur for a longer period than 
in Jammun or Singo Di Garhi. It should be noted that there are 
two primary schools and one high school in Sherpur, whereas 
there is one primary school but no high school in both Singo Di 
Garhi and Jammun. 

 

1.4.4 Balakot 

The fourth community in which interviews were conducted 
is Balakot, which is located in the eastern part of Mansehra 
District at the southern end of the Kaghan Valley. Information 
was gathered from men in the community who participated in 
interviews in order to determine the relative strength of the 
various subgroups as distinguished by age and level of education 
they represent. The resulting profile of these men is presented in 
figure (1.7). 
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(1.7) Sampling of Male Population of Balakot: 
Number and Percentage of Men Who are 

in Each Age and Education Group 

Men       
Age 
Group 

No 
Educ. 

1-5 
years 

6-10 
years 

11-12 
years 

13+ 
years 

Total by 
age groups 

13-19 yrs. 0 0 2 1 0 3 
percentage 0 0 4.2 2.1 0 6.3% 
20-29 yrs. 5 3 7 4 1 20 
percentage 10.4 6.3 14.6 8.3 2.1 41.7% 
30-39 yrs. 4 2 1 2 0 9 
percentage 8.3 4.2 2.1 4.2 0 18.8% 
40-49 yrs. 8 1 3 1 0 13 
percentage 16.7 2.1 6.3 2.1 0 27.1% 
50+ yrs. 2 1 0 0 0 3 
percentage 4.2 2.1 0 0 0 6.3% 
Total by 
educ. groups 

19 7 13 8 1 48 

Percentage 39.6% 14.7% 27.2% 16.7% 2.1% 100.3% 
(Women were not included in the sample for Balakot.) 
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2. LANGUAGE USE IN THE HINDKO-SPEAKING AREA 

Patterns of language use were studied in five communities – 
the two communities of Mansehra District, the two of 
Abbottabad District described above (§1.4), and an additional 
community in Peshawar District. Interviews were conducted in 
each of these to probe the extent and domains of use of the 
languages in their repertoires as well as the factors which 
promote multilingualism. 

In all five communities studied, Hindko is the only, or 
almost only, language used in the home. Yet, even while it is the 
unchallenged mother tongue, respondents in every locality report 
vigorous use of at least one other language. The people of some 
communities use up to four languages, the choice depending on 
the context. 

 

2.1 Language Use in Jammun 

The village of Jammun is located on the Indus River just 
below the Tarbela Dam, near Ghazi, in Haripur Tehsil of 
Abbottabad District. There, representatives of forty households 
were asked to state which languages they use when 
communicating with speakers of the various languages found in 
their area. They were asked for the language(s) they use (a) in the 
home and with fellow speakers of Hindko, (b) with people 
recognized as speakers of Pashto, and (c) with people recognized 
as speakers of Urdu. The responses were framed in terms of one 
language or a combination of languages. 

The percentage of respondents from Jammun who gave each 
of the various responses is presented in figure (2.1). 
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(2.1) Languages Used by Jammun Residents with Speakers of 
Other Languages, In Percentages of Respondents (n = 40) 

Language 
Used by 
Respondent 

with 
Hindko 
speakers 

with 
Pashto 
speakers 

with 
Urdu 
speakers 

Hindko 100 30 25 
Pashto  40  
Urdu   60 
Pashto/Hindko  25  
Urdu/Hindko    2.5 15 
Pashto/Urdu/Hindko    2.5  
 
 
It is significant that all respondents report using only 

Hindko in their homes. Although many are no doubt able to 
speak Pashto, Urdu and Panjabi to varying extents, they prefer 
not to use any of these when speaking with family members or 
with others who can speak Hindko. 

Forty percent of the respondents report using Pashto with 
speakers of Pashto and an additional twenty-five percent report 
using Pashto in combination with Hindko. The fact that nearly 
two-thirds of the respondents report using at least some Pashto 
with speakers of that language suggests considerable use of 
Pashto in the community in certain domains (sociolinguistic 
environments). It may also indicate considerable proficiency in 
Pashto, but this was not verified through Pashto proficiency 
testing. 

The position of Urdu in Jammun seems to be even stronger 
than that of Pashto. Sixty percent report using only Urdu with 
speakers of that language, while only 40 percent report using 
only Pashto with Pashto speakers. As a corollary to this, only 25 
percent report using Hindko with Urdu speakers, whereas 30 
percent report using Hindko with Pashto speakers. The results of 
Urdu recorded text testing in Jammun (average score of 86 
percent for the 37 men tested, with a standard deviation of 13 – 
see §3.3) seem to suggest that the high percentage of respondents 
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who report using Urdu with Urdu speakers is linked with some 
ability to speak Urdu on the part of many. 

Education and travel are factors that can affect one’s ability 
to speak languages which predominate outside the home area. 
Education has a special effect on proficiency in Urdu, while 
travel affects the ability to speak other languages as well. 

As can be seen from figure (1.4), 58.6 percent of the men of 
Jammun have received some education. More than half the men 
who were interviewed concerning language-use practices are 
from the 13-29 year age group, and about three-fourths of this 
age group have had some education. Therefore, it is to be 
expected that their level of Urdu would enable them to 
communicate well in Urdu with speakers of that language. 

More than half the respondents from Jammun report having 
traveled to the following localities: 

Rawalpindi, Abbottabad, Haripur (88% each) 
Peshawar (68%) 
Lahore, Karachi (59% each) 
 

Jammun is situated near the Tarbela Dam and is connected 
with the Grand Trunk Road by a paved road. Thus, of the four 
localities in Hazara Division in which information was gathered 
about travel, it has the best access to the large non-Hindko 
speaking cities of Rawalpindi, Lahore and Karachi. Therefore, it 
is not surprising that 88 percent of the respondents report having 
visited Rawalpindi, with about half of that group having visited it 
more than twenty times. However, two-thirds of those who have 
visited Rawalpindi have never stayed there for as long as one 
week. Thus, for a majority of the respondents the visits to 
Rawalpindi have been short even though for many they have 
been frequent. 

Most of the Jammun respondents also report frequent but 
short visits to Haripur and Abbottabad, nearby communities in 
Hazara, where there are many Hindko speakers. A high 88 
percent have visited Haripur, and the same percentage have  
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visited Abbottabad; 82 percent have visited both. It is surprising 
that only 26 percent have visited Mansehra, a Hindko-speaking 
community just north of Abbottabad. Nevertheless, more than 
two-thirds of those who have visited Mansehra have done so 
more than twenty times. Judging from this information we may 
expect to find in Jammun a small group that has become well 
acquainted with the Hindko dialects of Mansehra District and a 
larger group that has not. As a matter of fact, the Jammun 
subjects scored an average of 83 percent on the Hindko test from 
Balakot, a town in Mansehra District, but with the high standard 
deviation of 16. This gives evidence that indeed some of the 
subjects understood the Balakot text considerably better than 
others. (See §4.2.) 

A majority of the Jammun respondents (68 percent) have 
visited Peshawar more than once and nearly half of these have 
been there more than twenty times. These visits have presumably 
promoted facility in Pashto, although for some they may also 
have provided familiarity with Peshawari Hindko. Travel to 
Peshawar may have been occasioned by business relating to the 
provincial capital or it may have been purely for visiting. 

A slight majority of the Jammun respondents also report 
having visited Lahore and Karachi. These visits were on the 
whole less frequent than those to Rawalpindi, Peshawar and 
nearer communities. Visits to Lahore were also short, but nearly 
half of those who have traveled to Karachi remained there for 
more than six months. Thus, travel to Karachi, although not 
common, probably has had a significant effect on second-
language learning for those who traveled because of its 
duration.16 (Since the collection of data on travel outside Jammun 
was not carried out at the same time as the bilingualism testing 
and since the sources of the two kinds of information are not 
necessarily the same individuals, it is not possible at this point to 
demonstrate whether there is a relationship between frequent 
travel and higher levels of second language proficiency.) 

                                                      
16 It appears that Karachi is a city where many go for employment; hence, 

the long stays reported by respondents from Jammun and the other communities 
of this study. 
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2.2 Language Use in Singo Di Garhi 

Near the town of Abbottabad a study was carried out in the 
village of Singo Di Garhi. Representatives of all twenty 
households of this village participated in the study. 

This community is clearly less advantaged materially than 
the others studied. There is no electricity in the village. Slightly 
more than one-fourth of the respondents report having a radio; 
naturally, none reports having a television set. This situation 
contrasts with that in Sherpur, for example, where electricity is 
available and there are thirty television sets and 112 radios. 

Hindko is the language of all the homes in Singo Di Garhi. 
The only other language in common use in the community is 
Urdu. The languages used by Singo Di Garhi residents with 
people recognized as speakers of other languages are presented 
in figure (2.2) in terms of percentages of respondents. 

 
(2.2) Languages Used by Singo Di Garhi Residents with 

Speakers of Other Languages, In Percentages of Respondents 
(n = 15) 

Language 
Used by 
Respondent 

with 
Hindko 
speakers 

with 
Pashto 
speakers 

with 
Urdu 
speakers 

with 
Panjabi 
speakers 

with 
Gujari 
speakers 

Hindko 100 53 40 86 100 
Urdu  27 47   
Pashto    7    
Panjabi      7  
Hindko/Urdu  13 13   
Hindko/Panjabi     7   

 
The use of Hindko by Singo Di Garhi residents is clearly 

very vigorous, apparently more so than in any of the other 
communities studied, in that they use Hindko more with non-
Hindko speaking people than do respondents from the other 
communities. Hindko is the only language used in 
communicating with family members or in occasional encounters 
with Gujari-speaking people. Hindko is also the principal  
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language used with speakers of Panjabi. The fact that Hindko 
speakers from Singo Di Garhi generally speak Hindko with 
speakers of either Gujari or Panjabi is, of course, feasible only 
because the three languages are relatively similar – by contrast, 
for example, with Pashto. A majority of respondents also report 
using Hindko with Pashto speakers, although slightly more than 
one-fourth use Urdu. Only one person reports using Pashto with 
Pashto speakers. It is only in communicating with Urdu speakers 
that Singo Di Garhi residents use another language more than 
Hindko. Even so, more than half the respondents use at least 
some Hindko when speaking with speakers of Urdu. 

From these responses it is clear that the Hindko speakers of 
Singo Di Garhi, even though ethnically Swati Pathans and, 
hence, descended from Pashto-speakers, have little opportunity 
or necessity to speak Pashto. There are few Pashto speakers 
living in their vicinity. In this respect their situation is more like 
that of Balakot, another area where Pashto is only rarely used, 
than that of Jammun and Sherpur, where Pashto is prevalent. 

The apparently lower use of Urdu by Singo Di Garhi 
residents as compared with Jammun residents cannot be related 
to amount of education, which is the factor that most commonly 
promotes Urdu proficiency. Neither community has a high 
school; each has a primary school. Furthermore, the level of 
education attained by men in the two communities seems to be 
about the same. In Jammun 58.7 percent of the men were 
reported to have had some education (see figure 1.4) and in 
Singo Di Garhi the percentage is 61.4 percent (see figure 1.5). 
However, Singo Di Garhi residents report traveling outside their 
village a bit less and for shorter periods than Jammun residents 
(see also §2.1). It may be that less travel gives them less contact 
with Urdu and less opportunity to use the Urdu that they have 
learned. 

In Jammun 21.6 percent of the women have had some 
education as compared with 2.3 percent in Singo Di Garhi. The 
difference in women’s education, however, is unlikely to account 
for different language use patterns reported by male respondents. 
It does correlate well, however, with the fact that women from  
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Singo Di Garhi travel very little. Among the thirteen women 
interviewed in connection with bilingualism studies, who may be 
more educated and well traveled than the women of the 
community as a whole, two have accompanied their husbands to 
live in the Karachi area for a year or more and one has lived in 
Rawalpindi for three months. Travel for the rest of the women 
interviewed is limited to nearby Abbottabad. 

Since Singo Di Garhi is situated close to the town of 
Abbottabad, its location is more favorable for travel to the cities 
of the Panjab or to Peshawar than that of either Sherpur or 
Balakot. It appears that the Hindko speakers of Singo Di Garhi 
take advantage of their location and do travel, although their 
travel patterns present some contrasts with those reported for 
Jammun. More than half the respondents report having traveled 
to the following localities outside the Abbottabad area: 

Mansehra, Rawalpindi  (93% each) 
Lahore, Karachi   (60% each) 
 

The high level of travel to Mansehra is interesting because 
that town has fewer commercial opportunities than does 
Abbottabad, which is much closer — just a few kilometers away. 
It should be noted that the residents of Singo Di Garhi are Swati 
Pathans and that the majority of Swati Pathans reside in the 
district of Mansehra. It is possible, therefore, that they visit with 
people in the Mansehra area with whom they are linked by 
kinship ties. 

Travel to Rawalpindi is similarly high, although the 
frequency of trips is less than that for residents of Jammun. Only 
fourteen percent of those who have visited Rawalpindi have done 
so more than twenty times, whereas in Jammun the figure is 
forty-seven percent. Again, not even a third of those who have 
visited Rawalpindi have stayed there for as long as one week on 
their longest stay. Therefore, we can assume that these short, 
infrequent visits to Rawalpindi have not had a significant impact 
on levels of fluency in, or use of, Urdu. 
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Patterns of travel to Lahore and Karachi are similar in Singo 
Di Garhi to those of Jammun: about three-fifths of the 
respondents have traveled to these cities. They have stayed for 
short periods (1-6 days) in Lahore, but some have remained for 
six months or more in Karachi. 

It is of interest that few respondents in Singo Di Garhi (only 
one third) report travel to Peshawar. A larger percentage of 
respondents from Sherpur have visited Peshawar. The lack of 
travel to Peshawar on the part of Singo Di Garhi residents may 
correlate with their low use of Pashto, which in turn seems to be 
related to infrequent contact with Pashto speakers in their home 
area. 

 

2.3 Language Use in Sherpur 

Representatives of forty Hindko-speaking households 
participated in a study of language-use patterns in Sherpur, a 
community located ten kilometers northwest of the town of 
Mansehra. 

Respondents from Sherpur report using Pashto, Urdu, 
Panjabi and Gujari in addition to Hindko. The languages used 
with those whom they recognize as speakers of other languages 
are presented in figure (2.3). 
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(2.3) Languages Used by Sherpur Respondents With Speakers of 
Other Languages, In Percentages of Respondents (n = 30) 

Language 
Used by 
Respondent 

with 
Hindko 
speakers

with 
Pashto 
speakers

with 
Urdu 
speakers

with 
Panjabi 
speakers

with 
Gujari 
speakers 

Hindko 97  10 57 93 
Pashto  87    
Urdu    3 87   
Panjabi    20  
Gujari       7 
Hindko/Pashto   3     
Hindko/Urdu     3 10  
Hindko/Panjabi    13  
Pashto/Urdu  10    

 
 
In its language-use patterns Sherpur is the most multilingual 

of the communities studied as viewed from several standpoints: 
First, it is the only community in which less than 100 percent of 
the respondents report using only Hindko in the home domain. 
Presumably, this results from intermarriage. 

Of greater significance is the fact that eighty-seven percent 
of the Hindko-speaking respondents report using Pashto with 
Pashto speakers. This indicates a more widespread use of Pashto 
than for any of the other communities studied. It is doubtless a 
result of frequent contact with Pashto speakers in the village 
itself, including intermarriage, and of travel to Pashto-speaking 
areas. A large number, perhaps half, of the residents of Sherpur, 
largely in the lower part of the village, speak Pashto as their first 
language; among these, cousin marriage is widely practiced. The 
Pashtoons in the upper part of the town, by contrast, use Hindko 
as the language of the home and do not regularly practice cousin 
marriage. In spite of these differences in marriage patterns and 
home languages, the Hindko speakers report considerable 
intermarriage with Pashto speakers. 

A high eighty-seven percent of the respondents report using 
Urdu with those recognized as speakers of Urdu. Again, this 
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figure is higher than for any of the other communities studied 
and is doubtless reflective of access to education and of frequent 
travel. The proportion of men receiving some education is ten 
percent higher for Sherpur than for the other three communities. 
Also, they have, on the whole, completed more years of 
education, as indicated by the fact that the median point of 
education among Sherpur men falls in the 6-10 years category 
whereas it falls in the 1-5 years category in the other three 
communities. It should be noted that there are two primary 
schools and one high school in Sherpur, whereas there is one 
primary school but no high school in Singo Di Garhi and in 
Jammun. Balakot, on the other hand, has education through 
college level. 

Sherpur residents — both those in the Hindko-speaking 
households of this study and those in the Pashto-speaking 
households — also have opportunities to improve at least their 
passive ability in Urdu through access to radio and television. 
Fifteen percent of all the households of Sherpur report having a 
television set and fifty-six percent report having a radio. By 
contrast, only twenty-seven percent of the respondents in Singo 
Di Garhi report having radios and none has a television set, the 
latter situation due to the fact that Singo Di Garhi does not have 
access to electricity, whatever other factors may be involved. 

Travel may well be an additional contributor to the use of 
Urdu by residents of Sherpur. Large percentages of the 
respondents report having traveled to the following localities: 

Abbottabad  (93%) 
Rawalpindi  (90%) 
Peshawar, Lahore (77% each) 
Karachi  (64%) 

Most of those who have traveled to Abbottabad report that 
they have visited there more than twenty times but have never 
stayed as long as one week. This is due largely to the fact that 
residents of Sherpur must pass through Abbottabad on their way 
to the Grand Trunk Road en route to the other cities which they 
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visit. Another contributing factor is the larger bazaar area of 
Abbottabad as compared with the nearer town of Mansehra. 

Repeated travel by Sherpur residents to Rawalpindi, Lahore 
and Karachi doubtless enhances their use of Urdu. However, 
only small percentages of the respondents have gone to these 
cities as many as twenty times and in general their stays have 
been brief. Once again, we find the pattern that those who have 
traveled as far as Karachi have remained longer. Forty percent of 
those who have traveled to Karachi have remained for more than 
three months whereas that is true of only eight percent of those 
who have traveled to Lahore and of none who have traveled to 
Rawalpindi. 

The common use of Pashto in their home area probably is at 
least a partial explanation for why Hindko-speaking residents of 
Sherpur travel frequently to Peshawar. One-third of those who 
report having visited there have gone more than twenty times. 
Twenty-one percent of those who have gone report that they 
have stayed for more than six months on their longest visit. 
Again, this contrasts with the infrequency of visits which 
residents of Singo Di Garhi make to Peshawar. Even though both 
groups identify themselves as Swati Pathans, the more 
widespread use of Pashto in Sherpur seems to correlate with the 
more frequent and longer visits which Sherpur residents make to 
Peshawar. 

The sample of Sherpur women interviewed in connection 
with bilingualism testing suggests that they, like men from 
Sherpur, have lived and traveled extensively outside their area. 
Eight of the twenty-six women interviewed (31 percent) have 
lived for long periods in cities outside the area. These eight have 
lived an average of 4 years in Lahore, 5.4 years in Rawalpindi 
and 12 years in Karachi. Eighteen of the twenty-six women (69 
percent) report having traveled, sometimes for months, to 
Rawalpindi, Lahore, Peshawar and Karachi. 

2.4 Language Use in Balakot 

Balakot is located in the hills of eastern Mansehra District at 
the base of the Kaghan Valley. In that community forty-eight 
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residents were interviewed concerning the languages which they 
use in various contexts and the factors which affect their 
language choices. The percentage of respondents from Balakot 
giving the various responses is presented in figure (2.4). 

 
(2.4) Languages Used by Balakot Respondents with Speakers of 

Other Languages, in Percentages of Respondents (n = 48) 

Language 
Used by 
Respondent 

with 
Hindko 
speakers

with 
Pashto 
speakers

with 
Urdu 
speakers

with 
Panjabi 
speakers

with 
Gujari 
speakers 

Hindko 100 42 29 67 81 
Urdu  58 71 21  
Panjabi    12  
Gujari     19 

 
Once more, the respondents report complete loyalty to 

Hindko in the family domain and with fellow speakers of 
Hindko. 

The Hindko-speaking people of Balakot are in frequent 
contact with Gujari-speaking people since many Gujars are 
found in that vicinity. Some Gujars come to the markets of 
Balakot daily. Others are storekeepers. Still others come to sell 
wood in Balakot or to work in the homes of Hindko speakers. 
Nineteen percent of the respondents report having learned Gujari 
to the point where they use it in their communication with Gujari 
speakers. This contrasts with Jammun and Sherpur, where Pashto 
speakers are the principal other language group with whom 
Hindko speakers are in frequent contact. Although a large 
portion of the residents of Balakot identify themselves as Swati 
Pathans, not one of the respondents reported ever speaking 
Pashto. Thus, it appears that they have very little contact with 
Pashto speakers. 

Hindko is the principal language used for communicating 
with those who speak Gujari and Panjabi, while Urdu is more 
commonly used when communicating with speakers of Pashto 
and Urdu. In some respects, the language-use patterns of Balakot 
are similar to those of Singo Di Garhi in that Urdu is the 
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principal second language and Pashto virtually absent. However, 
the Balakot respondents seem to have greater access to Urdu and 
less dependence on Hindko than Singo Di Garhi residents. A 
higher percentage of the Balakot respondents report using Urdu 
with speakers of Pashto and Urdu, and a correspondingly lower 
percentage use Hindko with them. Some also report using Urdu 
in communicating with speakers of Panjabi, which no one reports 
in Singo Di Garhi. 

It is interesting to note that the Hindko speakers of Balakot 
seem to use Urdu more frequently than do those of Singo Di 
Garhi. Usually, more frequent use of a second language is linked 
to greater proficiency in it. However, differences between 
Balakot and Singo Di Garhi in frequency of use — and perhaps 
proficiency — do not seem to be explained in terms of differing 
levels of education. The percentages of men who have had some 
education in Singo di Garhi (61.4 percent) and Balakot (60.7 
percent) are almost the same. The median number of years of 
education for both groups is between one and five years, and 
about 80 percent of the younger (under 30) men of both localities 
have had some education. 

More than half the Balakot respondents report having 
traveled to the following localities: 

Mansehra (98%) 
Abbottabad (94%) 
Rawalpindi (90%) 
Peshawar (52%) 

The frequent visits to Mansehra and Abbottabad are not 
surprising in view of the fact that Balakot residents normally 
pass through those towns en route to the Grand Trunk Road and 
on to the cities farther south. 

Although many respondents (90 percent) report having 
visited Rawalpindi, their visits on the whole have been neither 
frequent nor prolonged. Of those who have visited Rawalpindi, 
about half have visited fewer than ten times and 70 percent have 
never stayed as long as one week. 
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Fewer respondents from Balakot, as compared to the other 
three communities studied, report having traveled to Lahore and 
Karachi; in fact, this was the only community in which not even 
half the respondents have traveled to Karachi. 

Barely half the Balakot respondents (52 percent) report 
having visited Peshawar. Sixty percent of those who have visited 
there have been there fewer than five times, and no one has 
visited there twenty times. On eighty percent of the visits they 
stayed for less than one week. 

 

2.5 Language Use in Wad Pagga 

The village of Wad Pagga lies close to Peshawar, slightly to 
the north and east. It is part of a large group of Hindko-speaking 
villages east of Peshawar which Shackle (1980:497-498) refers 
to as Tappa Khalsa. Information about language use was 
collected in Wad Pagga not through interviews with many 
household representatives but through two interviews with a 
mother of adult children who has lived in that village all her life. 
This woman is able to read the Urdu, Panjabi, Pashto and Arabic 
scripts and can write letters in Urdu. Two daughters and a son, 
who were present at times during the interviews, also made 
comments. The daughters can read and write Urdu and some 
English; they write letters in Urdu. They report that they find it 
difficult, even with effort, to write Hindko because of some 
difficulty in symbolizing certain sounds. 

When conversing with other Hindko speakers, the 
respondent always uses Hindko. If there is a dialect difference, 
adjustments are made, perhaps on the part of both speakers. If the 
other person is an Urdu speaker, the conversation is in Urdu. If 
the other person speaks Panjabi, she uses a mixture of Hindko 
and Urdu. If the other person speaks Pashto, she uses Pashto. 

The main population of the village of Wad Pagga is Hindko-
speaking Saiyids. The girls marry only Saiyid boys; the boys 
sometimes marry girls from other groups. It is considered 
preferable to marry relatives. The mother tongue of the marriage 
partner is not an important consideration when marriages are 
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arranged since it is assumed that the girl will learn the language 
of her husband’s family. The important consideration is whether 
the partner is a Saiyid. 

In Wad Pagga there are also Hindko-speaking people of 
other ethnic origins, as well as some Pashto-speaking Mohmand 
Pashtoons and Pashto-speaking “Kabuli”, or Afghan, Pashtoon 
refugees. There is some intermarriage between Hindko- and 
Pashto-speaking people in this area. 

Six villages in the area, including nearby Pakha Gholam, are 
said by the respondent to be entirely Hindko-speaking, but others 
include both Hindko and Pashto mother-tongue speakers. There 
are also many villages in the vicinity where the residents speak 
only Pashto. The respondent commented that the Hindko of Wad 
Pagga incorporates some Urdu vocabulary, whereas the speech 
of some other villages retains a higher percentage of authentic 
Hindko vocabulary. 

Most of the Hindko-speaking men and women of Wad 
Pagga can speak some Pashto, and apparently many local 
Pashtoons have learned to speak some Hindko. The woman who 
was interviewed says that her ability in Pashto is limited to only 
basic conversation. In both cases, learning of the other language 
comes about through social interaction in the village. In addition, 
sometimes a girl who speaks a different language marries into a 
home, with the result that others in the home learn some of her 
language. Also, women at times gather on the roof tops for 
visiting. When a Pashto-speaking woman is present, the 
conversation is in Pashto; otherwise it is in Hindko. 

In Wad Pagga there is a school for girls which offers 
education through grade five. If the teacher can speak and 
explain well in Urdu, she does that. If not, she gives the 
explanation in Hindko. Since there are no Pashtoon or Afghan 
girls reported in the school, there is no language problem. Girls 
can continue their schooling by attending higher schools in 
Peshawar. However, the girls of the home where the interviews 
were conducted continue their study at home, citing the 
convention that Saiyids practice strict purdah. 
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In the home the respondent watches Urdu and Hindko 
programs on television while the children watch these and 
English programs as well. The girls also listen to Urdu songs, but 
not Pashto songs, on a tape recorder. 

Although the respondent has lived in Wad Pagga all her life, 
she has visited various localities in the North-West Frontier 
Province and the Panjab. Each visit has been limited to two or 
three days. When visiting during her travels, she speaks Hindko, 
Pashto and Urdu with those who speak those languages. With 
speakers of Panjabi she uses a mixture of Hindko and Urdu. 
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3. BILINGUAL PROFICIENCY OF HINDKO SPEAKERS 

As seen in the preceding chapter, there are some Hindko-
speaking people who in the course of their regular activities 
speak Urdu, Pashto, Panjabi or Gujari in addition to Hindko in 
dealing with other-language speakers in their areas. Urdu is 
spoken by some people in each of the four communities studied. 
Pashto is used by many in Jammun and Sherpur, by few in Singo 
Di Garhi and by none of the Balakot sample. Panjabi is used by a 
few in Singo Di Garhi and Balakot and by a larger group, though 
a minority, in Sherpur. Gujari is used by a few in Balakot and by 
very few in Sherpur. In general, of course, the language 
repertoires and choices relate to contact and opportunities found 
in the communities studied. 

That many Hindko-speaking people of a community use a 
second language when conversing with speakers of that language 
suggests a high level of societal bilingualism, but it does not 
directly provide information about the proficiency with which 
the Hindko speakers use the second language. Therefore, the 
proficiency of Hindko speakers in speaking Urdu, Pashto and 
Panjabi was tested in several communities. 

3.1 Tests of Bilingual Proficiency 

Two kinds of tests were used to evaluate bilingual 
proficiency: sentence repetition tests (SRTs) and recorded text 
tests (RTTs). The first type of test was used for testing 
proficiency in Urdu and Pashto. The second type was used for 
Urdu and Panjabi. 

3.1.1 Sentence Repetition Test 

Sentence repetition tests are based on the premise that a 
person cannot repeat sentences of any linguistic complexity in 
another language beyond the level of his control – or at least 
comprehension – of that language. An SRT consists of a set of 
sentences in a second language which the subject is asked to 
listen to and repeat. The accuracy with which he is able to repeat 
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the sentences is taken as an indication of his proficiency in that 
language. 

The scores resulting from subjects’ performances on an SRT 
are expressed in terms of descriptive evaluations of second 
language proficiency called Reported Proficiency Evaluation 
(RPE) levels. These range from RPE level 0+ (very minimal 
proficiency) to RPE level 4+ (approaching the proficiency of a 
native speaker). (See appendix A.3 for a summary of the 
procedures for developing and interpreting a sentence repetition 
test.) 

 

3.1.2 Recorded Text Test 

The second type of test used in this study for evaluating 
levels of second language proficiency is a recorded text test 
(RTT). The form of the RTT is essentially the same as that used 
for testing intelligibility among related dialects. A tape-recorded 
text in the test language is played for people who have learned it 
as a second language. They are asked to answer ten questions, 
presented in their mother tongue, about its content, thus showing 
their level of comprehension of the text. (See appendix A.2 for a 
summary of procedures used in constructing an RTT.) 

 

3.2 Urdu Bilingualism Testing in Singo Di Garhi 

The second-language proficiency in Urdu of residents of 
Singo Di Garhi was assessed through the administration of both 
the Urdu Sentence Repetition Test and the Urdu Recorded Text 
Test. 

 

3.2.1 Urdu Sentence Repetition Test 

The Urdu Sentence Repetition Test was administered to 
twenty-eight men and nine women in Singo Di Garhi. The scores 
of the men and women in the various age and education groups 
are displayed in figure (3.1). 
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(3.1) Scores of Singo Di Garhi Subjects 
on Urdu Sentence Repetition Test 

Men 
 
Age 

  No 
  education 

 1-5 
 years 

   6-10 
   years 

 11+ 
 years 

  Total by 
  age group 

group   n ave RPE  n ave RPE    n ave RPE  n  ave RPE    n ave RPE 
13-19   3 23 2  0      7 37 3+  0    10 33 3 
20-29   1 18 1+  1 42 3+    1 45 3+  1  44 3+    4 37 3+ 
30-39   2 33 3  1 39 3+    4 42 3+  0      7 39 3+ 
40-49   2 19 2  1 38 3+    1 43 3+  0      4 30 2+ 
50+   2 21 2  0      1 41 3+  0      3 27 2+ 
Total 10 23 2  3 40 3+  14 40 3+  1  44 3+  28   
by ed. groups              

 

Women17 No education 
age groups n ave RPE 
13-19 3 11 1 
20-29 4   6 0+ 
30-39 0   
40-49 2   5 0+ 
50+ 0   
Total 9   7 0+ 

 
n = number of subjects tested from that group 
RPE = RPE level equivalent to average score 
ave = average SRT score 
3+ = RPE level 3+ and above 

 
From figure (3.1) it can be seen that education plays a very 

important role in Urdu proficiency in Singo Di Garhi. All the 
groups of educated men, regardless of age, averaged RPE level 
3+ and above. None of the groups of uneducated men, whatever 
their age, averaged higher than RPE level 3. Also, we see a much 
greater range of Urdu proficiency in the various groups of 
uneducated men than in the groups of educated men. This is even 
more clear in figure (3.2), which shows the percentage of men at 
each of the RPE levels within the educated and uneducated 
groups. 

                                                      
17 None of the women in Singo Di Garhi had any formal education. 
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(3.2) Percentage of Educated and Uneducated Singo Di Garhi 
Men Scoring at each RPE Level of Urdu Proficiency 

RPE 
Level 

With 
education 

Without 
education 

 n = 18 n = 10 
3+ 89% 10% 
3   5.5 20 
2+   0 20 
2   5.5 10 
1+   0 20 
1   0 10 
0+   0 10 

 
 
The results of Urdu sentence repetition testing in Singo Di 

Garhi show that proficiency is generally high among educated 
men (61.5 percent of the male population) but not among 
uneducated men (38.5 percent of the male population) nor among 
women, all of whom are also uneducated. All but two of the 
eighteen educated men scored at the highest RPE level, 3+ or 
above; whereas only three of the ten uneducated men scored so 
highly. 

Travel to distant locations is also a factor in Urdu 
proficiency among the men of Singo Di Garhi. Men who have 
not attended school but have traveled to cities of the Panjab and 
Karachi scored higher than those uneducated men who have not 
traveled. Presumably this is because travel to non-Hindko areas 
increases the frequency with which they are compelled to 
communicate in Urdu. For example, one uneducated man who 
has been to Karachi more than ten times scored at RPE level 3, 
while a second uneducated man who has rarely been outside 
Hazara Division scored at RPE level 0+. Amounts of informal 
Urdu learning will, of course, vary between the extremes 
represented by these two men. 

None of the females tested in Singo Di Garhi has been to 
school. Not surprisingly, their command of Urdu seems to be 
minimal as reflected in their performance on the Urdu SRT. 
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It is interesting to note that three of the women tested have 
traveled outside their village. One lived in Karachi for five years, 
one lived near Karachi for a year, and one lived in Rawalpindi 
for three months. The other six women have not traveled outside 
the area. Nevertheless, the outside travel/living of the three 
women does not seem to have caused them to perform better on 
the Urdu SRT than the untraveled women. It is probable that the 
time spent outside their village was spent with others with whom 
they could communicate in Hindko or that for some other reason 
they had no need to speak Urdu or any other language of wider 
communication. 

 

3.2.2 Urdu Recorded Text Test 

The Urdu Recorded Text Test was administered in Singo Di 
Garhi to eighteen men. Their scores range from 80 to 100 
percent, with an average of 95 percent. The standard deviation is 
6.2. 

Information about age and education level is available for 
eleven of the subjects. Even though the number of subjects is 
small, their scores, distributed in the age and education groups, 
are presented in figure (3.3). 

 
(3.3) Scores of Singo Di Garhi Men on Urdu Recorded Text Test 

 
Age 

No 
education 

1-5 
years 

6-10 
years 

11+ 
years 

Total by 
age groups 

groups n ave. n ave. n ave. n ave. n ave. 
13-19 0  0  3  97 0   3  97 
20-29 0  1  90 1  90 0   2  90 
30-39 2 90 1 100 2  95 0   5  94 
40-49 0  0  1 100    1 100 
50+ 0  0  0  0   0  
Total 
by educ. 
groups 

2 90 2  95 7  96 0  11  

n = number of subjects tested from that group 
ave. = average score on RTT for that group 
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Although the number of subjects is few, scores on the Urdu 
Recorded Text Test corroborate the importance of education and 
its effect on Urdu proficiency as shown by the Urdu SRT. It 
appears that in Singo Di Garhi the men with education (RTT 
average scores of 95 percent and 96 percent) are probably more 
proficient in Urdu than those without education (RTT average 90 
percent). (It should be noted that the Urdu RTT is a much easier 
test than the Urdu SRT, which explains why the difference 
between the educated and uneducated groups on the RTT is not 
so great as that on the SRT.) 

3.3 Urdu Bilingualism Testing in Jammun 

The Urdu Recorded Text Test was administered to thirty-
seven men in Jammun. The average score of this sample was 86 
percent, with a standard deviation of 13. As a group these men 
can understand Urdu; however, there is considerable range in 
their abilities: Nearly one-third of the subjects performed 
perfectly on the test, while others were unable to answer more 
than half the questions correctly. 

Information about age and education levels is available for 
thirty-six of the thirty-seven men in Jammun. The scores of these 
subjects as distributed in the age and education groups are 
presented in figure (3.4). 

 
(3.4) Scores of Jammun Men on Urdu Recorded Text Test 

 
Age 

No 
education 

1-5 
years 

6-10 
years 

11+ 
years 

Total by 
age groups 

groups  n ave. n ave.  n ave. n ave.  n ave. 
13-19  2 90  4 90  6 93 0  12 92 
20-29  3 80  3 80  0  4  85 10 81 
30-39  2 85  2 90  4 93 0    8 90 
40-49  2 70  1 70  0  0    3 70 
50+  2 75  0   0  1 100   3 83 
Total 
all age
groups 

11 80 10 85 10 93 5  86 36  

n = number of subjects tested from that group 
ave. = average score on RTT for that group 
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Once again, the role of education in Urdu proficiency can be 
observed. Uneducated men scored an average of 80 percent 
while educated men scored an average of 88 percent. The 
average score increased with the progression from 1-5 to 6-10 
years of schooling, but, surprisingly, the smallest group, 
consisting of the most educated men, dipped below the average 
for all educated men. This may be a misleading result due to the 
small sample size or some other unidentified factor. 

 

3.4 Bilingualism Testing in Sherpur 

The second language proficiency in Urdu of Sherpur men 
and women was assessed through administration of the Urdu 
SRT. Pashto second language proficiency was assessed through 
administration of the Pashto SRT. 

 

3.4.1 Urdu Sentence Repetition Test 

The Urdu Sentence Repetition Test was administered in 
Sherpur to fifty-five men and twenty-three women. The scores of 
the men and women in the various age and education groups are 
displayed in figure (3.5). 

Again in Sherpur, the effect of education on proficiency in 
Urdu is evident. The uneducated men, who averaged RPE 2+, are 
the only education group of men not to attain RPE 3+ and above. 
The uneducated women, who averaged RPE 2, perform at levels 
below the women with 1-5 years of education, who averaged 
RPE 2+, and those with six or more years of education, whose 
average is RPE 3+ and above. 

Thus, with both men and women there proved to be a 
difference in Urdu proficiency between those who are educated 
and those who are not. In addition, the differences in level of 
education seem to be significant, in particular for the women. 
Those women with higher levels of education scored on the 
average higher than those with less education. The groups of 
women in order of increasing levels of education scored on the 
average 29, 38 and 40 points. So, not surprisingly, it appears that 
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in Sherpur, at least, women continue to improve their proficiency 
in Urdu as they progress in level of education. 

 
(3.5) Scores of Sherpur Subjects on 

Urdu Sentence Repetition Test 

Men 
 
Age 

 No 
 education 

1-5 
years 

  6-10 
  years 

  11+ 
  years 

 Total by 
 age group 

group  n ave RPE n ave RPE   n ave RPE   n ave RPE  n  ave RPE 
13-19  3 23 2 0   24 41 3+   2  45 3+  29  39 3+ 
20-29  1 38 3+ 1 41 3+   4 43 3+  11  43 3+  17  42 3+ 
30-39  1 39 3+ 0     1 44 3+   5  40 3+    7  41 3+ 
40-49  1 24 2 0     0     0      1  24 2 
50+  0   0     1 40 3+   0      1  40 3+ 
Total  6 29 2+ 1 41 3+ 30 41 3+  18  42 3+  55   
by educ. groups              
 

Women 
 
Age 

 No 
 education 

1-5 
years 

  6-10 
  years 

 11+ 
 years 

  Total by 
  age group 

group  n ave RPE n ave RPE   n  ave RPE  n ave RPE   n ave RPE 
13-19  1 28 2+ 0     4  36 3  1 40 3+   6 35 3 
20-29  3 25 2+ 2 38 3+   2  41 3+  0     7 33 3 
30-39  1 26 2+ 0     1  35 3  0     2 31 3 
40-49  1 10 1 0     1  40 3+  0     2 25 2+ 
50+  3 21 2 3 23 2   0    0     6 22 2 
Total  9 22 2 5 29 2+   8  38 3+  1 40 3+ 23   
by educ. groups              

n = number of subjects tested from that group 
ave = average score on SRT for that group 
RPE = RPE level equivalent to average score 
3+ = RPE level 3+ and above 

 
The scores of educated Sherpur men cluster at the highest 

levels of Urdu proficiency while the scores of uneducated men 
are more evenly distributed throughout the various levels of 
proficiency, a phenomenon that is repeated with the women. 
Figure (3.6) displays the percentage of educated and uneducated 
men and women scoring at each RPE level. 
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(3.6) Percentage of Educated and Uneducated Sherpur Adults 
Scoring at Each RPE Level of Urdu Proficiency 

Men 
RPE 
Level 

 
With 
Education 

 
Without 
Education 

Women
RPE 
Level 

 
With 
Education

 
Without 
Education 

 n = 49 n = 6  n = 13 n = 10 
3+ 87.8% 50% 3+ 61%  0% 
3 10.2   0 3   8 20 
2+   2.0   0 2+ 15 40 
2   0 33 2   8   0 
1   0 17 1   0 30 
0+   0   0 0+   0   0 
0   0   0 0   0 10 

 
 
It is interesting to note that half the six uneducated men in 

Sherpur made scores on the Urdu SRT equivalent to the highest 
RPE level. These three subjects are, in fact, brothers, who are 
involved in the same business. They collect firewood from 
forests outside Sherpur and frequently take it to the district center 
and elsewhere to sell. They also frequently travel to Lahore. By 
contrast, another uneducated man, who scored at the much lower 
RPE level of 1, makes mattresses in Sherpur itself. He travels 
away from Sherpur much less frequently and has never been to 
Lahore. 

For educated people, education has been a powerful vehicle 
for learning Urdu. For uneducated men, outside travel and 
employment which takes them away from Sherpur apparently 
also have an important role to play in the development of Urdu 
proficiency. 

It is also evident that the uneducated women of Sherpur 
have succeeded in learning Urdu to an extent not matched by the 
uneducated women of Singo Di Garhi. Sixty percent of the 
uneducated women of Sherpur scored at RPE level 2+ or better; 
while in Singo Di Garhi, none of the (all uneducated) women 
scored at those levels. This higher level of proficiency in Urdu 
among the women of Sherpur cannot be explained by appealing 
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to travel outside the area, as there seems to be little difference 
between the scores of those who have traveled and those who 
have not. Certain factors within each village appear to be at 
work: 

First, the women of Sherpur have regular contact with Urdu 
through radio and television. A household survey shows that 
thirty Sherpur households have television sets and 112 have 
radios. At times, members of households without television sets 
spend time in households that have them, so the impact of the 
thirty television sets in the community is not limited to just those 
thirty households. This contrasts with the absence of television 
and near absence of radios in Singo Di Garhi. 

There is another factor within Sherpur which seems to 
promote the learning of Urdu, a secondary effect of education. 
Mothers and other women hear the school-going children recite 
their lessons in Urdu day after day and, apparently as a result, 
learn some of the Urdu of those lessons. The widespread and 
longstanding availability of education in Sherpur apparently has 
had an impact beyond its school-going population. 

 

3.4.2 Pashto Sentence Repetition Test 

The extent to which the men of Sherpur are proficient in 
Pashto was tested by administering the Pashto Sentence 
Repetition Test to thirty-four men. The scores from that testing 
as distributed in the various age and education groups are 
displayed in figure (3.7). 
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(3.7) Scores of Sherpur Men on Pashto Sentence Repetition Test 

Men 
 
Age 

 No 
 education 

1-5 
years 

  6-10 
  years 

   11+ 
   years 

  Total by 
  age groups 

group  n ave RPE n ave RPE   n ave RPE    n ave RPE   n ave RPE 
13-19  1 16 1+ 0    18 30 2+    2 33 3  21 30 2+ 
20-29  0   1 28 2+    3 31 3    6 36 3  10 34 3 
30-39  0   0      1 28 2+    2 41 3+    3 37 3+ 
40-49  0   0      0      0      0   
Total  1 16 1+ 1 28 2+  22 30 2+  10 36 3  34   
by educ. 
groups 

             

 
 
When the results of Pashto bilingualism testing in Sherpur 

are compared with those of Urdu bilingualism testing, several 
factors become evident: First, it is clear that the Hindko-speaking 
men of Sherpur, in spite of their regular interaction with Pashto 
mother-tongue speakers in the community, do not have the same 
level of proficiency in Pashto that they have in Urdu. There are 
many more men with low scores in Pashto; even the group with 
the highest score in Pashto, RPE 3, is lower than most of the 
groups in Urdu which averaged at RPE 3+. 

Also, the average scores in Pashto increase as the age group 
of the subjects increases. This is to be expected when a language 
is learned informally, as is the case with Pashto in Sherpur. It is 
interesting to note that the average scores also increase as the 
average educational level of the subjects increases. This might 
not hold true if the testing were to be extended to include larger 
numbers of subjects at the lower educational levels. However, if 
it were to prove true that those subjects with higher educational 
levels consistently have higher Pashto SRT scores, it may be that 
their increased Pashto proficiency actually results from other 
contact opportunities, such as interactions with Pashto-speaking 
classmates, or occupation-related travel, which are only an 
indirect consequence of education. 
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The percentage of Sherpur men in each age group who 
scored at each RPE level of Pashto proficiency is displayed in 
figure (3.8). 

 
(3.8) Percentage of Sherpur Men in Various Age Groups 

Scoring at each RPE Level of Pashto Proficiency 
According to Age Groups 

RPE 13-19 20-29 30-39 
level n=19 n=10 n=3 
3+ & above 14.3% 30% 66.7% 
3 19.0 10   0 
2+ 33.3 50 33.3 
2 23.8   0   0 
1+   4.7 10   0 
1   4.7   0   0 
0+   0   0   0 
0   0   0   0 
 

 
It can be observed in figure (3.8) that there are more 

younger men at the lower RPE levels of 2 or below and none of 
the three oldest age group subjects at that level. Furthermore, the 
median score in the 13-19 and 20-29 year age groups is RPE 2+, 
whereas the median score in the 30-39 year age group is RPE 3+-
and-above. Thus, from various perspectives it seems that 
proficiency in Pashto among Sherpur men increases with age, 
i.e., with exposure to Pashto. 

3.5 Panjabi Bilingualism Testing 

Second-language proficiency in (Lahore) Panjabi was 
investigated in a modest way by administering a Panjabi 
Recorded Text Test to three small groups of subjects: eleven 
Peshawar men18 and three Sherpur women. The scores of these 
three groups are displayed in figure (3.9). 

                                                      
18 As is easily observed, the principal focus of this bilingualism study has 

been Hazara Division, where the majority of Hindko speakers live. Other areas 
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(3.9) Scores of Subjects from Peshawar and Sherpur on 
Panjabi Recorded Text Test 

  n ave. s.d. 
Peshawar men 11 91% 9.2 
Sherpur women  3 93 4.7 

ave. = average RTT score 
s.d. = standard deviation 
 

The comparatively high scores of the Sherpur women and 
the Peshawar men indicate some comprehension of Panjabi. Two 
young women from Sherpur each scored ninety percent on the 
Panjabi RTT. One of these has passed matriculation and has 
traveled to the Panjab. The other attended school for six years 
and is now studying privately in order to pass matriculation; she 
                                                                                                          
have been touched on, but less studied. This was the only bilingualism testing 
done in the Peshawar vicinity. To complete the picture of multilingualism in 
that cosmopolitan area, Pashto and Urdu bilingualism at least should also be 
tested. 

 Some statements of Shackle can amplify the Peshawar picture and help 
to demonstrate its importance in the total Hindko picture, as well as explain the 
relatively high performance of Peshawar subjects on the Panjabi test. 

 “Pe. [Peshawari] is only to be understood as a member of this category 
[urban languages]… [It] certainly demonstrates the magnetism of urban 
languages, the process by which common features are passed along major lines 
of communication and cause the language of one city to resemble that of 
another while each is surrounded by markedly different rural dialects. The 
frequently noted instances of agreement by Pe. and P. [Panjabi] are only to be 
explained by the linkage of Peshawar along the line of the Grand Trunk Road 
with Lahore and the towns of northern Panjab. The supposition is supported by 
the instances that have been cited of the current intrusion of further P. features 
into the speech of younger Pe.-speakers... Since Pe. is the last outpost of NIA to 
the north-west, the pattern of influence is simpler than for most cities, from 
which lines of communication radiate in all directions. Pe. is also of course 
peculiar in being isolated in the non-IA linguistic territory of Pashto” 
(1980:509). 

 “The language of the city... has better [than Kohati] withstood the effects 
of the creation of Pakistan in 1947, which led to the departure of non-Muslim 
speakers of Pe. and their replacement by Pashto speakers… Although Pashto 
has certainly gained ground at the expense of Pe. in recent years, it has been 
well said of the latter that ‘it is only through this speech that you enter into the 
real life of the city’… There can be few monolingual speakers… Command of 
Pashto is increasingly general, while all educated speakers are increasingly 
fluent in U. [Urdu]. The Pe. of younger speakers, especially those with higher 
education, tends to contain a marked proportion of partially assimilated 
elements, especially from U. and P. [Panjabi]” (1980:497). 
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once lived in the Lahore area for six months. Surprisingly, 
though, it was a woman above fifty who had four years of 
education many years ago and who has never traveled even as far 
as Mansehra who scored 100 percent on the Panjabi RTT. This 
fragmentary evidence, including the rather low (less than 10) 
standard deviations in the scores, seems to suggest that Hindko 
has a fair amount of inherent intelligibility with Panjabi, based 
on close genetic relationship, quite apart from any 
comprehension derived from contact. 
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4. DIALECTS OF HINDKO 

The Hindko language is spoken over a rather large 
geographic area, especially in its north-south dimension. Some 
enclaves of Hindko speakers are not geographically contiguous 
to others. Therefore, it is not surprising to find that there is 
significant dialect differentiation among the varieties of speech 
called Hindko. 

Two approaches were taken to the study of Hindko dialects. 
The similarity of the lexicon was examined as the first index of 
overall linguistic similarity and, presumably, genetic proximity.19 
Secondly, the extent to which speakers of each geographical 
dialect understand the speech of other such dialects was 
measured by means of testing the comprehension of tape 
recorded speech samples consisting of personal-experience 
narratives. 

 

4.1 Lexical Similarity 

Hindko equivalents to the items on a 210-item standard 
word list were elicited in eleven Hindko-speaking communities. 
In each case a Hindko speaker who had lived since birth in the 
locality where the list was collected was asked to provide the 
most natural Hindko equivalent to each item of the list. The list 
was normally presented in Urdu, occasionally in Panjabi. Later, 
the same list was elicited from a second speaker in order to find 
any items which might differ. Divergent responses were 
investigated with the second – or a third – speaker. This checking 
procedure is intended to bring to light any misunderstandings of 
the Urdu cue words and to identify any items for which there is 
more than one Hindko equivalent or for which Urdu loan words 
were given instead of Hindko terms in common use. 

                                                      
19 This dialect study, involving the comparison of many basic lexical 

items, is more broadly based than those of Grierson and others, in which a 
small set of function and content morphemes and certain phonological 
differences are used as an index of linguistic similarity. 
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Word lists were collected in this way from the following 
localities (with the abbreviation for each locality shown to the 
right): 

Balakot (Mansehra Dist.) BA 
Sherpur (Mansehra Dist.) SH 
Mansehra City MA 
Singo Di Garhi (Abbottabad Dist.) SI 
Jammun (near Ghazi) (Abbottabad Dist.) JA 
Attock City AT 
Talagang (Attock Dist.) TA 
Kohat City KO 
Wad Pagga (Peshawar Dist.) WA 
Pakha Gholam (Peshawar Dist.) PA 
Peshawar City PE 
 

Each word list was compared with all the others pair by pair 
in order to determine the extent to which the corresponding 
Hindko lexical items are similar. In this procedure no attempt is 
made to identify true cognates based on consistent sound 
correspondences. Rather, the items are compared only for 
obvious phonetic similarity. (See appendix A.1 for a summary of 
this procedure.) 

After all pairs of items on two word lists have been 
determined to be phonetically similar or not according to the 
criteria, the percentage of similar items is calculated. This 
procedure is repeated for each pair of dialects. 

The percentage of phonetically similar lexical items for each 
pair of Hindko dialects compared is displayed in figure (4.1). 
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(4.1) Percentages of Phonetically Similar Lexical Items 
Shared by Pairs of Hindko Dialects 

 
BA Balakot 
SH 89 Sherpur 
MA 87 92 Mansehra 
SI 87 89 90 Singo Di Garhi 
JA 82 85 84 89 Jammun 
AT 71 76 77 79 82 Attock 
TA 67 70 73 77 75 85 Talagang 
KO 69 70 68 70 76 79 76 Kohat 
WA 70 75 74 74 76 81 73 76 Wad Pagga 
PA 73 76 76 77 78 81 75 76 93 Pakha Gholam 
PE 70 73 74 71 73 70 66 71 79 81 Peshawar 

 
From the percentages of similarity displayed in figure (4.1) 

it can be seen that the dialects of certain Hindko areas are 
especially similar. The two rural dialects of Peshawar District, 
Wad Pagga and Pakha Gholam, are especially similar to each 
other (93 percent) but not particularly so to that of Peshawar 
City.20 It is interesting to note the moderate lexical distance 
between Peshawar rural dialects and the city dialect, which 
contrasts with the fact that they are geographically close — 
Pakha Gholam, for example, being a mere five kilometers from 
the city of Peshawar. An examination of the lexical items which 
are interpreted as different in the Pakha Gholam and Peshawar 

                                                      
20 “The language of Pe. [Peshawari]-speaking villages near the city, 

where many of the villagers commute to work, shows minor differences only 
from the less sophisticated varieties of urban speech. There is, however, at least 
one important rural dialect of Pe. which does show significant differences from 
the city standard … spoken in a large group of Pe.-speaking villages known as 
Tappa Khalsa … along the Grand Trunk Road east of Peshawar” [e.g., Wad 
Pagga] (Shackle 1980:497). 

“Such rural base as it [Peshawari] can be said to possess is itself 
apparently the product of relatively recent immigration, (ftn: The settlement of 
the important Tappa Khalsa area is … dated by its inhabitants to the time of the 
emperor Aurangzeb.) and it is not to be compared straightforwardly with the 
usual NIA pattern of an urban speech surrounded by quite closely related 
village dialects” (Shackle 1980:509). 
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city dialects has revealed that in 63 percent of cases the city 
dialect uses an Urdu or Panjabi word not used in the rural 
dialect.21 

There is also considerable lexical homogeneity among the 
Hindko dialects of Hazara Division (Mansehra and Abbottabad 
Districts). Some of the highest lexical similarity percentages in 
the entire Hindko-speaking area are found there. All five of the 
Hazara dialects compared — Balakot, Sherpur, Mansehra, Singo 
Di Garhi and Jammun — show at least 82 percent similarity in 
the word lists. 

The two dialects in Attock District — Attock City and 
Talagang — are also rather similar (85 percent). 

Both Kohat City22 and Peshawar City appear to stand alone 
as distinctive dialects. Kohat is less than 80 percent similar to 
any other dialect, and Peshawar City reaches the 80 percent 
similarity mark only with nearby Pakha Gholam (81 percent). 

On the basis of lexical similarity counts we can recognize 
five dialect areas for Hindko: Hazara, Attock, Kohat, rural 
Peshawar and Peshawar city. The range of lexical similarity 
scores among these five Hindko dialect areas may be seen in 
figure (4.2). For each comparison there is a range of scores when  
 

                                                      
21 Grierson (LSI VIII.1:554) comments on the many sources of influence 

on Peshawar city Hindko as follows: “The great city of Peshawar contains a 
further mixture of peoples. Here not only are Pashto and Hindko spoken, but 
also Hindostani, Panjabi and other languages … all these have contributed to 
corrupt Hindko, and we therefore find not only a very free use of Persian and 
Arabic words, but even of Hindostani idioms. This is especially the case … in 
Peshawar City itself. Here the mixture of languages is so great that some … 
describe  Peshawari [Hindko] as a mongrel product of city life.” 

More recently Shackle has commented on Peshawar-city Hindko in the 
following terms: “Pe. [Peshawari] displays the typical features of a city-speech. 
The most prominent characteristic of its internal composition is the width of its 
dialectal base.” He refers to Grierson’s statement, reproduced above, adding 
that “The city dwellers themselves naturally  regard their Pe. as the most 
evolved and sophisticated form of ‘Hindko’. City Pe. is nevertheless a fairly 
uniform standard, variations within which are the product of differences in 
status, principally of age and education.” 

22 Grierson (LSI VIII.1:458) states that “Hindko of Kohat”, which he 
describes as “a mixture of various Lahnda dialects”, in its vocabulary “freely 
borrows from Pashto …” 
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dialect areas consisting of more than one (sub-)dialect are 
compared. 

 
(4.2) Ranges of Lexical Similarity Percentages Among the 

Principal Hindko Dialect Areas 
Hazara Hazara 
Attock 67-82 Attock 
Kohat 68-76 76-79 Kohat 
Peshawar rural 70-78 73-81 76 Peshawar rural 
Peshawar city 70-74 66-70 71 79-81 Peshawar city 

 

From these percentage ranges it can be seen that each of the 
five areas is rather distinct from the others. With just two 
exceptions, each dialect area is linked with every other by no 
more than 80 percent lexical similarity. The lexical similarity 
between Hazara and Attock areas is at its lowest 67 percent; that 
between Peshawar city and Attock an even lower 66 percent. 
Attock, Kohat and rural Peshawar seem to constitute a central 
area united by a minimum of 73 percent lexical similarity, while 
Hazara and Peshawar city are the ends of the dialect string, 
connected to dialects of the central group by percentages of 
similarity as low as the sixties. 

The fact that the speech of Dera Ismail Khan is called 
Hindko by some of its speakers and Siraiki by others has been 
mentioned earlier (see §1.1.3).23 The relative lexical distance 
between the speech of Dera Ismail Khan and the dialects treated 
in this study may be seen from figure (4.3), in which its lexical 
similarity scores are presented. Note that the highest similarity 
count for D.I. Khan is 70 percent and that this is at the low end of 
the range for the other lexical similarity comparisons. Thus, the 
decision not to include D.I. Khan in the study is confirmed. 

                                                      
23 A similar situation seems to prevail in the Mianwali area, but this 

matter has been less checked for Mianwali than it has for the area of Dera 
Ismail Khan. 
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(4.3) Lexical Similarity Percentages Between the Speech of 
D.I. Khan and the Dialects of This Study 

 BA SH MA SI JA AT TA KO WA PA PE 
D.I. Khan 64 65 64 67 67 70 65 68 67 66 65 

 

4.2 Comprehension of Oral Speech 

The factors which cause speakers of one dialect to 
understand a related dialect are both linguistic and social. 
Obviously, similarity in lexicon, grammatical patterns and 
phonological structure facilitates understanding. There are, 
however, additional factors which may favor understanding, such 
as previous contact with that dialect or other related dialects, a 
need to understand the other dialect, or positive attitudes toward 
speakers of the other dialect. This complex interplay of linguistic 
and social factors, often difficult to distinguish, results in 
differing levels of intelligibility among related dialects. (See 
chapter 5 for discussion of some attitude factors.) 

4.2.1 Recorded Text Test 

Intelligibility among dialects of Hindko was studied by 
using tape-recorded texts, which was also one of the methods 
used for testing bilingual proficiency. A text which is a personal-
experience narrative is tape-recorded in one village or area and 
played for speakers of another dialect in another village or area 
in order to infer patterns of intelligibility. (See appendix A.2 for 
a summary of procedures used in constructing a recorded text 
test, or RTT). 

4.2.2 Dialect Intelligibility 

Recorded text tests were developed in Balakot, Jammun, 
Talagang, Kohat and Wad Pagga. Each test was first validated by 
administering it in the locality in which it had been prepared. It 
was then administered in all the other localities mentioned. 
Additional recorded text tests were developed in Sherpur and  
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Singo Di Garhi. These tests were administered elsewhere in 
Hazara Division and in two or three other localities, but not so 
extensively as the first five. All the tests were administered in 
Peshawar city. The test from Peshawar city was also 
administered in a few locations. 

The results of recorded-text intelligibility testing among 
Hindko dialects are shown in figure (4.4). The standard 
deviations are given below the average scores. The number of 
subjects in each case was at least ten unless otherwise indicated. 

From these scores we can observe the community of 
comprehension within the northern dialects (in Hazara Division), 
as evidenced by the scores for Balakot, Sherpur, Singo Di Garhi 
and Jammun. Nearly all scores are in the ninety-two percent 
range or better; most are ninety-five percent or better. The lone 
exception is the poorer understanding (83 percent) that the 
people of Jammun had of the Balakot text. The higher standard 
deviation here (16) also suggests that some of the Jammun 
people tested understand the Balakot dialect better than others 
because of having learned it through contact. 

The southern dialects of Talagang, Kohat, Wad Pagga and 
Peshawar city also exhibit a community of comprehension, with 
nearly all scores at ninety percent or higher. The only exception 
is the lower comprehension that Wad Pagga people demonstrated 
of the Kohat dialect (85 percent). 

Comprehension between the northern and southern areas is 
markedly less. Speakers of northern dialects understood 
Talagang (93 percent and 91 percent) and Wad Pagga (95 
percent and 88 percent) reasonably well but Kohat (83 percent) 
less well. Speakers of southern dialects understood the northern 
dialects even less well, with more than half of the scores less 
than eighty percent. 
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(4.4) Recorded Text Testing Scores Among Hindko Dialects 
 

      Place Tape Was Made 

Location 
of Testing 

 
Balakot 

 
Sherpur 

Singo di
Garhi 

 
Jammun 

 
Talagang 

 
Kohat 

Wad 
Pagga 

Balakot 92% 95% 93% 94% 93% 83% 88% 
  8.3  8.5  6.7  5.9  7.2  6.2 10 

Sherpur 98% 98% 96% 97%    
  4.2  4.7  7  7.5    

Singo di 97% 95% 94% 96%    
Garhi  4.8  5.3 12  7.8    

Jammun 83% 94% 97% 96% 91% 83% 95% 
 16  8.4  4.8  7.2  9 12.7  5.9 

Talagang 78%   94% 98% 96% 96% 
 11.4    4.9  3.7  6.5  6.6 

Kohat 71% 60%*  71% 92% 98% 91% 
 14.3   13.7  7.5  4.9  8.3 

Wad  74%  89% 87% 90% 85% 96% 
Pagga 11.1   9.7 10.9  6.3  5  6.8 

Peshawar 78%** 55%** 82% 81% 96%*** 86%***100%*** 
city 10.3 14.2  7.5  8.3  4.9  4.9  

* only one subject tested 
** only nine subjects tested 
*** only five subjects tested 
Standard deviation on second line 

 
As stated above, in five communities (Balakot, Jammun, 

Talagang, Kohat and Wad Pagga), representing the geographic 
extremes of the area, intelligibility testing was carried out in each 
community for each of the other four dialects. The scores from 
these representative dialects are re-displayed in figure (4.5) in 
order to facilitate comparison. 
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(4.5) Intelligibility Scores Among Five 
Geographically Spread Hindko Dialects 

 
Location of Place Tape Was Made 
Testing Balakot Jammun Talagang Kohat Wad Pagga 
Balakot (92)  94  93  83  88 
Jammun  83 (96)  91  83  95 
Talagang  78  94 (98)  96  96 
Kohat  71  71  92 (98)  91 
Wad Pagga  74  87  90  85 (96) 

(Scores in percent correct) 

 
Ignoring the score made on each test when it was 

administered in the locality where it was developed (i.e., the 
hometown test, shown in parentheses in the chart), it is possible 
to explore the extent to which each dialect is understood in the 
other localities. For each test the scores on that text of the other 
four test points have been averaged to find the average degree to 
which the text was understood in the other areas. Those averages 
are displayed in figure (4.6). 

 
(4.6) Average of Intelligibility Scores in 

Other Test Points for Five Hindko Dialects 

 Balakot Jammun Talagang Kohat Wad Pagga 
ave. score 76.4% 86.5% 91.4% 86.6% 92.4% 

 
 
From the scores displayed in figure (4.6) it may be seen that 

Talagang and Wad Pagga were understood best, on the average, 
by speakers of the other dialects in this five-dialect network. The 
Balakot subjects understood Talagang (93 percent) better than 
they did Wad Pagga (88 percent), while Jammun subjects 
understood Wad Pagga (95 percent) better than they did 
Talagang (91 percent). 

It is interesting to note that Wad Pagga and Jammun dialects 
are the only ones of these five whose lexical similarity count 
with any of the other four representative dialects does not fall 
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below seventy percent (figure 4.1). However, even though 
Jammun shows high lexical similarity with all the other four 
representative dialects, it is not well understood in Kohat, as 
shown by intelligibility testing scores (71 percent). Perhaps 
lexical similarity is a significant factor in explaining why, on the 
average, Wad Pagga is understood best, by a slight margin, in the 
other four dialect areas. 

The dialects of Jammun and Kohat were also understood 
over a wide area, but noticeably less well than those of Talagang 
and Wad Pagga. The dialect of Balakot was, on the average, 
considerably less well understood by speakers of other dialects 
than any other. 

4.3 Comparison of Lexical Similarity and 
Dialect Intelligibility Results 

Lexical similarity counts suggest five Hindko dialect areas: 
Hazara, Attock, Kohat city, Peshawar rural and Peshawar city. 
Dialect intelligibility testing also clearly indicates the separation 
of the northern (Hazara) group of dialects from the group of 
dialects farther south and west. Somewhat lower scores on the 
northern dialect tests by Peshawar city subjects may suggest the 
existence of a separate Peshawar city area. However, since the 
Peshawar city test was not administered in many test points, the 
evidence from dialect intelligibility testing for a separate 
Peshawar city area is not clear. 

Lexical counts show Jammun to be lexically the most 
central of the five dialects. That is, it has the highest average 
percentage of lexical similarity with the other four dialects. 
Intelligibility testing, however, shows the dialects a bit farther 
south and west, i.e., Talagang and Wad Pagga, to be more central 
in terms of intelligibility.24 From both standpoints the northern 
Hazara dialect of Balakot is the most peripheral. 

                                                      
24 At one point in the field work sixteen respondents from four 

communities in Hazara Division were asked to listen to a recorded text from 
Wad Pagga (not the recorded text used for the RTT) and one from Talagang. 
The respondents were asked whether they understood the texts. All respondents 
stated that they understood the text from Wad Pagga. With the exception of 
four respondents from Sherpur, who said that they did not understand 
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5. ATTITUDES OF HINDKO SPEAKERS 
TOWARD OTHER LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS 

As has been discussed in previous chapters, a complex 
interplay of linguistic and social factors, often difficult to 
distinguish, results in differing levels of intelligibility among 
related dialects and in different levels of second language 
proficiency in speakers of those dialects. This chapter will 
discuss attitudes expressed by Hindko-speakers that may affect 
their proficiency in and use of other languages and dialects. 

Interviews were conducted in Jammun, Singo Di Garhi, 
Sherpur and Balakot in order to attempt to learn what attitudes 
the respondents have toward their own language and other 
languages used in their communities or areas. Some of the 
interview questions were designed to discover which language is 
preferred in various contexts. Others were designed to elicit 
attitudes toward specific languages or dialects. 

 

5.1 Language Preference 

During the course of the study it became evident that 
listening to the radio is a common practice in Hindko-speaking 
communities and that radio is a common source of exposure to 
languages other than Hindko. In Sherpur 56 percent of the 
households have radios, but in Singo Di Garhi only 27 percent 
have them. (In Balakot 71 percent of the small group of 48 men 
interviewed report having radios, and 27 percent of that group 
report having a television. In Jammun this topic was not 
investigated.) 

                                                                                                          
everything in the Talagang text, they also said that they understood the text 
from Wad Pagga. 
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Respondents in Singo Di Garhi, Sherpur and Balakot were 
asked to name the language(s) of radio broadcasts to which they 
customarily listen. Responses are summarized in figure (5.1).25 

                                                      
25 After these language use data were collected, the following information 

was obtained which affects the interpretation of the data relating to Hindko 
radio-listening in Hazara: 

 According to information given by officials at Radio Pakistan in 
Peshawar on 2 June 1988, one and one-half hours of community service 
programming in Hindko is broadcast each day covering topics such as health, 
education, music, etc. At present these programs are mainly broadcast for the 
people of Peshawar because broadcasts from the radio station in Peshawar are 
not able to reach Hazara easily. There was no other radio station in June 1988 
that was broadcasting Hindko programs. One official at Radio Pakistan said 
that there would be a new station in Abbottabad which would be operational in 
two to three months time. It was his opinion that Hindko programs would then 
be broadcast from there into the Hazara area. In answer to a question about 
which dialects of Hindko are used in broadcasting, this same official said that 
they have broadcasters from both Hazara and Peshawar. Any dialect differences 
between the two did not appear to him to be significant for broadcasting 
purposes. 

 It is not known whether those respondents who say that they listen to 
Hindko radio broadcasts do so only when they visit in the Peshawar area or 
whether some broadcasts emanating from Peshawar do indeed reach (some 
parts of) Hazara. 

 According to television program listings in the Frontier Post newspaper 
in 1988, Pakistan television dedicated approximately 25 to 50 minutes of 
broadcast time each week to Hindko programming. An official at Pakistan 
Television said that these programs are mainly dramas and community service 
broadcasts. He said further that these programs are first broadcast from 
Peshawar and then two or three days later are broadcast again from Islamabad. 
Presently, Peshawar and Islamabad are the only places that broadcast Hindko 
programs. When asked which dialects of Hindko are used for television, this 
same official said that the actors/speakers on the programs are from Hazara, 
Peshawar, and D.I. Khan. 
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(5.1) Language(s) Preferred for Radio Listening in 
Three Hindko-Speaking Villages 

Preferred Singo Di Garhi Sherpur Balakot 
Language(s) n = 20 n = 31 n = 48 
For Radio 
 
Urdu 100% 55% 81% 
Urdu/Pashto 0 24 0 
Urdu/Pashto/ 0 3 0 

Panjabi 
Urdu/Panjabi 0 0 8 
Urdu/English 0 3 2 
Urdu/Hindko 0 3 2 
Urdu/Gujari 0 0 2 
Pashto/Hindko 0 6 0 
Panjabi 0 0 2 
Panjabi/Hindko 0 0 2 
 
Although various languages and combinations of languages 

appeal to the respondents in these villages, it is evident that Urdu 
is the overwhelming favorite for radio listening. In Singo Di 
Garhi it is the only radio language for which a preference was 
expressed. Hindko was mentioned only in combination with 
other languages and then by few respondents: nine percent in 
Sherpur, four percent in Balakot and no one in Singo Di Garhi. It 
must be noted, of course, that the majority of radio programming 
is in Urdu. Hindko speakers may prefer listening to Urdu 
programs for their quality or in order to learn more Urdu. It may 
also be difficult for Hindko speakers to develop a practice of 
listening to radio programs in Hindko when they are aired quite 
infrequently. On the other hand, these responses may indicate 
that for Hindko speakers radio is thought to be a public function, 
similar to other official settings in which Urdu is considered 
appropriate. If that were the case, Hindko, which is very strong 
in the home setting, would not be expected for use in official 
roles. 

The fact that thirty-three percent of the Sherpur respondents 
report listening to Pashto on the radio, while no one in Singo Di 
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Garhi or Balakot mentions it, is further confirmation of the 
importance that people of Sherpur attach to Pashto, something 
not found in the other two towns. 

5.2 Attitudes Toward Specific Languages 

Respondents were also asked to answer a set of questions 
which approach the matter of language attitudes indirectly. These 
questions deal with specifically named languages: Hindko itself, 
including some of its dialects, and also Urdu, Pashto, Panjabi and 
Gujari. 

5.2.1 Attitudes Toward Languages Other than Hindko 

Each respondent was asked to demonstrate language 
attitudes by indicating whether he would be willing for his son to 
marry a girl who speaks certain languages other than his own. 
The languages mentioned were Urdu, Pashto, Panjabi and Gujari. 
The premise underlying this type of question is that a positive 
response to the question indicates a positive attitude toward the 
language mentioned.26 

Although these questions were asked in all four 
communities, the responses from Jammun and Singo Di Garhi 
did not reveal anything about language attitudes. The 
respondents from Jammun replied that they marry, at least 
ideally, only within their own ethnic group. Those from Singo Di 
Garhi said that they marry only their cousins. Those from 
Sherpur and Balakot, however, were prepared to consider 
intermarriage with others and gave a variety of responses. 

Respondents from Sherpur and Balakot were asked whether 
they would want their sons to marry Urdu-speaking girls. Their 
responses are summarized in figure (5.2). 

                                                      
26 The responses may also reflect attitudes toward speakers of a given 

language, since attitudes toward a language and its speakers are often 
intertwined. This may be true less often with regard to attitudes toward Urdu, 
since village people may not in fact know any people who speak Urdu as their 
first language. 
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(5.2) Responses from Two Hindko Villages to the Question: 
“Would you want your son to marry an Urdu-speaking girl?” 

Community Yes No 
Sherpur 63% 33% 
 n = 27 
Balakot 58 42 
 n = 48 

 
The responses from the two locations are similar and 

indicate that respondents in both communities have favorable 
attitudes toward Urdu speakers. An examination of the reasons 
given by those who gave a positive response shows that the most 
commonly mentioned reason is that Urdu speakers are 
“civilized” people. Such responses indicate that the Urdu 
language holds a high degree of prestige due to its role in 
education and literature and its association with social and 
economic advancement. 

Many of those who replied that they would not favor 
intermarriage with Urdu speakers said that they do not 
understand Urdu or that the bride would not understand them. 
This response indicates that they believe they have low 
proficiency in Urdu but does not necessarily reveal a negative 
attitude toward the language. 

Respondents were also asked whether they would be willing 
for their sons to marry Pashto-speaking girls, Panjabi-speaking 
girls, or Gujari-speaking girls. Their responses are summarized 
in figure (5.3). 
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(5.3) Responses from Two Hindko Villages to the Question: 
“Would you want your son to marry a Pashto-, a Panjabi-, or a 

Gujari-speaking girl?” 

 Pashto Panjabi Gujari 
Community Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Sherpur 78% 22% 26% 74% 11% 89% 
 n = 27 
Balakot  2 96 29 69 10 90 
 n = 48 
 
From these responses it is evident that respondents from 

Sherpur have much more favorable attitudes toward Pashto than 
do respondents from Balakot. The reasons Sherpur residents gave 
for their positive responses show that they welcome their sons’ 
marrying Pashto-speaking girls because they themselves speak 
and understand Pashto. Curiously, one person commented that 
Pashtoons speak Hindko. Another mentioned that he already has 
other Pashto speakers in his family. Another said that Pashto is 
the language of their forefathers, i.e., they were Swati Pathans. 

The Balakot respondents mentioned the fact that they do not 
know Pashto as a reason for not wanting their sons to marry 
Pashto-speaking girls. Presumably communication would be too 
difficult. Others expressed the belief that a Pashto-speaking girl 
would be “dirty”. 

Responses from both localities show a markedly negative 
attitude toward intermarriage with Panjabi speakers. This fits 
with the fact that only about one-third of the respondents from 
Sherpur and twelve percent of those from Balakot report that 
they ever use Panjabi with speakers of Panjabi. The response, 
however, contrasts with the more favorable attitude toward Urdu 
speakers exhibited in both of these communities. 

In explaining their responses most of the Balakot 
respondents said that they have no relatives who are Panjabis and 
that they marry only within their own group. Several of the 
Sherpur respondents said that Panjabi is a different language and, 
therefore, intermarriage is not desirable. 
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Responses concerning intermarriage with Gujari speakers 
exhibit sharply negative attitudes in both Sherpur and Balakot. 
Each location produced greater than eighty-five percent negative 
responses. It should be noted, however, that in Balakot the 
prospect of a Gujari-speaking daughter-in-law was more 
welcome than that of a Pashto-speaking daughter-in-law. 

Several respondents from Sherpur indicate that they believe 
the Gujar people to be “crude and uncivilized”. This contrasts 
sharply with the attitude also expressed in Sherpur, that Urdu-
speaking people are “educated and civilized”. 

Respondents were also asked their opinions regarding the 
usefulness of being able to speak various languages. Their 
responses are summarized in figure (5.4). 

 
(5.4a) Responses from Four Hindko Communities to the 

Question: “Are there advantages to speaking Hindko, Urdu?”27 

 Hindko Urdu 
Community Yes No Yes No 
Jammun  88% 7%  88% 0% 
 n = 40 
Singo Di Garhi 100 0 100 0 
 n = 14 
Sherpur  97 3  90 3 
 n = 30 
Balakot  98 2  98 2 
 n = 48 

 

                                                      
27 The reader will note that in some figures the responses, stated in 

percentages, do not total 100 percent since some respondents did not reply to 
certain questions. 
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(5.4b) Responses from Three Hindko Communities to the 
Question: “Are there advantages to speaking Pashto, Panjabi, 

Gujari?” 
 

 Pashto Panjabi Gujari 
Community Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Singo Di Garhi 30% 70% 75% 25% 37.5% 62.5% 
 n = 10 n = 8 n = 8 
Sherpur 76 21 55 41 16.6 80 
 n = 29 n = 29 n = 30 
Balakot 20 80 70 30 30 70 
 n = 46 n = 47 n = 46 

 
Clearly, Hindko and Urdu are widely viewed by Hindko 

speakers as languages that carry advantages. In every 
community, at least 88 percent of the respondents viewed it as 
advantageous to speak both. As might be expected, nearly all the 
reasons stating the advantages of Hindko were affective — “It 
feels easy,” “it is a good language,” “I like Hindko,” “it is our 
mother tongue.” On the other hand, the reasons given as 
advantages for Urdu were largely effective or instrumental — “it 
is understood all over Pakistan,” “useful in cities, offices and 
bazaars,” “it is used in schools,” “it is easy to write,” “with it we 
can speak with people who have different mother tongues.” 
Counter to this generalization, however, a few respondents when 
speaking of Urdu said, “it is sweet,” “I like the language,” while 
a few when speaking of Hindko said, “with it we can easily 
communicate our message,” “with it we can communicate with 
Panjabis.” 

There was much less agreement about whether it is 
advantageous to speak Pashto, Panjabi, or Gujari. Respondents in 
Sherpur were much more in favor of speaking Pashto than were 
those in Singo Di Garhi and Balakot, where there are few Pashto-
speaking people. The positive respondents in Sherpur see an 
advantage in being able to communicate with Pashto-speaking 
people. Two respondents also mentioned that it is the language of 
their ancestors, Swati Pathans, revealing a factor of 
ethnolinguistic loyalty. 
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Conversely, Panjabi and Gujari are viewed as advantageous 
by many in Singo Di Garhi and Balakot but by fewer in Sherpur. 
For Balakot at least, this may reflect the frequent need for 
communication with Gujars. The percentage of positive replies 
was considerably lower for Gujari than for Panjabi, perhaps 
reflecting generally less positive attitudes toward Gujars than 
toward Panjabis. One of the advantages of speaking Panjabi was 
said to be its usefulness when traveling in the Panjab. 

 

5.2.2 Attitudes Toward the Hindko Language 

Three questions were asked to elicit attitudes toward 
Hindko, two of them regarding the language in written form and 
one regarding the language in oral form. 

In the first question the respondent was asked, “Would you 
like books and newspapers in the Hindko language?” The 
responses from the four communities are summarized in figure 
(5.5). 

 
(5.5) Responses from Four Hindko Communities to the Question: 

“Would you like to have books and newspapers in the Hindko 
language?” 

Community Yes No 
Jammun 45% 35% 
 n = 40 
Singo Di Garhi 93  7 
 n = 14 
Sherpur 63 33 
 n = 30 
Balakot 81 19 
 n = 47 

 
The highest percentage of positive responses came from the 

village of Singo Di Garhi (93 percent), followed by Balakot (81 
percent), Sherpur (63 percent) and Jammun (45 percent). The 
positive attitude of the people of Singo Di Garhi may be related 
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to the fact that higher percentages of the respondents from Singo 
Di Garhi state that they use Hindko with speakers of other 
languages. They are apparently more dependent on their own 
language and perhaps more loyal to it. It is interesting to note 
that Jammun and Sherpur, the localities in which many 
respondents report using Pashto, are less enthusiastic about 
books and magazines in their own language. It is perhaps even 
more significant that both of those communities report rather 
frequent use of Urdu. 

Reasons stated for favoring the development of books and 
magazines in Hindko include the following: 

– so that the language will develop 
– they would be easier to understand (than in other 

languages) 
– our children would read them 
– they would provide information for people who know 

Hindko 
– it’s our language 
– we love our language. 

Another response, “so that we can learn Hindko”, highlights 
the frequently encountered opinion that languages are written so 
that other people can learn them. This opinion is probably related 
to the fact that, for many linguistic groups, written materials are 
often not in the mother tongue of the readers. The result is that 
reading is associated with school, where learning the literary 
language and learning the skills of reading usually go hand in 
hand. 

Respondents were also asked, “Would you like your 
children to learn to read and write in the Hindko language?”. The 
responses from the four localities are summarized in figure (5.6). 
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(5.6) Responses from Four Hindko Communities to the Question 
“Would you like your children to learn to read and write in the 

Hindko language?” 

Community Yes No 
Jammun 47.5% 42.5% 
 n = 40 
Singo Di Garhi 57 43 
 n = 14 
Sherpur 47 53 
 n = 30 
Balakot 62 38 
 n = 47 

 
Interestingly enough, the respondents were considerably 

less enthusiastic about having their children learn to read and 
write in Hindko than they were about having books and 
magazines available in that language. They also seem to be less 
interested in having their children learn to read and write in 
Hindko than they are in their learning to speak other languages 
(see §5.2.1). This is perhaps due to the fact that people who 
become bilingual by informal means often view learning to speak 
additional languages as a natural thing but learning to read more 
than one language as difficult. In other words, they believe it is 
normal to read just one language, but normal to speak more than 
one. If such is their view, learning to read and write in Hindko 
could imply to them not learning to read and write in Urdu, the 
accepted language of literacy. It would be interesting to 
investigate what the responses would have been if the question 
had introduced reading and writing as skills which are possible 
and useful in the mother tongue in addition to the language of 
wider communication. 

One respondent, replying in the negative, explained his lack 
of enthusiasm for written Hindko by saying that books are all in 
Urdu. Some of the negative responses may reflect the fact that 
respondents could not conceive of having reading material 
available in Hindko. It would be interesting to ask the same 
question after showing the respondents the books of Hindko 
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poetry and perhaps other writings which have been produced in 
the Peshawar and Abbottabad areas.28 

Other negative responses were based on the fact that reading 
and writing in Hindko do not bring employment benefits. These 
responses seem to indicate that the respondents are unacquainted 
with other benefits of literacy, such as gaining knowledge, 
pleasure, communication through letters, etc. 

5.3 Attitudes Toward Other Hindko Dialects 

The study of language attitudes is intrinsically one of the 
most subjective areas of inquiry in the field of sociolinguistics. 
Directly questioning subjects through the use of questionnaires is 
often ineffective in revealing attitudes of which the subjects 
themselves are only vaguely aware and usually not accustomed 
to verbalizing. Consequently, more indirect techniques must be 
brought to bear, and the results of these are frequently expressed 
in qualitative rather than quantitative terms. 

                                                      
28 In the course of these investigations it was learned that there are 

increasing numbers of Hindko publications being produced, most of which are 
poetry. 

 Some are produced in Hazara, and the following samples were obtained 
there, all published by the Hindko Adabi Sangat (Hindko Literature Society) in 
Abbottabad: 

 Asif Saqib. n.d. Au Hale Khawab Khealan. Asif Saqib and Ehea Khalid, 
editors. 1983. Dukh Sanjhe. Ehea Khalid. 1986. Piar Pahleskhe. Mohammad 
Farid. 1987. Sanjh Sawel. 

 There also seems to be a literary movement among Hindko speakers of 
Peshawar city, likely more extensive than that of Hazara. 

 Shackle (1980:482, ftn) speaks of “the literary circles of Peshawar”. He 
further states (1980:509):”Pe. [Peshawari] itself furnish[es] an incipient literary 
standard for the different varieties of NWFP ‘Hindko’.” 

 The only specimen of Peshawar literary production which has reached 
our hands, generously provided by the author, is: 

 Fariq Hussain Sahir. 1986. Ulare. Peshawar: Writers’ Equity. 
 According to a number of people who were asked, as of 1988, there were 

no Hindko newspapers. Several people said, however, that they think that small 
portions of certain magazines are printed in Hindko. Apparently the university 
in Abbottabad produces a regular publication containing writings in Hindko as 
well as other languages of the region. 
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Since the dialects spoken in the southern part of the Hindko-
speaking area seem to be more widely understood than those of 
the northern part (see §4.3), it is of considerable interest to learn 
what the more numerous group in the north (i.e., Hazara) feel 
about the more widely understood dialects of rural Peshawar and 
Talagang. 

On an experimental basis a small sampling of sixteen 
Hindko speakers from Balakot, Sherpur, Singo Di Garhi and 
Abbottabad were interviewed for the purpose of discovering 
something of their attitudes toward more southerly dialects of 
Hindko. Each respondent was asked to listen to a pair of tape 
recorded texts. One was spoken by an educated young man from 
Wad Pagga and the other by a somewhat less educated young 
man from Talagang. The names of the source communities of the 
texts were not divulged. The respondent was asked several 
questions designed to reveal his attitudes about each speaker and 
the speaker’s text.29 He was asked whether he thought that the 
speaker is educated or not, whether the place where the speaker 
comes from is a good place, and whether the people in that place 
are good, friendly people. The responses from each community 
are presented in figure (5.7). 

                                                      
29 One text from each of the two communities was used in this pilot 

project. Both the speakers of the texts were male, young and somewhat 
educated. However, the texts were not uniform as to subject matter. More 
insightful results might be gained in future projects if several texts from each 
community were used and an effort were made to keep the subject matter as 
uniform as possible. In this way the attitudes expressed would be less 
dependent on the text and personality of a single speaker. 
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(5.7) Responses from Four Hindko Communities to Recorded 
Speech Samples from Wad Pagga and Talagang 

   Good, friendly 
 Is speaker Come from people in 
 educated? good place? that place? 
 Wad Tala- Wad Tala- Wad Tala- 
 Pagga gang Pagga gang Pagga gang 
Balakot 5+ 2+ 3+ 3+ 5+ 2+ 
   n = 6 1– 4– 0– 2– 1– 2– 
Sherpur 2+ 1+ 6+ 4+ 6+ 2+ 
   n = 6 4– 5– 0– 2– 0– 2– 
Singo di Garhi 1+ 0+ 2+ 1+ 1+ 
   n = 2 1– 2– 0– 1– 1– 
Abbottabad 0+ 0+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 
   n = 2 1– 1– 0– 0– 1– 

+ = positive comment (educated, good place, friendly people, etc.) 
– = negative comment (uneducated, not good place, not friendly people, etc.) 

 
The response of any individual to any one question is not 

significant. Certainly the questions may have different 
connotations to different respondents. The questions may appear 
to be overlapping to some respondents and not to others. 
However, the cumulative effect of the responses may well 
indicate attitudes. 

The responses to the Wad Pagga speech sample were 
generally positive (33+ and 10–) while the responses to the 
Talagang speech sample were more mixed, with negative 
responses outnumbering positive (16+ and 21–). From this pilot 
study we may draw the tentative conclusions that attitudes of 
Hindko speakers in Hazara Division are not negative toward the 
two southern dialects sampled and that attitudes toward the Wad 
Pagga dialect (rural Peshawar) are more favorable than those 
toward Talagang (Attock District). 

Respondents were also asked to state where the best Hindko 
is spoken. Since all fourteen respondents are from Hazara 
Division, it is perhaps not surprising that five of them said 
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“Abbottabad” and four said “Mansehra”. More surprisingly, 
seven named Peshawar as the place where the best Hindko is 
spoken. This may reflect the prestige of a city dialect and may be 
further evidence that the Peshawar dialect is acquiring the status 
of the standard, prestige dialect.30 

5.4 The Vitality of Hindko 

Finally, the respondents in the four communities where 
most of the interviewing was conducted were asked whether they 
believe that the day will come when Hindko will no longer be 
spoken. Their responses are presented in figure (5.8). 

 
(5.8) Responses from Four Hindko Communities to the Question:  

“Will the Hindko language ever cease to be spoken?” 

Community Yes  No 
Jammun 17%   83% 
   n = 40 
Singo Di Garhi   0 100 
   n = 15 
Sherpur   3   97 
   n = 30 
Balakot   9   91 
   n = 47 

 
These figures show that nearly all respondents from three of 

the communities view Hindko as vital and its continuation as 
assured. The respondents from Jammun were a bit less sure of its 
vitality. Since their village is on the border of the Panjab and also 
close to many Pashto-speaking communities, they may feel more 
keenly the language competition from Panjabi and Pashto. In 
contrast, Sherpur appears to be characterized by a situation of 

                                                      
30 “Peshawar Hindko has been cultivated as a vehicle for literature to a 

greater degree than the other northern dialects so far considered, and it is 
beginning to be promoted as a NWFP Standard Hindko” (Shackle 1980:486). 
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stable bilingualism and Singo Di Garhi by low bilingualism and 
single-minded commitment to the mother tongue. 

Thus, in spite of a few doubts on the part of some 
respondents from Jammun, it appears that Hindko speakers in 
general exhibit great loyalty to their mother tongue and that they 
expect their language to continue being spoken. Most, it appears, 
would like to see it developed in written form even though they 
do not want it to be the language of (beginning) education. 

When faced with the question of whether Hindko will be 
replaced by other languages in the future, one man from Singo 
Di Garhi flatly stated that it “can’t be replaced.” Another, from 
the same town, said it won’t happen, “not even after one hundred 
years”. Another, from Balakot, said simply, “Never!” 
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6. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Hindko, a member of the Indic family of languages, is 
spoken in north central Pakistan in the most northerly plains of 
the Indus Valley. The language is spoken generally to the east of 
the Pashto-speaking area and in some cases in the same 
communities with Pashto. Hindko speakers belong to a variety of 
ethnic groups. Many identify themselves as Pashtoons, especially 
Swati Pathans. Others, especially in the Peshawar area are 
Saiyids. Other ethnic identifications include Avans and Gujars. 

 

6.1 Use of Multiple Languages 

Studies of multilingualism were carried out in four Hindko-
speaking communities in the northern (Hazara Division) section 
of the area, where the largest concentration of Hindko speakers is 
found. In each of the four communities studied, Hindko is the 
unchallenged language of the home. In addition, Urdu is widely 
used by the men of these communities to communicate with 
speakers of other languages. In two of the communities Pashto is 
also used with outsiders. 

The percentage of respondents who report speaking other 
languages with speakers of those languages is displayed in figure 
(6.1). 

 
(6.1) Percentages of Respondents Who Report Speaking Urdu, 
Pashto, Panjabi or Gujari with Speakers of Those Languages 

Respondents 
from 
 

with 
Urdu 
speakers 

with 
Pashto 
speakers 

with 
Panjabi 
speakers 

with 
Gujari 
speakers 

Jammun 60% 40%   
Singo Di Garhi 47   7   7  
Sherpur 87 87 20   7 
Balakot 71  12 19 
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From figure (6.1) it can be seen that the vast majority of 
Sherpur men speak Urdu and Pashto with speakers of those 
languages. A majority of Balakot and Jammun men also report 
speaking Urdu with Urdu speakers. A sizable minority of 
Jammun men also speak Pashto with Pashto speakers. Nearly 
half the Singo Di Garhi men report using Urdu with Urdu 
speakers. 

However, multilingualism is not universal in these Hindko-
speaking communities. Some respondents in each community 
report using Hindko when communicating with speakers of Urdu 
and Pashto. The percentage of respondents in each community 
who report using Hindko in such encounters is displayed in 
figure (6.2). 

 
(6.2) Percentage of Respondents Who Report Speaking Hindko 

With Urdu and Pashto Speakers 
 Speak Hindko With 
 Urdu and Pashto 
 Speakers 
Jammun 27.5% 
Singo Di Garhi 46.5 
Sherpur   5.0 
Balakot 35.5 

 
From these data it is evident that Singo Di Garhi 

respondents are much more dependent on Hindko than are 
Sherpur respondents. Respondents from the other two villages 
occupy an intermediate position. 

In the Hindko-speaking communities studied, Urdu is the 
most common second language, followed by Pashto. The 
principal source of proficiency in Urdu seems clearly to be 
formal education. Travel outside the home area apparently 
contributes to proficiency in both Urdu and Pashto, but this 
connection is more difficult to demonstrate. In Sherpur in 
particular, radio and television also seem to contribute to 
proficiency in Urdu. This may be an especially significant factor 
for women. 
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Access to education clearly varies from one community to 
another. The percentage of men and women who have received 
at least some education is displayed in figure (6.3). 

 
(6.3) Percentage of Men and Women With Some Education 

 Men Women 
Jammun 58.7% 21.6% 
Singo Di Garhi 61.4   2.3 
Sherpur 71.7 15.0 
Balakot 60.7 not known 

 
From figure (6.3) it is evident that the highest percentage of 

educated men is found in Sherpur, with each of the other three 
communities having about ten percent fewer educated men. 
Furthermore, in Sherpur the median of the male population falls 
in the six to ten years of education group, whereas in the other 
three communities the median falls in the one to five years of 
education group. 

The women of Singo Di Garhi have had the least access to 
education. It is interesting to observe that the percentage of 
women in Jammun with education is ten times as great, even 
surpassing the percentage for women in the educationally 
advantaged community of Sherpur. 

The percentage of educated men in each of five age groups 
is displayed in figure (6.4). 
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(6.4) Percentage of Educated Men In Each Age Group in  
Four Hindko Communities 

 Age Groups 
 13-19 

years 
20-29 
years 

30-39 
years 

40-49 
years 

50+ 
years 

Jammun   82.4%  66.7%  68.0%  32.1%  26.2% 
Singo Di Garhi   91.7  69.2  58.3  50.0  14.3 
Sherpur   84.6  80.0  90.0  50.0  40.0 
Balakot 100.0  75.0  55.6  38.5  33.3 

 
From figure (6.4) we can observe that the percentage of men 

who have received some education decreases as age increases, as 
one might expect. Only in Sherpur is there an older group of men 
(30-39 years) who have a higher education percentage than the 
teenage men. It is interesting to observe that in Jammun and 
Singo Di Garhi there is a rather sharp drop at the point where the 
percentage falls below about 50 percent. From these figures one 
can guess that the 30-39 year old men in Jammun are the first 
generation to have general access to education, since fewer than 
one-third of the 40-49 year old men have any education. 
Similarly, one can guess that the 40-49 year old men in Singo Di 
Garhi are the first generation to have general access to education, 
since only 14 percent of the oldest age group have education. By 
contrast, there does not seem to be a point where there is a single 
sharp drop in the figures for Sherpur. Presumably education has 
been available in that community for a longer period, with the 
result that even many of the oldest group of men have had access 
to it. The situation is similar in Balakot. 

Nearly all respondents from the four communities report 
having traveled to Rawalpindi. A much smaller percentage have 
traveled to the much more distant city of Karachi, and an 
intermediate percentage (in most localities) to the provincial 
capital of Peshawar. In general, longer periods of time were 
spent in the more distant cities of Karachi and Lahore. These 
longer stays have probably had a greater impact on the learning 
of Urdu than have the shorter but much more frequent visits to 
Rawalpindi/Islamabad. 
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6.2 Measuring Bilingual Proficiency 

In Singo Di Garhi levels of proficiency in Urdu were 
studied while in Sherpur levels of proficiency in both Urdu and 
Pashto were studied. The highest level of proficiency which the 
Sentence Repetition Tests that were used are capable of 
measuring is RPE level 3+-and-above, which covers a range 
between high functional control and near mother-tongue 
proficiency. The percentage of the subjects from these two 
communities who demonstrated proficiency at this highest level 
is displayed in figure (6.5). 

 
(6.5) Percentage of Educated and Uneducated Subjects in 

Sherpur and Singo Di Garhi Scoring at the Highest Level in 
Urdu SRT 

 educated uneducated 
Sherpur 87.8% 50.0% 
Singo Di Garhi 89.0% 10.0% 

 
From figure (6.5) it can be observed that the men of Singo 

Di Garhi who have not had access to education have not in 
general found other means of learning Urdu. Few of them have 
attained the higher levels of Urdu proficiency. On the other hand, 
half the uneducated men of Sherpur have found other, informal 
means for learning. 

The average scores on the Urdu SRT (expressed in RPE 
levels) for educated and uneducated men and women are 
displayed in figure (6.6). 
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(6.6) Average RPE Scores of Educated and Uneducated Men and 
Women in Two Hindko Villages 

 
 men women 
 educated uneducated educated uneducated 
Singo Di 3 2 none 0+ 
   Garhi 
Sherpur 3+ 2+ 2+ to 3+ 2 

 
From figure (6.6) it can be observed that educated men in 

both communities have attained a high level of proficiency in 
Urdu. Almost half the educated women of Sherpur have also 
attained that level, but more than half have not. Neither 
uneducated men nor uneducated women have been able to 
achieve those same levels, although men scored higher than 
women. 

Pashto is learned in Hindko-speaking communities through 
informal means. That learning continues over the years. 
Therefore, it is not surprising to see that in each progressively 
older group of Sherpur men the percentage of those who have 
attained the highest level of Pashto proficiency is larger. The 
percentages of Sherpur men in the various age groups who have 
attained the RPE 3+-or-above level are indicated in figure (6.7). 

 
(6.7) Percentages of Each Age Group of Sherpur Men Who Have 

Attained the RPE 3+-or-above Level 

 13-19 20-29 30-39 40+ 
 years years years years 
RPE 3+ or above 14.3% 30.0% 66.7% none tested 

 
The second languages most commonly encountered in the 

Hindko-speaking area are Urdu and Pashto. The former is 
learned primarily in a formal way, while the latter is learned 
informally. 
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6.3 Hindko Dialects 

The Hindko dialect question was examined by comparing 
word lists and by dialect intelligibility testing. On the basis of 
lexical similarity counts, five major dialect areas have emerged: 
Hazara, Attock, Kohat, Peshawar rural and Peshawar city. The 
second, third and fourth seem to constitute a central dialect area. 
Especially in some of their sub-areas these are rather different 
from both Hazara and Peshawar-city dialects. 

Testing of inherent intelligibility among Hindko dialects 
through the use of recorded text tests has shown that there is a 
northern (Hazara) dialect group and a southern dialect group. 
The southern dialects are more widely understood throughout the 
dialect network than are the northern dialects. The dialects of 
rural Peshawar and Talagang are the most widely understood of 
the dialects tested; Balakot is the least widely understood. 

 

6.4 Attitudes Toward Hindko and Other Languages 

Attitudes of Hindko speakers toward other languages were 
probed through interviews conducted in several villages. 
Respondents were asked whether they would be willing for their 
sons to marry Urdu-speaking or Pashto-speaking women. Their 
attitudes toward a possible Urdu-speaking daughter-in-law were 
positive in both Sherpur and Balakot. (The responses in the other 
two villages did not reveal language attitudes.) The attitudes 
toward a Pashto-speaking daughter-in-law were positive in 
Sherpur, but quite negative in Balakot. 

The respondents were asked to state whether there are 
advantages to speaking several possible second languages. Their 
responses are indicated in figure (6.8). 
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(6.8) Attitudes Expressed About the Value of Speaking Urdu, 
Pashto, Panjabi and Gujari 

 Urdu Pashto Panjabi Gujari 
Singo Di Garhi high low high low 
Sherpur high high moderate low 
Balakot high low high low 

 

Each community views Urdu as a useful language. Pashto is 
valued only in Sherpur. Conversely, Panjabi is valued highly in 
Singo Di Garhi and Balakot but only moderately in Sherpur. No 
community sees great value in learning Gujari. 

Attitudes toward the Hindko speakers’ own language were 
also studied. Respondents were asked whether they see 
advantages in speaking Hindko. In every community the 
responses were positive. They were asked whether they would 
like to have books and newspapers in Hindko. The responses in 
Singo Di Garhi and Balakot were highly positive but in Sherpur 
and Jammun were mildly positive to mildly negative. When 
asked whether they would like their children to learn to read and 
write in Hindko, respondents in Singo Di Garhi and Balakot were 
mildly positive, but those in Sherpur and Jammun were mildly 
negative. In general, attitudes toward Hindko are uniformly high 
in Singo Di Garhi and Balakot, where Hindko is relatively 
unchallenged (except to some degree by Urdu, especially in 
Balakot). Attitudes toward Hindko are less strong in Sherpur and 
weaker yet in Jammun, the two communities where Pashto is a 
stronger challenge to Hindko. 

When respondents were asked to listen to tape recordings of 
speech samples from Wad Pagga and Talagang, the two dialects 
most widely understood throughout the Hindko-speaking region, 
and to comment about their impressions of the speaker and the 
place from which he comes, attitudes expressed toward Wad 
Pagga were quite positive, while those toward Talagang were 
mildly negative. 

Finally, respondents were asked for their opinions as to 
whether the Hindko language will continue to be spoken. In 
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every community there was a positive outlook concerning the 
vitality of the language, especially in Singo Di Garhi and 
Sherpur. 

6.5 Directions for Future Research 

From this study a picture has emerged of how various 
languages are used in the lives of Hindko speakers as well as 
some information about the distribution of bilingual proficiency 
in Urdu and Pashto among the various segments of the Hindko-
speaking communities. The study has also pointed out some 
areas for future research that merit mention: 

The Hindko dialects, while seeming to form a cohesive 
dialect grouping, are clearly only one part of an extensive string 
of dialects that are called by various names, such as Panjabi, 
Siraiki, Pothohari, Pahari and perhaps others. The linguistic 
relationships of these dialects and especially the levels of 
intelligibility that unite – or separate – them are urgent topics for 
investigation. In this dialect network, which may be termed 
Greater Panjabi, there have emerged and are emerging 
recognized standard dialects. Attitudes toward these standard 
dialects and the degree to which each standard is understood 
throughout the area which it is thought to serve are matters which 
should be studied, as is the question of the extent to which there 
is movement in the direction of standardization resulting from 
increasing communication, travel and media development. It also 
remains to be seen whether dialect clusters within Greater 
Panjabi which bear the same name are internally any closer in 
terms of linguistic similarity and intelligibility than are adjacent 
dialects of neighboring clusters which bear different names. 

Returning, finally, to Hindko itself, there is a need for 
further study of the Peshawar dialect, which is coming to be 
recognized for some purposes as a standard for Hindko. The 
intelligibility studies presented here suggest that the conservative 
dialect of the Khalisa villages (Shackle’s Tappa Khalsa) near 
Peshawar (e.g., Wad Pagga) is more widely understood than the 
more eclectic dialect of the city. In view of the move to establish 
the dialect of the city as a standard, it would be of considerable 
interest to determine whether the city dialect of Peshawar, ideally 
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of a rather conservative variety, can be widely understood 
throughout the Hindko-speaking region to an extent equal to that 
of the rural Peshawar dialects. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Scope of the Study 

The Gujar people are spread from northwestern and central 
India, across northern Pakistan, and into northeastern 
Afghanistan. Their language, Gujari, belongs to the Indo-Aryan 
branch of the Indo-European family.1 Gujari-speaking 
communities in Pakistan are generally located in areas where 
other languages are more dominant. There are other Indo-Aryan 
languages in the eastern end of their range, including varieties of 
Hindko and of Panjabi, as well as some from the Dardic branch: 
Kashmiri, Shina, and several forms called Kohistani. In the west, 
Gujar communities are located in areas dominated by the Iranian 
language, Pashto. Thus, a sociolinguistic survey of Gujars in 
Pakistan should encompass both the variation within Gujari itself 
and the patterns of multilingualism that are exhibited within 
Gujar communities. 

                                                      
1 Scholars have referred to the Gujar people and their language by various 

names and spellings, (e.g., Gujari, Gujuri, Gujjari, Gujri, Gojri, Gojari). We 
have chosen to refer to the people as Gujars, reflecting the pronunciation 
encountered most commonly in field research [gujVr], and the language as 
Gujari. Pronunciation of the language name in the east may have more of an [o] 
quality, e.g., [gojri], but for consistency with the people name and to cover the 
broad spectrum of Gujar groups east to west, and also noting that the English 
spelling u is often pronounced [o] in proper nouns in Pakistan, we have chosen 
to refer to the language name as Gujari. 
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Data for this survey were gathered between 1986 and 1989, 
involving the participation of several researchers. Word lists in 
Gujari varieties were collected from twelve locations. Narrative 
texts in the local Gujari variety were tape-recorded in five 
locations. These recorded texts were used to evaluate the patterns 
of intelligibility within Gujari, by testing members of these five 
Gujar communities as to how well they understood texts from 
other regions. In addition, interviews were accomplished with 
respondents from these communities, regarding perceived dialect 
differences and similarities. 

Multilingualism was investigated by focussing on patterns 
of second language proficiency and use in two communities. 
Although there are different variables which affect 
multilingualism in the many regions where Gujari is spoken, the 
investigations in these two areas permit comparison between 
levels of proficiency and reported use of Urdu, the national 
language of Pakistan, and of the respective local languages of 
wider communication. A census of each community was taken to 
construct demographic profiles for these two locations. These 
profiles uncovered significant social factors, such as gender 
roles, access to education, patterns of travel, and types of 
contacts with non-Gujars; such factors help explain the differing 
multilingual situations for these two communities. Spoken 
language proficiency was tested in two languages in each 
community and orally-administered questionnaires were given 
regarding use of these other languages. 

The underlying questions which motivated this research 
center on effective communication, both within the wider 
community of Gujars in Pakistan and between Gujars and those 
from other language backgrounds. Are there identifiable dialect 
areas within Gujari? How well can Gujars within Pakistan 
understand the varieties of Gujari spoken in regions remote from 
their own? Is there widespread proficiency in one or more other 
languages which is exhibited by major portions of the Gujar 
population? Is there evidence of language shift from the use of 
Gujari toward the dominant use of another language? These 
sociolinguistic issues frame this study and have implications for 
the future directions of the Gujari-speaking people in Pakistan. 
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1.2 Language Classification 

Grierson (LSI IX:10,925) describes Gujari as closely related 
to the Rajasthani dialects spoken mainly in northwestern India. 
Bailey (1903) pointed out the similarity of Gujari to Mewari. 
Grierson (LSI IX:925) states that the grammar is almost identical 
to another Rajasthani dialect, Mewati, differing in only one or 
two details and at those points it agrees with Mewari. He notes 
that Gujari appears to be a more archaic form than Mewati; many 
Gujari words are at an older stage of development. Grierson also 
notes (LSI IX:10) that one clan of the Gujars in Swat Valley, 
northwestern Pakistan, is called Chauhan; the dominant race in 
Mewar also belongs to the Chauhan clan of Rajputs. This affinity 
between two language groups, separated by hundreds of miles 
and several different languages, raises a number of historical 
questions as to who the Gujars are and where they came from.2 

Before turning to historical origins of Gujars, however, the 
relationship between Gujari and some of the other Indo-Aryan 
languages of Pakistan needs to be addressed. Scholars have had 
difficulty classifying Northern Hindko, Western Panjabi, and 
Gujari. Some classifications have followed Grierson in labeling 
Northern Hindko as part of the Lahnda family although the 
usefulness of the term “Lahnda” has been disputed. (See Rensch 
this volume. Also Shackle 1980, Varma 1936.) 

The linguistic boundaries between Western Panjabi and 
Northern Hindko have not been fully established by clear 
comparative evidence. Many scholars, beginning with Grierson, 
have noted the inappropriateness of assuming that they are as 
distinct as is implied by their assignations to separate sub-
branches of Indo-Aryan.3 Although Gujari has been classified as 

                                                      
2 These questions of historical origin were recorded in Grierson (LSI 

IX:10ff) who quotes long passages from Smith on this point. 
3 Grierson himself states that the Lahnda group of dialects to the west of 

Panjabi “merges so gradually into that form of speech [Panjabi] that it is 
impossible to fix any clear dividing line between the two” (LSI VIII.1:233). 
However, even in his revised classification (1931), he places Panjabi in the 
Central group of Indo-Aryan, while Lahnda is in the Northwestern group. In  
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a Rajasthani variety, similar problems exist in marking it as if it 
were clearly differentiated from Western Panjabi and Lahnda 
varieties. J. C. Sharma (1982:7-8) notes that Gojri/Gujari 

…shares certain common retentions with Panjabi 
within [the] Central group of [the] Inner-sub-branch and 
Lahnda and Sindhi of [the] North-Western group. 
Besides it has some shared innovation exclusively with 
Panjabi and its dialects. 

He goes on to outline some of the shared features, especially 
noting that it “shares most of the phonological features with 
various geographically contiguous languages” although the 
morphology is more similar to Rajasthani (1982:8). Sharma 
(1982:9) concludes by suggesting, “If we take the total features 
in view, then we may place it [Gujari/Gojri] between Panjabi and 
Rajasthani.” 

Thus, Panjabi, Hindko, and Gujari pose classification 
problems; however, they are known to share some phonological 
and morphological features and vocabulary common among 
Indo-Aryan languages from the Central and Northwest Indic 
Zones (Grierson LSI VIII & IX, J. C. Sharma 1982, Masica 
1991).4 

1.3 Historical Background of Gujars 

There is much controversy over the origin of the Gujars. 
Many scholars support the theory of a Central Asian origin. (See 
Ibbetson et al., 1911; Grierson LSI IX; Caroe 1958.) Caroe 
(1958:83) describes the ancestors of the Gujars, the Gurjaras, as 
“a sort of vassal or helot group of tribes” which accompanied the  
 
                                                                                                          
Chatterji’s model of classification (1926), Panjabi varieties are subclassified 
along with Lahnda in the Northwestern group. Although he seems to implicitly 
accept that there is validity in separately classifying Panjabi and Lahnda, Bahri 
(1962:xvi) says, “Every dialect of Lahndi is connected with its neighbors, and 
each shades into the surrounding dialects.” The most cogent discussion of the 
issues involved in distinguishing Panjabi from those varieties labelled as 
“Lahnda” is presented in Shackle (1979), Problems of classification in Pakistan 
Panjab. 

4 In an appendix following his comprehensive work, Masica (1991) does 
a masterful job of outlining these problems and comparing the various systems 
of classification posed by Indo-Aryan scholars. 
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Ephthalites (or White Huns) on their invasion of India in the fifth 
century. (Grierson dates it sixth century, LSI IX:6.) The 
Ephthalites came from Mongolia where they served as vassals 
and auxiliaries to the Avars in the fourth century. “The Avars 
probably spoke a Mongol language and their ruler assumed the 
title of Khagan or Khan, a title which the Ephthalites brought 
with them on their travels from Central Asia” (Caroe 1958:82). 
These invading tribes were very powerful. They made their 
primary settlements in Rajputana and the Panjab (Smith quoted 
in Caroe 1958:85). The ruling families were identified with the 
Kshatriyas and were called Rajputs by the Brahmans. The 
subordinate agricultural castes were called Jats, and the pastoral 
castes were called Gurjaras or, in more modern terms, Gujars 
(Grierson LSI IX:9, Smith in Grierson LSI IX:11, Smith in Caroe 
1958:86). 

Manku (1986:3) cites several authors who oppose the theory 
of Central Asian origin. They argue that Gurjaras were of Indian 
origin and Aryan stock. They inhabited the area around Mount 
Abu in Rajasthan and migrated out from there. For an in-depth 
presentation of this point of view, see Temple and Bhandarkar 
1914. 

Grierson presents two theories to explain the presence of a 
Rajasthani dialect similar to Mewati in such a distant place as 
Swat Valley. One theory is that some of the Gurjaras, who came 
into India with the Huns, stayed behind in the Swat region where 
they retained their language. The others continued on into 
Rajputana, bringing this same language with them (LSI IX:10). 
The other theory, espoused by Smith and Grierson, is that the 
Gujars emigrated west from Rajputana, probably during the ninth 
century when the Gurjara-Rajput rule extended across northern 
and northwestern India. They carried with them the Rajasthani 
language which was the language of the court and capital (Smith 
in Grierson LSI IX:12). Grierson (LSI IX:15) proposes how this 
language developed: 

The Gurjaras settled among a people speaking an 
Indo-Aryan language of the Inner Group akin to Western 
Hindi. They adopted this language, retaining at the same 
time many forms of their own speech. The result was  
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Rajasthani, a mixed language in which, as has been 
shown elsewhere, the influence of the Inner Group of 
Indo-Aryan languages weakens as we go westwards. In 
the north-east of Rajputana, in Alwar and Mewat, the 
influence of the Inner Group is strongest. 

Grierson (LSI IX:16) proposes that some Mewat Gujars moved 
up the Jamna Valley and settled in the Panjab plains, mixing with 
the local people and losing their local language. Others settled in 
the submontane area of Gujrat, Gujranwala, and Kangra. They 
retained some of their own language resulting in a broken 
mixture of Panjabi and Hindostani. And still others went further 
into the mountains of Kashmir and westward. 

 

1.4 Population 

Official population figures for Gujars in Pakistan are not 
available, particularly for Gujars who have maintained the Gujari 
language, as opposed to those who have not. There is a large 
number and high concentration of Gujari-speaking Gujars in the 
eastern area of north Pakistan, particularly in Azad Jammu and 
Kashmir and also in the Kaghan Valley in Hazara. J.C. Sharma 
(1982) guessed that there may be around 200,000 Gujari 
speakers in Azad Jammu and Kashmir. In 1989, a Pakistani 
Gujar writer and radio-broadcaster interviewed for this study 
estimated the population to be around 700,000 for that same area. 
The 1981 census figure for Azad Jammu and Kashmir is 
1,980,000, representing all language groups in the region. In the 
western region of Pakistan (Swat, Dir, Chitral) and also in Indus 
Kohistan and Gilgit Agency, Gujars tend to be fewer in number, 
living in scattered pockets. The issue of Gujari speakers versus 
ethnic Gujars who no longer maintain the Gujari language seems 
to be especially significant in areas of the Panjab and southern 
Azad Jammu and Kashmir. 

Gujars are known to live beyond the borders of Pakistan, 
both to the east and west. Hasan (1986) explains that there are 
Muslim, Hindu, and Sikh Gujars widely spread over northern and 
central India. Muslim Gujars are primarily located in Jammu and 
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Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, and Uttar Pradesh. The Gujar 
population in Jammu and Kashmir is known to be sizeable. 

Population estimates for Gujars in India are more available 
but are sometimes the subject of some amount of dispute. The 
1961 Indian census reported Bakarwali speakers (nomadic 
Gujars) separately from Gujari speakers, listing approximately 
6,000 and 209,000 respectively for these language groups. J.C. 
Sharma (1979) considers Bakarwali a form of Gojri (Gujari) with 
little variation. The 1971 Indian census figures (quoted in J.C. 
Sharma 1982) indicate approximately 330,000. D. Sharma 
(1988:36) says the 1971 figures are not reliable but that rough 
estimates can be made based on the 1981 census. He cites 
dissertation reseach by Bisaria, who estimates that the Gujar 
population is about ten per cent of the total population, which 
comes to about 598,000. He says transhumant (nomadic) Gujars 
are approximately one fourth of the total Gujar population, 
yielding a figure of approximately 115,000. Breaking things 
down by states, J.C. Sharma reported that the 1961 census listed 
approximately 5,000 Gujari-speaking nomads in Himachal 
Pradesh, 1,450 in Uttar Pradesh, and 450 in Madhya Pradesh. 
Hasan (1986:7) cites The Centre for Research, Planning and 
Action, New Delhi, which estimates the Gujar population of 
Himachel Pradesh to be approximately 47,000, approximately 
18,000 of which are migratory, most of these being Muslims. 
According to Hasan, forest officials in Uttar Pradesh say that 
Muslim Gujars from Himachel Pradesh started coming to the 
area no more than seventy or eighty years ago. The forest 
officials’ figure for Jammu Gujars in Uttar Pradesh is 7,278. 
Hasan says the actual population is probably higher but not 
higher than 10,000.5 The Gujari spoken by these Indian Gujars 
may be somewhat different from the Gujari data presented in this 
study. 

                                                      
5 For in-depth studies of Gujars in India, see Khatana (1976) and D. 

Sharma (1988) on transhumant (nomadic) Gujars in Kashmir; Hasan (1986) on 
Muslim Jammu Gujars in Uttar Pradesh (according to Hasan, there are other 
“non-Jammu Muslim Gujars” and Hindu Gujars there as well); and Manku 
(1986) on Hindu Gujar settlements in the Panjab Kandi. 
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Preliminary evidence indicates that there are surely fewer 
Gujars in Afghanistan than in India or Pakistan, perhaps only a 
small community. The war in Afghanistan has undoubtedly 
affected this population. Afghan Gujar interview subjects have 
reported that Gujars were located in Nuristan, Kunar Province, 
and Badakhshan. In general, less concrete data are available 
about the population and distribution of Afghan Gujars than 
about Indian or Pakistani Gujars. Edelberg and Jones (1979:100-
101) discuss the competition for resources between Nuristanis 
and Gujars in Nuristan, stating that by 1964, Gujars were to be 
found utlizing the high pastures as far as central Nuristan. These 
authors mention that some of these Gujars came from the Swat 
region through northern Chitral. Unfortunately, the turmoil in 
Afghanistan has prohibited access to these communities and has 
made it impossible to evaluate the current population there. 

 

1.5 Gujar Ways of Life 

Gujars in northern Pakistan traditionally have been 
pastoralists, moving with their herds of goats and sheep or 
buffalo. Today, however, there is a spectrum of lifestyles among 
the Gujars of Pakistan, ranging from nomadic shepherds found 
among the Bakarwals in the east and the Ajars in the west to 
completely settled Gujars.6 Many Gujars are agriculturalists, 
some with small land holdings; others work as tenant farmers. 
Many practice traditional transhumance patterns, living in a 
lower elevation settlement with their crops and animals during 
the winter months, and moving to higher mountain pastures in 
the summer. The focus of this study is primarily on communities 
of settled and semi-settled Gujars scattered across the rural areas 
of northern Pakistan. 

                                                      
6 Not all Bakarwals and Ajars lead a nomadic lifestyle. These labels 

primarily serve to separate the groups by occupation (herder) and the type of 
animal tended. In the east, Bakarwals tend sheep and goats and deal in raw 
wool; Dodhi or Baniara Gujars tend buffalo and sell milk and milk products. In 
the west, Ajars tend sheep and goats. (Khatana 1976, J.C. Sharma 1982, Barth 
1956a) 
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1.6 Socioeconomic Status of Gujars 

One impression gained through the course of this study is 
that the socioeconomic situation of Gujars in Azad Kashmir is 
considerably different from that of Gujari-speaking Gujars in the 
rest of Pakistan. Gujars are generally considered to have low 
socioeconomic status in relation to other ethnic groups around 
them (Ahmed 1986). They often work as tenants or servants to 
these other groups. Many of the settled Gujars own land, but only 
a minority of the men are educated, and few hold high positions 
in the larger community (outside their own village). Gujars seem 
to take pride in their language and ethnicity, but outsiders tend to 
devalue them and their language. One Pashtoon school teacher in 
the Gujar town of Peshmal told the principal field researcher that 
he should learn a significant language such as Pashto or Urdu, 
not an “insignificant” language like Gujari. Another Pashtoon 
told him that the Gujari language has no grammar. 

Evidence from informal interviews and personal observation 
of field researchers indicates that Gujars in Azad Kashmir enjoy 
much higher status than Gujari speakers in the rest of Pakistan. 
Gujars in Azad Kashmir are found in every level of society, from 
servants to government leaders. Many are landed and educated. 
Indications are that more people are being educated and are 
achieving higher levels of education in Azad Kashmir than in 
areas to the west. In Azad Kashmir there are reported to be many 
schools, and it appears that most of the children among the 
settled Gujars are attending school, girls as well as boys. The 
evidence from the western areas indicates that the majority of 
Gujars there are uneducated. There are fewer schools in Gujar 
communities, and hardly any girls are educated at all. 

Researchers asked one young Gujar man from Patikha in 
Azad Kashmir why he thought Gujari is prestigious in his area. 
He responded: 

Because Gujars are in the majority; the Gujars are 
doing much business; they own much land; they are 
richer than many of the other people in the area. Other 
ethnic groups even want to call themselves Gujars. 
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This man reported that he had read in a book that Gujars 
were backward and poor, but that it is not true in his area. He 
also reported having seen and read materials written in Gujari. 
The significance of having written materials in Gujari is seen in 
the comment of another young man from Trarkhel. He said that 
Gujari has more prestige in the area than Pahari because Gujari is 
written and Pahari is not. 

 

1.7 Language Maintenance 

Gujars throughout northern Pakistan, regardless of their 
status, appear to take pride in their identity as Gujars and in their 
history, culture and language. The primary example to the 
contrary is in the Panjab where Gujars are reportedly 
embarrassed to speak Gujari. It is also reported that most Gujars 
who migrated to that area at partition are no longer speaking 
Gujari. Scholars from the turn of the century have mentioned the 
loss of the Gujari language by Panjab Gujars who have lived in 
that area for many years (Bailey 1903, Grierson LSI IX). Areas 
of reported language shift are in the Panjab, Mirpur, and some 
villages near Muzaffarabad. In general, though, the language is 
being used and well maintained in many communities throughout 
the North-West Frontier Province, Azad Kashmir, and the 
Northern Areas. 

The general impression from the interviews in Azad 
Kashmir is that in the more rural areas where Gujars are 
concentrated or are in a majority, the language is being 
maintained. In the western areas, however, it seems that Gujari is 
being maintained even though Gujars live in more scattered 
communities and are in the minority relative to the dominant 
groups in those regions. 

1.8 Development and Promotion of Gujari 

Gujar ethnic identity is encouraged in various ways in 
Pakistan. The Gujar Association based in Lahore and their 
publication, The Gujar Gazette, serve to help promote and unite 
Gujars as a people. Gujar men from as far away as Chitral 
reported attending Gujar conventions. Gujari radio programs 
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help to promote Gujari language, literature, and music. Gujars 
and even some non-Gujars are writing poems and stories in 
Gujari for radio. Gujari is broadcast in northern Pakistan from 
Peshawar, Rawalpindi (one half hour daily), and Muzaffarabad 
(one half hour daily). It is also reportedly broadcast from 
Srinagar and Jammu on the Indian side of the line of control. A 
Gujar radio broadcaster in Rawalpindi reported that a Gujari 
television program is broadcast from Srinagar and can be 
received in Mirpur. The radio programs are popular among the 
Gujar people. Generally, people across northern Pakistan 
reported no difficulty understanding the programs from the 
various Pakistan stations. 

There is an expressed interest among some members of the 
wider Gujar comunity of northern Pakistan in promoting more 
written materials in Gujari. There is a small number of authors 
who are writing and publishing Gujari poetry and stories in a 
modified Urdu script. Many Gujars in the east, particularly in 
Azad Kashmir, are aware of these writings and have read them. 
Two men from Trarkhel who are writing speeches in Gujari said 
they would like to see more publications in Gujari. They are 
trying to get more published themselves. Another young man 
said he writes poetry and stories in Gujari and would like to write 
more. A sixty-year-old man from Subri said books and poetry are 
available and he gets them and reads them; so do other educated 
people. 

Although Gujari literature has made a beginning in 
Pakistan, it appears that more work in developing and promoting 
Gujari is taking place further east in Srinagar. Interviewees 
reported that the Academy of Culture and Language in Srinagar 
is publishing many works in Gujari. Awareness of these 
language development efforts across the line of control have 
undoubtedly encouraged the aspiring writers and educated Gujars 
who are interested in promoting Gujari in Pakistan. The literary 
efforts of these members of the Gujari-speaking community in 
Pakistan are significant and should be monitored to evaluate the 
possible development of a standardized form of Gujari. 
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1.9 Outline of Present Research 

The present chapter sets the stage for the subsequent ones 
by providing initial background information on the Gujari 
language and the Gujar people. The analysis of the data 
regarding dialect variation is presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 
displays the profiles of two Gujar communities: Peshmal in Swat 
Valley, and Mittikot in the Kaghan Valley, Hazara. The types of 
multilingualism and the levels of proficiency exhibited in these 
communities are discussed in chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

DIALECTS OF GUJARI 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The Gujar people are spread throughout northern Pakistan, 
from concentrations in the easternmost areas of Azad Jammu and 
Kashmir to scattered pockets throughout the north and west 
including villages in the Chitral area along the north-western 
frontier. In addition, there are Gujari speakers in India, in Jammu 
and Kashmir, and in Afghanistan, extending beyond the borders 
of Pakistan both to the east and to the west. With such 
widespread dispersion in the population, dialectal differentiation 
in Gujari would be somewhat expected. 

This study of dialect variation within Gujari utilized three 
distinct approaches. First, lexical similarities and differences 
were evaluated to get an initial index of overall linguistic 
similarity. The primary motivation for these word list 
comparisons was to discover evidence of synchronic similarity in 
lexical usage, rather than of historical relatedness. The second 
approach was the investigation of the extent to which speakers of 
selected regional varieties understand the speech of Gujars from 
other regions. This was measured by testing Gujar men from 
selected regions on their comprehension of tape recorded speech 
samples consisting of personal-experience narratives. Third, 
small samples of speakers from various regions were interviewed 
regarding dialect opinions. Most interviews were given after 
participants had listened to the taped narratives; respondents 
were asked to try to identify the location from which the taped 
speaker might come, to give their personal opinion as to the 
quality of the Gujari spoken, and to rate how similar or different 
the Gujari on the taped sample is from their own variety. 
Evidence from these three types of indicators is combined in 
order to infer patterns of dialect intelligibility for the Gujari 
language as spoken in Pakistan. 
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2.2 Lexical Similarity 

2.2.1 Word List Collection and Principles of Analysis 

Local Gujari equivalents to the items on a 210-item standard 
word list were elicited from participants representing twelve 
Gujari-speaking communities. A speaker from each community 
was asked to provide the most natural Gujari equivalent to each 
item on the list. These elicitations were later independently 
checked with another Gujari speaker from the same location. A 
listing of the items and the general elicitation procedure is 
presented in appendix A.1. 

The methodology for comparison of the word lists is also 
detailed in appendix A.1. Principles for consistent comparison 
are based on phonetic similarity of elicited lexical items currently 
in common use in that location. A synchronic perspective was 
chosen in order to better understand current patterns of dialect 
intelligibility in Gujari. The results of this analysis, then, differ 
somewhat from the more common diachronic picture expressed 
in a historical cognate count.7 

2.2.2 Locations of Word List Collection 

Word lists were collected from the following localities. The 
word lists are presented in the general order of their west to east 
geographic location. See map 3. 

                                                      
7 In this process, lexical borrowings which have been integrated into 

Gujari, especially those from closely related neighboring languages, were 
sometimes given as the forms in current use. The influence of such borrowings 
is seen as one variable related to linguistic divergence or convergence in 
varieties of Gujari. 
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  1. Kunar Gujari (Kunar Province, Afghanistan) 
  2. Chitral Gujari (Ashriki) 
  3. Dir Gujari (near Sheringal) 
  4. Settled Swat Gujari (Peshmal) 
  5. Transhumant Swat Gujari (Ragushu) 
  6. Gilgit Gujari (Naltar Bala) 
  7. Kaghan Gujari (Mittikot) 
  8. Southern Hazara Gujari (Tarchatti) 
  9. Northern Azad Kashmir Gujari (Subri) 
10. Central Azad Kashmir Gujari (Trarkhel) 
11. Southern Azad Kashmir Gujari (Kotli) 
12. Gujranwala Gujari (immigrants from Agra area, India) 
13. Poonch Gojri (Mendhar, Poonch District, Indian-held 

Kashmir)  

All of these lists come from settled Gujar communities; 
however, many of them are from locations where the inhabitants 
practice some sort of seasonal migration. For some communities, 
seasonal migration involves moving to nearby higher altitudes, 
perhaps only a few miles above their winter villages. One list, 
which has been labelled as Transhumant Swat Gujari, was 
collected from a Gujar group which could be called semi-
nomadic since their seasonal migration takes them from one end 
of the Swat Valley to the other. 

The Kunar word list was elicited from a refugee from Kunar 
Province in Afghanistan. He had been living in Chitral, outside 
his homeland, for two years. The man seemed language-aware 
and stated his opinion that there is very little difference between 
his language and the Gujari spoken in the Chitral area and in 
Peshmal, Swat Valley.8 

The Chitral word list was elicited and checked in Ashriki 
village near the roadside town of Tharo in Shishi Koh Valley, 
                                                      

8 This subject scored 100 percent on the recorded text testing of taped 
speech samples from Chitral and Peshmal, performances that support the 
indicators that Gujari in Afghanistan may be very similar to these Western 
varieties. Although he was tested while the Chitral-area subjects were 
participating in the recorded text testing, his score was not included in the 
Chitral sample since he was not native to that dialect area. The recorded text 
testing procedure and results are described in the last half of this chapter. 
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approximately twenty kilometers northeast of Drosh. These 
Gujars are said to have migrated around 1947 from Peshmal and 
Kalam in Swat Kohistan and from Arandu in the lower Chitral 
River Valley. There are a few thousand Gujars located in 
southern Chitral, in the area bordering Afghanistan, especially 
near Arandu, but this area was inaccessible for research at the 
time data were collected. 

The Dir word list was elicited and checked in the town of 
Dir with Gujars who live just a few hours traveling time up the 
Panjkora Valley in the hills near Sheringal. 

Two lists were collected from Swat District. The Settled 
Swat word list was elicited and checked in Peshmal, a Gujar 
town two kilometers south of Kalam in Swat Kohistan. The 
Transhumant Swat word list, discussed above, was elicited from 
Gujar herders, referred to as Ajars, who live in Ragushu village 
in Lower Swat Valley during the winter months and shift to 
northern Swat during the summer months in search of pastures 
for their sheep and goats. The original elicited Transhumant Swat 
list and the check were taken in Peshmal while these herders 
were passing through scouting out pastures. 

The Gilgit word list was elicited and checked in Naltar Bala, 
a village in Naltar Valley, which opens into the Hunza River 
valley, approximately forty kilometers north of Gilgit. The 
village headman claims that the forefathers of the Naltar Bala 
Gujars came from Swat Valley and from the Indus River valley, 
from such places as Chilas, Komela, Darel, and Tangir. Every 
winter about half the community of approximately 400 people 
travels down to Sultanabad, about six kilometers from Gilgit; in 
the summer, all but a few families go back to Naltar where they 
have small farms. 

The Kaghan word list was elicited and checked in Mittikot, 
a village three hours walking distance up into the mountains 
above Balakot, a town in northern Hazara at the mouth of the 
Kaghan Valley. The Southern Hazara list was elicited from an 
elderly man in the village of Tarchatti, located in the Haripur 
tehsil of Abbottabad District. It was checked in the village of 
Choigari, in the same tehsil and district. 
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Three word lists were elicited from Gujar communities 
within Azad Kashmir. The Northern Azad Kashmir word list was 
elicited in Muzaffarabad from a Gujar man from Sutband village, 
approximately sixteen kilometers south of Muzaffarabad. It was 
checked with a man from Subri village, approximately six 
kilometers south of Muzaffarabad. The Central Azad Kashmir 
word list was first given in Rawalakot, the district headquarters 
of Poonch District, by an educated man from Khrang, twenty-
three kilometers south of Rawalakot. The list was then checked 
with a group of five educated men in Trarkhel, a Gujar village 
approximately eighteen kilometers south of Rawalakot. The 
Southern Azad Kashmir word list was given by a man from 
Kotli, the district headquarters of Kotli District. 

One word list comes from an area not contiguous to the 
other Gujari-speaking communities; as might be expected, it 
shows the greatest amount of lexical deviation. The Gujranwala 
word list was elicited and checked with post-partition immigrants 
who had come from the Jamna River area, near Agra, India, 
south of Delhi. These people now reside in Kotshera village on 
the outskirts of the Panjab city of Gujranwala. There are many 
people of Gujar ethnicity in this province. Some immigrated 
from East Panjab (Amritsar, Ludhiana) and Jammu and Kashmir 
during the time that Pakistan was founded; others have lived in 
the area for hundreds of years. Unlike the Gujranwala 
community of Gujars from the Agra area, however, the majority 
of Gujars in the Panjab are reported to speak Panjabi as their first 
language.9 

The elicitation and checking procedure described above was 
accomplished for each of the lists with two exceptions: the lists 
from Kunar and from Southern Azad Kashmir. Neither list was 
elicited on location, nor were there opportunities to check either 
                                                      

9 While collecting these data the researchers had opportunities to 
interview several men active in Gujar affairs (e.g., members of the Lahore-
based Union for the Gujar Gazette, the Gujar Association, and the Gujar Union 
of Gujranwala). Two of these men identified the Gujranwala community as one 
of two locations where Gujars are still speaking Gujari, although they labelled 
the variety spoken there as Purbi. A third man, vice-president of the local Gujar 
Union, did not know of any other Gujars in the vicinity still speaking Gujari, 
saying that they all speak Panjabi. All of these men mentioned the similarity 
between Gujari and Panjabi, one of them explicitly stating that Gujari is a 
dialect of Panjabi. 
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one. For these reasons, these lists may be less reliable than the 
others included in this study. 

One additional word list was gleaned from publications of 
the Central Institute of Indian Languages written by J. C. Sharma 
(1979, 1982). Sharma describes the Poonch variety of Gojri 
(according to the author’s spelling), as spoken in several villages 
in the Suran Valley area across the line of control in disputed 
Jammu and Kashmir. He notes that, according to his local 
sources, the Gujari spoken in the Poonch District, particulary in 
the Suran Valley, was considered to be “more acceptable” 
(1982:6), being “the purest” (1979:3) form of the language. He 
explains that this perception of purity is based on the belief that 
in Poonch District, Gujari/Gojri “has lesser influence of other 
languages such as Urdu, Dogri and Kashmiri” (1979:3). The 
villages from which Sharma’s data were collected are in Haveli 
and Mendhar tehsils, within Poonch District of Indian-held 
Jammu and Kashmir. Because this list was compiled from 
published analyses of the grammar and phonology of 
Gujari/Gojri, only 160 Poonch word list forms were available for 
comparison, rather than the full 210-item set. 

It should be noted that this is not intended to be an 
exhaustive listing of significant locations where Gujari is spoken, 
even within Pakistan. As mentioned before, Gujar communities 
are scattered throughout the northern part of the country; a 
complete sampling of locations where Gujars are known to live 
would be an unrealistic research goal. There are known to be 
landless Gujars continuing to pursue a nomadic herding lifestyle, 
particularly the Bakarwals in Azad Kashmir. The general opinion 
of settled Gujars in Azad Kashmir was that the Bakarwal Gujari 
was only slightly different from their own, the lifestyle being the 
main difference between the peoples. However no linguistic 
evidence has been collected to substantiate these opinions.10 

                                                      
10 Bakarwali as an identified language is mentioned in J. C. Sharma 

(1982:2) as a variety which is considered by Gujars as a form of Gujari “with 
hardly any variation”. Sharma specifies that the distinction between Bakarwals 
and Gujars is based on the type of herds each group keeps and further states that 
the Bakarwals are mostly landless. 
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2.2.3 Other Linguistic Varieties included in the Lexical 
Similarity Comparisons 

Four additional word lists from related or significant 
languages were included in the final lexical similarity 
comparison with Gujari. Two lists were collected in the process 
of other research projects undertaken by the Sociolinguistic 
Survey of Northern Pakistan: Balakot Hindko and Lahore 
Panjabi. Balakot Hindko represents the northernmost Hindko 
variety as is spoken in the Kaghan Valley, Hazara region; 
Balakot is a neighboring major town near Mittikot, where the 
Kaghan Gujari list was collected. Hindko is an important 
language of wider communication in the Hazara region. 

The commonality due to shared genetic history between 
Western Panjabi, Hindko, and Gujari is overlaid with a very long 
history of mutual borrowings, creating patterns of divergence and 
convergence that many scholars have noted as being extremely 
difficult to sort out. Therefore the Lahore Panjabi and the 
Balakot Hindko word lists were included in the analysis in order 
to assess the relative levels of similarity between the collected 
Gujari varieties and these two lists which are labelled as distinct 
languages.11 Again, the purpose is to evaluate synchronic lexical 
similarity according to the phonetic similarities between word 
list items sampled, not to provide support for historical 
classification based on cognicity. 

Two lists represent major, standardized languages in 
northern Pakistan, Urdu and Yusufzai Pashto. Both of these 
languages are used for communication with non-Gujari speakers 
by certain segments of the Gujar communities in some locations. 
In addition to being the national language and the language of 
education in Pakistan, Urdu was used for cueing bilingual 
respondents when elicitating lexical items in Gujari. Like 
Western Panjabi, Hindko, and Gujari, Urdu is also part of the  
 
                                                      

11 The similarity between Gujari and neighboring varieties locally 
labelled as Pahari should also be evaluated but is beyond the scope of this 
current report. One difficulty in doing such a comparison is that a preliminary 
step should come first: a foundational analysis of Pahari varieties in Pakistan. 
At this stage, to identify one Pahari word list for comparison with Gujari could 
yield misleading results. 
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Indo-Aryan or Indic branch of the Indo-European family. Several 
Gujar respondents spoke of the similarity between Urdu and 
Gujari during interviews, mentioning such opinions as Urdu 
being easier to learn and understand because it is similar to 
Gujari. 

In contrast, Pashto is classified as part of the Iranian branch, 
and is clearly more distinct from Gujari than the other varieties 
being compared. Being the major language of wider 
communication in the North-West Frontier Province of Pakistan, 
Pashto is spoken as a second language by many Gujars from the 
western word list locations. Grierson (LSI IX.4:941) and others 
(e.g., Varma 1978) have suggested that Pashto borrowings 
intrude on the Gujari spoken in some of these Western locations, 
particularly in Swat District. In support of such borrowings, 
several interview subjects in this study from non-Pashto speaking 
areas mentioned the use of Pashto words in the recorded text 
from Swat. 

 

2.2.4 Lexical Similarity Counts 

After the word list data were gathered, each list was 
compared with each of the others, pair by pair, in order to 
determine the similarity between corresponding lexical items. 
The similarity decisions were made according to the synchronic 
principles mentioned above, using the method for ensuring 
consistency which is described in appendix A.1. After all pairs of 
items on two word lists were compared, the percentage of similar 
items was calculated. This procedure was repeated for each pair 
of word list locations. The percentage of phonetically similar 
items for each pair of Gujari word list locations is displayed in 
figure (1).12 

                                                      
12 The complete word lists for all the Gujari elicitation locations are found 

in appendix C.1. 
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Figure (1) Lexical similarity percentages for Gujari word lists 
Kunar, Afghanistan 
88 Chitral 
93 92 Dir Western cluster 
84 85 89 Peshmal Swat 
85 88 90 94 Transhumant Swat 
85 90 87 87 92 Gilgit 
74 79 76 81 83 81 Kaghan 
70 73 73 74 75 73 85 Southern Hazara Eastern cluster 
69 72 72 71 74 73 88 83 Northern Azad Kashmir 
71 74 74 75 80 75 83 85 86 Central Azad Kashmir 
64 66 66 65 69 66 73 78 79 91 Southern Azad Kashmir 
67 71 70 69 74 71 77 75 81 91 81 Poonch Gojri, India 
54 58 56 58 58 57 61 60 60 68 61 61 Gujranwala 
62 65 63 66 71 67 79 81 80 77 71 71 53 Balakot Hindko Other 
51 56 55 57 61 56 64 71 64 73 67 63 58 70 Panjabi Languages 
47 52 50 54 56 53 62 59 57 71 63 64 65 56 56 Urdu 
10 11 11 11 12 10 11 13 10 12 10  8   9 11   9 13  Yusufzai Pashto 

 

2.2.5 Evidence of Gujari Dialect Groupings: East-West 
Continuum 

The lexical similarity counts suggest that there is a 
continuum of similarity between varieties of Gujari ranging in a 
general east to west direction across northern Pakistan. The 
Gujranwala list deviates from this pattern and will be discussed 
separately. The east-west word list continuum can be analyzed in 
terms of two dialect clusters although the percentages are not as 
neatly separable as such a division might suggest. Nonetheless, 
with the exception of the Kaghan word list discussed as a border 
area below, the range of similarity percentages for each location 
shows higher counts for comparisons within its dialect cluster 
than are shown between that location and those locations outside 
that cluster. Thus Western locations display higher similarity to 
other Western locations than they display to any Eastern 
locations, and vice versa. The lexical similarity percentages 
within each tentative dialect cluster are generally between 80 and 
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100 percent. In contrast, the range of percentages between all 
Western and Eastern locations is 64 to 83 percent. 

These tentative clusters can be outlined as follows. The 
Western dialect group includes the sampled varieties of Gujari 
spoken in Chitral, Dir, Swat (two lists), and Gilgit. The Kunar 
list from Afghanistan also falls into this Western grouping. The 
range of similarity between the Western lists, including the 
Kunar list, is 94 to 84 percent, with the average within-group 
similarity at 89 percent. 

The Eastern group clusters less tightly than the Western 
group. Sampled Gujari varieties from Northern, Central, and 
Southern Azad Kashmir, and Southern Hazara group together to 
form an Eastern dialect cluster. The range of similarity between 
these lists is 91 to 78 percent, with an average similarity of 83 
percent. The lowest similarity counts within this group are from 
comparisons with the Southern Azad Kashmir list, which was 
noted above as possibly less reliable since it was neither elicited 
on location, nor checked. If the Southern Azad Kashmir list were 
excluded on the basis of being less reliable, the range within the 
Eastern group is narrower, 83 to 86 percent, and the average 
similarity is slightly higher at 85 percent. Even so, word list 
comparisons indicate more lexical variation among the Eastern 
Gujari varieties. 

The Gujari spoken in the Kaghan Valley and represented in 
the list from Mittikot could be viewed as a border variety 
between the Western and Eastern clusters.13 The lexical 
similarity percentages are slightly higher between Kaghan Gujari 
and Eastern varieties (88 to 73 percent range, 82 percent average) 
than between Kaghan Gujari and Western varieties (83 to 74 
percent range, 79 percent average). This slight tendency towards 
greater similarity between the Kaghan list and the Eastern lists is 
supported by other types of evidence which indicate that the 
Kaghan variety may be viewed as a member of that cluster. 
 
                                                      

13 Northern Hazara is recognized as a border area in other ways as well; 
in terms of the history of ethnic group contacts, Ahmed has pointed out ways 
that this region represents a “cultural and geographical ‘transition zone’ or 
‘shatter zone’ ” (1986:102). 
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These indicators include the dialect opinions expressed by both 
Eastern and Western variety speakers, and those of the 
interviewed participants from Mittikot itself. Mittikot subjects 
evaluated the text from Azad Kashmir as “pure” Gujari, identical 
to their own speech. While Eastern area participants from Azad 
Kashmir evaluated the Kaghan text as very similar to their own 
speech, Gujars from the Western areas said that the Kaghan text 
mixes forms from Hindko or Panjabi. As is discussed in a 
subsequent section, the word list comparisons between Kaghan 
Gujari and other related Indo-Aryan languages (Urdu, Hindko, 
and Lahore Panjabi) display similar patterns to those of other 
Eastern group varieties. In addition, the language of wider 
communication of the Kaghan area is Hindko, an Indo-Aryan 
language which falls on the eastward direction of the linguistic 
“fault line” separating Indic from Iranian languages (see Rensch 
this volume). In contrast, Pashto, which fills the lingua franca 
role for much of the Western dialect area, falls on the western 
side of the linguistic divide as an Iranian language.14 These facts 
indicate that in various ways the sociolinguistic situation of 
Kaghan Gujari is more similar to that of the Eastern dialect 
cluster than to the Western. 

The Gojri list from Poonch District in Indian-held Kashmir 
is quite similar to the word lists from Azad Kashmir, particulary 
the Central Azad Kashmir list with which it shares 91 percent 
similarity; the Northern and Southern Azad Kashmir lists are 
both at 81 percent similarity with Poonch District Gojri. The 
comparisons with the two Hazara lists, Kaghan and Southern 
Hazara, drop to 77 and 75 percent respectively. The range of  
 

                                                      
14 The sampled Gujari-speaking communities from Naltar Bala, Gilgit 

District, and Shishi Koh Valley, Chitral area are apparent exceptions in that 
Dardic languages of the Indo-Aryan family, Shina and Khowar respectively, fill 
the current role of lingua franca in their areas. In both these cases, however, 
there is a link to Pashto as a language of wider communication. The Naltar Bala 
Gujars trace their migration from the Swat Valley, the heart of Yusufzai Pashto. 
The Shishi Koh Valley Gujars also are reported to have migrated from areas 
where Pashto is the lingua franca and now live slightly north of the Pashto-
speaking frontier in southern Chitral. Pashto has been moving northeast up the 
Kunar/Chitral River Valley, and is more dominant around Arandu, where other 
Chitral Gujar communities are found. Some informants from Shishi Koh 
reported that the Gujars there speak better Pashto than Khowar. 
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similarity percentages between the Gojri list and the Western 
lists falls to between 67 and 74 percent. Thus, the published 
Poonch Gojri list also follows the general pattern of higher 
similarity with Eastern than with Western varieties of Gujari. 

The one elicited Gujari word list that has been excluded 
from this Western and Eastern cluster analysis is the list from 
Gujranwala. As noted above, Gujranwala is not contiguous to the 
rest of the communities, and represents a different sociolinguistic 
situation, especially since this is a fairly recent settlement of 
Gujars originating from India. This list is perhaps more 
representative of the Gujari spoken in the Agra area from which 
this community came. Panjabi is the language of wider 
communication in the Gujranwala area, and most ethnic Gujars 
throughout the Panjab have Panjabi as their first language. 
Gujranwala Gujars are completely settled, and practice lifestyles 
similar to those of their surrounding Panjabi neighbors. The 
lexical similarity count indicates that the Gujranwala list is most 
similar to the Central Azad Kashmir list, with a moderately low 
percentage of 68 percent similarity. It is slightly more similar to 
the Eastern cluster than to the Western one. Gujranwala with all 
the Eastern lists excluding Central Azad Kashmir falls at 60 or 
61 percent, and there is a range of 54 to 58 percent between it 
and all the Western lists. These percentages are considerably 
lower than those from comparisons between the other Gujari 
lists, and thus it stands outside the east-west continuum of 
dialects proposed above. Comments from Gujranwala Gujars in 
response to the Western recorded text from Peshmal, Swat 
support the conclusion that the Gujari spoken in their community 
is markedly different from that of Swat.15 

                                                      
15 These immigrants from the Jamna River area thought that the Swat text 

was similar to Jammu Gujari. A few said that they could not understand it, 
although one man attempted to retell the story. Two of those interviewed 
mentioned the mixing of Pashto words into the recorded story from Swat. 
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2.2.6 Additional Comparisons with Related and Neighboring 
Languages 

Although borrowings and inherently related forms are not 
distinguished when doing word list similarity counts, consistent 
patterns in phonetic similarity counts are observable when the 
Eastern and Western dialect clusters of Gujari are compared with 
lists in Balakot Hindko, Lahore Panjabi, and Urdu. Gujari word 
lists from Eastern and Western locations both displayed low 
percentages of similarity with Yusufzai Pashto, a range of 10 to 
13 percent.16 

The most surprising result of this comparison with other 
named languages is the relatively high similarity between 
Eastern Gujari varieties and Balakot Hindko. The lexical 
similarity counts between Balakot Hindko and Gujari varieties in 
the Eastern cluster range between 71 and 81 percent, with an 
average of 78 percent. In contrast, similarity percentages 
between Balakot Hindko and the Western Gujari varieties range 
between 62 and 71 percent, with an average similarity of 66 
percent. This east-west contrast is explainable since Hindko is a 
widely spoken language in parts of the eastern region, which is 
not the case in the areas of the west where there are Gujar 
communities. 

It is interesting to note that the percentages between many 
Eastern Gujari varieties and Balakot Hindko are higher than 
those between these same Eastern varieties and many of the 
Western Gujari varieties. The Balakot Hindko list with those of 
the Eastern group ranges between 72 and 81 percent similarity, 
with an average similarity of 78 percent. Western Gujari varieties 
compare with Eastern varieties with a range of 64 to 83 percent 

                                                      
16 This lack of increased similarity between Pashto and Western Gujari 

may be a by-product of word list elicitation, since respondents are asked to give 
equivalent Gujari forms for the Urdu cue words. Pashto forms are easier to 
distinguish from Gujari than forms from other Indo-Aryan languages. Even 
when Pashto borrowings are the more commonly used terms in everyday 
speech, Gujari equivalents may have been elicited. The expectation that Pashto 
forms are mixed into the Gujari as it is spoken in the Western dialect area is 
supported by reports in the literature (e.g., LSI IX.4:941, Varma 1978) and 
various comments in response to the taped narratives recorded in Peshmal and 
Chitral voiced by Eastern Gujari speakers and respondents from Gujranwala. 
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and an average similarity of 73 percent. These figures indicate 
that the lexical inventories of some Eastern varieties of Gujari 
may be slightly more similar to that of Balakot Hindko than they 
are to those of Western varieties of Gujari. 

A likely explanation is that borrowings from Hindko have 
made their way into the lexicon of Gujar communities in close 
proximity to Hindko speakers, contributing to the divergence of 
Eastern and Western dialects of Gujari. However, since Hindko 
and Gujari are also related languages, there is a foundation of 
similarity between them because of their genetic relatedness. In 
their effects on the moderately high similarity counts between 
Eastern Gujari and Balakot Hindko, the contribution of the 
magnitude of borrowings is not separable from that of historical 
relatedness. 

Similar patterns of higher similarity with the Eastern cluster 
are seen when comparisons are made with Lahore Panjabi and 
Urdu. Lahore Panjabi word list percentages indicate more 
similarity with Eastern Gujari varieties than with Western Gujari 
varieties. The lexical similarity percentages with the Eastern 
group range between 64 and 73 percent, with an average 
similarity of 68 percent. The comparisons with the Western 
group are approximately 10 percent lower, ranging from 51 to 61 
percent, and averaging at 56 percent. 

Percentages from the comparison of Gujari and Urdu word 
lists show somewhat less similarity than was shown by the 
comparison with Panjabi. However there is a replication of the 
pattern of an approximate 10 percent increase in lexical 
similarity between Urdu and Eastern Gujari varieties than 
between Urdu and Western Gujari varieties. Urdu with the 
Eastern group ranges between 57 and 71 percent similarity, with 
an average at 62 percent. Urdu with the Western group falls to a 
range of 47 to 56 percent and an average of 52 percent. 

The word list evidence presented here is insufficient for the 
definite identification of processes of linguistic divergence and 
convergence. There remain questions related to differing 
tendencies toward maintenance of traditional forms which have 
brought about these east-west dialect patterns. However, there is  
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definite lexical evidence for the increased similarity between 
Eastern varieties of Gujari and their related linguistic neighbors 
on the east side of the Iranian-Indic fault line. 

 

2.3 Comprehension of Recorded Speech 

Both linguistic and extralinguistic factors affect a hearer’s 
comprehension of the spoken forms of related linguistic varieties. 
Shared linguistic features in the lexicon, phonology, and 
grammar contribute to the ability to decode meaning from oral 
texts. Social factors influence patterns of intelligibility as well, 
such as frequency and depth of contact with members of the 
speech community represented, the necessity or motivation to 
communicate with such speakers, and the social prestige or 
stigmatization associated with certain speech forms. A 
combination of these linguistic and social factors serve to 
differentiate spoken forms of Gujari. 

2.3.1 Recorded Text Testing of Regional Varieties of Gujari 

In order to evaluate the intelligibility of varieties of Gujari 
spoken in different locations, tape-recorded texts were collected 
from five locations and constructed into simple, orally-
administered comprehension tests. In each case, a short, 
personal-experience narrative was elicited from a speaker of the 
target speech variety and tape recorded. A set of comprehension 
questions was then constructed based on various semantic areas 
covered in the text. The averaged scores on this recorded text test 
(RTT) from the speakers of other varieties of Gujari represent 
their ability to comprehend the test variety. From this, 
extrapolations could be made regarding intelligibility between 
the varieties. A more detailed description of the methodology is 
given in appendix A.2 of this volume. 

These recorded text tests were developed in the regional 
varieties of Gujari spoken in specific sites in Chitral, Swat, 
Gilgit, Kaghan, and Azad Kashmir. Each test was first 
administered in the area where it was developed in order to 
verify that the text represents a good, natural sample of local 
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speech and that the test questions are clear and can be easily 
answered by local speakers. The RTTs were then administered in 
the other regions. The Chitral, Swat, Gilgit, and Kaghan RTTs 
were all administered in each of these four locations; thus, there 
is a complete four-way comparison between these locations with 
four RTTs administered in each. The Azad Kashmir testing was 
limited in that only two texts were tested in the Central Azad 
Kashmir location; these were the Swat and the Kaghan RTTs. 
The Azad Kashmir text was tested in three of the other regions, 
Chitral, Swat, and Kaghan, in addition to the initial validation 
testing in the Central Azad Kashmir area. In terms of the dialect 
continuum tentatively proposed on the basis of the word lists, 
three of the RTT sites are in the Western region (Chitral, Swat, 
and Gilgit) and the remaining two are in the Eastern region 
(Kaghan, Azad Kashmir). 

 

2.3.2 Mean Comprehension Scores on Recorded Text Tests 

The results of recorded text testing in the five Gujari 
locations are shown in figure (2). The mean comprehension score 
is listed for each recorded text test (RTT) given in each test 
location. In addition, a 95 percent confidence interval is given as 
an estimate of the range within which the comprehension score 
for the total population would fall, based on the distribution of 
scores in the sample. The number of test subjects per sample and 
the standard deviation are indicated for each mean score. The 
RTT means are given as percentages of correct answers. 
Standard deviations for each mean indicate the amount of 
variation within each sample. 
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Figure (2) Mean Scores on Gujari Recorded Text Tests 
 

TEST LOCATIONS:17 
 
 
TEXTS: 

Chitral Swat Gilgit Kaghan Central 
Azad 
Kashmir 

Chitral m = 95 
CI 92-99 
sd = 8 
n = 24 

m = 94 
CI 89-99
sd = 7 
n = 10 

m = 83 
CI 72-94
sd = 16 
n = 10 

m = 73 
CI 60-86
sd = 18 
n = 10 

 

Swat m = 97 
CI 93-100
sd = 5 
n = 9 

m = 96 
CI 94-99
sd = 7 
n = 33 

m = 96 
CI 92-100
sd = 5 
n = 10 

m = 88 
CI 81-95
sd = 9 
n = 10 

m = 53 
CI 42-63 
sd = 13 
n = 8 

Gilgit m = 93 
CI 87-99 
sd = 8 
n = 10 

m = 95 
CI 91-98
sd = 5 
n = 10 

m = 97 
CI 94-100
sd = 5 
n = 11 

m = 86 
CI 81-91
sd = 7 
n = 10 

 

Kaghan m = 82 
CI 73-91 
sd = 13 
n = 10 

m = 95 
CI 90-100
sd = 7 
n = 10 

m = 93 
CI 86-100
sd = 11 
n = 11 

m = 97 
CI 95-99
sd = 5 
n = 29 

m = 86 
CI 77-95 
sd = 11 
n = 8 

Central 
Azad 
Kashmir 

m = 80 
CI 72-87 
sd = 8 
n = 7 

m = 85 
CI 77-93
sd = 12 
n = 10 

 m = 87 
CI 81-93
sd = 8 
n = 10 

m = 100 
CI 100 
sd = 0 
n = 8 

 
m = RTT mean sd = standard deviation n = number of test subjects 
CI = 95% confidence interval — range estimate based on RTT mean 

                                                      
17 Location Key for Texts and Test Points: Central Azad Kashmir, 

Trarkhel; Chitral, Shishi Koh Valley and Drosh; Kaghan, Mittikot and Balakot; 
Gilgit, Naltar Bala; Swat, Peshmal 
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2.3.3 Recorded Text Test Analysis 

The RTT analysis shows the same general continuum of 
East-West variation as shown in the analysis of the Gujari word 
lists. Mean scores from Western texts tested in Western locations 
(Chitral, Swat, Gilgit) are higher than the mean scores from 
Eastern texts tested in Western locations. Excluding the 
hometown RTTs used as validation tests in the locations from 
which that spoken form was recorded, the Western texts tested in 
Western locations display means ranging from 93 to 97 percent 
in all but one case. The performance of Gilgit Gujars on the 
Chitral text, both within the posited Western region, is somewhat 
lower with a mean of 83 percent; the Chitral Gujars perform well 
on the Gilgit Gujari text, however, with a mean score of 93 
percent. Overall these Western RTT results seem to indicate 
fairly high intelligibility of spoken forms of Gujari within the 
Western region, with a tentative indication of some 
comprehension loss between Gilgit and Chitral varieties of 
Gujari. 

In comparison to the scores on RTTs within the Western 
region, the range of RTT means for Eastern texts tested in 
Western locations is still high overall, but shows a slight drop, 
between 80 percent and 95 percent. The high mean scores within 
this range are seen in the results of the Kaghan RTT tested in the 
Gilgit and Swat regions, with means of 93 percent and 95 percent 
respectively. Such results support the position of Kaghan Gujari 
as a border variety between Eastern and Western dialect clusters. 
The Kaghan RTT mean dips to 82 percent in the far western test 
site of Chitral. The Azad Kashmir RTT shows lower results in 
both the Chitral and Swat test sites, at 80 and 85 percent. These 
means tentatively indicate moderate to fairly high comprehension 
by Western Gujars listening to the speech forms exemplified in 
the Eastern Gujari texts. 

Eastern texts tested in Eastern locations (Kaghan, Central 
Azad Kashmir) show higher means than Western texts in Eastern 
locations. Within-group means for the Eastern regional texts are 
86 percent for Central Azad Kashmir subjects on the Kaghan text 
and 87 percent for Kaghan subjects on the Central Azad Kashmir 
text. These means are not as high as the within-region RTT  
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means for the Western dialect cluster (93 to 97 percent); 
however, they also point to moderate to fairly high intelligibility 
among the Eastern varieties tested. Thus, means and ranges 
based on confidence intervals on RTTs from within the region 
tend to be higher than those on RTTs from the other region. 

In comparing the two regions by their scores on texts from 
outside their dialect cluster, it appears that the subjects living in 
Western regions had relatively less trouble on the Eastern texts 
(means ranging from 80 to 95 percent), than the opposite case. In 
other words, the subjects living in Eastern regions had quite a bit 
of trouble understanding some of the Western texts (means 
ranging from 53 to 88 percent). The Chitral text was not well 
understood in the only Eastern location where it was tested, 
Kaghan. 

The striking indicator of Eastern subjects’ limited 
understanding of Western varieties was the 53 percent mean on 
the Swat text tested in the farthest Eastern area, Central Azad 
Kashmir. The Swat text shows the highest mean scores within 
the Western group (96 to 97 percent), drops to 88 percent in the 
Eastern border area of Kaghan, then to 53 percent in Central 
Azad Kashmir. The presence of certain unfamiliar lexical items 
in this Swat Gujari text is a partial explanation for the sharp drop 
in comprehension scores. As is discussed in the following 
section, the importance of these lexical items in causing a loss of 
comprehension is supported by the performance of RTT subjects 
and by the opinions expressed by these subjects and others who 
listened to the text. 

The other two Western texts (Chitral, Gilgit) were tested 
only in Kaghan and not in the farther east location of Central 
Azad Kashmir. However the means for these two Western texts 
in the Eastern-border area of Kaghan are lower as well. In 
Kaghan, the Chitral RTT mean was 73 percent, versus 83 and 94 
percent for the other Western locations. In Kaghan, the Gilgit 
RTT mean was 86 percent, in contrast to 93 and 95 percent for 
the Gilgit test in other Western locations. 

The Kaghan text displays higher scores in the Western 
region than the further Eastern text, Central Azad Kashmir, does.  
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This supports the indicators that Kaghan Gujari is a border 
variety between the Eastern and Western regions. Less testing of 
Western varieties in the Eastern region was accomplished, so it is 
difficult to say which Western variety may be better understood 
in the East. 

There is tentative evidence of variation in intelligibility 
indicated by different means on RTTs in different regional 
varieties of Gujari; but since there is some amount of variation in 
the levels of difficulty between these texts, it is difficult to 
interpret the significance of such comparisons between 
comprehension scores. Nevertheless, the overall pattern of an 
east-west dialect continuum is consistent with the pattern of 
recorded text test scores. 

2.4 Dialect Opinions in Reference to Recorded Texts 

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, recorded 
text test participants were also asked to give their opinions of the 
texts they heard. Open ended questions were presented to elicit 
attitudes and perceptions after the testing was completed; in a 
few cases, these same questions were asked of Gujar men who 
had not fully participated in the comprehension testing, but who 
had listened to the story texts as part of a more informal 
interview. The questions focussed on the following areas: Was 
the recorded story “good Gujari”? Why or why not? Where did 
the respondent think the storyteller was from? Is the Gujari in the 
story the same or different from the way the respondent speaks? 
Which story represented the most different variety of Gujari? 
How well did the respondents feel that they understood the 
variety of Gujari in the story? These dialect perceptions and 
attitudes round out the patterns of intelligibility indicated by the 
more quantitative evidence presented above. 

Comments expressed by subjects regarding RTT texts and 
general opinions given regarding perceived Gujari dialects 
support the word list and RTT results. Although these comments 
undoubtedly have some bearing in linguistic reality, the specific 
frequencies of divergent versus shared linguistic forms between 
spoken forms of Gujari and related or surrounding linguistic 
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varieties have not been fully investigated. Thus these comments 
are included as supportive evidence of perceived dialect 
differences. 

The general pattern was that interviewees from the East felt 
that Gujari spoken in the West was somewhat different from 
their own and likewise, those from the West recognized 
differences in the Gujari spoken in the East. The few individuals 
tested from the extreme ends of the East-West continuum 
(coming from regions outside the scope of the formal study, from 
Afghanistan or from Indian-held Kashmir) expressed even 
greater difficulty understanding the Gujari from the opposite 
side. In addition to these perceptions of difference, the 
respondents’ perceptions of similarity support the clustering of 
Eastern varieties and the clustering of Western ones. Subjects’ 
comments regarding Kaghan Gujari support the grouping of this 
borderline variety with the Eastern rather than the Western 
dialect cluster. 

Respondents who listened to the recorded texts from various 
areas often compared them by giving opinions on the relative 
purity, correctness, or overall goodness of the Gujari represented 
in the recording. There were no expressions by those interviewed 
of negative attitudes toward their own local variety of Gujari in 
comparison to some prestige associated with another regional 
variety. Instead, many respondents specified that their own 
regional variety was the best Gujari. The most frequent comment 
about the recorded texts from outside the participant’s dialect 
cluster was that these forms of Gujari were a little different or 
perhaps very different. Interestingly, the perceptions of most 
subjects who listened to the recordings were relatively accurate 
with regards to their identification of the general region from 
which these texts came. Western recordings were generally 
recognized as similar to other texts from the Western dialect 
cluster and vice versa. 

Some Western dialect speakers explained that the Gujari 
spoken in the East was a different variety, in contrast to the 
similarity they perceived with speech forms between Swat, Dir 
and Chitral. This support for the East-West difference is also 
seen in the reverse direction, in responses of Eastern speakers  
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toward Western forms of Gujari. Two of the men interviewed 
independently in Azad Kashmir spoke of “two dialects” of Gujari 
within Pakistan, separating the Gujari spoken in Swat and Chitral 
(one included Gilgit in this dialect group as well) from that 
spoken in Hazara and Azad Jammu and Kashmir.18 

The issue of “pure” versus “mixed” Gujari was often 
mentioned by RTT subjects and interviewees, lending further 
support to the East-West split hypothesis described in the word 
list analysis. RTT subjects repeatedly commented regarding 
code-mixing in the recorded texts. Several subjects from the 
West described the Gujari in the Eastern recorded texts as mixing 
Hindko, Pahari, Panjabi, or Urdu. As mentioned above, the 
Eastern word lists do display higher similarity counts with these 
other languages than do the Western ones. Two respondents also 
mentioned the influence of Kashmiri in the Trarkhel text. Some 
subjects in the East describe the Peshmal text as mixing Pashto, 
though the word list counts do not support this pattern.19 Some 
subjects also mentioned the influence of Swat Kohistani words in 
the Peshmal text, and one subject mentioned some Khowar 
words in the Chitral Gujari text. Lexical borrowing from regional 
languages is to be expected, but we have no measure as to the 
extent that borrowed forms actually occur in the recorded texts to 
compare with the perceptions mentioned by some subjects. It is 
likely that even a few unfamiliar loan words would stand out and 
provoke comment by listeners from regions where the loaning 
language is not spoken. 

Lexical influence on some Gujari varieties from the national 
language, Urdu, and from the widely spoken Panjabi could 
improve the comprehension of such varieties by those Gujars 
with education or greater contact with those languages. The  
 

                                                      
18 One of these men mentioned that the Gujari spoken in “Occupied 

Kashmir” made up a third dialect. 
19 As mentioned previously, this may be due to the relatively more 

obvious contrast between Gujari and Pashto, than between Gujari and Hindko, 
Panjabi, or Urdu. Perhaps it was easier for the Western Gujari speakers to 
identify and eliminate any apparent Pashto loans from these Western word lists 
than it would be for Eastern Gujari speakers to do the same for loans from more 
closely related languages. 
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exposure to Urdu was mentioned by one respondent from Chitral 
as boosting his comprehension of the recorded text from Central 
Azad Kashmir. Another interview respondent stated that the 
Gujari radio broadcasts from Muzaffarabad and from Rawalpindi 
are mixed with some Urdu because the announcers are literate; 
but that these Urdu loans make “only one percent difference” 
from the dialect spoken by the Gujars in Azad Kashmir. There 
were several supporting comments from other Gujars 
interviewed who gave opinions such as the belief of widespread 
ability to understand Urdu, even among the uneducated Gujars, 
because their languages are similar, or the comment that Urdu-
speaking girls would make suitable wives for their sons because 
Urdu is similar to their language. The opinion that Gujari is 
similar to Panjabi was widely voiced as well, with one of the 
Gujars interviewed in the Panjab stating that Gujari was really a 
“dialect of Panjabi”. 

“Pure” Gujari was identified by various Eastern 
interviewees as coming from areas within the posited Eastern 
region, or further east into Jammu and Kashmir. One man, a 
radio announcer for Gujari broadcasts from Rawalpindi, 
mentioned that the Gujari spoken in the Kaghan area, Upper 
Hazara, was the purest form of Gujari within Pakistan. Other 
Eastern dialect speakers pinpointed the spoken forms from 
locations in Jammu and Kashmir, or identified the speech of the 
Bakarwals as the purest form of their language. Some more 
sophisticated and educated Gujars from the Panjab or from Azad 
Kashmir were aware of Gujari language promotion in Srinagar or 
other locations across the eastern frontier. The historical ties 
tracing Pakistani Gujars as migrating from areas south and east 
were acknowledged by some interviewees from both the east and 
the west. Thus there is some evidence for the perceptions of 
more traditional Gujari being centered toward the easterly 
direction, rather than the west. 

Overarching this attention to the differences between 
varieties of Gujari, there appeared to be a common perception of 
shared ethnic identity between Gujars and the assertion that they 
speak their own Gujari language. Many respondents commented 
on the texts from other areas by stating that the speech on the  
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tape was “my language, but different”. Gujars from various 
locations mentioned listening to the radio broadcasts; one man 
reported that these broadcasts originate in Peshawar, in 
Muzaffarabad, in Srinagar, and in Jammu, and that he can 
understand the Gujari from all these place because the language 
is essentially the same everywhere. The importance of Gujar 
unity is supported by the existence of organizations, such as the 
Union for the Gujar Gazette and the Gujar Association. These 
associations hold regular conventions; attendance at such 
conventions was reported by participants even from the farthest 
extremes of dialect areas represented in this study, from Chitral 
to Gujranwala. Thus the perception of a unifying Gujari language 
and identity seems to be significant to the Gujar community. 

 

2.5 Indications of Dialect Intelligibility Patterns and 
Directions for Future Research 

Overall, both the word list analysis and the recorded text 
test results support the pattern of declining comprehension as 
distance between regional varieties of Gujari increases. This 
pattern of increasing difficulty in comprehension of more distant 
Gujari varieties is supported by opinions and perceptions of 
interview participants as well. However, Gujars are distinguished 
by a strong and unified ethnic identity, and they seem to regard 
the language spoken by various Gujar communities as one 
unifying and distinguishing feature of their common ethnicity. It 
seems apparent that Gujari speakers regard their language as 
having regional variance, but as one common tongue. 

A common view regarding the distinction between different 
languages versus dialects of the same language is based on the 
premise that dialects of the same language are intelligible to the 
speakers of variant dialects, whereas different languages are not 
sufficiently intelligible for speakers to understand each other 
without the opportunity for acquisition or learning. Although the 
evidence gathered on linguistic varieties labeled as Gujari cannot 
uncontrovertably prove that the investigated spoken forms are 
merely different dialects, i.e., sufficiently intelligible not to be 
labeled as Gujari languages, it appears that this is the case. There 
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is clearly some loss of comprehension between the more distant 
varieties of Gujari within Pakistan. How much adjustment Gujari 
speakers must make to accomodate to dialectal differences is an 
avenue for further research. 

Although both the Eastern and Western Gujari spoken 
varieties show some divergence and are undoubtedly affected by 
their surrounding languages, there is tentative evidence that 
Western Gujari speakers better understand the speech forms of 
Eastern Gujars, than the Easterners understand the Western 
varieties. One possible explanation could be that if the Eastern 
Gujari varieties are closer to the historical form from which all 
forms of Gujari have derived, then perhaps Western Gujars retain 
some level of receptive competence to comprehend such 
varieties though their productive competence may reflect more 
divergence. Another explanation might be that since the Eastern 
varieties of Gujari are more similar to Urdu and Panjabi, any 
knowlege of Urdu or exposure to Panjabi among Western Gujars 
is likely to improve their understanding of Eastern Gujari. 
Whether these language contact factors have significantly 
impacted the investigation of intelligibility is difficult to say. 
Verification of such speculation requires further research. 

Being that the Kaghan variety of Gujari shows evidence of 
being a border dialect in the East-West continuum of Gujari 
varieties, it may represent the most central and widely 
understood form of the Gujari language as spoken within 
Pakistan. However, the Gujari variety spoken to the east of 
Kaghan in Azad Kashmir is significant for two reasons. Speakers 
there are more numerous and concentrated. In addition, some 
educated Gujars from Azad Jammu and Kashmir are aware of the 
development efforts in Srinagar where some Gujari literature is 
being produced, and they are committed to the development and 
promotion of Gujari in Pakistan. 

As has been noted, Gujari is spoken by a significant number 
of speakers outside of Pakistan, particularly towards the east in 
the disputed area of Jammu and Kashmir, and in India. A more 
complete picture of the extent of intelligiblity for the full range  
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of Gujari varieties requires investigation beyond the borders of 
Pakistan. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

PROFILES OF TWO GUJAR COMMUNITIES 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Two Gujar communities were studied in depth in order to 
examine social features relevant to sociolinguistic patterns in 
these communities. The first community was Peshmal, a small 
Gujar town in northern Swat Valley near Kalam. The second was 
Mittikot, a village in the mountains above Balakot, near the 
mouth of the Kaghan Valley. For the purposes of this study, the 
Peshmal community, in the proposed Western dialect area, 
represents Gujars living in a small town which is easily 
accessable and is set in a dominant Pashtoon region with Pashto 
as the language of wider communication. The Mittikot 
community, in the proposed Eastern dialect area, represents 
Gujars in a small, more isolated village set in a region where 
Hindko is the dominant language of wider communication. 

 

3.2 Methodology 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a general 
description of each Gujar community and a profile of social 
factors, such as gender, age, and education which are relevant to 
the sociolinguistic patterns seen in these communities. In each 
community, a census was taken, second language proficiency 
was tested, and interviews were conducted regarding language 
use and attitudes and travel experience.20 

The census for Peshmal does not include the entire Peshmal 
area. Rather, census data was gathered in Gush, a settlement in 
larger Peshmal, as representative of the Peshmal area in general. 
The Gush census information is complete in that every household 
is included. A Gujari-speaking, middle school teacher and 
lifelong resident of the community provided all the data on each 
                                                      

20 For a full presentation of the language and travel data, see chapter 4. 
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household, giving information for each member as to age, 
gender, education level, khel, and relationship to the head of the 
household. In Mittikot, a representative from each household was 
interviewed regarding each household member. The census 
counted all the residents, including those residing in the lower 
village of Mittikot, as well as those in the high summer 
settlement. 

 

3.3 Peshmal 

Peshmal is a small Gujar town located approximately two 
kilometers south of Kalam along the Swat River. It is situated on 
the main road into northern Swat and is frequented by tourists 
and others passing through on their way to Kalam. The regional 
language spoken in the area is Pashto. The village immediately 
across the river from Peshmal, called Ariani, has a majority 
Pashtoon population. Kohistani people also live in the area and 
speak their own Kohistani language. The nearby town of Kalam 
is predominantly Kohistani speaking.21 

 

3.3.1 Peshmal Population 

An estimate of the population of greater Peshmal is 
approximately 3,500. According to the 1987 census taken by the 
Sociolinguistic Survey of Northern Pakistan, Gush has a total 
population of 268: 150 males and 118 females, with 43 
households, averaging 6.2 people per household. Similarly, the 
1981 government census lists the Gush population as 210 people 
with 37 households. The distribution of the 1987 Gush 
population by age and gender is displayed in figure (1). 

                                                      
21 This variety of Kohistani has been called Garwi by Grierson (LSI 

VII.2:3). It is referred to as Kalami Kohistani in this series (see Rensch 1992). 
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(1) Population of Gush settlement, Peshmal (1987): 
Distribution of Males and Females in Age Groups 

 Males Females 
Age in 
Years 

 
  n 

Percentage 
of Males 

 
 n 

Percentage 
of Females 

  1- 9  42 28%  39 33% 
10-19  41 27  22 19 
20-29  25 17  23 20 
30-39  13  9    9   8 
40+  29 19  21 18 
Unknown      4   3 

Total 150  118  
 
 

3.3.2 General Background on Peshmal Gujars 

One leading Gujar family in Gush, managers and partial 
owners of the Peshmal Hotel, traces their ancestral migration into 
the area from Gujarat, Rajasthan, and the Panjab. Another man, 
the young middle school teacher, explains that the Peshmal 
Gujars have been settled in the area for hundreds of years. Two 
or three Gujars came and settled in the area from the Kana khel. 
According to the teacher, the people do not have a tradition as 
nomadic herdsmen.22 The Gujars in the Peshmal area today are 
farmers of small land holdings. The crops are primarily maize, 
potatoes, and turnips. The people also grow smaller amounts of 
other vegetables. Gujar men travel to Lahore and Rawalpindi to 
sell potatoes. Beans, turnips, and walnuts are also sold. Peshmal 
Gujars do not have herds of goats or sheep; generally there is 
only one or two per family. The people have cows and buffaloes 
for milk and for plowing. 

                                                      
22 Barth (1956a) states that Gujars probably first entered the Swat Valley 

approximately 400 years ago. In another article, he interviewed Gujars from 
Peshmal and Laikot. They said their people came “‘long ago’ from Alai, across 
the Indus. The land was then empty; they claimed it, cleared the jungle, and 
settled as agriculturalists” (1956b:77). 
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Peshmal Gujars own land in the upper regions above 
Peshmal. Transhumant or semi-nomadic Gujars, referred to by 
locals as Ajris or in the literature as Ajars, come up into the area 
from Lower Swat during the summer months and pay the settled 
Peshmal Gujars for permission to graze their herds on the land.23 
Peshmal Gujars also own forest land. They cut the timber and 
sell it to people from Bahrain, Mingora, and other places further 
down the valley. The government also buys timber directly from 
the Gujars. 

Many Peshmal Gujars (preliminary questionnaire data 
indicate approximately half the population) leave Peshmal for 
about six months in the winter to escape the cold and snow and 
to seek employment. They travel to lower areas such as 
Malakand, Peshawar, Nowshera, and Rawalpindi. Often whole 
families travel south.24 

Peshmal has a small bazaar with seven shops where basic 
supplies can be purchased. Many items, such as fresh meat and 
medicine, must be obtained from the larger bazaar in Kalam. 
There is a hotel and restaurant in Peshmal, also a police station 
and power house. The middle school (classes one through eight) 
where Gujar children are educated, is located across the river in 
Ariani. A mosque school (classes one through three) is located in 
Peshmal. There are eight small mosques located throughout the 
area for prayer. The local people report that Gujari is generally 
spoken in the mosque. Friday prayers, however, are given in 
Pashto because people come from other areas who do not speak 
Gujari. 

                                                      
23 Barth (1956b:76) divides the Gujars of Swat Kohistan into two 

categories: 
(1) large numbers of nomadic herders utilizing the high valley and 
mountain pastures in the summer season and spending the winter in 
Buner or Peshawar District, and (2) scattered permanent settlements 
of Gujar agriculturalists, either associated with Kohistani villages, 
or in separate communities. These latter communities are found 
mainly above Utror in the tributaries to the main valley, and 
between Kalam and the Torwal area, along the Swat river. 
24 Similar winter migration patterns to cities further south are also 

practiced by other ethnic groups in the area such as Kalam Kohistanis. (See 
Stahl 1988.) 
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There is electricity in Peshmal in the summer months when 
there is sufficient snow melt for hydro-electric power. There is 
no television; however, radio broadcasts are received from 
Peshawar, Rawalpindi, and also Muzaffarabad. The people listen 
to Urdu, Pashto, and Gujari broadcasts. Generally, they report no 
trouble understanding the Gujari broadcasts from these locations. 
Many of the homes also have tape players; people listen to Urdu 
and Pashto songs. 

Additional services are available in nearby Kalam. There 
are two primary schools there, one for boys and one for girls, and 
a high school for boys only. 

3.3.3 Education in Peshmal 

In the 1987 language survey census of Gush, 40 percent of 
the total male population was reported to have received some 
form of formal education (approximately half of those school age 
and older). Only one female, thirteen years old, was reported to 
have received any formal education (five years). Figure (2) 
below presents the distribution of the Gush population according 
to gender and education level. The majority of educated men 
received one to five years education. Only 12 percent of the male 
population received more than five years; more than ten years 
was rare, comprising only 1 percent of the population. 

 
(2) Population of Gush settlement, Peshmal (1987): 

Distribution of Males and Females in Education Groups 
 

 Males Females 
Level of 
Education 

 
  n 

Percentage 
of Males 

 
  n 

Percentage 
of Females 

Under age   20 13%   26 22% 
No formal ed.   63 42   84 71 
1-5 yrs. ed   42 28     1   1 
6-10 yrs. ed.   16 11  –  – 
11-12 yrs.ed.     2   1  –  – 
Unknown     7   5     7   6 
Total 150  118  
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Figure (3) presents the distribution of the population by sex, 

age, and education level. As might be expected, the data indicate 
that more young Gujar males are receiving education now than in 
the past. In 1987, only three Gush men over thirty years of age 
had received any formal education. 

 
(3) Population of Gush settlement, Peshmal (1987): Distribution 

of Males and Females in Age and Education Groups 
 

Men   Years of formal education  
Age 
Groups 

Under 
age 

No formal
education 

1- 5 6-10 11-12 Unknown  Total 

1- 5 20        20 
6- 9    9 12   1   22 
10-19    8 23   7 1 2   41 
20-29  10   6   7 1 1   25 
30-39  11    2     13 
40+  25   1   3   29 
Total 20 63 42 16 2 7 150 
        

Women   Years of formal education  
Age 
Groups 

Under 
age 

No formal
education 

1- 5 6-10 11-12 Unknown  Total 

1- 5 26        26 
6- 9  13       13 
10-19  20  1   1   22 
20-29  21    2   23 
30-39    9         9 
40+  20    1   21 
Unknown    1    3     4 
Total 26 84  1   7 118 

 
In 1989, the middle school teacher who gave the census 

information estimated that there were approximately 400 boys 
enrolled in the middle school in Peshmal, approximately 300 of 
which were Gujars. Other students were Pashtoons and 
Kohistanis. Enrollment gradually decreased from an estimate of 
approximately eighty students in class one, to fifteen in class 
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eight. The medium of instruction is Pashto in classes one through 
five. Urdu is taught as a subject, as well as Pashto. Many of the 
teachers are Pashtoons and communicate with their students in 
Pashto. If the first class teacher is a Gujar, he will use some 
Gujari to explain new or difficult concepts. Urdu is the medium 
of instruction in classes six through eight. Urdu and Pashto are 
also taught as subjects. The teacher estimated that there were 
approximately sixty Gujar boys in ninth and tenth class in 
Kalam. There were four or five boys enrolled in Mingora High 
School and another four or five in Mingora College. 

The mosque school teaches classes one through three. 
Pashto is the medium of instruction. Subjects such as Islamic 
studies, Pakistan studies, English, math, and Urdu are taught. 

Quranic education is provided at the mosque for boys 
beginning at age five or six with some continuing until age 
thirteen or fourteen. The boys receive religious instruction. They 
learn some Arabic and learn to read and recite the Quran. The 
medium of instruction is Gujari. Girls receive Quranic education 
at home. Some boys also are trained at home. 

 

3.4 Mittikot 

Mittikot is a Gujar village located approximately six 
kilometers west of Balakot in the mountains near the mouth of 
the Kaghan Valley in Mansehra District, Hazara. It is a more 
isolated village than Peshmal. There is no road and no transport, 
except by donkey, to the village which is a two to three-hour 
walk up a steep mountain path from Balakot. Mittikot is one of 
many Gujar villages in the area. Balakot is the main town, 
stretching along the Kunhar River at the mouth of the steep 
valley. The majority of people in Balakot are Hindko speakers. 
Hindko is the regional language of the area. 

The Mittikot Gujars are transhumant pastoralists and 
agriculturalists. They are settled in Mittikot in the winter months 
when the snows are heavy and move to their summer settlement, 
called Danna or Mali, about eight kilometers further up the 
mountain during the summer months. In the past, the whole  
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village moved with the herds. Now only 50 percent of the 
population moves up the mountain in the summer. Arif (1987:3) 
reported a “decrease in the upward migration and some changes 
in their subsistence patterns due to adopting occupations other 
than agriculture and animal husbandry, such as labour, service, 
woodcutting and selling.”25 The winter village covers an area of 
approximately eight square kilometers and the summer 
settlement covers approximately 8 to 10 square kilometers with a 
total area of 18 to 25 square kilometers. The stone and mud 
houses in Mittikot are scattered over the hilly land in an area 
surrounded by forests. Only small tracts of land are arable. This 
land is terraced and used primarily to grow corn, and also fodder, 
wheat, rice, and vegetables. The winter settlement is rather 
congested and once the maize crop is growing, there is little 
room for grazing. The buffalo, sheep, and goats are taken up to 
the summer settlement where there are fields but also a wide 
open grazing area. On the other side of the mountain is a Swati 
village called Shinkiari. The people there are Hindko speakers. 
There is a jeep road from Shinkiari leading up to the Mittikot 
summer settlement. In the summer, some Mittikot Gujars take 
the road to Shinkiari for Friday prayers, errands in the bazaar, or 
for work. 

3.4.1 Mittikot Population 

The total number of households in Arif’s 1986 census was 
141; 71 households stayed in the main village of Mittikot and 70 
migrated to the summer site. The total population was 742: 377 
males and 365 females with an average of 5.3 people per 
household. These figures are very similar to those obtained two 
years later by the Sociolinguistic Survey of Northern Pakistan. In 
the 1988 language survey census, there was a total population of 
734: 374 males and 360 females. Figure (4) presents the 
distribution of the population by gender and age group. 

                                                      
25 The majority of social and economic data about Mittikot was collected 

by Muhammad Arif. He conducted his own research in Mittikot in 1986 and 
completed a master’s thesis on Mittikot Gujars in 1987. He then assisted the 
Sociolinguistic Survey of Northern Pakistan in collecting data in Mittikot in 
1988. 
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(4) Population of Mittikot (1988) 
Distribution of Males and Females in Age Groups 

 

 Males Females 
Age 
Group 

 
  n 

Percentage 
of Males 

 
 n 

Percentage 
of Females 

  1- 9 yrs.   81 22% 108 30% 
10-19   83 22   76 21 
20-29   68 18   62 17 
30-39   48 13   54 15 
40+   94 25   60 17 
Total 374  360  

 

3.4.2 General Background on Mittikot Gujars 

The Gujars claim to be the oldest inhabitants in the Hazara 
area (Imperial Gazetteer of India, NWFP, circa 1905). Some of 
the older Gujar villagers informed Arif (1987:13) that Mittikot is 
approximately 200 years old. They say that when the famous 
Syed Ahmad Shaheed and Shah Ismail Shaheed came to Balakot 
in 1831, there were three households settled in the place called 
Mittikot, which means “place of clay and mud”. Balakot is well 
known as the burial place of these men.26 According to the older 
villagers, Baba Ransi Ullah of the Bakarwals was the first person 
to settle in Mittikot. Later the Bakarwals brought in Dedar Gujars 
for defense purposes. Then later, Khatana, Chechi, Kohli and 
Thekri Gujars came and settled in Mittikot. When the Swatis 
moved into the area, they took over almost all the land. The 
Gujars became tenants to the Swatis.27 Not until the land reforms 

                                                      
26 Watson (1908:130) refers to Khalifa Said Ahmad, leader of the 

“Hindustani fanatics” from trans-Indus. “In 1830 the Hindustanis reappeared in 
Hazara, and made themselves masters of the Konsh and Bhogarmang glens, and 
of the valley of the Kunhar down to Balakot, the Swathis and Katan Saiads 
siding with them”. They were defeated and their leader killed in battle against 
the Sikhs at Balakot. 

27 Watson (1908:122-23) describes how the Swatis were driven out of 
Swat Valley by Pathan tribes. The Swatis made several incursions into the 
Hazara area during the seventeenth or the beginning of the eighteenth century. 
He gives examples of how incoming tribes gained control over the region: 
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of Khan Abdul Qayyum Khan, former Chief Minister of the 
North-West Frontier Province, were the Gujars given rights to 
land and forest. At that time, the Mittikot Gujars obtained the 
land near their winter settlement. The land and forest in the upper 
area, however, are still owned by Swati landlords from Balakot. 
In exchange for the use of the land, the Gujars must give a 
certain amount of livestock, produce, field labor, and household 
service to the landlords each year (Arif 1987).28 

The Gujars were traditionally nomadic herdsmen of goats 
and sheep. When they settled in Mittikot, they took up 
agriculture. They have also since shifted toward raising 
buffaloes. In 1986, only nine families had flocks of goats and 
sheep. Most families have just a few animals. Arif (1987) 
explains that the population in Mittikot is growing and the Gujars 
there are not able to subsist on just their crops and livestock. 
Therefore, most families are engaged in wood cutting. Both 
adults and children, male and female, collect wood and carry it 

                                                                                                          
… the Pathan tribe of Tarins acquired a large portion of the rights 
of the elder Gujar families in the Hazara plain; and the Urmanzais, 
whom the remaining Gujars called across the Indus to Tarbela in 
order to strengthen their position, obtained possession by mortgage 
and sale of much of the land belonging to those who invited their 
aid (1908:123). 

A weak tribe would find its territory the subject of harassing 
demands and attacks from some poor but braver tribe in the 
vicinity. Unable to defend itself unaided, it would call its 
neighbours to help. To them it would give land in payment for their 
arms, and on a service tenure subordinate to the old lords. But in 
the course of time the latter would become more effete, while their 
retainers would grow more numerous and exacting in their 
demands, and so gradually the original tribe would be entirely 
supplanted (1908:123). 

28 Ahmed (1986:108-9) in his description of Hazara ethnicity explains 
that the Swat Pathans pushed the Gujars from the forests and fertile valleys up 
to the less arable hilltops. The Swatis as well as the Sayyeds became dominant, 
and groups such as the Awans and Gujars became the dominated. “Hazara 
society has created stereotypes for each group, and the individual is expected to 
behave accordingly … a Swati Pathan must be aggressive, a Sayyed must be 
gentle, and an Awan or Gujar must ‘know his place’ (i.e., be humble) … Gujars 
are considered the most lowly …”(1986:108). 
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down to Balakot where they sell it to local people.29 In addition 
to woodcutting, many people sell the by-products of their 
livestock, such as milk and ghee. Many men are working outside 
of Mittikot, primarily in Balakot and Mansehra, as laborers and 
some as skilled workers. Some Gujars, including women, also 
are working in the homes of Swati landlords. All of these outside 
activities, in addition to interaction with the Balakot landlords, 
bring most Mittikot Gujars into regular contact with Hindko 
speakers.30 Some men are working as laborers in the main cities 
in Pakistan, such as Rawalpindi, Lahore, and Karachi, where 
they are undoubtedly exposed to Urdu. A few work as laborers in 
the Middle East.31 

There are very limited public services available in Mittikot. 
Mittikot has no electricity and, therefore, no television. A few 
families are reported to have tape recorders and some have 
radios. The people listen to Gujari radio programs broadcasted 
from Muzaffarabad in Azad Kashmir. They report clear 
understanding of the Gujari programs. The villagers have access 
to general public services in Balakot. Arif reports that there are 
two mosques in Mittikot where the men gather for daily prayers. 
Most men travel to Balakot for Friday prayers. Gujari is spoken 
                                                      

29 Arif (1987) comments that this practice of wood selling has affected 
not only the traditional means of obtaining and managing family income (i.e., 
the head of household controlling family finances), but also the patterns of 
interaction between men and women resulting in a number of elopements and 
divorces. 

30 Some of the Swatis in Hazara speak Pashto (Ahmed 1986:109 
estimates less than 50 percent), but this was not found to be a major factor in 
the Mittikot Gujar situation. 

31 Arif (1987) reports that in 1986, 64 people (Mittikot Gujars) were 
working as laborers in Balakot and Mansehra. An unspecified number of 
seasonal field laborers also worked in Balakot Valley. Thirty-one people (29 
laborers and 2 in service jobs) were working in cities in Pakistan (22 working in 
Karachi). Three men were working abroad in the Middle East as laborers. 

Ahmed describes how ethnicity is changing in Hazara due to changing 
political and economic factors. One factor he cites is labor migration to the 
Arab States. It has “opened new sources of income for them [the dominated 
group] and provided them with an escape from the traditional structure” 
(1986:112). Ahmed also describes significant incidents which mark change 
such as the potato crop revolt in 1974 in Kaghan Valley in which “Swati 
tenants of Kaghan mobilized the Gujars and led the revolt against the Sayyeds”, 
and another incident, the fielding of a Gujar candidate in the “last elections”. 
The candidate lost the seat but won the entire Gujar vote of about 10,000 
(1986:114-15). 
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in the Mittikot mosques, and Urdu and Hindko are spoken in the 
Balakot mosques. 

3.4.3 Education in Mittikot 

There is one primary school in the village. Arif (1987) 
reports that in 1986 there was one male teacher teaching 
preschool through fifth class. The teacher is a Hindko speaker 
from Balakot. The medium of instruction in the school is Urdu 
with some explanation provided by the teacher in Gujari (Arif 
1989, personal communication). The school enrollment figures 
for 1986 are presented in figure (5) below: 

(5) Student Enrollment in the 
Mittikot Primary School in 1986 

Class Number of Students 
Preschool 22 

1st class 16 
2nd 10 
3rd   4 
4th   4 
5th   8 
1st-5th Total 42 

 
The total primary school-age population was 150. Only 42 

students, 28 percent of the school-age population, were enrolled. 
Of those enrolled, 62 percent were in first and second class. 
Enrollment figures dropped off sharply at the third and fourth 
class level. 

In Balakot there is a middle school (classes six through 
eight), a high school (through class ten), and an intermediate 
school (two-year college) for boys. There is one school (classes 
one through ten) for girls. The medium of instruction in Balakot 
is Urdu with some explanation provided in Hindko. The majority 
of the students are Hindko speakers. In 1986, seven Mittikot 
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students were enrolled in sixth class, four in ninth class, and two 
in intermediate. The Mittikot students attending school in 
Balakot were boys from the families of muqaddams (village 
leaders). 

Figure (6) presents the distribution of the Mittikot 
population by education groups according to the 1988 language 
survey census. The data indicate that the majority of the 
population has received no formal education. Of the males, 27 
percent have received one to ten years of education, contrasted 
with 5 percent of the females. Only two males (brothers and sons 
of the muqaddam) have completed eleven to twelve years of 
education. 

 
(6) Population of Mittikot (1988): 

Distribution of Males and Females in Education Groups 

 Males Females 
Level of 
Education 

 
   n 

Percentage 
of Males 

 
  n 

Percentage 
of Females 

Under age   33   9%   56  16% 
No formal ed. 236 63 284  79 
1-5 yrs. ed   68 19   14    4 
6-10 yrs.   32   9     2    1 
11-12 yrs.     2   1  –  – 
Unknown     3   1     4    1 
Total 374  360  
 

 
Figure (7) presents the distribution of the Mittikot 

population in both age and education groups. Again, as was seen 
in Peshmal, more young Mittikot males are receiving education 
now and to higher levels. Interestingly, more females are also 
being educated although they still represent only a small fraction 
of the population.32 

                                                      
32 Ahmed (1986:110-11) examines four socioeconomic factors in Hazara 

and demonstrates how they correlate with the status of four ethnic groups: 
Swatis, Sayyeds, Awans, and Gujars. One factor was education. Swatis had the 
highest percentage of people (20 percent) who had secondary school level 
education and above. Gujars had the lowest (7 percent). Other factors were 
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(7) Population of Mittikot (1988): 
Distribution of Males and Females in Age and Education Groups 

 
Men   Years of formal education  
Age 
Groups 

Under 
age 

No formal
education 

1- 5 6-10 11-12 Unknown Total 

1- 5 33        33 
6- 9    29  19      48 
10-19    35  34  13    1   83 
20-29    39  12  16   1    68 
30-39    42    2    3   1    48 
40+    91    1     2   94 
Total 33 236  68  32   2   3 374 
        

Women   Years of formal education  
Age 
Groups 

Under 
age 

No formal
education 

1- 5 6-10 11-12 Unknown Total 

1- 5 56        56 
6- 9    43    6     3   52 
10-19    67    6    2    1   76 
20-29    60    2      62 
30-39    54       54 
40+    60       60 
Total 56 284  14    2    4 360 

 

Arif (1987) explains that there is economic incentive to 
keep children out of school. At approximately nine years of age, 
they can help with household duties and with collecting wood. 
The wood provides not only income for the family but also direct 
cash to the children themselves. 

                                                                                                          
housing materials. Gujars had the lowest percentage of housing with some 
cement construction. They also ranked lowest in landownership. Both Gujars 
and Awans figured low (zero) in geneological memory (the ability to name 
male ascendants up to four generations back). 
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3.5 Summary 

In this examination of two Gujar communities, many 
similarities and differences are seen. In both areas, the Gujar 
people are a low socioeconomic status minority in a region with 
a more dominant culture and language. Both groups maintain 
their Gujar identity and language and see themselves as part of a 
larger Gujar community. Both groups are settled, yet their 
lifestyles involve certain migratory aspects. Many Peshmal 
Gujars move their families south in the winter for economic 
reasons and to get out of the cold and snow. Mittikot Gujars 
practice more traditional transhumance patterns in a seasonal 
shift up and down the mountain. Neither are nomadic pastoralists 
such as some of the Ajars of Swat or the Bakarwals of Kashmir. 

Both the Peshmal and Mittikot communities have large 
segments of the population which are uneducated. In Peshmal 
there is more of an even split between educated and uneducated 
males than there is in Mittikot where fewer males are formally 
educated. In both groups more males are receiving education 
now than in the past. Women remain the markedly uneducated 
population in both communities, although in Mittikot a small 
percentage of girls are beginning to receive education. 

The most far-reaching difference between the two Gujar 
communities is the nature of the dominant ethnic group in each 
region. As the principal researcher in this study points out, the 
Gujars have conformed to the surrounding culture. Peshmal 
Gujars live in the west in the midst of a more conservative, 
Pashtoon culture. They are relatively less economically 
dependent on the Pashtoons. For example, Peshmal Gujars own 
their own land, in contrast to Mittikot Gujars whose summer 
settlement belongs to Swati landlords. While some Mittikot 
Gujars are employed in landlords’ homes, Pashtoon culture 
discourages outsiders from working for Pashtoons in their 
homes. Because of this independence, then, the Peshmal Gujars 
seem to be better off. They are more economically self-sufficient 
and see themselves as more or less equal to the Pashtoons. 
Another effect of the conservative Pashtoon culture is that 
Peshmal Gujar women observe rather strict purdah. It is  
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viewed as improper for Peshmal Gujar females to attend school 
or to be employed outside the home. So even though more males 
are educated in Peshmal than in Mittikot, fewer females, virtually 
none, are educated. 

Another difference is the language of each dominant group. 
Peshmal Gujars live alongside Pashto, an Iranian language, 
which is quite a linguistic contrast from their own. Gujari stands 
out as markedly different from the surrounding regional 
language. Peshmal Gujars have developed a strong ethnicity, 
perhaps partially in response to this contrastiveness. They feel 
that their Gujari is more pure and that Hazara Gujars are 
“mixing” their Gujari with other languages. 

Mittikot Gujars, in contrast, live in the east in an area where 
Hindko-speaking people are dominant. In this cultural setting, 
there is a more clear-cut socioeconomic hierarchy with the 
dominated groups doing “low” work for higher groups. There is 
more economic dependence by the low-status Gujars on the 
dominant majority. The Hindko speakers, particularly Swatis, are 
the landlords so Mittikot Gujars must pay fees in cash and 
services. It is very difficult for them to move up in this system. 
The cultural milieu is more open, however, in the sense that 
women take more public roles and are active in earning income 
outside the home. There is also a greater openness to the idea of 
females receiving education. 

Mittikot Gujars are much more similar in physical 
appearance to the dominant group and, as discussed in chapter 
two on dialects, their language is much more linguistically 
similar to Hindko, the regional language, than it is to Pashto, the 
dominant language in the west. The development of a distinct 
Gujar identity, however, is becoming more of a social and 
political issue in the Hazara region (see Ahmed 1986). 

In the following chapter the subject of multilingualism is 
explored. Social factors in the community profiles are examined 
to demonstrate how such factors as gender, education, and age 
are related to patterns of language use and proficiency. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

MULTILINGUALISM IN TWO GUJAR COMMUNITIES 

 
 

4.1 Introduction 

An examination of the language situation of the Gujar 
people would be incomplete without some investigation of the 
other languages in use by them in addition to their own. To this 
end, two Gujar communities were selected for conducting more 
focussed bilingualism research: Peshmal, in northern Swat 
Valley, and Mittikot, at the mouth of the Kaghan Valley in 
Hazara. The motivating questions for this research center on 
discovering the extent of proficiency in and use of Urdu, the 
national language, and Pashto or Hindko, the languages of wider 
communication in the respective communities. This research 
investigates patterns of language proficiency according to such 
factors as gender, education, and age. In addition, levels of 
proficiency in each community were evaluated in light of 
subjects’ reports of travel to non-Gujari speaking areas and 
frequencies of speaking and hearing other languages. 

Underlying the analysis of the data are questions relating to 
effective communication within the large Gujar ethnolinguistic 
community and to issues of language maintenance or shift. How 
widespread are the abilities to comprehend and use these 
languages? Does widespread bilingualism threaten the future 
maintenance of Gujari in these communities? Or, are Urdu and 
the local languages of wider communication used exclusively 
with non-Gujar ‘outsiders’? If this is the case, proficiency in 
these other languages should pattern according to the extent of 
contact that community members have with non-Gujars in 
situations where these languages must be used. These underlying 
questions are broad in scope and thus require longer-term and 
more in-depth research than was accomplished in this limited 
study. However, available evidence points to the conclusion that 
there are large segments of the Gujar population that are not 
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proficient in any language other than their own, and that Gujari 
language vitality is not yet threatened by encroaching widespread 
use of more widely spoken languages. 

A sample of people from each community was tested for 
second language proficiency in Urdu and in the local language of 
wider communication. Urdu and Pashto were tested by means of 
a sentence repetition test (Radloff 1991). Hindko was tested by 
means of a recorded text test (Casad 1974). These tests are 
described in more detail in appendices A.2 and A.3.33 To the 
extent that the available data allow, scores on these proficiency 
tests are treated as dependent variables in assessing the effects on 
second language proficiency of the following independent 
variables: gender, education, and age.34 Where relevant, there is 
discussion of observed patterning in proficiency test results and 
subjects’ reports of travel, and of frequency of second language 
use. The analysis of bilingualism in the Peshmal Gujar 
community will be presented first, then a similar order will be 
followed for the Mittikot data analysis. For each community, 
variables related to Urdu proficiency will be discussed first; 
subsequently, these same variables will be presented as they 
relate to proficiency in the local language of wider 
communication. In Peshmal, gender-related differences in second 
language proficiency are the most clearly marked, and thus for 
the purposes of presentation, the patterns observed among men  
 

                                                      
33 The Pashto Sentence Repetition Test that was used in the studies of 

these Gujar communities was the original Pashto SRT. The interpretation of the 
original Pashto SRT scores, in terms of calibrated Reported Proficiency 
Evaluation levels, is explained in appendix A.3. 

34 To determine the statistical significance of these independent variables 
in their effect on the proficiency test scores, one-way Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) tests were performed. Where significant, the resulting F ratio and the 
accompanying probability of a type I error are included in parentheses 
following the report of a statistically significant conclusion. In cases where 
ANOVA yields significant results and where there are more than two levels of 
an independent variable (i.e., more than two groups are being compared, as in 
the case of three groups defined by levels of education), post-hoc comparisons 
using the Scheffe test were made to determine where specified group 
differences were found. The Scheffe tests were performed using the 95 percent 
confidence level as a threshold for significance. Conclusions stating significant 
differences between specified groups as defined by levels of an independent 
variable are based on significant Scheffe results. 
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and women will be discussed separately. The data from Mittikot 
are from males only; it was not possible to collect data from 
women in that community. After each community has been 
analyzed separately, the patterns in the two communities will be 
compared. 

4.2 Multilingualism in Peshmal 

4.2.1 Distribution of Test Subjects in Peshmal Sample 

In order to obtain a general assessment of Urdu and Pashto 
bilingualism among Gujars in Peshmal, sentence repetition tests 
(SRTs) in these languages were administered to a sample of 
forty-eight males from the Peshmal community. Because random 
sampling was impossible in these field work situations, judgment 
(or quota) sampling was used. The demographic characteristics 
of age and education define the sampling cells. In order to obtain 
sufficient data for statistical analysis, at least five subjects were 
included in each age and education cell wherever possible. 

As was presented in chapter three, a complete census of 
Gush, a settlement within Peshmal, was collected and has been 
taken to be representative of the wider Peshmal area. In figure 
(8) the distribution of the male test subjects according to various 
age and education categories, by percentage and number, is 
compared with the distribution of the Gush population as a 
whole, shown in percents. From this chart it is evident that the 
stratification of subjects in the test sample generally parallels that 
of the general Gush population.35 

                                                      
35 Because test subjects were fourteen years of age or above, the 

population figures in (8) include only males that age or older. The total of 98 
excludes 47 males who were under age and five men with unknown levels of 
education. 
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(8) Gush settlement, Peshmal 
Distribution of male population compared with test subjects 

in percentages36 
 

    Years of formal education Totals by 
Age Uneducated 1-5 years 6-12 years age group 
Groups Pop. Sample Pop. Sample Pop. Sample Pop. Sample 
 % %  n % % n  % %  n % % n 
14-19   4 10   5 23 10  5   8 10   5 36 30 15 
20-29 10 15   7   6 13  6   8 10   5 24 38 18 
30-39 11 15   7   0   0  0   1   2   1 13 17   8 
40 & older 26 13   6   1   0  0   1   2   1 27 15   7 
Total by 
ed. group 51 52 25 30 23 11 18 25 12   48 

 
Population n=98 

 

According to the community profile of Gush, approximately 
half of the men school age and above have received some 
education. Likewise, the test sample of forty-eight males 
contains a similar division: twenty-five uneducated and twenty-
three educated men. Subdividing the educated men according to 
age, the chart shows that there are very few older men with 
education in the Gush population; thus, few such subjects were 
available to be included in the test sample. Because of such 
limitations in the actual features of the population, it is difficult 
to assess the possible interaction of age with education and their 
combined influence on the patterns of second language 
proficiency. Consequently, the effect of age as an independent 
variable is undertaken with uneducated male subjects only. 

Collecting data among women was much more difficult than 
among men, since cultural constraints require such testing to take 
place in the home using female researchers only. Building trust 
to enable such access takes time; and once inside the home, it is 

                                                      
36 On this and all subsequent charts, all percents are calculated by 

dividing the number for each cell by the total for either the community 
population or the sample population. Since percents in all charts are rounded to 
the nearest whole, there are sometimes one or two point discrepancies between 
calculated percents and the sums of rounded subcell percents. 
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much more difficult to control the testing situation and to ensure 
that sampling quotas are appropriately filled. Thus the data for 
women are limited and the distribution is skewed, including 
mostly young women in their twenties. In all, twenty Peshmal 
women participated in the Pashto sentence repetition testing; 
only eleven of these felt they knew any Urdu and were willing to 
participate in the Urdu SRT. Only one female in the Gush 
population was reported to have received any education. All 
female test subjects were uneducated. The sample distributions 
are compared to those in the Gush population, as shown in figure 
(9) below. 

 

(9) Gush settlement, Peshmal 
Distribution of female population compared with test subjects 

for Pashto and Urdu SRTs 
 

Age 
Groups 

 
Pop. 

Pashto SRT 
Sample 

Urdu SRT 
Sample 

 % %  n %  n 
14-19 16% 15%   3   0   0 
20-29 37 60 12 73   8 
30-39 14 15   3   9   1 
40 & older 33 10   2 18   2 
Total   20  11 

 
Population n=63 (above 14 years of age) 

 

4.2.2 Peshmal Urdu Proficiency 

Figure (10) presents the mean scores of the Peshmal male 
subjects on the Urdu sentence repetition test, grouped according 
to age groups and education levels. Groups are presented in 
terms of number of subjects (n), mean SRT score (m), and 
standard deviation (sd). The range and median Reported 
Proficiency Evaluation (RPE) levels which correspond to the 
SRT scores are provided for each education group. SRT scores 
range from zero to forty-five, and can be interpreted on the basis 
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of the corresponding RPE levels. The RPE levels range from 0+ 
(very minimal proficiency, inadequate for even basic 
conversation) to 4+ (approaching native speaker proficiency). 
See appendix A.3 for further description of both the Sentence 
Repetition Test and the Reported Proficiency Evaluation. 

 

(10) Scores of Peshmal male subjects on Urdu SRT 

    Years of formal education Totals by 
Age Uneducated 1-5 years 6 or more years age group 
Groups n m sd n m sd n m sd n m sd 
14-19   5 22 12.4  5 27 5.8   5 38 6.8 15 29 10.8 
20-29   7 18   8.6  6 26 9.8   5 36 5.8 18 25 10.9 
30-39   7 29 11.9  0     1 36    8 30 11.3 
40 & older   6 25   8.2  0     1 35    7 26   8.5 
Total by          Overall Total 
ed. group 25 23 10.7 11 26 7.9 12 37 5.5 48 27 10.5 
 
RPE Range: 0+ to 3+ 0+ to 3 2+ to 3+ 
 Median: 2/2+ 2+ 3/3+ 
 
n=number of subjects, m=mean SRT score, sd=standard deviation 
RPE Range and Median=RPE levels corresponding to SRT scores 

 

Education and Urdu Proficiency 

From figure (10) it is evident that education is an important 
factor in the distribution of Urdu SRT scores. The average scores 
in all age groups consistently increase with education. The one-
way analysis of variance test was applied to this data revealing 
education as having a statistically significant effect on Urdu SRT 
proficiency scores (F=8.83, p<.01). This significant effect is 
displayed in the comparison of the scores of those with 6 to 10 
years education with both the lesser educated groups; the mean 
score for the group with only 1 to 5 years education is not 
significantly greater than that of the uneducated group. These 
data indicate a threshold between primary level (1 to 5 years) and 
middle and high school level (6 to 10 years) education. 
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The significant effect of education is not surprising, since 
schooling is the principal means for learning Urdu. In Peshmal, it 
was reported that Pashto is used as the medium for instruction in 
the earlier grades, classes 1 through 5, while Urdu is taught as a 
subject in those years. In contrast, Urdu is used as the principal 
medium in class 6 and above. These patterns of language use in 
schools support the threshold of higher proficiency in Urdu at six 
years or more as demonstrated in the Peshmal data. 

This highest education group shows the greatest within-
group consistency in their scores, with a standard deviation of 
only 5.5; no one in this group scored below 26 on the SRT, 
which is equivalent to RPE level 2+, indicating good, basic 
proficiency. Thus, those with substantial education tend to have 
similarly high levels of proficiency in Urdu. 

The lesser educated group and the uneducated group show 
higher standard deviations: 7.9 for the primary level education 
group, and 10.7 for the uneducated group. These higher measures 
of dispersion indicate greater variability in the Urdu proficiency 
levels of subjects within each of these groups; a few men with 
little or no schooling do succeed in acquiring good Urdu. Only 
28 percent of the uneducated and lesser-educated subjects’ 
performances on the Urdu SRT indicate RPE levels of 3 or 
above, while 83 percent of the highly educated group do so. 
These results correspond with expectations that the less educated 
groups would not reflect the relatively uniform influence of 
exposure to Urdu through years of education, but that their Urdu 
proficiency is more seriously affected by their varied amounts of 
language contact and use as a result of employment, travel, etc. 

 

Age and Urdu Proficiency 

Although one might expect Urdu proficiency to be affected 
by age, the Peshmal data indicate no clear age patterning. In 
order to overcome these limitations in the data distribution (in 
that there are fewer older test subjects, especially in the educated 
groups) and to control for the effect of education, the scores for 
the uneducated subjects were isolated and evaluated according to 
age groups, but no statistically significant differences between 
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the mean Urdu SRT scores were found for these age groups. The 
standard deviations ranging from 8.2 to 12.4 indicate relatively 
great variablity of SRT scores within each age group of 
uneducated subjects. It is possible that factors reflecting levels of 
language contact and use are acting as uncontrolled intervening 
variables and obscuring any age patterning that might exist. 
However, on the basis of these data, there is no indication that 
Urdu proficiency is affected by age, and thus no evidence of a 
shift toward increased use of Urdu among the younger 
generation. 

 

Travel and Urdu Proficiency 

In order to investigate potential contact with languages of 
wider communication while they were away from Peshmal, 
subjects were asked questions about their travel to areas where 
these languages are widely spoken. Subjects were asked to list 
where they had traveled outside of their home area. For each 
location mentioned they were asked to report the length of stay 
and the frequency of travel to this place. The selected locations 
where a subject could have come into frequent contact with Urdu 
speakers were Rawalpindi, Lahore, and Karachi, all of which 
were reported as places of temporary employment by some 
Peshmal men. 

It was hypothesized that travel contact might explain the 
variation in Urdu proficiency scores, particularly among 
uneducated subjects. Thus, the responses of the uneducated 
subjects were isolated and their travel reports were examined. 
These were then separated into two groups: those subjects 
reporting little or no travel, meaning less than two week stays in 
any of the cities mentioned above, and those reporting more 
extensive travel to any of these same locations. Although the 
mean Urdu SRT score was slightly higher for the relatively well-
traveled group (25 rather than 21), the difference between the 
two groups was not statistically significant. A simple 
examination of the scores for the individuals in each group 
reveals too much within-group variation, as is reflected in 
standard deviations of 10.6 for both the traveled and the  
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untraveled groups. In and of itself, travel to areas where Urdu is 
more widely spoken does not significantly influence measured 
proficiency. Further investigation of language use while staying 
in such an area should reveal more definite patterns. 

 

4.2.3 Reported Use of Urdu by Peshmal Men 

In addition to straightforward proficiency testing, Peshmal 
subjects were asked to answer questions which would indicate 
their exposure to and use of Urdu. These questions are given 
below in (11). As the subject answered the numbered questions 
in his own words, the interviewer chose the frequency level 
which best fit his response. The seven frequency levels used by 
the interviewer are listed below the questions regarding 
frequency of hearing and speaking Urdu. Similarly, the five 
levels of conversation length are listed below the appropriate 
question. 

These questions approach Urdu use from two angles, one 
more quantitative and the other qualitative. The quantitative 
angle is an attempt to measure the relative frequency of hearing 
and speaking Urdu reported by these subjects. Included in this 
general approach to quantifying the frequency of Urdu use is the 
question regarding the approximate duration of the longest Urdu 
conversation for each subject. The duration of the conversation 
tells us something frequency does not: it gives an indication of 
the quality of the interaction. For example, if the subject is 
speaking Urdu many times per day but only for five minutes 
while shopping in the bazaar, the domain and time involved are 
quite limited and not much skill is required. 
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(11) Questions about Urdu use 

1. How much do you hear Urdu? 
2. How much do you speak Urdu? 
 i. never 
 ii. one time per month 
 iii. one time per two weeks 
 iv. one time per week 
 v. 2 or 3 times per week 
 vi. one time per day 
 vii. many times per day 

 
Think about the person you’ve had the longest 
conversation with in Urdu in Peshmal: 
1. What is the occupation of the person you speak Urdu 

with? 
2. What relation do you have with this person? 

Is he your khan? Your teacher? Your relative? 
3. What did you talk about with this man? 

About local politics? Sports? What? 
4. How much time did you talk with this man in Urdu at 

one time? 
 i. never 
 ii. less than 5 minutes 
 iii. between 5 and 20 minutes 
 iv. between 20 and 60 minutes 
 v. more than 60 minutes 
 

 

Frequencies of Speaking and Hearing Urdu 

Figure (12) presents the tabulation of reported frequency of 
hearing and speaking Urdu in the sample of forty-eight Peshmal 
males. 
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(12) Peshmal men: 
reported frequencies for hearing and speaking Urdu 

percent and number responding at each level 
 

 Hear Urdu Speak Urdu 
 Percent  n Percent   n 
never   0%   0   6%   3 
1x/month   6   3   6   3 
1x/2wks.   2   1   2   1 
1x/wk. 13   6 13   6 
2-3x/wk. 10   5 27 13 
1x/day 29 14 33 16 
many x/day 40 19 13   6 
Total  48  48 

 
Consistent with general expectations, subjects reported 

hearing Urdu more frequently than actually speaking it; 69 
percent reported hearing Urdu at least once per day, while only 
46 percent reported speaking Urdu so frequently. The fact that 
less than half of the subjects report speaking any amount of Urdu 
on a daily or more frequent basis is in stark contrast to their 
reported frequency of speaking Pashto. The relative importance 
of Pashto will be discussed in the next section. Figure (13) 
compares their reported frequency of speaking Urdu with their 
scores on the Urdu SRT. 

 
(13) Mean Urdu SRT for Peshmal male subjects 
grouped by reported frequency of speaking Urdu 
Frequency Percent  n USRT m  sd 
never to 1x/2wks. 14%   7 14   9.1 
1x/wk. 13    6 23 10.9 
2-3x/wk. 27  13 29   6.0 
1x/day 33  16 29   9.3 
many x/day 13    6 39   4.0 
Total  48 27 10.5 
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The mean Urdu SRT scores show a general rise as reported 

frequency of speaking and hearing Urdu increase. The mean SRT 
scores for each of the three highest frequency of speaking groups 
are significantly higher than the mean for those who claim to 
speak Urdu either never, or not more than once every two weeks 
(F=8.29, p<.001). These consistent results indicate that the self-
reported estimates of frequency of speaking and hearing Urdu are 
valuable indicators of the relative amounts of Urdu used; in 
general, those who report infrequent use of Urdu do not seem to 
have sufficient proficiency to get beyond the level of basic 
communication in that language. 

Urdu Conversation Duration 

The Urdu conversation duration data substantiate this 
limitation in proficiency. Figure (14) shows the distribution of 
responses regarding the longest Urdu conversation reported by 
Peshmal subjects. These data are compared with the mean Urdu 
SRT score for subjects responding at each level of conversation 
duration. 

 
(14) Percent of Peshmal men: 

length of longest reported Urdu conversation 
with Urdu SRT means 

Longest Urdu Urdu SRT 
Conversation Percent n m sd 

never 10%  5    – 
<5 min.  8  4 16*  8.4 
5-20 min. 29 14 29  8.8 
20-60 min. 25 12 27  9.9 
>60 min. 27 13 33  7.8 

Total 48 27 10.5 
 

*combined mean for two shortest conversation length groups 

According to these reports, few subjects have had long 
conversations in Urdu; only 27 percent report having an Urdu 
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conversation which extended over one hour. Eighteen percent 
reported that their longest Urdu conversation lasted less than five 
minutes. Again — as will be seen in (18), below — these figures 
are striking in relation to the comparable ones for Pashto, and 
substantiate the role of Pashto, not the national language Urdu, as 
the commonly used lingua franca in the area. 

The mean scores on the Urdu SRT for those who responded 
that they never had conversations in Urdu or that their longest 
Urdu conversation was less than five minutes duration are 
significantly lower than those who reported longer conversations 
(F=7.74, p<.001). Such quantitative comparisons indicate the 
consistency of the data: subjects reporting more frequent and 
more lengthy conversations in Urdu also perform better on the 
Urdu SRT. Thus, the differences between subgroups in terms of 
their reported use of Urdu can be more confidently interpreted as 
reflecting the sociolinguistic reality of differing levels of 
bilingual proficiency within the Peshmal community. 

Conversational Domains for Urdu 

The issue of conversational domain provides a qualitative 
angle on the data regarding reported Urdu use: with whom is 
Urdu spoken and for which kinds of topics is it considered 
appropriate. Among the Peshmal Gujars, Urdu is an ‘outsider’ 
language, spoken with non-Gujars, in dealing with topics that 
imply contact with the outside world. When asked with whom 
they spoke Urdu the most while in Peshmal, subjects uniformly 
listed persons outside the Peshmal community: guests or friends 
from other areas, or teachers. The most commonly reported topic 
mentioned by these subjects concerned the Peshmal or general 
Kalam area and the people living there, obviously some kind of 
explanation to people unfamiliar with these things. Another 
similar kind of outsider-directed topic is the next most commonly 
reported: hotels or renting of rooms. Those who reported 
speaking Urdu with teachers gave topics such as lessons in 
school or discussions concerning meanings of words. The fact 
that Urdu is the medium of instruction in class 6 and above 
makes it the obvious choice for many such conversations. From  
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these data, it is apparent that Urdu is not making inroads into the 
domains of family and peer usage; Gujars maintain the use of 
Gujari except when they are forced to use a more widely spoken 
language in order to communicate with non-Gujars. 

 

4.2.4 Urdu Proficiency of Peshmal Women 

Testing of Gujar women in Peshmal was restricted to the 
home environment. Thus, it was possible to test only half as 
many women as men. Twenty Peshmal women participated in 
bilingualism testing there, working with female researchers in a 
home setting. However, only eleven of these twenty were willing 
to attempt the Urdu SRT; the others claimed that they had no 
knowlege of Urdu and did not wish to participate. The 
distribution of these subjects according to age consequently does 
not represent the wider female population: there are no teenage 
subjects, eight women are in their twenties, one in her thirties 
and two older women over forty. All of the women are 
uneducated, which is consistent with the census reports for this 
area.37 Thus, the potential effect of education or age on women’s 
Urdu SRT scores could not be investigated. 

The scores range from a low of 0, below even minimal 
proficiency, to a high of 22, representing level 2 RPE 
proficiency, adequate for basic needs when projected on the RPE 
scale. The distribution of Peshmal women’s Urdu SRT scores are 
listed below in figure (15). 

 

                                                      
37 According to the Gush census of 1987, only one female was reported to 

have any education, a thirteen-year-old with five years of schooling. 
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(15) Peshmal female subjects on Urdu SRT 
with equivalent RPE levels 

Urdu 
RPE level n 
0 5  ***** Total n = 11 
0+ 4  **** Mean Urdu SRT = 4.7 
1 0 sd = 6.9 
1+ 1  * Median RPE = 0+ 
2 1  * 

 
Four of the eleven female subjects scored at RPE level 0+, 

very minimal proficiency; five were below the minimum on the 
RPE scale, testing at zero or one on the Urdu SRT. Only two 
women scored higher than 0+; they each gave different 
explanations for their knowlege of Urdu. The subject with 
limited basic proficiency at RPE level 1+, stressed that although 
Peshmal women are uneducated, they are able to communicate a 
bit in Urdu because Urdu and Gujari are closely related 
languages. Other women also made this comment.38 The low 
scores of these women indicate, however, that the linguistic 
affinity that exists between the languages does not by itself 
enable a speaker of Gujari to function in Urdu, even at an 
elementary level. The most proficient female subject, with an 
RPE level of 2, indicating adequate basic proficiency for simple, 
everyday communication, mentioned radio broadcasting as a 
major opportunity for exposure to Urdu. She stated that she 
listens to Pashto and Urdu radio all day.39 This subject is also 
relatively well-traveled, although the locations she has visited are 
primarily Pashto-speaking areas. Some other ladies also 
mentioned listening to the radio while performing their 
household duties. Another stated that her sons recite their Urdu  
 

                                                      
38 In one household, the women thought the field researchers should 

understand some Gujari because they spoke Urdu. 
39 She also mentioned that her family listens to a Gujari radio program 

broadcast from Peshawar, but that, contrary to the reports by other Gujars, she 
finds the Gujari different and difficult to understand. 
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lessons aloud and so she has learned some Urdu that way. One 
other mentioned having an uncle who had taught her a little 
Urdu. 

Clearly, Peshmal Gujar women have little exposure to Urdu 
and little skill in the language. This situation is unlikely to 
change in the near future, because of the prevailing attitude that 
it is undesirable for women to be educated.40 However, lack of 
education alone does not account for the extremely low Urdu 
SRT scores. The mean score for the Peshmal women can be 
compared to that of the uneducated Peshmal men to emphasize 
this point. The mean score for female subjects is 4.7 or a level of 
0+, very minimal proficiency on the RPE scale; the mean for 
uneducated male subjects is 23.3, representing RPE level 2, 
knowlege of Urdu sufficient for basic, everyday communication. 
The difference between these scores is highly significant, as is 
demonstrated by the results of the analysis of variance (F=27.87, 
p<.001). Differences in opportunities for exposure to Urdu and 
the corresponding differences in informal language learning that 
such opportunities provide must account for the disparate Urdu 
proficiency scores of uneducated men and women in Peshmal. 
(See chapter 3 for more discussion of cultural parameters for 
women in Peshmal.) 

4.2.5 Peshmal Pashto Proficiency 

In order to assess the general ability of Peshmal Gujars in 
Pashto, the regional language of the area, a sample of forty-eight 
males and twenty females was tested on the Pashto sentence 
repetition test (PSRT). The males are the same subjects who 
were tested on the Urdu SRT, thus a comparison can be made of 
their relative proficiency in each language by looking at the RPE 
levels attained.41 Since the USRT and PSRT subjects are 

                                                      
40 One Peshmal man stated that it is a “shame” for women to get 

education. 
41 Urdu SRT scores and Pashto SRT scores are not directly comparable 

because the SRT technique produces a range of scores which are interpretable 
only by their calibration with another proficiency measure, in this case the RPE. 
Thus each SRT test has a unique range of scores which correspond only to the 
calibrated proficiency levels for that language using that particular set of 
sentences for repetition testing. The RPE levels are standard across languages 
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identical, there is no change in the distribution of the sample 
population for Peshmal male subjects in relation to the Gush 
census population; this information was previously presented in 
figure (8), showing the general correspondence between 
population and sample in terms of age and education groups. 

As with the Urdu SRT, the Pashto SRT scores are evaluated 
according to education levels and age groups. The distribution of 
mean Pashto SRT scores and corresponding RPE levels are 
displayed according to these age and education subgroups in 
figure (16) below. 

(16) Peshmal male subjects on Pashto SRT 
    Years of formal education Totals by 
Age Uneducated 1-5 years 6-12 years age group 
Groups  n m sd  n m sd  n m sd  n m sd 
14-19   5 29 8.1   5 30 4.1   5 37 5.9 15 32 6.8 
20-29   7 30 2.8   6 30 5.5   5 39 1.5 18 33 5.3 
30-39   7 32 3.8   0     1 36    8 33 3.8 
40 +   6 30 7.2   0     1 35    7 31 6.8 
Total by          Overall Total 
ed. group 25 30 5.3 11 30 4.7 12 38 3.8 48 32 5.7 

RPE Range: 1 to 3+ 2 to 3+ 2 to 3+ 

 Median: 2+ 2+ 3+ 

n=number of subjects, m=mean SRT score, sd=standard deviation 
RPE range and median=RPE levels corresponding to SRT scores 

Education and Pashto Proficiency 
An examination of the mean Pashto SRT scores indicates 

that education is the major factor influencing Pashto proficiency. 
The mean PSRT score for those with six to ten years education is 
significantly higher than the means for the lesser educated group 
and the uneducated group (F=9.90, p<.001). As was the case 
with Urdu proficiency, the Pashto proficiency scores indicate a 

                                                                                                          
and are therefore comparable. Further details and the ranges of scores 
equivalent to each level are in appendix A.3. 
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threshold between primary level education or less and middle 
school level education or more, with those having higher 
education attaining good to very good levels of general 
proficiency in Pashto, RPE levels 3 to 3+ and above. Although 
some of those with little or no education achieve very good 
levels of Pashto proficiency, the vast majority of the more 
educated men do so. Forty-two percent of the uneducated and 
lesser educated group performed at level 3 or above, while 92 
percent (all but one) of the more educated subjects did so. Those 
with no education and those with primary level education (one to 
five years) averaged the same on the Pashto SRT: the median 
RPE level for both the less educated and the uneducated group 
reflect competence in Pashto sufficient for basic, everyday 
communication. Again, the correspondence between Pashto 
proficiency and education is not surprising since Pashto is used 
as the medium of instruction in Peshmal through class five, and 
is taught as a subject in school in classes six through eight. After 
class eight, Peshmal boys attend school in Kalam, a Kohistani-
speaking town where Pashto is the language of wider 
communication. 

For each education group, there is less dispersion in Pashto 
proficiency scores than was shown in the Urdu scores. The 
standard deviations range from 5.3 for the uneducated subjects, 
to 3.8 for the more educated subjects. Only two of the total of 48 
subjects, both uneducated, performed below the RPE level of 2 
in Pashto, in contrast with nine performing below that level on 
the Urdu SRT. These indicators are consistent with the 
interpretation that, generally, Peshmal men achieve at least 
adequate basic proficiency in Pashto, and many men achieve 
good to very good proficiency. 

 

Age and Pashto Proficiency 

Again as with the Urdu SRT scores, there is no age 
patterning shown in the distribution of Pashto SRT scores. The 
absence of age patterning supports the interpretation that Pashto 
proficiency has not become more widespread in the Peshmal 
community over the past few generations. It does not seem to be  
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the case that younger men are increasing in their use of Pashto as 
a result of increased contact with and possible integration into 
the Pashto-speaking mainstream. Rather, the use of Pashto 
appears to be stable across age groups, arguing against any 
indication of language shift among Peshmal Gujars away from 
Gujari towards Pashto. 

 

Travel and Pashto Proficiency 

The influence of extended language contact due to traveling 
and/or prolonged stays in Pashto-speaking areas away from 
Peshmal was investigated in light of potential effects on Pashto 
SRT scores. As was mentioned in the discussion of travel to 
Urdu-speaking areas, subjects were asked to tell the researcher 
where they had traveled and the length of stay in that location. 
Travel reports to six locations were examined, all places where 
Pashto is the lingua franca. Two were close to Peshmal, the 
neighboring village of Ariani (which virtually all subjects have 
visited), and Bahrain, the tehsil headquarters two hours away. 
Mingora is the district headquarters and the largest town in the 
Swat valley, providing employment opportunities for Gujars. 
Malakand and Mardan are south of Swat, locations where 
Peshmal Gujars reported traveling for seasonal employment 
during the months that Peshmal is snowbound. Peshawar is the 
closest major city to Peshmal, and is the most important Pashto-
dominant metropolis in Pakistan. The Peshmal Gujars have easy 
access to the road and to means of transportation; they are 
generally well-traveled, both to these towns in the Swat region 
and to the frontier city of Peshawar. 

As in the case of Urdu, it was hypothesized that travel 
contact might explain the variation in Pashto proficiency scores, 
particularly among the uneducated subjects. However, when the 
PSRT scores for the uneducated subjects were isolated, and their 
travel reports were examined, there was no evidence to support 
the expected pattern of higher proficiency levels linked to reports 
of more frequent and lengthy travel. Thus, the simple fact that 
some subjects have traveled rather extensively to Pashto-
speaking areas does not affect their Pashto SRT scores; more  
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detailed questioning regarding their language use patterns while 
they were in these locations might reveal some significant but 
currently obscured factors. However, since Pashto is the local 
language of wider communication in Swat, Peshmal subjects 
have many more opportunities to come in contact with that 
language than with Urdu. 

 

4.2.6 Reported Use of Pashto by Peshmal Men 

Peshmal male subjects were asked the same set of language 
use questions for Pashto as those recounted in the above section 
on frequency of use and contact for Urdu. (Listed above in figure 
(11).) Subjects reported how frequently they hear and speak 
Pashto, the approximate duration of their longest Pashto 
conversation, and the interlocutor and topic involved in this 
conversation. 

 

Frequencies of Speaking and Hearing Pashto 

Patterns of language contact and use are quite different for 
Pashto than Urdu, with Pashto being reported at much higher 
frequencies of use than Urdu. Figure (17) presents the reported 
frequencies of hearing and speaking Pashto for the Peshmal male 
sample. 
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(17) Peshmal male subjects: 
reported frequencies for hearing and speaking Pashto 

percent and number responding at each level 

 Hear Pashto Speak Pashto 
 Percent  n Percent  n 
never  0%  0  0%  0 
1x/month  0  0  0   0 
1x/2wks.  0  0  0   0 
1x/wk.  0  0  0   0 
2-3x/wk.  2  1  0   0 
1x/day 13  6  2   1 
many x/day 85 41 98  47 
Total 48 48 

 
Whereas with Urdu, presented above in (12), the sample is 

spread out among the various categories of frequency of use, 
with Pashto the entire sample reports frequent exposure and use. 
Every subject except one reported hearing Pashto at least once a 
day; all but one also reported speaking Pashto many times a 
day.42 Subjects use their Pashto whether it is very proficient or 
not, because they are living in a Pashto-dominant region. In any 
case, Peshmal men generally achieve at least adequate 
proficiency in Pashto for basic conversation. 

Pashto Conversation Duration 

The conversation duration data for Pashto shows a similar 
skewing, with virtually all subjects reporting conversations of 
longer than sixty minutes. The distribution is shown in figure 
(18) below. It provides a striking contrast to the spread shown for 
Urdu conversation length reported above in figure (14). Again, 
with only two subjects reporting that their longest Pashto 
conversation lasted less than one hour, no relationship can be 
shown between PSRT scores and reported conversation length. 

                                                      
42 With such a skewed distribution, there are obviously no significant 

differences between mean Pashto SRT scores for groups separated according to 
reported frequency of hearing or speaking Pashto. 
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(18) Percent of Peshmal men: 
length of longest reported Pashto conversation 

Longest Pashto 
Conversation Percent  n 

never   0%   0 
<5 min.   0   0 
5-20 min.   2   1 
20-60 min.   2   1 
>60 min. 96 46 

Total 48 
 
The contrast between the reported conversation length for 

Pashto versus Urdu is most noticeable in the comparison between 
the percentages of subjects reporting conversations of over one 
hour in length. Recall that these reports come from the same set 
of Peshmal males, giving their estimates for each of their two 
non-mother tongue languages; 98 percent report these lengthy 
conversations in Pashto, while only 27 percent report such in 
Urdu. 

These self-reported estimates of frequency of use and 
conversation length conform to the sociolinguistic realities of 
living in a Pashto-dominant area. Peshmal Gujars live along the 
main road and have frequent contact with Pashtoons traveling 
through their area. Pashto is also the language of communication 
between Gujars and neighboring Kohistanis. 

 

Conversational Domains for Pashto 

This widespread and frequent use of Pashto is corroborated 
in the data on conversational domains. Peshmal males reported 
speaking Pashto to a much greater variety of interlocutors: 
guests, neighbors from Ariani, friends, relatives, local Pashtoons, 
police, teachers, school fellows, contacts in the bazaar, etc. 
Topics discussed also showed a much wider variety, including 
many issues relating to daily life and personal interests. Reported 
topics include daily and local problems; home, families, and 
marriage; school lessons and education; land, crops, food, and 
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water; business, jobs, and work; the people and culture of this 
area; religion; weather; and sports. Thus, in contrast to Urdu use, 
Pashto use is not restricted to contact with outsiders from other 
areas nor to topics which relate local life to those unfamiliar with 
it. However, there is no evidence suggesting that the interlocutors 
are fellow Gujars; rather they are mostly ‘local outsiders’, non-
Gujars whose lives are in close contact with these Peshmal 
residents. On the basis of this evidence, there appears to be no 
indication of any threat to the maintenance of Gujari as the 
exclusive, in-group language among the Gujar residents of 
Peshmal. 

 

4.2.7 Pashto Proficiency of Peshmal Women 

Twenty Gujar women residing in Peshmal participated in 
Pashto bilingualism testing, including informal interviews with 
female researchers. These women displayed a greater readiness 
to undergo proficiency testing in Pashto than in Urdu, and indeed 
their Pashto SRT scores show much higher competence in Pashto 
than in Urdu. The overall mean for Pashto proficiency and the 
median RPE level of 2, indicate adequate proficiency for basic, 
everyday conversation; the median level for Urdu, based only on 
the scores of those few who did not exclude themselves from 
taking the Urdu SRT by claiming lack of skill, was level 0+, the 
minimal proficiency level. The distribution of PSRT scores for 
female subjects in Peshmal is displayed in figure (19). 
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(19) Peshmal female subjects on Pashto SRT 
with equivalent RPE levels 

Pashto 
RPE level n 

0+ 1  * 
1 4  **** Total n = 20 
1+ 9  ********* Mean Urdu SRT = 26 
2 3  *** sd = 6.5 
2+ 1  * Median RPE = 2 
3 0 
3+ 2  ** 

As mentioned above, none of the female subjects in 
Peshmal have received any education, as is typical of the women 
there. Thus the role of education in the acquisition of Pashto is 
not explanatory in terms of the variation of women’s proficiency 
scores. The distribution in terms of women’s ages is skewed and 
therefore it is difficult to assess the possible effect of age on 
PSRT scores. However there appears to be no more indication of 
age patterning here than there was in the proficiency scores of 
the male subjects. Thus other factors must be considered in 
interpreting the variation in Pashto proficiency of female 
subjects. During informal discussions with Peshmal women 
concerning their knowlege and use of Pashto, two potentially 
important factors became apparent: intermarriage with Pashtoons 
among the subject’s close kin and employment-related travel to 
Pashto-speaking areas for several months. 

Intermarriage between Peshmal Gujars and Pashtoons is 
quite common: eight of the twenty female subjects reported 
having Pashtoon relatives. This presence of a Pashto mother 
tongue relative in a subject’s close kin does not have a 
statistically significant effect on PSRT scores in this sample, 
however. The eight women with Pashtoon relatives show a full 
range of proficiency levels, from RPE level 1 to level 3+. Thus 
although some women explained their knowlege of Pashto by 
referring to the presence of Pashtoons in their families, this factor 
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did not exhibit a uniformly beneficial effect on proficiency.43 It is 
interesting to note these ladies’ reports that in cases of 
intermarriage between a Gujar man and a Pashtoon woman, the 
language of the father tends to be dominant in the home. It is 
reported that new Pashto-speaking daughters-in-law usually learn 
to communicate in Gujari; preference is not given to the higher 
status Pashto. These reports seem to indicate that the Gujars take 
pride in their language and help explain why the simple presence 
of Pashtoon relatives does not consistently correspond with 
higher PSRT scores. The dominance of Gujari over Pashto in 
these cases of intermarriage also argues for the maintenance of 
the Gujari language over time. 

There is a significant trend indicated in the PSRT scores 
when they are grouped according to travel to Pashto-speaking 
areas. Eleven women migrate south with their families during 
winter months, accompanying their husbands as they seek 
employment in Pashto-dominant locations.44 Of these eleven, 
seven reported going to Nowshera (or nearby Risalpur), where 
they reported a sizeable Gujar community gathers. The other four 
women spent winter months in Lower Swat or in Peshawar. The 
women were divided into three groups: those who do not travel 
to Pashto-speaking areas, those traveling to Nowshera area, and 
those traveling to Lower Swat or Peshawar. The mean PSRT 
scores show an upward trend from a low for the untraveled group 
of 23 (sd=4.6), and a slightly higher 26 (sd=5.0) for those going 
to Nowshera, to a high of 33 (sd=8.5) for those going to Lower 
Swat or Peshawar. Although the sample size is small, the 
difference between the Pashto SRT scores of the untraveled 
group and those of the women traveling to Peshawar and Lower 
Swat is statistically significant (F=4.18, p<.05). These results 
indicate that periods of residence in Pashto-dominant areas can 
have a significant influence on the acquisition of Pashto by Gujar 
women. 

                                                      
43 However, of the six women who scored at RPE level 3 or above, three 

reported that their mothers were Pashtoons. 
44 Two additional female subjects reported going to Rawalpindi during 

the winter months, however, since this area is not Pashto-dominant, they were 
excluded from the traveled group. 
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A comparison of women’s Pashto SRT scores with those of 
the uneducated men in Peshmal shows that women tend to have 
slightly lower proficiency in Pashto, though the gap between 
men’s and women’s scores is not nearly as wide in Pashto as it is 
in Urdu. The overall PSRT mean for Peshmal female subjects is 
26, in contrast to a mean of 31 for uneducated male subjects 
(F=6.75, p<.05). This corresponds to a median Pashto RPE level 
of 2 for the women, versus between 2 and 2+ for the uneducated 
men.45 Again, lack of education alone cannot account for the 
difference between the proficiency levels of men and women 
since uneducated men as a group perform significantly better 
than uneducated women on the Pashto SRT. As compared to that 
of the men, the lifestyle of Peshmal Gujar women limits their 
exposure to any language of wider communication. They live 
most of their lives at home, tending to household duties, children, 
and field work. It is likely that a woman’s role also limits the 
range of topics commonly discussed which, in turn, may limit the 
breadth of proficiency attained in Pashto or any second language. 
Keeping these language contact limitations in mind, it is 
interesting that the women achieved as high levels in Pashto as 
their PSRT results indicate. Although Peshmal women are 
restricted in comparison to men, they do have considerable 
contact with Pashto through neighbors, relatives and travel; the 
majority of women sampled seem to acquire sufficient command 
of Pashto to carry on basic conversations about everyday topics. 

                                                      
45 It is possible that the sample of Peshmal women taking the Pashto SRT 

is not truly representative of the overall female population, and that a different 
sample would show proficiency levels even more distinct from those shown by 
the men’s sample. 
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4.3 Multilingualism in Mittikot 

4.3.1 Distribution of Test Subjects in Mittikot Sample 

In order to obtain a general assessment of Urdu ability 
among Gujars living in Mittikot, proficiency testing was 
conducted with a sample of forty-two males from that 
community. As mentioned above, no women were tested. The 
demographic distribution of the Mittikot male population 
according to age and education groups was presented in chapter 
two. Figure (20) below presents a comparison between the 
percentages for each age and education cell for the male 
population and for the sample of Urdu SRT subjects.46 From this 
chart it is evident that the stratification of subjects in the test 
sample generally parallels that of the Mittikot male population. 

 
(20) Mittikot: distribution of 

male population compared with test subjects 
in percentages 

       Years of formal education Total by 
Age Uneducated 1-5 years 6-12 years age group 
Groups Pop. Sample Pop. Sample Pop. Sample Pop. Sample 
 % % n % % n % % n % % n 
14-19   8   5   2   7 10 4   3 10 4 18 24 10 
20-29 15 14   6   5   2 1   7   5 2 27 21   9 
30-39 17 24 10   1   2 1   2   2 1 19 29 12 
40 & older 36 26 11   0   0 0   0   0 0 36 26 11 
Total by 
ed. group 75 69 29 13 14 6 12 17 7   42 

Population n = 253 
 

There were 52 men included in the Hindko recorded text 
test (RTT) sample; unfortunately these samples of subjects for 

                                                      
46 Only 253 of the 374 Mittikot males are included in the comparison 

with the distribution of test subjects since 118 are below 14 years of age and 3 
have missing demographic information regarding level of education. 
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Hindko and Urdu proficiency testing are not exactly equivalent. 
Fourteen men who participated in the Hindko RTT did not 
participate in the Urdu testing; four men who were included in 
the Urdu testing were not included in the Hindko testing. The 
distribution of Hindko RTT testing according to age and 
education cells is quite similar to that of the Urdu test subjects, 
and generally corresponds to that in the Mittikot male 
population: 75 percent uneducated (the same as in the total 
Mittikot population); 12 percent with one to five years education 
(versus 13 percent in the population); and 13 percent with six or 
more years education (versus 12 percent in the population). The 
age distribution for the Hindko test subjects is quite even, 
yielding between 23 and 27 percent of the sample in each of the 
four age subgroups. 

 

4.3.2 Mittikot Urdu Proficiency 

Figure (21) presents the mean scores (m) of the Mittikot 
subjects on the Urdu sentence repetition test of bilingual 
proficiency, according to age and education subgroups. Figure 
(21) also records the number of subjects (n), and standard 
deviation of mean Urdu SRT scores (sd). In addition, median and 
range of corresponding Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE) 
levels are included for each education subgroup. 

 
(21) Mean scores of Mittikot subjects on Urdu SRT 

    Years of formal education Totals by 
Age Uneducated 1-5 years 6 or more years age group 
Groups n m sd n m sd n m sd n m sd 
10-19   2 20 14.8 4 19 5.5 4 29 3.1 10 23   7.9 
20-29   6 12   9.9 1 18  2 37 2.8   9 18 13.3 
30-39 10 12   9.4 1 40  1 41  12 17 13.9 
40 + 11 11   7.2 0   0   11 11   7.2 
Total by          Overall Total 
ed. group 29 12   8.8 6 23 9.7 7 33 5.8 42 17 11.5 
RPE Range: 0 to 2+  1+ to 3+ 2+ to 3+ 
 Median: 1 1+/2 2+/3 
n=number of subjects, m=mean SRT score, sd=standard deviation, 
RPE range and median=corresponding RPE levels 
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Education and Urdu Proficiency 

From figure (21) it is evident that education is the key factor 
in explaining the distribution of the Mittikot Urdu SRT scores; 
mean SRT scores consistently increase with education. The 
importance of education is demonstrated by the the one-way 
analysis of variance test which yields highly significant results 
(F=18.1, p<.001). The major difference in Urdu proficiency as 
measured by the SRT is seen in the comparison of the scores of 
the highest education group with those of the uneducated 
subjects. The highest education group has a mean Urdu SRT 
score of 33, and a corresponding RPE median of between 2+ and 
3. In contrast, the primary education group mean is 23, median 
RPE level between 1+ and 2, and the uneducated group mean is 
12, with a median RPE level 1. The large gap between the mean 
SRT scores for the primary education group and for the more 
highly educated group support the threshold posited in the 
discussion of the Peshmal Urdu SRT results: available data 
indicate that moderate or better proficiency in Urdu is only 
occasionally attained by those with a primary level education or 
less, but generally attained by those with more education. The 
importance of higher levels of education is not surprising since 
schooling is the primary means for males to learn Urdu in 
Mittikot. Since Mittikot is a more isolated village than Peshmal, 
there are very few contacts with Urdu-speaking outsiders and no 
tourists passing through. Thus education has even more of an 
impact on Urdu proficiency in Mittikot. 

The higher education group, although small in number of 
subjects, shows more internal consistency in Urdu proficiency, 
with a standard deviation of 5.8, lower than the standard 
deviation of 8.8 for the uneducated group. This relative reduction 
of within-group variation supports the role of schooling in 
producing consistently higher levels of Urdu proficiency. The 
greater variation in Urdu ability among the uneducated and lesser 
educated subjects must be explained by other more individual 
factors, such as periods of residence in or travel to Urdu-
speaking areas, or differing exposure to Urdu through 
occupational contacts. 
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Age and Urdu Proficiency 

Age does not have a significant effect on Urdu ability in 
Mittikot, which is consistent with the data in Peshmal. There is 
no apparent age pattern in the Mittikot bilingualism data, thus no 
evidence that there is any increase in use of Urdu by the younger 
generations. From these data, we have no indication of a shift 
away from the use of Gujari toward the use of Urdu in the 
Mittikot speech community, nor any trend indicating that men 
gain Urdu skill with age and experience. 

 

Travel and Urdu Proficiency 

As in the case of the Peshmal data, the Urdu proficiency of 
Mittikot subjects was examined to uncover measurable effects of 
language contact through exposure during travel to Urdu-
speaking areas. Mittikot men were asked about the locations to 
which they had traveled, the longest stay in that place, and the 
frequency of travel to that location. Trips to Rawalpindi, Lahore, 
and Karachi were considered as potentially affecting a subject’s 
Urdu exposure; trips to these same three cities were examined in 
the Peshmal data. 

In order to control for the effect of education in improving a 
subject’s Urdu proficiency, the Urdu SRT scores of uneducated 
subjects only were examined. Subjects were divided into two 
groups according to their reports of travel duration: those who 
had been to any of the three cities for less than one month were 
put in the relatively untraveled group (n=17), and those who had 
stayed for three months or more in one of these locations were 
put in the more traveled group (n=12). There was a statistically 
significant difference between the Urdu proficiency scores of 
these two groups as measured by one-way analysis of variance 
(F=4.84, p<.05). The mean Urdu SRT score for the more traveled 
group (16, sd=9.5) is higher than that of the untraveled group (9, 
sd=7.2). These mean scores correspond with a full level 
difference in median RPE levels between the two groups, from 
level 0+ (very minimal proficiency) to level 1+ (limited basic 
proficiency). 
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4.3.3 Reported Use of Urdu by Mittikot Men 

Parallel to the sections in the Peshmal questionnaire dealing 
with language use, questions were included in the Mittikot 
questionnaire concerning a subject’s use of Urdu. The actual 
questions concerning frequency of speaking and hearing Urdu 
and a subject’s longest conversation in Urdu were the same as 
those listed for Peshmal in the preceding figure (11). However 
when investigating the longest reported conversations in Urdu, 
Mittikot subjects were asked specifically to report about their 
longest duration Urdu conversations held in three different 
locations: in Mittikot itself, in the nearby and larger town of 
Balakot, and in locations outside of those two specified places. 
As stated above, the frequencies of speaking and hearing Urdu 
and the reported durations of the longest Urdu conversations 
were included as more quantitative angles on the language use 
data. More qualitative information was also gathered by asking 
subjects to report their Urdu-speaking interlocutors, and the 
topics which were discussed in these Urdu conversations. 

 

Frequencies of Speaking and Hearing Urdu 

Figure (22) presents the frequencies of hearing and speaking 
Urdu in the sample of fifty-eight Mittikot male subjects. Of these 
fifty-eight subjects, forty-two participated in the Urdu SRT 
testing; thus the second part of this figure displays the frequency 
distribution of these forty-two subjects and the mean Urdu SRT 
scores of these subjects separated into three groups according to 
relative frequency of speaking Urdu. The mean Urdu SRT score 
for the subjects reporting relatively higher frequency of speaking 
Urdu is significantly higher than the mean scores of the two 
groups reporting lower Urdu speaking frequency (F=6.75, 
p<.01). 
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(22) Mittikot men: reported frequencies 
for hearing and speaking Urdu 

percent and number responding at each level 
compared to Urdu SRT means 

 
 Hear Urdu Speak Urdu 
 Percent  n Percent  n 
never 31% 18 48% 28 
1x/month 28 16 14   8 
1x/2wks.   9   5   3   2 
1x/wk.   7   4   3   2 
2-3x/wk. 14   8 12   7 
1x/day   2   1   7   4 
many x/day 10   6 12   7 
Total 58 58 

 
Reported frequency Urdu SRT 
of Speaking Urdu  n SRT m  sd 

never 19 13 10.1 
1 or 2x/month  9 14 10.0 
2x/week to many x/day 14 25 10.4 

Total 42 
 
Notice that the reports of Urdu use are much less frequent 

for Mittikot men than for Peshmal men. Almost half report that 
they never speak Urdu, in contrast to only 6 percent who 
reported no use of Urdu among the Peshmal men. Considering 
only those who participated in the Urdu SRT testing as shown in 
the second half of this figure, the highest frequency group 
consists of all those who reported speaking Urdu twice or three 
times a week combined with those few reporting that they speak 
it once or many times a day, since all such reports were relatively 
infrequent; there were no patterned differences between those 
combined into this group. It is only this group which shows a 
significantly higher Urdu SRT mean. Again this reflects the 
paucity of subjects reporting frequent use of Urdu in Mittikot. 

As in the Peshmal data, the significant differences between 
the measures of Urdu proficiency for those who report using 
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Urdu more often, in contrast to those who report using it less 
often, substantiate the consistency of the Mittikot data. Although 
these results are not strong enough to indicate that self-reported 
frequency of use can be taken as a predictor of Urdu proficiency, 
they indicate that these two measures are positively related and 
that the generally low frequency of Urdu use of most Mittikot 
subjects reflects very limited skill in Urdu for the majority of the 
Gujar male population. In general, those who report that they 
speak Urdu infrequently do not seem to have proficiency 
adequate for conversations beyond the level of basic needs. 

 

Urdu Conversation Duration 

The conversation duration data for Urdu conversations in 
Mittikot, Balakot, or outside locations reveal that most subjects 
report only very short conversations in Urdu. For all three 
locations, a majority of subjects reported never using Urdu in 
conversation; the percentages reporting that they never use Urdu 
in conversation range from 56 in the two out-of-town locations to 
62 in Mittikot. Only one subject in one location reported using 
Urdu for a conversation of more than one hour in length. The 
most commonly reported duration of the remainder who reported 
any Urdu conversations was between five and twenty minutes. 
There is no consistent relationship between Urdu SRT scores and 
reported conversation length, but since so few reported Urdu 
conversations of more than twenty-minute duration, this result is 
hardly surprising. The frequencies and percentages of Urdu 
conversation duration data for Mittikot men are listed in figure 
(23); the data listed here reflects answers to questions specifying 
Urdu use in the nearby town of Balakot, to which Mittikot men 
regularly go for economic reasons. 
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(23) Percent of Mittikot men: 
length of longest reported Urdu conversation 

 
Longest Urdu 
Conversation Percent  n 

never 57% 33 
<5 min. 14   8 
5-20 min. 21 12 
20-60 min.   9   5 
>60 min.   0   0 

Total  58 
 

Conversational Domains for Urdu 

Since Urdu is rarely used in Mittikot, it fits with 
expectations to discover that the reported domains where it is 
spoken are with interlocutors who are higher status ‘outsiders’. 
Among those who reported Urdu conversations, the most 
frequently mentioned interlocutor was the school teacher; others 
included forestry workers, visitors, landlords, employers, 
lawyers, and shopkeepers in Balakot or more distant locations. 
Most often, the topics were appropriate to conversations with 
such interlocutors, not ones which would be discussed among 
family and peers within the Gujar community: schoolwork, 
employment, court cases, etc. 

4.3.4 Mittikot Hindko Proficiency 

In addition to limited use of Urdu, a second language of 
wider communication used by the Gujars in Mittikot is the 
regional language widely spoken in the Hazara area, Hindko. 
Hindko is the dominant language in the nearby town of Balakot, 
where many Mittikot Gujars have regular contacts. In order to 
test the bilingual ability of Mittikot Gujar men in Hindko, a 
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sample of fifty-two men were tested by means of a Hindko 
recorded text test (RTT).47 

The text, a simple narrative, was collected from a native 
Hindko speaker from the town of Balakot. Recorded text testing 
procedure involves playing the taped text to each subject; after 
listening to the text, the subject is asked a series of questions in 
his own native language or dialect. These questions are presented 
while the subject hears the story again, interspersed within the 
recorded text at appropriate places with pauses for answering. 
Thus a standardized presentation is used for all subjects. A 
subject’s responses to those questions, which may be given in his 
own native language, are taken as indicators of his level of 
comprehension of the text, and thus a reflection of his level of 
proficiency in the taped language variety.48 In comparison with 
the sentence repetition tests used to measure Urdu and Pashto 
proficiency as discussed in the previous sections of this chapter, 
the Hindko RTT is less sensitive; it measures comprehension of a 
text, and does not require a subject to speak the test language as 
part of test performance. Its results are more difficult to interpret 
since they have not been calibrated with a direct measure of 
proficiency such as the Reported Proficiency Evaluation. 
Therefore statistical evaluation of the RTT results must be  
 
                                                      

47 The Hindko RTT was actually given to a larger pool of Mittikot men, a 
total of 58. However, only 52 of these are included in the final sample, due to a 
screening procedure which aims to eliminate subjects who cannot perform 
adequately on such a test because of factors other than comprehension of the 
test language. All subjects are also given a RTT in their hometown dialect, and 
those who perform poorly on this “hometown RTT” are eliminated from the 
final sample. 

48 The procedure for recorded text testing was originally developed to 
assess intelligibility between variant dialects rather than second language 
proficiency (Casad 1974). However, in situations where no more discriminating 
bilingual proficiency measure is available or practical, a procedure such as the 
RTT is utilized to get a general indication of levels of comprehension of the 
given second language within the community. The case of Hindko proficiency 
testing in Mittikot is one of these situations. Hindko and Gujari, particularly the 
varieties spoken in Mittikot, are closely related with a high percentage of 
similar lexical items. (See chapter 3.) No clear dividing line exists in this case, 
separating questions of intelligibility between related linguistic varieties from 
those of acquired comprehension of different languages. The results of the 
Hindko RTT are thus taken as general indicators of approximate levels of 
Hindko proficiency within the Mittikot community. 
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cautiously interpreted and the resulting conclusions are 
necessarily weaker. More details regarding recorded text testing 
are in appendix A.2. The specific text from Balakot used to 
measure Hindko proficiency is included in appendix B.2.2. 

Figure (24) shows the distribution of mean Hindko RTT 
scores according to age and education subgroups. For each 
subgroup the number of subjects (n), mean RTT score (m), and 
standard deviation (sd) are given. RTT scores are given in terms 
of percent of responses correct, thus 80 indicates eight out of ten 
questions answered correctly. 

 
(24) Mean scores of Mittikot subjects on Hindko RTT 

       Years of formal education Totals by 
Age Uneducated 1-5 years 6-12years age group 
Groups n m sd n m sd    n m  sd n m sd 
10-19   5 90   7.1 4 88 18.9     4   93   5.0 13 90 10.8 
20-29   9 86 11.4 1 90      2 100   0 12 89 11.1 
30-39 11 79 12.2 1 90      1 100  13 82 12.8 
40 + 14 77 17.7 0       0   14 77 17.7 
Total by          Overall Total 
ed. group 39 81 14.2 6 88 14.7     7   96   5.3 52 84 14.2 
 
n=number of subjects, m=mean RTT score, sd=standard deviation 

 
In general, the scores for the Hindko RTT are quite high, 

with an overall mean of 84. A 95 percent confidence interval 
based on the distribution of Hindko RTT scores indicates that a 
true population mean would fall between 80 and 88 percent. 
These figures can be compared with the mean score of 93 on the 
Gujari hometown recorded text test (with a 95 percent 
confidence interval of 91 to 95) to evaluate the approximate level 
of Hindko proficiency relative to the average of these subjects’ 
performances on a similar test in their native variety of Gujari. 

Each Hindko RTT score was compared with the paired 
Gujari RTT score from the same subject using a dependent 
sample t-test. The results showed a significant difference 
between Hindko and Gujari RTT scores, with the Gujari score 
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showing a mean increase of 9.1 points (t=5.4, p<.001). Clearly, 
Mittikot Gujar men are less proficient in Hindko than they are in 
their native Gujari, but the average decrease as measured by the 
RTT is not great. 

Of the 52 Mittikot subjects taking the Hindko test, 24 
performed at the 100 percent correct level on their Gujari 
hometown screening test; the remainder performed at 90 or 80 
percent correct. For the 24 who had perfect hometown test 
scores, the mean on the Hindko RTT was significantly higher 
than the overall mean: 90 percent with a standard deviation of 
9.5; the corresponding 95 percent confidence interval is 86 to 94 
percent. These results give further confirmation to the conclusion 
that good ability in comprehending Hindko is quite widespread 
in the Mittikot Gujar community. 

 

Education and Hindko Proficiency 

To be consistent with the evaluations of Urdu and Pashto 
proficiency discussed in previous sections of this chapter, the 
Hindko RTT was analyzed with analysis of variance tests to look 
for significant effects for the independent variables of education 
and age.49 Again, education revealed a significant effect on 
Hindko RTT scores (F=3.6, p<.05). As noted in figure (24), the 
distribution of subjects is heavily skewed in favor of the 
uneducated subjects, and there are rather large standard 
deviations for the uneducated and the less educated groups. 
Nevertheless, there is a consistent rise in mean Hindko RTT 
scores as education increases: 81 for the uneducated subjects, 88 
for the lesser educated subjects, and 96 for the more highly 
educated subjects. Post-hoc comparisons between each pair of 
education groups using the Scheffe’s procedure reveals that the 
highest education group has a significantly higher mean Hindko 
RTT score than the uneducated group, but that their mean score 

                                                      
49 As mentioned above in the discussion of Urdu SRT results in Mittikot, 

the same caveats regarding interpretation of results based on the few scores 
from educated subjects hold true in the Hindko RTT data. This skewing is due 
to the nature of the Mittikot Gujar population, and is thus unavoidable if a 
representative sample of the community is taken. 
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is not significantly different than that of the primary education 
group. 

It may not seem intuitively obvious why there is a 
relationship between education and Hindko proficiency, but a 
look at the particular circumstances of schooling for Mittikot 
boys yields some clarification. Hindko is not officially taught in 
school; however, it is often used by Hindko-speaking teachers to 
explain new or difficult concepts. The only middle and high 
schools available for Mittikot students are located in Balakot, a 
Hindko-speaking town. Most of the students at Balakot schools 
are Hindko speakers. Thus, schooling provides an environment 
where Hindko is acquired by regular exposure, not by direct 
teaching.50 

 

Age and Hindko Proficiency 

The evaluation of the effect of age on Hindko RTT scores is 
based on relatively balanced numbers of subjects in each age 
group. The mean Hindko RTT scores decrease as age increases; 
from a high of 90 for the teenage group to a low of 77 for those 
40 and over. However the standard deviations for each group are 
quite large, between 10.8 and 17.7, indicating sizeable intra-
group variation in scores within each age group. An analysis of 
variance on the differences between the means for these age 
groups indicates a probability level barely outside the minimum 
necessary to establish a significant relationship between age and 
Hindko RTT scores (p=0.053). Using a more sensitive 
proficiency test, or controlling for possible interaction between 
age and education effects, significant results might be 
indicated.51 

                                                      
50 One college-educated Hindko speaker who lives in Balakot was asked 

whether Gujars can speak Hindko. His reply was that “only those Gujars who 
have attended school with Hindko speakers can speak Hindko”. 

51 In an attempt to control for the effect of education, and isolate the 
effect of age on Hindko RTT scores, the scores of the uneducated subjects only 
were examined by the analysis of variance procedure. Since the large majority 
of younger subjects had received some education, this drastically reduced the 
numbers of subjects in the subgroups of the teenage and the twenty to twenty-
nine year old age range. The mean Hindko RTT scores still steadily decrease as 
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On the basis of the Hindko RTT data available, there is 
weak evidence for increasing Hindko proficiency among the 
young. If this trend were observed over time, in combination 
with an observed and reported increase in the use of Hindko 
among fellow Gujars, such data could be interpreted as 
indicating that Hindko use and proficiency are in a transitional 
stage, perhaps moving in the direction of a shift towards use of 
Hindko and the loss of Gujari among some Kaghan Gujars. At 
this point the Hindko proficiency data are inconclusive, and the 
reports of frequency of Hindko use in conversation do not pattern 
in a way that would support this suggestion. 

Travel and Hindko Proficiency 

Since Mittikot Gujars are surrounded by a Hindko-dominant 
environment, effects of travel to and lengthy stays in Hindko-
speaking towns are rather difficult to evaluate. However for the 
sake of parallelism with the evaluation of the other situations of 
second language use and travel, a comparison between 
untraveled and more traveled Mittikot subjects was done. Again, 
this analysis used only Hindko RTT scores of the uneducated 
subjects, to eliminate the interference of the effect of education. 
Those thirteen Mittikot Gujar men reporting at least one month 
or more residence in either Balakot, Mansehra, or Abbotabad 
were placed into the more traveled group. Those remaining 
twenty-six uneducated men were placed into the untraveled 
group. The mean Hindko RTT score of the traveled group was 
slightly higher than that of the untraveled group, 85 versus 80. 
However, the standard deviations for these groups were both 
quite high, with 10.5 for the traveled group and 15.8 for the 
untraveled group. The differences between group means was not 
statistically significant. Therefore, there is no conclusive 
evidence that travel to or relatively longer stays in these Hindko-
speaking towns consistently affects Hindko proficiency. Again, 
more detailed questioning regarding language use while in a 
Hindko-dominant environment should reveal the factors of  
 

                                                                                                          
age increases, however these differences are not statistically significant. Again, 
this is likely to be due to the unbalanced numbers of subjects in the four age 
subgroups. 
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language contact that would explain some of the variation within 
the scores of the more traveled group. 

 

4.3.5 Reported Use of Hindko by Mittikot Men 

Similar to the reports of language use for Urdu and Pashto 
discussed above, Mittikot subjects also reported their frequencies 
of speaking and hearing Hindko. They were also asked about 
conversations in which they reported to use Hindko, the 
approximate duration of their longest conversation, the topic of 
the conversation, and the person with whom they spoke. 

Frequencies of Speaking and Hearing Hindko 

In contrast to the consistent links between language use and 
proficiency as measured by the Urdu and Pashto SRT tests, these 
data do not show any significant relationships with Hindko 
ability as measured with the Hindko RTT. Such a result is not 
surprising given the fact that the Hindko RTT is a less sensitive 
and less discriminating proficiency measure. The reports of 
frequency of speaking and of hearing Hindko are presented 
below for all 58 Mittikot subjects in figure (25). 

 
(25) Mittikot men: reported frequencies 

for hearing and speaking Hindko 
percent and number responding at each level 

 Hear Hindko Speak Hindko 
 Percent  n Percent  n 
never  0%   0   2%   1 
1x/month 12   7 10   6 
1x/2wks.   5   3   5   3 
1x/wk. 14   8 16   9 
2-3x/wk. 22 13 22 13 
1x/day 21 12 19 11 
many x/day 26 15 26 15 
Total 58 58 
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The frequency reports given here indicate that Mittikot men 
use Hindko much more frequently than Urdu. In contrast to 6 or 
7 percent who report using Urdu many times a day, 26 percent 
report speaking and hearing Hindko many times a day. Almost 
half of the subjects report using Hindko at least once a day, 
versus between 12 and 19 percent for Urdu. Whereas only two 
percent report never speaking Hindko, almost half these same 
subjects report never speaking Urdu. Since the regional language 
is Hindko and the majority of Mittikot Gujar men have regular 
contact with Hindko speakers in nearby Balakot, Hindko is 
clearly a well-used language for these Hazara Gujar men. 

Hindko Conversation Duration 

The reported Hindko conversation length data also do not 
stratify consistently with the Hindko RTT proficiency measure. 
However, the tallies and accompanying percentages for reported 
Hindko conversation length in Balakot do indicate greater use of 
Hindko than of Urdu. These tallies are listed below in figure 
(26). 

 
(26) Percent of Mittikot men: 

length of longest reported Hindko conversation 
Longest Hindko 
Conversation Percent  n 

never   2%   1 
<5 min. 12   7 
5-20 min. 38 22 
20-60 min. 41 24 
>60 min.   7   4 

Total 58 
 
The largest number of Mittikot subjects report that their 

longest Hindko conversations are of 20 to 60 minutes duration; 
almost half report Hindko conversation of at least twenty minutes 
to over one hour. These conversation lengths contrast sharply 
with the reports for Urdu conversations; only 9 percent of these 
same Mittikot men report conversations in Urdu of 20 minutes or 
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longer duration, the rest reporting shorter Urdu conversations or 
none at all. Only one subject reported never using Hindko for 
conversations in Balakot, while 57 percent report none in Urdu. 

Conversational Domains for Hindko 

The domains of use for Hindko pattern similarly to those 
discussed for Urdu: Hindko is not reported to be used within the 
Gujar community, but is used between Gujars and non-Gujars in 
the Hazara area. Thirteen percent reported never using Hindko in 
Mittikot, whereas all but one reported using it for conversations 
in Balakot. The large majority report that their longest Hindko 
conversations were with shopkeepers in Balakot, many also 
reporting that they use Hindko with their landlord. Three 
reported long conversations with the local imam in Hindko. The 
topics reported were appropriate to the interlocutors listed, and 
reflect the need to use Hindko as a local lingua franca. 

 

4.4 Comparative Patterns of Multilingualism in Peshmal 
and Mittikot 

4.4.1 Relative Urdu Proficiency and Use 

In both Gujar communities under investigation, evidence 
indicates that, compared to the local languages of wider 
communication, Urdu proficiency was generally lower and Urdu 
use was less frequent. Neither the Peshmal data, nor the Mittikot 
data indicate widespread high levels of proficiency in Urdu. 
However in both communities, Urdu proficiency was 
significantly affected by education, with only those subjects in 
the highest education group attaining consistently higher scores 
on the Urdu sentence repetition test. 

The levels of Urdu proficiency for each community are 
displayed in figure (27), according to percents of more educated 
subjects versus lesser educated and uneducated subjects at each 
projected Reported Proficiency Evaluation level. Because no 
significant differences were found between Urdu proficiency 
levels of uneducated subjects and lesser educated subjects (with 
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one to five years education), these two education groups are 
combined on this figure. 

 
(27) Peshmal and Mittikot men: 

comparison of Urdu proficiency levels for 
uneducated and lesser educated versus more educated group 

 Peshmal Mittikot 
Reported % of subjects by level % of subjects by level 
Proficiency Uned. & More Uned. & More 
Evaluation Levels Less ed. educated Less ed. educated 
0 (below minimal)   0%   0%   6%   0% 
0+ (very minimal) 11   0 29   0 
1 (minimal, limited)   6   0 17   0 
1+ (limited, basic)   8   0 17   0 
2 (adequate, basic) 19   0 17   0 
2+ (good, basic) 28 17 11 43 
3 (good, general) 25 33   0 29 
3+ (very good, general)   3 50   3 29 

 

Because demographic profiles were gathered for these two 
communities, the relative percentages of more highly educated 
subjects for each community are known. Combining these 
percentages with the proficiency test results indicates the overall 
percentages expected at each level of Urdu proficiency for the 
Peshmal versus the Mittikot Gujar communities.52 In Peshmal, 83 
percent of the more educated men and 28 percent of the lesser or 
uneducated men demonstrated Urdu proficiency at RPE level 3 
or above. More highly educated men make up only 18 percent of 
the Peshmal population, while lesser or uneducated men make up 
the remaining 82 percent. Using these figures to gain an estimate 
of the percentage of men who speak Urdu at level 3 or  
 

                                                      
52 These projections yield estimates of Urdu proficiency for men age 

fourteen and above in each community; evaluation of the expected levels of 
proficiency for women is dealt with separately. 
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above, yields 38 percent as the overall percentage of Peshmal 
men who speak Urdu at good, general proficiency or better.53 

The projections for Mittikot demonstrate much lower levels 
of Urdu proficiency. The percentages of more highly educated 
men in the Mittikot population are somewhat lower than was the 
case in Peshmal: only 12 percent of the population had six or 
more years education. In addition, the performances of these 
educated men indicated fewer who demonstrated good, general 
proficiency in Urdu: only 58 percent of these more educated men 
performed at RPE level 3 or above. For the uneducated and 
lesser educated men, only 3 percent demonstrated RPE level 3 
proficiency. Lesser educated and uneducated men make up 88 
percent of Mittikot’s male population. Thus, the overall 
percentage of all Mittikot men who are estimated to be at RPE 
level 3 or above is only 10 percent. 

Several factors help explain why these communities have 
differing levels of Urdu proficiency. Education for males is more 
widespread in Peshmal than in Mittikot, particularly among the 
younger generation. While Mittikot is more remote and is not 
likely to have many visitors from other areas, Peshmal is on a 
main road, in an area heavily traveled by tourists. Thus, it seems 
that Urdu proficiency may be more necessary in Peshmal than in 
Mittikot. This supposition is borne out by the questionnaire 
responses of subjects regarding the frequency with which they 
use Urdu: Peshmal subjects reported much less frequent use of 
Urdu than of Pashto, but they reported much more frequent use 
of Urdu than did the Mittikot subjects. 

                                                      
53 Calculated as follows: 83% (the percent of the higher educated who 

perform at level 3 or higher) multiplied by 18% (the percent of the population 
that are higher educated) makes 15% who speak at least RPE level 3 Urdu and 
come from the more highly educated subset of the population. This figure is 
added to that for the lesser or uneducated: 28% (the percent of the lesser or 
uneducated who perform at level 3 or higher) times 82% (the percent of the 
population that have little or no education) making 23% who speak at least RPE 
level 3 Urdu and come from the lesser educated or uneducated subsets of the 
population. Thus 15% plus 23% yield an approximation of 38% of the total 
Peshmal male population at level 3 proficiency or better. 
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4.4.2 Relative Proficiency and Use of Local Languages of 
Wider Communication 

The comparison between the local languages of wider 
communication in these two communities is not so 
straightforward. In both Peshmal and Mittikot, evidence indicates 
that there is more widespread proficiency in the local lingua 
franca than in Urdu. But since different types of tests were used, 
and different languages are involved, the results for Pashto in 
Peshmal and Hindko in Mittikot are difficult to compare. 

The levels of Pashto proficiency for the Peshmal community 
are displayed in figure (28), according to percents of more 
educated subjects versus lesser educated and uneducated subjects 
at each projected RPE level. Again, since no significant 
differences were found between proficiency levels of uneducated 
subjects and lesser educated subjects (with one to five years 
education), these two lesser education groups are combined. 

 
(28) Peshmal men: 

percent at Pashto proficiency levels for 
uneducated and lesser educated versus more educated group 

 Peshmal 
Reported % of subjects by level 
Proficiency Uned.& More 
Evaluation Levels Less ed. educated 
0 (below minimal)   0%   0% 
0+ (very minimal)   0   0 
1 (minimal, limited)   3   0 
1+ (limited, basic)   3   0 
2 (adequate, basic) 19   8 
2+ (good, basic) 33   0 
3 (good, general) 33 17 
3+ (very good, general)   8 75 

 

These results support the conclusion that Peshmal men 
demonstrate higher levels of proficiency in Pashto than they do  
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in Urdu. Among the more educated subjects, 92 percent 
performed at RPE level 3 or above. Eighteen percent of the total 
Peshmal male population aged fourteen and above were found to 
be in this more educated subgroup according to the census 
described in chapter two. Thus, multiplying these percentages 
yields 17 percent of the Peshmal male population who both are 
more highly educated and speak Pashto with good, general 
proficiency (at RPE level 3 or better). Fifteen of the 36 
uneducated and lesser educated subjects, or 41 percent, 
demonstrated such high levels of Pashto proficiency. Lesser 
educated and uneducated subjects make up 82 percent of the 
population of Peshmal men. These figures yield a projection of 
34 percent of the Peshmal male population who both speak 
Pashto at RPE level 3 proficiency and have little or no education. 
The total projected percentage for Peshmal men who are 
estimated to speak Pashto at a good, general proficiency level is 
the sum of these subgroup percents, 51 percent. Thus, an 
estimated half of the male Gujar population in Peshmal speaks 
good Pashto, considerably more than the 38 percent estimated to 
speak Urdu at the same level of proficiency. 

Hindko proficiency levels in Mittikot are undoubtedly 
higher than Urdu proficiency levels, but the different testing 
methods used in the asessment of the two languages do not 
produce results that are comparable. The Hindko recorded text 
test results can be stratified according to education subgroups, 
however the interpretation of the results in terms of the level of 
proficiency they reflect is difficult. The tallies below indicate the 
percent of Mittikot subjects achieving scores on the RTT test at 
the levels displayed. 
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(29) Mittikot men: 
Hindko RTT scores in percent correct 

by education subgroups 
 

RTT Levels Education Subgroups 
 Uneducated 1-5 years 6-12 years 
40   3%   0%   0% 
50   3   0   0 
60   5 17   0 
70 18   0   0 
80 28   0   0 
90 26 50 43 
100   7 33 57 

 

From these results and the census of the Mittikot population, 
an estimation can be made of the percent of Mittikot men who 
might achieve level 80 or above on the Hindko recorded text test. 
All of the higher education group achieved this threshold level; 
men with higher education make up 12 percent of the Mittikot 
male population, and all of them can be expected to perform well 
in Hindko. Of those with one to five years education, 83 percent 
scored at 80 or above; this lesser education subgroup makes up 
13 percent of the total population. Thus these lesser educated 
Mittikot men contribute 11 percent (ie., 83 times 13 percent) to a 
total projected estimate of those who could perform well on an 
Hindko test. The vast majority, 75 percent, of Mittikot men are 
uneducated. Only 69 percent of the uneducated men scored at 
level 80 or above, which comes to a projected 52 percent who are 
both uneducated and who should score at least 80 on the Hindko 
RTT. The combined projection is the sum of these projected 
estimates: 12 percent, plus 11 percent, plus 52 percent, yielding 
an estimated 75 percent of Mittikot men who should score at 
least 80 on the Hindko Recorded Text Test. Since 80 percent is 
considered threshold level for passing a hometown screening 
test, the fact that an estimated three quarters of Mittikot men may 
perform so well indicates a moderately high level of 
comprehension of Hindko. 
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4.4.3 Language Proficiency of Women in Peshmal and 
Mittikot 

The levels of proficiency exhibited by men in both these 
communities can only be expected to far exceed those which 
would be found if representative samples of women were tested. 
No testing of women was accomplished in Mittikot. However, 
the Urdu proficiency levels demonstrated by Mittikot men, 
particularly the uneducated sector of society, indicate that 
women, most of whom are uneducated, would probably score in 
a range below the RPE level of 2+, the maximum proficiency 
level achieved by uneducated men. Mittikot women would have 
even less need for Urdu than the men; thus it is unlikely that 
many of them have developed communicative proficiency in it. 

The testing of female subjects in Peshmal cannot claim to 
yield true estimates for the female population in that location, 
particularly for the evaluation of Urdu proficiency. Since women 
often opted out of participation, claiming to know little or no 
Urdu, the scores achieved by the remainder were probably better 
than would have been achieved had a representative sample been 
tested. Even so, Peshmal women exhibited very little proficiency 
in Urdu, the median RPE level indicating 0+, or very minimal 
proficiency. 

It is likely that the women in both communities would 
demonstrate higher levels of proficiency in the languages of 
wider communication in their areas than they would in Urdu. The 
scores of the Peshmal women on the Pashto SRT bear this out. 
Almost twice as many women participated in the Pashto testing 
as in the Urdu, and the median RPE level achieved was 2, 
indicating adequate, basic proficiency for everyday interactions. 
The median Pashto proficiency level achieved by Peshmal 
women was still lower than the 2+ achieved by the uneducated 
men, but the difference was only a half level on the RPE. Since 
Gujar women in Peshmal practice purdah and do not attend 
school, it is unlikely that many have opportunity to develop as 
high levels of proficiency as were achieved by the men. Even the 
median of RPE 2 may be an overestimate for the female 
population as a whole since it was primarily young women in 
their twenties who participated in Pashto testing. 
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In comparison with women in Peshmal, Mittikot women 
have more contacts with non-kin, some even laboring in the 
homes of Hindko speakers. Thus, it is likely that they have had 
more opportunities to be exposed to Hindko than most Peshmal 
women had to Pashto. However, since few Mittikot women have 
received much education, which was found to be significantly 
related to Hindko proficiency among the men, and since most 
women would still have more restricted contacts with Hindko 
speakers than would the men, it is expected that the women’s 
Hindko proficiency would generally be lower. 

 

4.4.4 Acquisition of Multiple Languages through Contact 

Having stated that unschooled men and women in both 
Gujar communities achieve significantly lower levels of second 
language proficiency than are achieved by those with education, 
it should be emphasized that some of them do achieve good 
proficiency. In many societies, second language learning is only 
achieved through schooling; the fact that some members of these 
communities have acquired good proficiency without schooling 
speaks of the pragmatic attitudes toward acquiring languages of 
wider communication evidenced throughout the minority 
linguistic communities in northern Pakistan. The 
accomplishment of unschooled persons acquiring two or more 
languages additional to their native Gujari, however imperfectly 
they are acquired, is something that astounds many educated 
monolinguals in the so-called developed world. 

In addition, such acquisition through informal means 
indicates the complex social interdependencies exhibited by 
these language groups. It is the usual pattern that the more 
dominant groups will acquire little if any of the minority group 
languages, while the smaller, lower status, and more dominated 
groups will try to acquire necessary proficiency in the higher 
status and larger group languages. In many such cases, the 
language of the dominated ethnolinguistic minority has become a 
stigmatized variety from which speakers of that language try to 
disassociate themselves. Gujars, who have been called a lower 
status group, fit the expected pattern in terms of the acquisition  
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of the languages of their more dominant neighbors. However, 
there is a sense of pride in their own Gujari language evidenced 
by the participants in this research, both among the residents of 
Peshmal and Mittikot, and especially among those from Azad 
Kashmir who were interviewed during other parts of this study. 
Gujars in northern Pakistan seem to acquire other languages 
because they serve their needs for contact with non-Gujars and 
because proficiency in these tongues gives them opportunities for 
socioeconomic advancement. Gujari is maintained as the most 
frequently used language and as a symbol of ethnicity for the 
vast majority of the population. 
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Appendix A.1 

Procedure for Counting Lexical Similarity 

A standard list of 210 vocabulary items was collected from speakers at 
key locations for each of the languages studied in the surveys reported in these 
volumes. This list is presented at the end of this section along with the Urdu 
and Pashto words used for elicitation. A phonetic chart presenting the 
transcription conventions used in these reports precedes the elicitation list. 

In standard procedure, the 210 words are elicited from a person who has 
grown up in the target locality. The list is then collected a second time from 
another speaker. Any differences in responses are examined in order to identify 
(1) incorrect responses due to misunderstanding of the elicitation cue, (2) loan 
words offered in response to the language of elicitation when indigenous terms 
are actually still in use, and (3) terms which are simply at different places along 
the generic-specific lexical scale. Normally, a single term is recorded for each 
item of the word list. However, more than one term is recorded for a single item 
when synonymous terms are apparently in general use or when more than one 
specific term occupies the semantic area of a more generic item on the word 
list. 

An evaluation of the reliability of each word list is given according to 
three levels, from A to C. The reliability codes are assigned based on the 
following criteria: whether the word list was adequately checked through a 
second independent elicitation and/or through comparison with published data; 
whether the original elicitation was clearly tape recorded for further checking 
where necessary; whether the word list informant demonstrated full bilingual 
proficiency in the language of elicitation and clearly understood the procedure; 
and whether the list was collected on location from a speaker who 
unquestionably represented the regional variety. 

The word lists are compared to determine the extent to which the 
vocabulary of each pair of speech forms is similar. No attempt is made to 
identify genuine cognates based on a network of sound correspondences. 
Rather, two items are judged to be phonetically similar if at least half of the 
segments compared are the same (category 1) and of the remaining segments at 
least half are rather similar (category 2). For example, if two items of eight 
segments in length are compared, these words are judged to be similar if at least 
four segments are virtually the same and at least two more are rather similar. 
The criteria applied are presented in (1). 
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(1) 
Category 1 

a. Contoid (consonant-like) segments which match exactly 
b. Vowels (vowel-like) segments which match exactly or 

differ by only one articulatory feature 
c. Phonetically similar segments (of the sort which 

frequently are found as allophones) which are seen to 
correspond in at least three pairs of words 

Category 2 
All other phonetically similar pairs of segments which are 

not, however, supported by at least three pairs of 
words 

Category 3 
a. Pairs of segments which are not phonetically similar 
b. A segment which is matched by no segment in the 

corresponding item 
After pairs of items on two word lists had been determined to be 

phonetically similar or not, according to the criteria stated above, the 
percentage of items judged similar was calculated. The procedure was repeated 
for each pair of dialects thought to be similar enough to warrant comparison. 

Occasionally, one or more of the standard 210 lexical items were found to 
be so problematic in a particular language that consistent elicitation was 
impossible or evaluation of similarity became anomalous. In those few cases 
the problematic lexical items were omitted from the data lists presented in the 
subsequent appendices, and were excluded from the lexical similarity counts. 

The pair by pair counting procedure was greatly facilitated by the use of a 
computer program designed for this purpose: Wimbish, John A. 1989. 
WORDSURV: A program for analyzing language survey word lists. 
(Occasional Publications in Academic Computing, 13.) Dallas: Summer 
Institute of Linguistics. 

It should be noted that the word list data and transcribed texts as included 
in the subsequent appendices are field transcriptions and have not undergone 
thorough phonological and grammatical analysis. 
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A.1.1 Phonetic Chart 

Consonants 

  
Bilabial 

Labio-
dental

 
Dental

Alveop/ 
Palatal 

Retro- 
flexed

 
Velar

 
Uvular

 
Glottal 

Stops p  t  T k q ` 
 b  d  D g g$  
Fricatives P f è   x  h 
 B v å   G   
Grooved   s s7 S7    
Fricatives   z z7 Z7    
Affricates   t_s c C7    
   d_z j J    
Nasals m  n n3 N K   
Laterals   M l  L    
Flaps   r  R    
Trills   r†      
Semi-
vowels 

w   y X    

Vowels 
 Front Central Back 
High i uú é ä Œ¼ u 
 I    I¼ U 
Mid e oú F  eú o 
 E  V    
Low Q Oú à  Qú O 

 
[th] aspiration [iƒ] voicelessness 
[tw] labialization [i:] extra lengthening 
[ty] palatalization [ië] lengthening 
[zV'bàn] stress [i] shortening 
[x½] fronting [Œ‡] rising tone 
[Œ†] nasalized vowel [ŒŠ] falling tone 
[i‚] retroflexed vowel [Œ7] falling then rising tone 
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A.1.2 Standard Word List Items in English, Urdu, and Pashto 
  Urdu Pashto 

1. body jIsm bàdVn 
2. head sVr sVr 
3. hair  bàl wextF 
4. face cEhrV mVx 
5. eye ek à3kh stVrgV 
6. ear  ek kàn GwVg 
7. nose nàk pozV 
8. mouth mu3h xolF 
9. teeth ek dà3t Gàx 

10. tongue zVbàn jIbV / z7IbV 
11. breast chàti sinà 
12. belly peT xeTV / geDV 
13. arm/hand bàzu làs 
14. elbow kohni sVKgVl 
15. palm hVtheli tVle 
16. finger UKgli gotV 
17. fingernail nàxUn nukh 
18. leg TàK xpà 
19. skin jIld sàrmVn 
20. bone hVDëi àDuke 
21. heart dIl zVRF 
22. blood xun winà 
23. urine pes7àb tVs7e mutiàze 
24. feces pexànà DVke mutiàze 
25. village gàu3 kVle 
26. house ghVr/mVkàn kor 
27. roof chVt cVth 
28. door dVrwàzV wVr / dVrwàzà 
29. firewood jVlàne wàli lVkRi dV swVzedo lVrgi 
30. broom jhàRu jàru 
31. mortar màsàlà pisne gol ciz/lVKgri lVKgVrei 
32. pestle hVthëi/dVstà/hàth kà hIsëV cOtu 
33. hammer hVthORà/-i sàTVk 
34. knife càqu/churi càku / càRV 
35. axe kUlhàRà/-i tVbVr 
36. rope rVsëi pVRe 
37. thread dhàgà tàr 
38. needle sui stVn 
39. cloth kVpRà kàpRà 
40. ring VKguThi gotà 
41. sun surVj nwVr 
42. moon cànd spogmài 
43. sky àsmàn àsmàn 
44. star ek tàrà/sItàrà store 
45. rain bàrIs7 bàràn 
46. water pàni ubF 
47. river dVryà sind 
48. cloud bàdVl wVryVz 
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49. lightning bIjIli ki cVmVk pRVkigi 
50. rainbow qOsI qUzVh dV buDài TVl 
51. wind hVwà (tufàn nehŒ†) hàwà 
52. stone pVthëVr kàNe 
53. path ràstà làr 
54. sand ret s7VgV 
55. fire àg our 
56. smoke dhuà3 luge 
57. ash ràkh irà 
58. mud kicVR xVTà 
59. dust mITëi gVRd / duRà 
60. gold sonà srV zVr 
61. tree dVrVxt/peR wVnV 
62. leaf pVtëà/-i pàNà 
63. root dVrVxt kà Ek jVR jVrVRe 
64. thorn kà3ëTà àzGe 
65. flower phul gwVl 
66. fruit phVl mewà 
67. mango àm àm 
68. banana kelà kelà 
69. wheat (husked) gehu3 / gVndum GVnVm 
70. barley bàjrà wàrbVs7i 
71. rice (husked) càwVl wrije 
72. potato àlu àlu 
73. eggplant bQKVn tor bàTiKgV3R 
74. groundnut muK phVli mumpàli 
75. chili mIrc mVrcVke / mrVc 
76. turmeric hVldi kurkVmVn 
77. garlic lEhsVn ugà 
78. onion piàz piàz 
79. cauliflower phul gobi gobi / gwVl gopi 
80. tomato TVmàTVr sur bàTiKgV3R 
81. cabbage bVnd gobi bVn gobi 
82. oil tel tel 
83. salt nVmVk màlgà 
84. meat gos7t (khàne ke lie) GwVxà 
85. fat (of meat) cErbi (gos7t kà hissà) wàzdV 
86. fish mVchli kVb 
87. chicken mUrGi cVrgV 
88. egg ek VNDà hO / àge 
89. cow gàe Gwà 
90. buffalo bhE3s mexà 
91. milk dudh pe 
92. horns ek siKg xkVr 
93. tail dUm lVke 
94. goat bVkri bizà 
95. dog kUtëà spe 
96. snake sà3à3p màr 
97. monkey bVndVr bizo 
98. mosquito mVchëVr màs7e 
99. ant ciu3Ti mege 
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100. spider mVkRi jolà 
101. name nàm num 
102. man àdmi / mVrd sàRe 
103. woman OrVt xVzV 
104. child bVcëV màs7um 
105. father bàp plàr 
106. mother mà3 mor 
107. older brother bVRà bhài mVs7Vr ror 
108. younger brother choTà bhài kVs7Vr ror 
109. older sister bVRi bVhEn / bàji mVs7rà xor 
110. younger sister choTi bVhEn kVs7rà xor 
111. son beTà zwe 
112. daughter beTi lur 
113. husband s7ohVr / xàwVnd xàwànd 
114. wife bivi xVzà 
115. boy lVRkà hàlVk / àlVk 
116. girl lVRki jine 
117. day dIn / roz wrVz 
118. night ràt / s7Vb s7pà 
119. morning subVh / sVwerà sVhàr 
120. noon dopVhEr GàrmV 
121. evening s7àm màxàm 
122. yesterday (gUzàrà) kVl pàrun 
123. today àj nVn 
124. tomorrow (àindV) kVl sVbà 
125. week ek hVftV hàftV 
126. month mVhinà miàs7t 
127. year sàl / bVrVs kàl 
128. old pUrànà (ciz ke lie) zoR 
129. new neà (ciz) nVwe 
130. good Vchëà (ciz) xF 
131. bad xVràb (ciz) xàràb 
132. wet bhigà lund 
133. dry xUs7k / sukhà wVch 
134. long lVmbà ugud 
135. short choTà lVnD / cit 
136. hot gVrVm (ciz) tod / gVrVm 
137. cold ThVNDà / sVrdi (ciz) yVx 
138. right dàe3 / dàe3yà xe 
139. left bàe3 / bàe3yà gVs 
140. near qVrib / nVzdik nizde 
141. far dur lVre 
142. big bVRà GVT 
143. small choTà wVrkoTe / wàRuke 
144. heavy bhàri / wVzni drund 
145. light hVlkà spVk 
146. above upVr ucVt / pàs 
147. below nice lànde 
148. white sUfEd spin 
149. black kàlà tor 
150. red làl sur 
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151. one ek yVo 
152. two do dwà 
153. three tin dre 
154. four càr sàlor 
155. five pà3c pinzF 
156. six chE s7pVg 
157. seven sàt uwF 
158. eight àTh àtF 
159. nine nVo nVhV 
160. ten dVs lVs 
161. eleven gyàrV yàolVs 
162. twelve bàrV dolVs 
163. twenty bis s7Vl 
164. one hundred ek so sVl 
165. who kOn sok 
166. what kyà sF 
167. where kIdhVr / kàhà3 càrtV 
168. when kVb kVlà 
169. how many kitne somrà / so 
170. which kOnsV kVm 
171. this ye dà 
172. that wo àGà 
173. these ye (sVb) dà 
174. those wo (sVb) àGà 
175. same ek hi / bVràbVr yào s7àn / yào rVK 
176. different mUxtVlIf muxtVlEf / biEl kIsVm 
177. whole mUkVmëVl / sàlIm roG / sàbVt 
178. broken TuTà màt 
179. few thoRà / kUc / kVm lVg 
180. many ziàëdV Der / ziàt 
181. all sVb Tol 
182. to eat / eat! tUm khào xoRVl / tV uxRV 
183. to bite / the dog 

bites / bit 
kàTnà / kutëà kàTà hE cicVl / spi ocicVlo 

184. to be hungry / 
you are hungry 

bhukh lVgnà / 
tUm ko bhukh lVgtà hE 

oge kedVl / 
tF wVge ye 

185. to drink / drink! pinà / tUm pio / pi lo skVl / tF wVskV 
186. to be thirsty / 

you are thirsty 
piàs lVgnà / piàs lVgtà hE tVge kedVl / tVgei ye 

187. to sleep / sleep! sonà / tUm so jào udV kedVl / tF udV s7à 
188. to lie / lie down! leTnà / tUm leT jào sVmlàstVl / tF sVmlà 
189. to sit / sit! bQThnà / tUm bQTh jào kenàstVl / tF kenà 
190. to give / give! denà / tUm de do / do wàrkàwàl / tV wàrkV 
191. burn (the wood)! jàlànà / tUm lVkRi jVlào tV làrgi oswàzVwV 
192. to die / he died mVrnà / vo mVr geà mRV kedVl / 

hàGà mVR s7o 
193. to kill / 

kill the bird! 
màrnà / tUm ciRià màr do wVjVl / 

tV màrGVi uwàlà 
194. to fly / the bird 

flies / flew 
URnà / ciRià URti hài VlwVtVl / 

màrGVi wàlwàtV 
195. walk! cVlnà / tUm cVlo tF piàdV làrs7à 
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196. to run / run! dORnà / tUm dORo mVnDà wVhVl / 
tV mVnDV uwà 

197. to go / go! jànà / tUm jào tVlVl / tF làrs7à 
198. to come / come! ànà / tUm ào ràtlVl / tF ràs7à 
199. to speak / speak! bolnà / tUm bolo wàyVl / tV uwàyV 
200. to hear / hear! / 

listen! 
sUnà / tUm sUno àwredVl / tV wàwrV 

201. to look / look! dekhnà / tUm dekho kVtVl / tà ugorV 
202. I mQ3 zF 
203. you (informal) tUm / tu tF 
204. you (formal) àp tàso 
205. he vo hàGà 
206. she vo hàGà 
207. we (inclusive) hVm (hVm Or vo) muKgV 
208. we (exclusive) hVm (hVm, vo nehŒ†) muKgV 
209. you (plural) tUm (tUm log) tàso 
210. they vo hàGwi 
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Appendix A.2 

Recorded Text Testing 

The extent to which speakers of related dialectal varieties understand one 
another can be studied by means of tape recorded texts. The degree to which 
speakers of one variety understand a narrative text in another variety and 
answer questions about the content of that text is taken as an index of their 
comprehension of that speech form. From this, the amount of intelligibility 
between related speech forms can be extrapolated. The recorded text test 
methodology, as used in the present surveys, is based on that described by 
Casad (1974).1 

Short, personal-experience narratives are deemed to be most suitable for 
comprehension testing of recorded texts in that the content must be relatively 
unpredictable and the speech form should be natural. An attempt is made to 
avoid folklore texts or other material likely to be widely known. A three- to 
five-minute story is recorded from a speaker of the regional vernacular, and 
then checked with a group of speakers from the same region to ensure that the 
spoken forms are truly representative of that area. This story is then transcribed 
and a set of comprehension questions2 is constructed based on various semantic 
domains covered in the text. To ensure that measures of comprehension are 
based on the subjects’ understanding of the text itself and not on a 
misunderstanding of the test questions, these questions are always recorded in 
the regional variety of the test subjects; this requires an appropriate dialect 
version of the questions for each recorded text test (RTT) for each test location. 

According to the standard procedure adopted for the recorded text testing 
in northern Pakistan, test subjects heard the complete story text once, after 
which the story was repeated with test questions and the opportunities for 
responses interspersed with necessary pauses in the recorded text. Appropriate 
and correct responses are directly extractable from the segment of speech 
immediately preceding the question, such that memory limitations exert a 
negligible effect and indirect inferencing based on the content is not required. 

                                                      
1 For more detailed information, the reader is referred to Casad, Eugene 

H. 1974. Dialect intelligibility testing. Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics. 
For elaboration on the use of recorded text tests in the study of bilingual 
communities, see Blair, Frank. 1990. Survey on a shoestring: A manual for 
small scale language surveys. Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics and 
University of Texas at Arlington. 

2 A set of approximately fifteen questions is normally prepared, more 
than the minimum of ten that will be needed in the final form of the test. Some 
of the questions will prove unsuitable — perhaps because the answer is not 
evident or the question is confusing to native speakers of the test variety. 
Unsuitable questions may then be deleted from the larger set of questions 
without failing to have at least the needed ten questions. 
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Thus the RTT aims to be a closer reflection of a subject’s comprehension of the 
language itself, not of his or her memory, intelligence, or reasoning.3 

In order to ensure that the text is a fair test of the intelligibility of the 
linguistic variety in focus, other speakers of the same local variety are asked to 
listen to the text and answer the questions. If they are able to do that, it is 
assumed that the story is an adequate sample of local speech, and that the 
questions are readily answerable by those for whom this speech form is native. 
This testing of subjects in their native speech form for the purpose of test 
validation is often referred to as hometown testing. 

It is possible that a subject may be unable to answer the test questions 
correctly simply because he does not understand what is expected of him. This 
is especially true with unsophisticated subjects or those unacquainted with test-
taking procedures. Therefore, a very short (pre-test) story with four questions is 
recorded in the local variety before beginning the actual testing, in order to 
acquaint the subject with the test procedures. If he is able to answer these pre-
test questions correctly, it is assumed that he is capable of functioning as a 
suitable subject. Each subject then participates in the hometown test in his 
native speech form before participating in recorded text tests in non-native 
varieties. Occasionally, even after the pre-test, a subject fails to perform 
adequately on an already validated hometown test. Performances of such 
subjects were eliminated from the final evaluation, the assumption being that 
uncontrollable factors unrelated to the intelligibility of speech forms are 
skewing such test results.4 Thus, validated hometown tests are used for subject 
screening, in an attempt to ensure that recorded text testing results reflect as 
closely as possible the relative levels of comprehensibility of the speech forms 
represented. 

Test tapes are prepared for each location where a test is to be 
administered (test point). The hometown test tape includes (a) a short 
introduction in the local speech form to explain the purpose of the test, (b) the 
pre-test to orient and screen test subjects, (c) the hometown test text in its 
entirety followed by a repeat of the text, in short sections, with the relevant test 
questions and adequate pauses inserted in appropriate locations. 

The non-native test tapes are similar, omitting the screening elements 
from the hometown test tape. A short introduction in the local speech form 
reminding subjects of the test procedures precedes each recorded text. Then the 
recorded narrative in the non-native variety is given in its entirety, followed by 
the comprehension questions, now translated into the local speech form for that 
test point and with the relevant part of the non-native text repeated before each 
question. 

When speakers of one linguistic variety have had no previous contact 
with that represented in the recorded text, the test scores of ten subjects tend to 
be more similar — especially when scores are in the higher ranges. Such  
 
                                                      

3 Recorded texts and associated comprehension questions will vary in 
terms of their relative difficulty and complexity or in terms of the clarity of the 
recording. Comparisons of RTT results from different texts need to be made 
cautiously and in the context of other indicators of intelligibility. 

4 For the purposes of this research, recorded text test subjects performing 
at levels of less than 80 percent on their hometown test were eliminated from 
further testing or were excluded from the analysis. 
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consistent scores are interpreted to be reflections of the inherent intelligibility 
between the related varieties. Increasing the number of subjects should not 
significantly increase the range of variation of the scores. 

However, when some subjects have had significant previous contact with 
the speech form recorded on the test, while others have not, the scores should 
vary considerably, reflecting the degree of learning that has gone on through 
contact. For this reason it is important to include a measure of dispersion which 
reflects the extent to which the range of scores varies from the mean — the 
standard deviation. If the standard deviation is relatively low, say 10 or below 
on a test with 100 possible points (that is, 100 percent), and the mean score for 
subjects from the selected test point is high, the implication is that the 
community as a whole probably understands the test variety rather well simply 
because the variety represented in the recording is inherently intelligible. If the 
standard deviation is relatively low and the mean comprehension score is also 
low, the implication is that the community as a whole understands the test 
variety rather poorly and that regular contact has not facilitated learning of the 
test variety to any significant extent. If the standard deviation is high, regardless 
of the mean score, one implication is that some subjects have learned to 
comprehend the test variety better than others.5 In this last case, any inherent 
intelligibility between the related varieties is mixed with acquired 
comprehension which results from learning through contact.6 

Much care was taken in the recorded text testing in these sociolinguistic 
surveys, thus the results are discussed with the assumption that the effects from 
intervening factors were either negligible or were interpreted appropriately. 
However, in contrast to experimentally controlled testing in a laboratory 
situation, the results of field administered methods such as the RTT cannot be 
completely isolated from all potential biases. It is therefore recommended that 
results from recorded text tests not be interpreted in terms of fixed numerical 
thresholds, but rather be evaluated in light of other indicators of intelligibility, 
such as word lists and dialect opinions, and according to patterns of contact and 
communication. 

RTTs in Second Language Testing 

The procedures of recorded text testing as used for evaluating 
comprehension of a second language are similar to those used for dialect 
comprehension testing. A personal experience text is prepared by a mother 
tongue speaker of the target language. It is validated to be a clear and 
                                                      

5 High standard deviations can result from other causes, such as 
inconsistencies in the circumstances of test administration and scoring or 
differences in attentiveness or intelligence of test subjects. The researchers 
involved in recorded text testing need to be aware of the potential for skewed 
results due to such factors, and control for them as much as possible through 
careful test development and administration. 

6 Questionnaires administered at the time of testing, then, can help 
discover which factors are significant in promoting such contact. Travel to trade 
centers, radio broadcasts, and intermarriage are examples of the type of channel 
through which contact with another dialect can occur. Sample questionnaires 
are given in the appendices of the different surveys. 
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representative sample of the targeted variety of the second language by other 
mother tongue speakers of that language. 

Before the recorded text test in the second language is administered, each 
subject is screened by participating in a hometown test in his own language as 
described above. In this way, it is ascertained that the subject understands the 
testing process sufficiently and also that he is indeed a speaker of the language 
of the community being tested. 

Because second language proficiency is usually unevenly distributed in a 
community, a large sample of subjects is generally tested. To ensure 
representative sampling, attention must be paid to factors which are expected to 
potentially affect the comprehension of the second language, such as 
acquisition through schooling or through contact opportunities which are 
connected with gender, age, or economic migration patterns. Thus, where such 
independent variables are hypothesized as having an effect, sufficient numbers 
of subjects for evaluation of such effects must be included in the test sample. 
Interpretation and evaluation of test results must take these independent 
variables into consideration. 
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Appendix A.3 

Sentence Repetition Testing 

A sentence repetition test is based on the premise that people’s ability to 
repeat sentences in a second language is limited by the level of their mastery of 
the morphology and syntax of that second language. The greater proficiency 
they have in that language, the better able they are to repeat sentences of 
increasing length and complexity. A sentence repetition test is developed 
separately for each language to be tested. Detailed procedures for developing 
and calibrating a sentence repetition test are presented in Radloff (1991).1 The 
sentences selected are calibrated against an evaluative instrument called the 
Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE), where mother tongue raters are 
provided a detailed framework of proficiency descriptions against which to 
evaluate the proficiency of their second language speaking acquaintances.2 The 
half-levels of the RPE describe increasing levels of proficiency in a second 
language, as elaborated in (2). 

(2) RPE proficiency level Brief description 
0+ Very minimal proficiency 
1 Minimal, limited proficiency 
1+ Limited, basic proficiency 
2 Adequate, basic proficiency 
2+ Good, basic proficiency 
3 Good, general proficiency 
3+ Very good, general proficiency 
4 Excellent proficiency 
4+ Approaching native speaker proficiency 

A sentence repetition test provides a rapid assessment of a person’s 
second language proficiency, suited to the purposes of a bilingualism survey. It 
is often the goal of a bilingualism survey to obtain a profile of the second 
language proficiencies in the community under investigation, that is, a picture 
of what percentage of the population can be projected to be at each of the 
different levels of proficiency. In order to obtain this, a large and representative 
sample of the population must be tested. This speaks to the need for an 
assessment instrument that is quick and easy to administer. 

A short administration time, however, is offset by careful attention to the 
development and calibration of a sentence repetition test. The SRT provides a 
general assessment, thus, the researcher must be able to place full confidence in 

                                                      
1 Radloff, Carla F. 1991. Sentence repetition testing for studies of 

community bilingualism. Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics and University 
of Texas at Arlington. 

2 RPE levels as assigned by mother tongue raters show an internal 
consistency, but have not yet been correlated with any other, more widely 
recognized, scale of second language proficiency. The rationale and 
methodology for the Reported Proficiency Evaluation is also included in 
Radloff (1991). 
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the results through strict attention to the quality of each developmental step. A 
complete step-by-step methodology for developing and calibrating a sentence 
repetition test is given in Radloff (1991). 

The development and calibration of a sentence repetition test proceeds 
through several steps: A preliminary form of the test is developed through the 
assistance of mother tongue speakers of the test language. A large group of 
second language speakers of the test language have their proficiency assessed 
through a second, more descriptive proficiency standard instrument, in this 
case, the Reported Proficiency Evaluation. These people are then administered 
the preliminary form of the test. Based on their performances, fifteen sentences 
are selected, which prove to be the most discriminating of performance and also 
represent increasing complexity and length. These fifteen sentences are 
calibrated against the proficiency assessments from the RPE. This fifteen-
sentence final form of the test is used in the bilingualism survey, and the 
resulting test scores are interpreted in terms of equivalent RPE proficiency 
levels. 

During the course of the sociolinguistic survey of northern Pakistan, three 
sentence repetition tests were developed, one in the Urdu language and two in 
the Pashto. Actually, the second Pashto SRT is a revision of the first Pashto 
SRT with the purpose of making it more discriminating; thus a distinction is 
drawn between the two by referring to the first-developed test as the original 
Pashto SRT and the second as the revised Pashto SRT. 

The calibration of a sentence repetition test results in a range of scores on 
the SRT reflecting an equivalent RPE level of proficiency. The ranges of scores 
corresponding to RPE levels for the Urdu, original Pashto, and revised Pashto 
SRTs are presented in (3). 

(3) Score ranges corresponding to each RPE proficiency level for the 
Urdu, original Pashto, and revised Pashto SRTs. 

RPE level Urdu SRT Original Pashto Revised Pashto 
equivalents scores SRT scores SRT scores 

0+   1-  8 10-13   0-  1 
1   9-14 14-17   2-  5 
1+ 15-19 18-22   6-12 
2 20-25 23-27 13-19 
2+ 26-30 28-32 20-25 
3 31-36 33-36 26-32 
3+ 37-45 37-45 33-39 
4   40-45 

In the course of calibrating the Urdu SRT and the original Pashto SRT, it 
was determined that they do not differentiate between RPE levels 3+, 4 and 4+, 
yet they do discriminate satisfactorily between all the levels from RPE 0+ to 
3+. Therefore, results of SRT testing using these two forms report scores at the 
highest end as being equivalent to “RPE level 3+ and above”. Similarly, the 
revised Pashto SRT discriminates all the RPE proficiency levels from 0+ 
through 4, but not 4 from 4+. 
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APPENDIX B 
HINDKO SURVEY DATA 

Appendix B.1 
 

Hindko Word Lists 

Location Code, Village, Location, (Alternate Language Name), Reliability Code 
 
JAM Jammun, Abbottabad District, B 
BAL Balakot, Mansehra District, B 
SIG Singo Di Garhi, Abbottabad District, B 
PES Peshawar, Peshawar District, B 
SHP Sherpur, Mansehra District, B 
MAN Mansehra, Mansehra District, B 
KOH Kohat, Kohat District, B 
ATK Attock, Attock District, B 
PAG Pakha Gholam, Peshawar District, B 
WAP Wad Pagga, Peshawar District, B 
DIK Himat, D.I.Khan District, (Siraiki), B 
TAL Talagang, Attock District, (Punjabi), B 
 
 1. body 2. head 3. hair 
JAM pInDà / jIsV ser Bàl 
BAL jusà ser bàl 
SIG jUsà / jIsVm sEr wàl 
PES bVdVn ser wàl 
SHP wVjud sEr bàl 
MAN bVdVn sEr bàl 
KOH jIsm sIr wàl 
ATK bVdVn sEr wàl 
PAG bVdVn sEr wàl 
WAP bVdVn sEr wàl 
DIK bVdVn sIr wàl 
TAL jusV ser wàl 
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 4. face 5. eye 6. ear 
JAM cerà / mu3 Vkh kVn 
BAL mu3 Vkh kVN 
SIG mu3 àkh / àNà3 kVn 
PES mu3 Vkh kVn 
SHP mu3 Vx kVn 
MAN mu3 Vkh kVN 
KOH mu3 Vkh kVn / kVN 
ATK mu3 Vkh kVn 
PAG mu3 Vkh kVn 
WAP mu3 Vkh kVn 
DIK mu3 Vkh kVn 
TAL mu3 Vkh kVn 
    
 7. nose 8. mouth 9. teeth 
JAM nVkh mu3 dhVndh 
BAL nVk mu3 dhVnd 
SIG nVkh mu3 dVnth 
PES nVkh mu3 dVnth 
SHP nex mu3 dVnth 
MAN nVk mu3 dVnd 
KOH nVk mu3 dun 
ATK nVk mu3 dVnd 
PAG nVk mu3 dVnd 
WAP nVk mu3 dVnd 
DIK nVk wàt dVnd 
TAL nVk mu3 dVnt 
    
 10. tongue 11. breast 12. belly 
JAM jib ---- TEDh 
BAL jib sinëV TED 
SIG jib ---- tED 
PES zubàn mome3 pETh 
SHP jib ---- TED 
MAN jib mome TED 
KOH jib sinV TED 
ATK jib sinV TED 
PAG jib sinëV DID 
WAP jib sinëV TID 
DIK jib sinV DID 
TAL jib ---- DID 
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 13. arm/hand 14. elbow 15. palm 
JAM bà3 kuNi thVli 
BAL bà3 qUNi tVli 
SIG bà3 khuNi tVli 
PES bà3ë qoNi tVli 
SHP bhV ku3Ni tVli 
MAN bà3 kUNi tVLi 
KOH hVth àrokh thVli 
ATK bà3 àRVk tVli 
PAG hàth kuni tVli 
WAP hàth àrVk tVli 
DIK bà3 àrVk tVli 
TAL bà3 àrVk tVli 
    
 16. finger 17. fingernail 18. leg 
JAM VKgVl no TVKg 
BAL VKgVl nu3 TVKg 
SIG VKgVl nu3 tVKg / jVKg 
PES uKgVli nàxUn pER 
SHP VKgli nu3 tVKg 
MAN VKgUL nu3 TVKg 
KOH VKgLi nà3 pEr 
ATK VKgVl no3 lVt 
PAG VKgUL nVxun per 
WAP VKgUL nVxun per 
DIK VKgEl no3 jVKg 
TAL VKgVl no3u3 tVKg 
    
 19. skin 20. bone 21. heart 
JAM cVmVrà hVDi dIl 
BAL cVmVRi hVDi dIl 
SIG cVmri VDi dIl 
PES cVmVRà hVDi DIl 
SHP cVmRi hVDëi dIl 
MAN cVmRà hVDi dIL 
KOH cVmRà hVDi dIl / hà3 
ATK cVmRi / màs hVDi dIl 
PAG cVmrV VDëi dIl 
WAP cVmRV hVDëi dIl 
DIK cVmRà hVdi hà3 
TAL cVmRV / màs hVDi dIl 
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 22. blood 23. urine 24. feces 
JAM rVt mutVr gu3 
BAL rVt mutVr gu3 
SIG Lo mutVr gu3 / tVTi 
PES xUN pIs7àb ThVThi 
SHP Lou mutVr gu3 
MAN xUn mutUr lVn 
KOH rVt mutVr gu3 
ATK lou / rVt mutVr gu3 / tVTi 
PAG lou mutVr mutVr 
WAP Lou mutVr mutVr 
DIK rVt mutro3 gu3 
TAL lou mutVr TVTi 
    
 25. village 26. house 27. roof 
JAM gIrà3 kàër cVt 
BAL gVrà3 kàr / derà cVth 
SIG gIrà3 khàR cVth 
PES ghErà3 kàR cVt 
SHP gIrà kàër cVth 
MAN gIrà3 kàr cVt 
KOH dehàt ghVr cVt 
ATK gIrà3 kàr cVt 
PAG gIrà3 kàr cVt 
WAP gIrà3 kàr cVt 
DIK s7er ghVr cVt 
TAL gIrà3 kVr / dErà cVt 
    
 28. door 29. firewood 30. broom 
JAM bhuà bàlUN bàri 
BAL buV lVqVR bàri 
SIG bhuV lVkoR / bàLuN bhàRi 
PES buV lVkRi càëRu / jàRu 
SHP bhuV lVqVr bhàri 
MAN bhuV LVqoR bhàRi 
KOH buà3 / dVrwàzà LokRi kucà 
ATK buà lVkri / bàLuN bokàr 
PAG buV lVkRi càRu 
WAP buV / dVrwàzV lVkRi càRu 
DIK dVrwàzV kVThi wàri 
TAL bhuV bàlun bokVr 
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 31. mortar 32. pestle 33. hammer 
JAM lVKgri kUTkUlà VThorà 
BAL lVKgri mulà àthoRà / màltRor 
SIG lVKgri kuTkà bVdàn 
PES LVKgri kutkà / cVTu hàThoRi 
SHP lVngri mulV VThoRi 
MAN LVKRi mulà / sVltà hàTorà / bVdàm 
KOH lVKgri kutkà hàtoRi / VtwàRV 
ATK lVKgri koTkàLà hVToRà 
PAG lVKgri molV VthoRi 
WAP lVKgri / cVTu molV VthoRi 
DIK dori dVndV / dVndi hàtwàRà 
TAL lVKgri kutkà hàtwàRi / hVThoRi 
    
 34. knife 35. axe 36. rope 
JAM càku / kàcu kohàri rVsi / selà 
BAL kàcu kuhàRà rVsi 
SIG kàcu / càku qUàRi rVsi 
PES càku / cori tVbVr rVsi 
SHP càku kuàRi rVsà 
MAN kàcu kuàRi rVsi 
KOH càku kuhàRi rVsi 
ATK kàcu koàRi rVsi 
PAG càku kwàRà / kwàRi rVsà 
WAP càku kwàRà / kwàRi rVsi 
DIK càku kwàri rVsà 
TAL kàcu kwàRi rVsi 
    
 37. thread 38. needle 39. cloth 
JAM tàgà sui kVprà / cIDe 
BAL tàgà sui kVprà 
SIG tàgà sui kVprà 
PES thàge / sIlài sui kVpRV 
SHP tàgà sui kVpRà 
MAN tàgà sui kVpRà 
KOH tàgà sui kVpRà 
ATK tàgà sui cIRe 
PAG thàgà sui kVpRà 
WAP tàgà sui kVpRà 
DIK dàgà sui kVpRV 
TAL tàgà sui cIRV 
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 40. ring 41. sun 42. moon 
JAM mUndri dheo3 cVn 
BAL àKguthi DŒ† cVn 
SIG mundri dŒ† cVN 
PES munderi surVc cVn 
SHP VKguthi dŒ† cVnd 
MAN VKguthi di cVn 
KOH mVndri deo3 cVn 
ATK mundri deo cVn 
PAG mundri deo3 cVn 
WAP mundri deo3 cVn 
DIK mundri dŒ† cVn 
TAL mundri / cVlà deo3 cVn 
    
 43. sky 44. star 45. rain 
JAM Vsmàn tàRà bVdVl / mŒ† 
BAL àsmàn tàrà bVdVl 
SIG Vsmàn tàrà bVdVl 
PES àsmàn tàrà mŒ† / bàrIs7 
SHP àsmàn tàrà bVDVl 
MAN Vsmàn tàrà bVDIl 
KOH àsmàn tàrà mŒ† 
ATK Vsmàn tàrà mŒ† 
PAG Vsmàn tàrà mŒ† 
WAP Vsmàn tàrà mŒ† 
DIK Vsmàn tàrV mŒ† 
TAL Vsmàn tàrà mŒ† 
    
 46. water 47. river 48. cloud 
JAM pàNi sInd càRà 
BAL pàni nVdh càRà 
SIG pàNi dVrià càR 
PES pàNi dVrià cVR / bVdVl 
SHP pàNi dVrià càr 
MAN pàNi dVrià / nVdi càR 
KOH pàNi dVrià bVdl 
ATK pàNi sInd bVDVl 
PAG pàNi dVrià cVR 
WAP pàNi dVrià cVR 
DIK pàNi drià jhVR 
TAL pàNi dVrià jàR 
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 49. lightning 50. rainbow 51. wind 
JAM bijli / cVmki bUDi di piKg hVwV / cVqVR 
BAL bijVl / cVrVkh lVmtàNu cVKg / cVti 
SIG cVmUk bUDi mài di pIKg cVKg / dVNdul 
PES Vsmàni bijli biBi di piK hàwà 
SHP cVRVk budi di piKg cVng 
MAN cVRVk buDi di piKg cVKg 
KOH tVndVr pik hVwà 
ATK bijli piKg hVwà 
PAG àsmàn cVmke / 

àsmàn cà 
bibi di tVl hVwà 

WAP cVmok buDi ki tàl hVwà 
DIK lVsVk piKg hVwà 
TAL khImVN pik hVwà 
    
 52. stone 53. path 54. sand 
JAM bVTà rà rEth 
BAL bVThà rà rEth 
SIG bVTà rà rEth 
PES wàTà / pVthVr rVstà rEth 
SHP gVTà rà / dhVKgV rETh 
MAN bVTà rà rEt 
KOH wVTà rà rEt 
ATK wVTV rà rEt 
PAG pVthor rà ret 
WAP giTà rà ret 
DIK phVtVr rà / lVTh rEt 
TAL wVTà rà rEt 
    
 55. fire 56. smoke 57. ash 
JAM Vgh tuà3 cài 
BAL Vgh tuà cài 
SIG Vg tu3à3 cài 
PES àg tu3à3 cài 
SHP Vgh tu3à3 cVi 
MAN Vg thu3à3 cài 
KOH Vgh tu3à3 / du3à3 cài 
ATK Vg tu3à3 cài 
PAG Vg thu3à3 cài 
WAP Vg thu3à3 cài 
DIK bhà dhu3 suà 
TAL Vg du3à3 cài 
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 58. mud 59. dust 60. gold 
JAM cIkVr thUr sonV3 
BAL cIkVR / ghàrà thUR / mIthi soNà 
SIG cIkVR tuR / dàb sonV 
PES cIqVR mIThi sonV 
SHP cIqVR tUR sonV 
MAN cIqVR mIthi soNà 
KOH cIkVR mITi / DhuR soNà3 
ATK cIqUR DhuR soNV 
PAG ciqoR turà3 sonV 
WAP ciqoR turà3 / tu3r soNV 
DIK cIkor dudVR soNV 
TAL cIkVR khe / dUR soNV 
    
 61. tree 62. leaf 63. root 
JAM butà wVTà jVR 
BAL butà pVtëVr jVR 
SIG butà pVTor jVRi 
PES dVrVxt pVthëV jVRV 
SHP bhutà pVtëVr jVR 
MAN butà pVtëVr jVR 
KOH butà pVtVr jVRà 
ATK buTà pVtVr jVR 
PAG butV pVtëor jVR 
WAP butV pVtëor jVR 
DIK dVrVxt pVtVrà jVR 
TAL dVrVxut pVtVr jVR 
    
 64. thorn 65. flower 66. fruit 
JAM kVNDà phUl phVl 
BAL kVNDà phUl mewà 
SIG kVNDà phUL mewà 
PES kVNDV phUL mewV 
SHP kVNDV phUl phVl / frut 
MAN qVNDà phUL pVl 
KOH kVNDà phuL mewà 
ATK kVNDà phUL frut / phVl 
PAG kVNDV phUL fVrut 
WAP kVNDV phUL fVRut 
DIK kVNDà phuL mewV 
TAL kVNDV phUl phVl 
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 67. mango 68. banana 69. wheat (husked) 
JAM Vm kelV kVNVkh 
BAL Vm kelV qVNVqh 
SIG Vm kelà qVNVkh 
PES Vm kelV kVNVkh 
SHP Vm kelV kVNVk 
MAN Vm kelV qVNVq 
KOH Vm kelà kVNUk 
ATK Vm kelV qVNVq 
PAG Vm kelV kVNUk 
WAP Vm kelV kVNUk 
DIK Vm kelV kVNVk 
TAL Vm kelV kVNVk 
    
 70. millet (husked) 71. rice (husked) 72. potato 
JAM bàjrà col àlu 
BAL bàjRà càwVl àlu 
SIG bàjrà càwVl àLu 
PES bàjrà col àLu 
SHP ----- càwUl àlu 
MAN bàjrà càUVl àLu 
KOH bàjrà coul àlu 
ATK bàjrà cowVl àLu 
PAG bàjrV coL àLu 
WAP bàjrV coL àLu 
DIK bàjrà càwVl àlu 
TAL bàjrV càwVl àlu 
    
 73. eggplant 74. groundnut 75. chili 
JAM ---- mVK phVli mIrc 
BAL bEKgVN mVKg phVli mVrc 
SIG ---- muKg phVli /  

      mum phVli 
mVrVc 

PES qàlà weKgVR mu3 phVli mIrc 
SHP ---- phVli mVrc 
MAN ---- mu3 pVli mIrc 
KOH bEKgVn / wItàu3 mu phVli mVrc 
ATK wegVN mu3m phVli mVrVc 
PAG kàlà wEKgor mum phVli / phVli mVroc 
WAP kàlà wEKgor phVLi mVroc 
DIK wVtàon muK phVli mVrVc 
TAL wVtàoK mu3 phVli mVroc 
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 76. turmeric 77. garlic 78. onion 
JAM hàrdVl thum piàz 
BAL lEdVr thum piàs 
SIG hVldi thu3m piàzi 
PES hVLdi thUm piàs 
SHP ledVr thUm piàz 
MAN àledVr thUm piàz 
KOH hVrdul thUm piàs 
ATK hVrdVl thUm piàz 
PAG hVrdUl thom piàz 
WAP hVrdUl thom piàz 
DIK hVlVd thom wVsVl 
TAL hVldVl thUm wVsVl 
    
 79. cauliflower 80. tomato 81. cabbage 
JAM gobi cVngVN bVnd gobi 
BAL gobi ceKgVN bVnd gobi 
SIG phUL gobi cEKgVN bànd gobi 
PES phul gopi / gopi bEKgVr / tVmàTVr bVnd gopi 
SHP ---- ceKgVN bVnd gopi 
MAN phUl gobi ceKgVN bVnd gobi 
KOH phuL ghobi TVmàTVr bVnd gobi 
ATK gopi tVmàTVr bVnd gobi 
PAG gopi TVmàTVr gopi 
WAP gopi wEKgoR gopi 
DIK ghobi tVmàtVr gobi 
TAL gobi TVmàTVr bVnd gobi 
    
 82. oil 83. salt 84. meat 
JAM tEl LUN màs 
BAL tEl lu3N màs 
SIG TEl LUN màs 
PES tEl luN gos7 
SHP tEl LUN màs 
MAN tEL LUN gos7Vt 
KOH tIL Luën màs 
ATK tEl LUN bErà 
PAG tel LUN gos7 
WAP tel LUN gos7 
DIK teL LuN màs 
TAL tEl LUN gos7t / gos7Ut 
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 85. fat 86. fish 87. hen 
JAM cErbi mVci kUkRi 
BAL mŒ†nz7 mVchëi kUkRi 
SIG cVrbi mVcëi quqVRi 
PES cErbi mV kokVRi 
SHP cVrbi mVcëi ---- 
MAN cVrbi mVci ---- 
KOH cVrbi mVci kukoRi 
ATK cVrbi mVci kUkVRi 
PAG cVrbi mVcëi kUkVRi 
WAP cVrbi mVcëi kUkVRi 
DIK mŒ†j mVcëi kukVRi 
TAL cErbi mVci kukVRi 
    
 88. egg 89. cow 90. buffalo 
JAM àNDVLà gà3 mV3j 
BAL àthVRà gà3 mVnj 
SIG VNTVRà gà3 mV3nj 
PES VNDà / gVNDà gà3 mVj / mVdc 
SHP VTVRV ghà mVnj 
MAN VTVRà gà3 mVNj 
KOH àNDV gà3 mVj / mVc 
ATK VNLà gà3 mVj 
PAG VnDà gà3 mVj 
WAP VnDà gà3 mVj 
DIK àNà gà3 mVnj 
TAL àNDIRà gà3 mVj 
    
 91. milk 92. horns 93. tail 
JAM dUt sIKg pucVl 
BAL DhUth sIKg dUmbVR 
SIG dUt seKg du3mUR 
PES dud / DUth siK / sIKgh pucVL 
SHP dUd siKg dUmVR 
MAN dUd sIKg dumUR 
KOH dUd siKg phucVl 
ATK dUd siKg pucVl 
PAG dUd siKg pUcUl 
WAP dUd siKg pUcUl 
DIK kIr sIKg puc 
TAL dUd sINg pucVl 
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 94. goat 95. dog 96. snake 
JAM bVkri kutà sVph 
BAL bVkRi kUtV sVph 
SIG bVkRi kUtëà sVph 
PES bVkRi kUthëV sVp 
SHP bVkri kUtà sVp 
MAN bVkri kuthëV sVp 
KOH bVkri kutà sVp 
ATK bVkri kutà sVp 
PAG bVkRi kUtëV sVp 
WAP bVkRi kUtëV sVp 
DIK bVkri kutà sVp 
TAL bVkri kUtà sVp 
    
 97. monkey 98. mosquito 99. ant 
JAM bijo mVcVr peli 
BAL buznà mVcVr pilV 
SIG bhujà mVcor pilà 
PES bijo mVcVr kiDi / kerà 
SHP bujV / bujnV mVcëVr pilà 
MAN bhujnV / bhujV mVcëVr pilà 
KOH bizo mVcor peli 
ATK bijo mVcVr phEli 
PAG bijo mVcëor kiRV 
WAP bijo mVcëor peli 
DIK rIc mVcVr pVpeli 
TAL bijo mVcor pEli 
    
 100. spider 101. name 102. man 
JAM bVbUà nà3 mVrd 
BAL bVbuV nà3 jVNà / bVndà 
SIG bVbuà nà3 jVNà 
PES jàlà / mVkVdi nàm àdmi 
SHP bVbu nà3 bVndà 
MAN bVbhuV nà3 àdmi / bVndà 
KOH mVkRà nà3 jVNV 
ATK bVbuà nà3 bVndà 
PAG bVbhuV / jolà nà3 bVndV / jVNV 
WAP bVbuV nà3 jVNV 
DIK mVkRi nà3 bVndV 
TAL trIdi / dàwUr nà3 bVndà 
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 103. woman 104. child 105. father 
JAM trimVt bVcà / jàkVt / jàtVk pIo 
BAL kudi / trimVt yVnVk pe 
SIG quRi jàtVk pIo 
PES rVn bVcV pio 
SHP trimVth bVcà / nIkV pe 
MAN zInàni jVndVk / jàtVk pe 
KOH RVn bVcà pio 
ATK zInàni jàkUt / kURi peo 
PAG rVn mVs7um pio 
WAP rVn bVcV pio 
DIK zàl bàl pio 
TAL kURi bVcëV / bVcëi pio 
    
 106. mother 107. older brother 108. younger brother 
JAM màë wVdV pIrà nIkà pIrà 
BAL àmà / mà wVdV pIrà nIkà pIrà 
SIG mà bVdà pirà nIkà pIrà 
PES mà3 wVdà pIrà nIkà pIrà 
SHP mà3 bVdà pIrà nIkà pIrà 
MAN mà3 bVdà pIrà nIkà pIrà 
KOH mà wVdà bIrà nIkà pIrà 
ATK mà3 wVdà pIrà nIkà pIrà 
PAG mà3 wVdà pIrà nIkà pIrà 
WAP mà3 wVdà pIrà nIkà pIrà 
DIK Vmà wVdà bhIrà cotà bhIrà 
TAL mà wVDà pIrà nIkà pIrà 
    
 109. older sister 110. younger sister 111. son 
JAM wVDi pIN nIki pIhIn pUtVr 
BAL bVRi pIN / DIDe nIki pIn pUtVr 
SIG bVDi pIN / àpà3 nIki pIN pUtUR 
PES wVDi pIN nIki pIN puthVr 
SHP bVDi pIn nIki pIn pUtVr 
MAN bVDi pEN / àpà3 nIki pEN pUtUR 
KOH wVDi bIN nIki bIN pUtor 
ATK wVDi pEën nIki pEën putor 
PAG wVDi pQN nIki pQN pUtor 
WAP wVDi pQN nIki pQN pUtor 
DIK wVDi bhIn coti bhIn putVr 
TAL wVDi pEëN nIki pEëN pUtëor 
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 112. daughter 113. husband 114. wife 
JAM dŒ†ë jINV / xVsVm trimVth / kàr wàli 
BAL tië jVnà trim 
SIG tië jVnà rVn / kVre àli / trimVt / 

zVnàni 
PES thŒ† xUN rVn / biwi 
SHP tië jVnà / xVsVm trimVth / bibi 
MAN tŒ† jVNà3 trimVt / zInàni 
KOH dhië jVNà3 RVn 
ATK tië mVRd / jVNV zInàni 
PAG tië xond rVn 
WAP tië xàwVnd rVn 
DIK dhië mosàlà zàl 
TAL thi jVNà/gVriàlà kURi 
    
 115. boy 116. girl 117. day 
JAM jàkVt kUri tiàr 
BAL NVnDà kURi diàRà 
SIG jàtVk kUDi diàR 
PES nVDà kuRi dIn 
SHP nINDV kUDi diàRà / diàR 
MAN jàtVk / nINdV kURi dIàR 
KOH nVDà kURi dhERà 
ATK nVDà / jàkVt kuRi / jàgti tiàRà 
PAG NVDà kuDi tiàRi 
WAP NVDà kuDi tiàRi / tiàRà 
DIK cor cEr dŒ† 
TAL jàkUt jàti tiàRà 
    
 118. night 119. morning 120. noon 
JAM ràt suer / fVzVr doper 
BAL ràth subV duper 
SIG ràth subV / suelà / fVzVr duper 
PES ràth sVwer dupER 
SHP ràth fVzVr dupher 
MAN ràt fVzVri dupEr 
KOH ràt wVDwelà dupàrà 
ATK ràt fVjri / wVDwelà dopàr 
PAG ràt sVwelV / sVwele pes7i / duper 
WAP ràt sVwelV / sVwele dupàr 
DIK ràt fVjer / sVweli dupàr 
TAL ràt fVdri / sVwEri dupàr / diàr 
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 121. evening 122. yesterday 123. today 
JAM nomàs7à3 / digVr kVl Vj 
BAL digVr kVl Vj 
SIG numàs7à3 kVl Vj 
PES s7àm kVL àj 
SHP numàs7à kVl Vj 
MAN nu3màs7à kVl Vj 
KOH nis7àmà kVl àite 
ATK nis7àmà kVl Vj 
PAG s7àm kVl Vj 
WAP nes7àmà kVl Vj 
DIK nImàs7à dià3 àj 
TAL pVceà / s7àm de3à3 Vj 
    
 124. tomorrow 125. week 126. month 
JAM diV3 VftV mVhŒ†nV 
BAL diV hVftV minV3 
SIG kVl hVftà minV 
PES kVL hVftV màŒ†nV / mVhinV 
SHP dŒ†V3 hVftV minV 
MAN kVl hVftV minV 
KOH de3à3 hVftà mVhŒ†NV3 
ATK de3à3 hVftà minà3 
PAG kVl hVftV màinV 
WAP dià hVftV màinV 
DIK kVL hVftV màinV 
TAL de3à3 hVftV màinV 
    
 127. year 128. old 129. new 
JAM sàl / bVrVs pUràNà nVwà3 
BAL sàl puràno noV 
SIG sàl pUràNà nVwà3 
PES sàl pUràNV nVwà 
SHP sàl pUràNi nVwŒ† 
MAN sàl pUràNà3 nV3wà3 
KOH sàl pUràNà3 nVwà3 
ATK sàl pUràNà3 nVwà3 
PAG sàl pUràNà3 nV3wŒ† / nV3wV3 
WAP sàl pUràNà3 nV3wV3 
DIK sàl purànà nVwà3 
TAL sàl pUràNà nVwà3 
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 130. good 131. bad 132. wet 
JAM Vcëà / cVKgà mVNdà / xVràb siji / sInà 
BAL VchV bUrà sIj 
SIG cVKgà mVndà / pERà sIjI 
PES Vcà xVràb sInëV 
SHP àci mVndi sInŒ† / sIj 
MAN Vcëà mVndà / gVndà sIji 
KOH Vcà xVràb / gVndà sInëà 
ATK VcV / cVKgà gVndà sInëV 
PAG VcV / Vci xàràb sije / sInV 
WAP Vcà / Vci xàràb / gVndi sInV 
DIK VcV gVndà sInV 
TAL cVKgà màRà sIjV 
    
 133. dry 134. long 135. short 
JAM sukëà lVmëà nIkà / coTà 
BAL sukhëà lVmà cutà 
SIG sUkëà lVmŒ† cutà 
PES sukëV lVmëV nIkëà 
SHP sukëà lVmbà nIkV / cotV 
MAN sukëà lVmbà nIki 
KOH sUkëà lVmà3 nIkà 
ATK sUkëà lVmà3 nIkà 
PAG sukëà lVmëV nIkV 
WAP sukëà lVmëV nIkV / mVdVrV 
DIK sukà lVmbV mVndVrà 
TAL sUkëà lVmV3 nIkà 
    
 136. hot 137. cold 138. right 
JAM tVtëà ThVnDà sVjà 
BAL tVpiàr thVnDV sVjV 
SIG tVtà / kosà tVnDà sVjà 
PES ghVrà / gVrVm ThVNDà sVjà 
SHP gVrVm / tVtà ThVNdà sVjà 
MAN gVrVm ThVNDe sVje 
KOH tVtV thVdV sVjà 
ATK tVtà ThVDV sVjà 
PAG gVrVm ThVDV sVjV / sVjà 
WAP gVrVm ThVDV sVjV / sVjà 
DIK gVrVm thVDV sVjV 
TAL tVtV ThVDV sVjà 
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 139. left 140. near 141. far 
JAM kVbëà nIDe dUr 
BAL kVbV nIDe / nVzikh dUr 
SIG kVbà nIRe / nVzik dUR 
PES khVbV nVziq / nVzdik dur / pVre 
SHP kVbV nIRe dUr 
MAN khVbE nERe / nIDe DUR 
KOH kVbV nERe dUr 
ATK kVbà neRe dur / pVre 
PAG khVbV nEDe dUr 
WAP kVbV nEDe dUr 
DIK kVbV nVzik pVre 
TAL kVbà nIRe dUr 
    
 142. big 143. small 144. heavy 
JAM wVDà nIkëà phàrà 
BAL bVRà cuti pàri 
SIG bVDà nIkà / nIqVRà bàRà / wVzVni 
PES wVDà coTà / nIkà pàrà 
SHP bVDà cotà / nIkV bhàri 
MAN bVDà nIkà pàrà 
KOH wVDà nIkà bhàri 
ATK wVDà nIkà pàrà 
PAG wVDV / wVDà nIkà / nIkV pàrà 
WAP wVDV / wVDà nIkà / nIkV pàrà 
DIK wVDà cotV bhàrà 
TAL wVDà nIkà bhàrà 
    
 145. light 146. above 147. below 
JAM lokëà Utëe tVle 
BAL hoLi / hoLV Ute thVle 
SIG Lokà utëe tVle 
PES hVlkà ucà thVle 
SHP hVlkà / Loki utà tVlà 
MAN lokëe utà tVlà 
KOH lokëà utëe tVle 
ATK lokà ucà tVle / cIkà 
PAG lokà ute tVle 
WAP lokà ute tVle 
DIK hVlkà utà3 hEr 
TAL lokV utëe tVle 
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 148. white 149. black 150. red 
JAM cITà kàlëà rVtëà 
BAL cITà kàlà rVtà 
SIG cItà / gorà kàlà VrVtëà 
PES cItV kàlà Làl 
SHP cIti kàli rVti 
MAN cItV kàlà rVtà 
KOH cITà kàlà rVtëà 
ATK cITà kàlà rVtà 
PAG cItV kàlà rVtà 
WAP cItV kàlà rVtà 
DIK cItà kàlà rVtà 
TAL cITV / cItV kàlà rVtV 
    
 151. one 152. two 153. three 
JAM ekh do tre 
BAL ek do tre 
SIG Ekh do tre 
PES ekh / ikV Do tre 
SHP Ek do tre 
MAN Ekh do tre 
KOH Ek do tre 
ATK hEk do tre 
PAG ek do tre 
WAP ek do tre 
DIK hIk Du tre 
TAL hIk do tre 
    
 154. four 155. five 156. six 
JAM càr pVNj ce3 
BAL càr pVnj ce 
SIG càR pVnj ce 
PES càR pVnj ce3 / ce 
SHP càr pVnj ce 
MAN càR pVnj ce 
KOH càr pVnj ce 
ATK càr pVnj ce3 
PAG càr pVnj ce3 
WAP càr pVnj ce3 
DIK càr pVnj cŒ† 
TAL càr pVnj ce3 
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 157. seven 158. eight 159. nine 
JAM sVth VTh noë 
BAL sVth àTh no 
SIG sVth VTh no3 
PES sVth VTh no3 
SHP sVth VTh no3 
MAN sVt VTh no3 
KOH sVt VTh no3 
ATK sVt VTh no3 
PAG sVt VTh no3 
WAP sVt VTh nou3 
DIK sVth VTh nou3 
TAL sVth VTh no3 
    
 160. ten 161. eleven 162. twelve 
JAM dV / dVs yàrà bVrà 
BAL dVs yàrà bàrà 
SIG dà yàrà bàrà 
PES dVs yàrà bàrV 
SHP dVs yàrà bàrà 
MAN dVs yàrà bàrà 
KOH dVs yàrà bàrà 
ATK dà yàrà bàrà3 
PAG dVs yàrà bàrà 
WAP dVs yàrà bàrà 
DIK dà yàrà bàrV 
TAL dV / dà yàrà bàrà3 
    
 163. twenty 164. one hundred 165. who 
JAM wi so koN 
BAL bi so qoN 
SIG bi so koN 
PES Bi / bis so qoN 
SHP bhi so koN 
MAN bhi so koN 
KOH Bi / vi so --- 
ATK vi so koN / koR 
PAG wi sow koN 
WAP wi sow koN 
DIK vi so koN 
TAL vi so kor 
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 166. what 167. where 168. when 
JAM ke kIdVr / kIthe kVdëe 
BAL ke kUder/ kUthëe / koR kVd 
SIG ke kIte kVdo3 
PES ke ---- kVDo 
SHP ke kItV / kIdVr / kUdVr kVdo3 
MAN ke kIdVr / kIthe kVdu3 
KOH ke kIdVr / kIthe kVdo3 
ATK ke kIthe / kVthe kVdo3 
PAG ke kIdor / kIte kVdo 
WAP ki kIdor / kIte kVdo 
DIK ke kItà3 kVd 
TAL ke kVdVre / kIde / kVthe kVdo3 
    
 169. how many 170. what thing 171. this 
JAM kItne ke s7E / ke ji eë 
BAL kitni ke ciz ye 
SIG kItnài ke jà / ke ciz e 
PES kItnà ----- e 
SHP kItni ke ji e 
MAN kItne ke s7e e 
KOH kIti ke s7e e 
ATK kItne ke s7e e 
PAG kItnV ke ciz / ke s7e i 
WAP kItne ki s7e i 
DIK kItne ke s7e e 
TAL kItne ----- i 
    
 172. that 173. these 174. those 
JAM o e o 
BAL o e o 
SIG o e o 
PES o e o 
SHP o e o 
MAN o e o 
KOH o e o 
ATK o In o 
PAG o i o 
WAP o i u 
DIK o e o 
TAL u In un 
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 175. same 176. different 177. whole 
JAM bVràbVr wVkàrà purà 
BAL ek je àlàdà pURi 
SIG ek je mUxtàlIf purà / sàlVm 
PES ek s7e / ek sVn okhre wUkhre ---- 
SHP ek je / ek tVrŒ†à3 àlEdà àlEdà pUri 
MAN ek je kVNŒ† mUxtàlIf pUri 
KOH Ekà je wVkVre wVkVre purà / sàbUt 
ATK Ekà je wVkV wVk pure / sàbVt 
PAG EkV je / Ek s7ànt wVkVrà wVkVrà sàbVt 
WAP ek s7àn wVkVrà sàbUt 
DIK hIko ji Vnj sàbIt 
TAL Ekà je wVkVrV sàbUt 
    
 178. broken 179. few 180. many 
JAM bVjeà / troteà thoRà jhàn / bho3 
BAL troti thoRà mUc 
SIG pVjià toRi / kVTh jàën / bu3 
PES ToTà ThoRV ziàdV 
SHP phUth ThoRi mUc / ziàdà 
MAN pVje thoRe mUc 
KOH bhVni thoRà bho3 
ATK pVj thoRà / kVT bo3 
PAG bVje thorà bot / ziàdà 
WAP bVje thoRà bot / ziàt 
DIK bVnà thorà dhIg 
TAL pVj thoRà bo 
    
 181. all 182. (you) eat 183. (the dog) bites 
JAM sàrà khà lVrNà 
BAL sàrà khà khà / bEDgià 
SIG sàre khàNV LVRe 
PES sàrà qàNà / qàdà LVDV / cuNDi 
SHP sàre khà bIr già 
MAN sàre khà lVr già 
KOH sàrà khàNà / kà wER già 
ATK sàre khà làR già 
PAG sàre kàle làr giV 
WAP sàre kàle LàRà 
DIK sàre khà pVT 
TAL sàre khà làr giV / cVk pàgià 
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 184. (you are) hungry 185. (you) drink 186. (you are) thirsty 
JAM bukhëà pŒ† treà 
BAL bukh làgh pi tre lVgi 
SIG bhukhà pŒ†Nà tre 
PES bukhà piNà thIri 
SHP pokhV pi tre àyà 
MAN bokhà pi tre àyà 
KOH bhUk piNà / pi tre lVgi 
ATK phukhà pi tre 
PAG bhUkàwà pi le tre lVgi 
WAP pUkhà pi le tVre àyà 
DIK bhukh pi tre lVgi 
TAL bhUk lVgi pi tre lVgi 
    
 187. (you) sleep 188. (you) lay down 189. (you) sit 
JAM soNà3 leTNà bEtNà 
BAL sE lVmà3 bE / bEt 
SIG sE jul lVmo3 / lET bE 
PES soNà leT bETh 
SHP se pe bETh 
MAN se lVmà bEto / bhE 
KOH soNà / so3 lETNà / leTpo àjNà (come) / Vc 
ATK sE re leT re be re / àj re 
PAG sQ3 re / sQn jà lET bE jà 
WAP sQn jà LET jà bE jà 
DIK sVmV / sVm po lET jànà bàithi 
TAL sQ pVwo lVme pàe wVnjo bE wVnjo 
    
 190. (you) give 191. (you) burn (wood) 192. (he) died 
JAM dhe bhàLNà / sàLnà màrnà 
BAL de sVRge mVr ge 
SIG dENà bVlnà mVrNà 
PES deNà sàNà màrnà 
SHP dE sàR màr 
MAN de bàL / sàr mVrge 
KOH de sàRNà / sàR merNà / mVr 
ATK de bàlo mVrgià 
PAG de bàL mVrgiV 
WAP de sàRge mVr 
DIK de sVR / bà mVrge 
TAL deo bàlo mVr già 
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 193. kill (the bird) 194. (the bird) flys 195. (you) walk 
JAM màrnà udNà3 todNà 
BAL màr coreà udVr tornà 
SIG màr udNà thURNà 
PES màrnà udNà ThUrnà 
SHP màr udVr tor 
MAN màr corE udur tor 
KOH màrNà / màr uRNà / URDUr TorNà / toR 
ATK màro uRD geV ToR 
PAG màr giV ud giV tor 
WAP màr ud giV tor 
DIK màr ud ge turo 
TAL màro uRD ge tor 
    
 196. (you) run 197. (you) go 198. (you) come 
JAM dornà3 jUlnà V 
BAL doRNà jàre3 ào 
SIG doRNà jol à 
PES doRNà jàNà àNà 
SHP dor jUl à 
MAN doR jUl à 
KOH doR we àNà / à 
ATK nus jUl à 
PAG dor jà à / àjà 
WAP dor jà à / àjà 
DIK bàj wVnj à 
TAL bàj / nVs wVnj / wVnjo à / àro 
    
 199. (you) speak 200. (you) listen 201. (you) look 
JAM bolNà suNëà dEkhNà3 
BAL bol suNV dEx 
SIG boL suNëà dEx 
PES keNà suNëà dhEkhNà 
SHP gVl kVr suNëe dExte 
MAN bol soN dEx 
KOH àkh su3N vek 
ATK àkh / ubVr suN tVk / wekh 
PAG àkh soN wekh / tVk 
WAP àkh soN wekh 
DIK Vlà soN dekh 
TAL àx / àxo soN tVkh / wekho 
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 202. I 203. you (sing., informal) 204. you (sing., formal) 
JAM me3 tu3 tusi 
BAL me3 tu3 tusi 
SIG me tu3 tusi 
PES me3 tu tusi 
SHP me3 tu tusi 
MAN me3 tu3 tusi 
KOH me3 tu3 tu3sŒ† 
ATK me3 tu3 tusi 
PAG me3 tu3 tusi 
WAP me3 tu3 tusi 
DIK mài tu3 tusà3 
TAL mE tu3 tusi 
    
 205. he 206. she 207. we (incl.) 
JAM o o Vsëi 
BAL o o Vsi 
SIG o o VsëŒ† 
PES o o Vsëi 
SHP o o Vsi 
MAN o o Vsi 
KOH o o usŒ† 
ATK o o Vsi 
PAG u u Vsi 
WAP u u Vsi 
DIK o o Vsà 
TAL u u Vsi 
    
 208. we (excl.) 209. you (plural) 210. they 
JAM Vsëi tu3 o 
BAL Vsi tusi o 
SIG VsëŒ† tu3 o 
PES Vsëi tusi o 
SHP Vsi tusi o 
MAN Vsi tusi o 
KOH usŒ† tu3sŒ† o 
ATK Vsi tusŒ† un 
PAG Vsi tusi u 
WAP Vsi tusà3 o 
DIK Vsi ---- -- 
TAL Vsi tusi un 
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Appendix B.2 

Hindko Texts 

B.2.1 Hindko, Abbottabad 

Abbottabad Story 

1. codri Imtehàndà jeRe wIle dItà ji te merà kVr bilkul 
fourteenth examination which time take sir and my home absolutely 
After my fourteenth examination I did not want to stay at home. 

2. dIl nà lVgenà àte ji otNà VxyV hVrà ji mà kIde nàkVr 
heart not felt father sir he said good sir me which service 
I said to my father, “Sir, arrange some service for me.” 

3. kVrà-coRo [Question-1] inhàn ji me àxyV dVrxàs-s7Vrxàs LIkàke 
arrange * to-him sir me said application write-having 
[Question-1]  He said to me, “Write an application and give it to me.” 

4. de dVrxàs-s7Vrxàs LIki te ànhà kVRkI dVti te ustàdà3 bVc 
give application wrote and to-him did-having gave and teacher in 
Having written an application, I gave it to him and was ordered to Majuha as 

5. mVjuhà bIc VDVr hogià ji bVRà cVk LVge yVrà mVjuhà pVRsà 
Majuha in order happened sir big shy felt friend Majuha teach 
a teacher. I was feeling very shy: How will I teach the boys? 

6. jàtVkà3 Log kIjI hesVn [Question-2] ute kVmre bIc xIt nVhàNà 
boys people how will-be * there room in well bathing 
How will the people be? [Question-2] I was bathing in the room, 

7. te nVhà kIne hàlbVhàr hotri nVngi ieh nà [Question-3] hor 
and bath took however uneasy ? ? ? * Another 
but it was not easy. [Question-3] One day I said to a servant 

8. dIyVRe ji me ute usVn àxyV nokVr àpnà sVDe nàl àslVm 
day sir I there him said servant own-self us with Aslam 
named Aslam brother... 

9. pihà ji o wi rIndà-hà àte bi osà me àxyV o àslVm pihà 
brother sir he also lived here also him I said ? Aslam brother 
He also lived here. I said to him, “Aslam brother, 
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10. ji Vj jolà dVryV ote hi àj nVhàwà us jhelVm julde kàfi 
sir today go river there ? today bathing that Jhelam goes plenty 
let's go to the river and take a bath.” The Jhelam is far away, a man 

11. duro àdmi phonc nVhi sVgdà ute kàfi TàIm lVgà gVnTà kI do 
far man arrive no able there plenty time meet hour then two 
cannot get there. After plenty of time, one or two hours, a man reaches 

12. bVd dà punc àdmi [Question-4] usà kIn te giyV ji utu hIk ho 
after of arrive man * him who and went sir there one ? 
there. [Question-4] I took him and went. A stream 

13. kàTà-we VkVr mIlàs jelum bIc [Question-5] o tàlà juldI 
stream come-having meets Jhelam in * ? downward went 
meets the Jhelam there. [Question-5] We went down and arrived there. 

14. hàre ute jIk wIle kVTe kol poncIà3 merà bVRà dIl xus7 hoyVnà 
? there this time near with arrived my big heart happy became 
My heart became happy when I saw the water, 

15. pVNi wIx-ke te me us kolu wi pehlo doR-kI già3 ji 
water saw-having and I him with also before run went sir 
and I ran ahead of him. 

16. [Question-6] yerà juldà huN dIxà3 kVrI jà cVrà hIk nàzurà3yV 
* friend go now see which place shower one looked 
[Question-6] Friend, I went now to look at some place. The water of one spot 

17. pàNi du [Question-7] cIkrenà bic te già goDyV tVk [Question-8] 
water of * mud in ? went knees up-to * 
looked like a shower. [Ques.-7] I went into the mud up to my knees. [Ques.-8] 

18. te hur zVrà yVàswà hàlbVhàt me hiki pàse LVTkI àphà3 kinàre 
and more little stepped however I one side fell myself bank 
I might have sunk, but I grabbed a stone in the embankment. 

19. te hIk gVTà pVkRà-kIdà [Question-9] VslVm pVji hà VxyV bIc 
and one rock caught * Aslam brother to said in 
[Question-9] I called for Aslam brother, and he ran to me with a pale 

20. Vrào doR kI àyV mVTà-mVTà rVK s7uk uDi dà ne cVk-kI mànà 
? run ? came quickly color ? flew of ? grab-having pulled 
face. He flew to me and pulled me out 

21. bVRi okhi tVrà bàr [Question-10] 
big difficult way out * 
with great difficulty. [Question-10] 
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Questions for Abbottabad Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. Who did he ask to give him a service? 
  2. After getting the service how did he feel? 
  3. In Majuha, what was not easy? 
  4. How much time is it up to Jhelum? 
  5. What meets the Jhelum there? 
  6. Having seen the water how did he feel? 
  7. How was the water running? 
  8. Up to where did he sink in the mud? 
  9. What did he grab to save himself? 
10. How did brother Aslam help him? 
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B.2.2 Hindko, Balakot 

Balakot Story 

1. 83 di gVl he dVwVrtVlà3 me bVndà ho ke àyV3 bVRhài kolo kVj 
83 of talk is from-under I free ? then came study with some 
This is a talk from 1983; I was free then I came. I was tired of studying, 

2. oto tàlVg hogiyV3 dheRe kuj cVnge nà kud de àse perà mVRà 
there tired became days some good no spent of did brother my 
because I didn't spend good days. My brother was here. 

3. bi eti àsà socyV Vcko ài àwrà3 pVrà3 fer-Torke kude wàkt 
also here was thought friend go here there wander somewhere time 
I thought to spend some time to wander here and there. 

4. gozàrà-kunà pVrà mukà bi àti mVojud àsà bVRà [Question-1] 
spend brother to-me also here present was older * 
Older brother was also present here with me. [Question-1] We both went up 

5. àsi doNe guc he hà3 utà jVKglà ko subhV-subhV eto nehre bIc 
we both went ? ? up forest to early-morning here-from dark in 
to the forest. Early in the morning in the dark we left 

6. guc de hà3 nàl toRi jài roTi-coTi bi gàDi [Question-2] ràs7Vn-kVNà3 
went and ? with little bit food also take * eating 
with a little bread ... [Question-2] ...for eating. There were our tenants 

7. dà te tà bIc àste mVzre hen TVnDà khVT jetà gVrà3 he ute 
for and ? on our tenants are Thanda Katha where village is there 
on the way where Thanda Katha village is. 

8. àste mVzre hen [Question-3] uto do àdmi uo ào bi hogài 
our tenants are * there two men ? come with happened 
Our tenants are there. [Question-3] We took two men from there 

9. kohVRà te Vrà bi nàl kiyVyV [Question-4] en dà kohàr rà 
axe and saw also with took * Their ? house path 
with us and also an axe and a saw. [Question-4] Their home was on the 

10. bIc Vnde àsà3 julnà àsà jVnglà ko jungVl xàsà utà àsà te uthà usà3 
in was we go we forest to forest much up we and there we 
path. We went to the forest. It was a long way up. There we have to cut down 

11. soN buTe bi sVTIn use nàl hi [Question-5] hàlbVhVr utu àsi 
? trees also cut we with ? * after-all from-there we 
the trees. [Question-5] We went from there with our companions. 
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12. grVwànà-hogià onà ke kehà3 ke oto àsi nIkVl kI hà juldiyV 
left them with ? ? there we went did ? quickly 
There we went quickly up a steep (path). 

13. xàsi cVRài àsi hojà jetà Vsà buTe sVsTede àse ujà xàsi 
much steep was there then we trees down-fell did that-place much 
There we cut down the trees. That place was very high. 

14. uci àsi tVle rà bIc bVrVf àsi tVlVktà àsà per [Question-6] te 
high was under path in snow was slip our foot * and 
There was snow on the path below and our feet were slipping. [Question-6] 

15. or àsi VpVRyV gVpà-s7Vpà màrnà LVg-già etne bicu xofnàk ji 
? we ? chatting struck did this-much in frightful kind 
And we were busy chatting. Meanwhile we heard a frightful sound and 

16. Vwàz àyV te bVRà dhIl nàr kVT àwàz àyV dàxyVtI buTà 
sound came and big heart out when sound came look tree 
at the sound our hearts jumped. We saw 

17. cVR-già àsà [Question-7] ànde-wIle nàl bVndox kIn àyVe àsyV 
down-fell did * coming-time with gun take came we 
a tree fall down. [Question-7] We had brought a gun with us. If we meet 

18. yVrà kIj thVà pVte màrsà utà nukVr bi àsI te àsi bi àurà 
if some meet then kill that servant also we and we also here 
anything, we will kill it. We, the servants, and brother wandered here and 

19. bIrà3 fere Torne te àsà-ko sVre gethà ek do hàlbVhVr 
brother went walking and we rabbit saw one two after-all 
there. As we were walking, we saw one or two rabbits. After much effort we 

20. kodyV-kodyV mVri-kode [Question-8] unhà-ko nàl àsi moRà te kIn 
by-effort killed * that with us turn and took 
killed it. [Question-8] Turning back, we brought them. We were very tired. 

21. àyV wVr mVc hoTe de hVd to zIyVdà tVroT-già jisà [Question-9] 
came ? much tired ? too of excessive broken body * 
Our bodies were very sore. [Question-9] Slipping often, we returned there 

22. tVLVktiyV-tVLVktiyV hi uke tVrike dI ute moRyV tVk jIn pucyV 
slipping-slipping very ? hard of there turned up-to then reached 
with difficulty. When we reached there we wished to have 

23. he dIl ehi kodà àsà ke kuj tVhàwe te kàwe [Question-10] 
? heart ? want we that some get and eat * 
something to eat. [Question-10] 
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Questions for Balakot Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. Who was present there? 
  2. Where did they go? 
  3. Who was on the way? 
  4. How many men did they take? 
  5. What did they have to do in the forest? 
  6. How was the path? 
  7. What did they see? 
  8. What did they kill? 
  9. How did they feel? 
10. What did they wish? 
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B.2.3 Hindko, Jammun 

Jammun Story 

1. àsà-ne khu khVDià zImidàrà dà khu hàià wo pVnjià3 gVzà3c 
we well dug farmer of well was that twenty-five yard-in 
We were digging the farmer's well. Twenty-five yards down 

2. us-ne pàni dItà [Question-1] te fIR roTi dà tàim hogià roti 
that water gave * and then food of time happened bread 
 we hit water. [Question-1] And then it was time to eat. When it was time to 

3. dà tàim hogià te onV sàiNà-ne Vwàz dIte roTi àste càRo 
of time happened and those people call gave food for climb 
eat, the people called out: ‘Climb for 

4. [Question-2] RoTi-s7oti khà pike tà fIr o3nàne mà3 àkhià jVni 
* food ate drank-having and then they me said that 
food’. [Question-2] We ate and drank our food, then they told me to climb 

5. tu lEh già dVnV te bE-già3 te dVne te bEne nàli 
you climb-down went stick and sat and stick and sat with 
down. I sat on the stick... and just as I was being lowered, the rope 

6. thelà-pIco3n rVsà le-già TolEto [Question-3] diwàR bi nàl 
lowered rope slipped tol-from * wall also with 
slipped from the tol. [Question-3] I fell against the wall 

7. ghIr-gàye nàl àpni TàgŒ†à3 sER merà ceR-già [Question-4] osto3 bàd 
fell with own fell head my cut * that after 
and cut my head. [Question-4] After that I fell into the water. 

8. pànic wànz7-lVgià3 sEkrà3 os khue dV màlIk jIDà3e3 ol 
water-in fell meanwhile that well of owner whose he 
Meanwhile, the owner of the well 

9. lEthV [Question-5] fir borà mVKguàià borà pàke os-ne 
came-down * then sack brought sack put-having he 
climbed down into the well. [Question-5] Then he climbed out with me, 

10. mà3 càRài borIc pàke [Question-6] borIc pàke càRiàs 
me climbed sack-in put-having * sack-in put-having climbed 
having put me in a sack. [Question-6] Having put me in the sack, 

11. mà3 ute càRià ne osà3 bi nàl cIkiàne phIr o kàRe te mà3 
I up lifted-up ? him also next held then he clay-pot and me 
he held me as he climbed up. Then he laid me over a clay pot 
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12. pàià ne TEDe de pàR-pàR pàke mà3 tEst ki me3 pàni pitVs yà 
laid ? belly of weight put-having me test did I water drank or 
and put weight on me to test if I 

13. nàŒ† pitVs [Question-7] wo pàni-s7àni koi àyà nà3i te nàsà3 mErŒ†à 
not drank * that water any was not and nostrils mine 
had drunk any water or not. [Question-7] There wasn't any water and my 
nostrils 

14. bVnd àyà nà3sà3 co do gite jVe nIkVlIn te nàsà3 mErià3 
closed were nostrils from two stones like came-out and nostrils mine 
were blocked. Two stones came out of my nostrils and then 

15. khoL gàyà [Question-8] te fIr àkhuN lVge ke jVnà3 te jIKdE 
open went * and then said started that man and alive 
my nostrils opened. [Question-8] And then they started saying that ‘the man 

16. [Question-9] o mVnz7i tV mà3 pàke gIràyà3 àndà ne 
* they cot and me put-having village brought ? 
is alive.’ [Question-9] They brought me to the village on a cot. Having 

17. gIrà3ic àke kàr pV3ncàià ne mEri mài oni te mEri 
village-in come-having house arrived ? my mother was and my 
arrived at my home, my mother and my 

18. bivi te sàre ronà te pItInà pàditànio [Question-10] 
wife and all cry and mourn did * 
wife and everyone were crying and mourning. [Question-10] 

Questions for Jammun Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. How far underground was the water? 
  2. What did those people call him for? 
  3. What happened to the rope? 
  4. What was split? 
  5. Who climbed down to help him? 
  6. What did they put him inside of? 
  7. What did they do to see if he drank water or not? 
  8. What came out of his nostrils? 
  9. What did the people start saying? 
10. What did his wife do? 
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B.2.4 Hindko, Kohat 

Kohat Story 

1. Vsi ito progrQm bVRà-ke geà3 gorgroth pàNà wàste ute 
we here program arranged-having went Gorgorot received for there 
We made a plan to go to Gorgorot. We went there in a pick-up. 

2. Vsà3 jIRe pIknIk di pIkVp kIti-e jIri Itu3 tVkribVn cVtis mIl 
we when picnic to pick-up did which here about thirty-six mile 
It is about thirty-six miles to that place. 

3. dur e Vsi ce dostà3 àpus-bIc [Question-1] wàth ute jIRà ete 
far is we six friends together * then there when here 
We six friends went together. [Question-1] When we got there we 

4. sàmàn Vsà3 pIkVp to là-coreV jIti sàmàneV o sàmàn Vsà3 jIre 
luggage we pick-up so unloaded all luggage that luggage we which 
unloaded the luggage from the pick-up. We lifted the luggage and 

5. te wàth trIkli te càiV [Question-2] triklV te cà ke koi 
and then back and lifted * back and lifted having some 
carried it on our backs. [Question-2] We lifted it and carried it on our 

6. sIrà te cài o sVmàn Vsà3 toe kàfi wVdi Vsà3 toà3 
head and lifted that luggage we stream plenty big we stream 
backs. Some lifted the luggage to their heads. We crossed 

7. pàr-kIte [Question-3] tà ute Vsi po3cgiV3 tà sàmàn rVkeà o 
crossed * and above we reached and luggage put that 
a fairly big stream. [Question-3] When we arrived at a place higher up, we 

8. kite cà pithie [Question-4] Or cà pIN kolo3 bàd Vsi jIRV Ete 
did tea drank * and tea drank ? after we when there 
put the luggage down and drank tea. [Question-4] After we drank tea, we went 

9. nIkVlgeV pàRà3 ute pàR te nIkVl-ke pàR te po3ceà3 
left mountain up mountain and left mountain up arrived 
further up the mountain. When we reached a place higher up the mountain, 

10. ute Vsà3 s7Ikàr kithe cVkor màre te tItor màrIn [Question-5] tItor 
there we hunting did bird killed and titor killed * titor 
we began hunting. We killed chukor and titor birds. [Question-5] After killing 

11. màrke wàth wàpVs àyà3 tVle horeV3 toe te toe jIrV 
killed then return came down descending stream and stream which 
the titor bird, we headed back down. We went down to a stream and threw 
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12. hEte bVm sVTeIn ute mVci màri e [Question-6] muci màr-ke 
here bomb threw there fish kill that * fish killed 
bombs in the stream. We killed fish there. [Question-6] After we killed the 

13. wàth Vsi wàpVs àIn ràti VpNà kàNà pàkàye [Question-7] sàrà 
then we return came night our-own food cooked * all 
fish we returned (to camp). At night we cooked our own food. [Question-7] 

14. kàNà-màNà jIti e àsà3 pe pVkàe kVT wi jirV Ete cà-mà kVrke 
food which ? was ? cooked pot ? which here tea did 
All the food was cooked. After tea we did other things, then we slept. 

15. hàr ciz kVrke ràti so-peV3 wVdVne nàl jIre bàKgà wele Vsi 
every thing did night slept proper-time with which prayer time we 
At prayer time we left to go hunting. 

16. s7Ikor te nIkVl-geV3 Vsi nIkVleV3 tVkribVn dVs bàrà mil jIre 
hunting and left we left about ten twelve mile which 
We went along the bank of the Indus river for about ten or twelve miles 

17. eVthV dVrie sInd de kInàre nàl ute pà:R e jIsà3 àxdIn 
here river Indus ? bank with there mountain ? which called 
to the mountain called Gorgorot. 

18. gorgorot us gorgVrot de pà:R ute tVkribàn càr gV3te Vsi 
Gorgorot that Gorgorot that mountain up about four hours we 
We went up Gorgorot Mountain 

19. ute càr giV3 [Question-8] us-ko bàd jIrà Ete Vsà3 hErIn wExIn 
up four went * this after which here we deer saw 
for about four hours. [Question-8] 

20. [Question-9] unà Vsà3 jIre wele hErIn wExIn te Vsà3 Itni kus7i 
* they we which time deer saw and we so-much happy 
After this we saw deer. [Question-9] When we saw the deer 

21. mesus-then [Question-10] 
felt * 
we were very happy. [Question-10] 
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Questions for Kohat Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. How many friends went? 
  2. How did they do with their things? 
  3. Which thing did they cross? 
  4. What did they drink? 
  5. What happened to the titor? 
  6. What did the bomb kill? 
  7. At which time did they cook the food? 
  8. How long did it take to go up the mountain? 
  9. After this, what did they see? 
10. Why were they happy? 
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B.2.5 Hindko, Peshawar 

Peshawar Story 

1. merV nàm xàlId nàzir he the me Ithe bàzàr jVhàngirpu3rà sVlài 
my name Khalid Nazir is and I here Bazaar Jehangirpura sewing 
My name is Khalid Nazir and I have a sewing machine shop here in 

2. màs7inà de du3kàn e pecVle sàl ethe 28 okthu3bVr nu3 ek dhmàke 
machine of shop is last year here 28 October ? one explosion 
Jehangirpura Bazaar. Last year there was an explosion here on October 28 

3. hoveià thVkribàn koi pune bàrà bVje [Question-1] 
happened approximately some quarter-to twelve o’clock * 
at about a quarter to twelve. [Question-1] In this way, at about 

4. es ThVrV ke sVrà thVkribàn 11 bVjkVr 40 minVT the me bàher 
this way that all about 11 o’clock 40 minute and I outside 
11:40, I came from outside the shop 

5. se àyà the du3kàn nà mes7Ine set kVrnà-e the thàkribàn koi 
from came and shop ? machine set did and about some 
and set up the machines. And about 

6. 12 bVje pone 12 bVje Taim te ek dVmàke di àwàz7 
12 o’clock quarter-to 12 o’clock time and one explosion of sound 
12 or a quarter to 12, I heard 

7. àyi [Question-2] yede forVn bVd mVthlVb e sVre bàzàre gurVd 
came * friend soon after meaning that all bazaar dust 
an explosion. [Question-2] After which the dust and all spread in all 

8. vàGerV jVmàhugui the me i sVmjà ke màtlàb e dVmàkà 
etc. gathered and I this understand that meaning this explosion 
the bazaar. I thought the explosion happened 

9. jVrà e sVdi àpne du3kàn de kVr-hoyà-e [Question-3] u3s wàkàt thu 
which is our own shop of happened * that time you 
 in our own shop. [Question-3] At this time you weren't able to see anything. 

10. kuc-bi nàzVr nVi àndà-e serVf gurVd o Ghubàr the bàru3d 
anything seeing not came only dust and explosives and gunpowder 
There was only dust and the 

11. di bu i [Question-4] àgVr ek àdhà gànt yà 45 minVT u3r 
of smell is * if one half hour or 45 minute more 
smell of explosives and gunpowder. [Question-4] If the explosion had occurred 
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12. der hundài ter zeyàdhà tVbàhi mVc di kyo3ke sVku3l te 
further had waited great destruction much of because school and 
30 or 45 minutes later it would have caused greater destruction because the 

13. coTe-coTe bVce ànVnd es tVrVf [Question-5] lokà-ne fVir bVrged 
small children came this way * people fire brigade 
small children come this way. [Question-5] People called the fire 

14. u3nu3-e Tilifon kàrtà-e pulis bi àgVi pulis-ne màtVlàb e sàre 
to-them telephone did police also came police meaning that all 
brigade by telephone. The police also came. The police 

15. bàzàr wec càru3 tVrVf nàkà-bVndi kVrdi lokà nV cu3R-de 
bazaar in four ways blockade did people not left 
blockaded the bazaar on four sides and 

16. [Question-6] te es àg nàl tVkribàn 6 du3kànu3 nu3 ur bi àg 
* and that fire with about 6 shops to and also fire 
stopped people (from entering). [Question-6] From that fire six other 

17. lVg-gài [Question-7] sàRi dukàn te vi kàfi nuksàn hoyà u3te 
caught * our shop to also enough damages was there 
shops caught fire. [Question-7] Our shop had a lot of damage also. All the 

18. kVr sàri mVs7inà Tu3T-gVin [Question-8] dVmàke se koc der 
? all machines broke * explosion from some further 
machines there were broken. [Question-8] A little time after the explosion, 

19. bVd fer me àpRe kVr Tilifon kiti vàlidà nu3 tàke u3nu3 
after then I our house telephone did mother ? so-that her 
I telephoned my mother at our house to let her know 

20. Itlà kVrdà ke mVtlàb e pres7àn nV huKV [Question-9] jIs 
inform did of meaning that worried not be * which 
that she should not worry. [Question-9] 

21. và me ne kiyà tà u3s wVkVt vi u3V kàfi pres7àn e [Question-10] 
time I ? did and that time also she enough worried is * 
At the time I did that, she was very worried. [Question-10] 
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Questions for Peshawar Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. What time did the explosion occur? 
  2. What kind of sound did he hear? 
  3. What did he think? 
  4. What did he smell? 
  5. Why would it have caused a lot of damage if it occurred after 30 or 

45 minutes? 
  6. What did the police do at the bazaar? 
  7. What happened to six shops? 
  8. What happened to the machines? 
  9. Who did he inform? 
10. How did his mother feel? 
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B.2.6 Hindko, Sherpur 

Sherpur Story 

1. me3 tVlà mVnj càr dVsà tà sorà mor àià 
I  below buffalo grazing did and father-in-law my came 
I was grazing my buffalo below when my 

2. [Question-1] }àhelà muc zVruri kàm me3 keji usà àxeà 
* Shahela very necessary work I what-kind to-him asked 
father-in-law came. [Question-1] (He said to me) Shahela, (there is) very 

3. zà màt hogàyà te he todo xàbàr khàrneà ugIku 
? death has-happened and ? you news take Oghi-to 
necessary work. I said, “What kind?” He said a death had occurred and 

4. [Question-2] màhà càngà ji do rupi us muku kàrài dItà rupeà 
* I-said all-right sir two rupies he to-me fare gave rupee 
to take this news to Oghi. [Question-2] I said, “All right.” He gave me two 

5. mVre kol àsà [Question-3] me3 Itu bàsà tà càreà3 già gVcrià 
me with was * I here bus and climb went went 
rupees for the fare. I had one rupee with me. [Question-3] I got on a bus 

6. ugi letà già Vgà càr mIl tre mIl dà fesIlà àsà già 
Oghi get-down went ahead four mile three mile to distance was went 
and went away. I got off at Oghi, three or four miles distance. When I arrived 

7. us je ko puceà3 te numàs7à ji Vzàn ondi-àsi 
that place of arrived and evening sir call-to-prayer was 
at that place, the evening call to prayer 

8. [Question-4] sàlàm-wàlekum àlàkum-sàlàm kItà te usà àxer nIkià 
* greetings greetings did and he said did-not 
was being done. [Question-4] Greetings were exchanged and he did not say 

9. tu cà-s7à-cà diti te nàl do dàrne kulce dIte [Question-5] usà 
so tea gave and with two pieces cake gave * he 
more. He gave tea and two pieces of cake. [Question-5] He said, “Will you 

10. àxer tu resi me3 àxer nà ji me julsà bVs us suN dobàrà gVl 
said you stay I said no sir I go enough he ? again matter 
stay?” I said, “No sir, I must go.” He didn’t 

11. nŒ† àlài [Question-6] mà3 nikàl àià ugi ko àià numàs7à ogià3 
no did * I out came Oghi to came evening happened 
ask me to stay again. [Question-6] I left, and when I reached Oghi it was 
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12. àsià koftà de kàrib ogià3 bVs wàleku me àxer tu julsi us àxer 
? night of near happened bus driver I said you go he said 
evening. It was nearly night. I asked the bus driver, “will you go?” He said, 

13. me julsà [Question-7] dVs mInàt guzàri bVsà wàli àxer me àxà 
I go * ten minutes passed bus driver said I said 
“I will go.” [Question-7] After ten minutes the bus driver said, “I said I 

14. nà juldà pàrà bàris7 bi ogie rà xàràb hài [Question-8] dIlà bIc 
not go there rain also ahead way bad is * heart in 
won’t go. There is rain and the way ahead is bad.” [Question-8] In my heart 

15. xàfà hogià yerà Is muku peli àxeà ondà te càngà àsà 
angry was friend this me-to before said was and good was 
I was angry. “Friend, you should have told me this 

16. [Question-9] xer bàràl utu nIklià soceà yerà Ità 
* good however from-there came-out thought friend here 
before!” [Ques.-9] When I came from there, I thought there is a friend 

17. pàr xàn màre ecnà àen unà kol ràt re-gisà [Question-10] 
across Khan my friend is them with night stay * 
here, a Khan that I know, and I will stay (the night) with him. [Ques.-10] 

Questions for Sherpur Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. What was he grazing? 
  2. What did his father-in-law ask him? 
  3. How much money did his father-in-law give him? 
  4. What time did he arrive? 
  5. What did he get two pieces of? 
  6. What did the man not ask again? 
  7. What did he ask the bus driver? 
  8. How is the way ahead? 
  9. How did he feel in his heart? 
10. Where did he think to stay? 
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B.2.7 Hindko, Talagang 

Talagang Story 

1. Vsi già3 cIkundi uthe dost Eki di s7àdi o mEre Ek màmu 
we went Chikundi there friend one of marriage that my one uncle 
We went to Chikundi. The marriage of my friend, who is my uncle's son, was 

2. dV lVrkà [Question-1] merà nàl nàni si Or mài Vsi dono3 
of boy * me with grandmother ? and I we both 
there. [Question-1] I went with my grandmother. 

3. geV3 [Question-2] ràstà bIc Vsi bot pres7àn geV3 top si bot 
went * road in we much bothered went sunlight ? much 
[Question-2] On the way we were very troubled by 

4. [Question-3] uthe jà-ke Vsi poceV3 bàithe bIc cà-s7à pIthi 
* there gone-having we arrived sit in tea drank 
the sunlight. [Question-3] When we arrived, we sat and drank tea. After 

5. cà-s7à pi-ke Vsi unà nàl mVtlVb he hVnsV mVzàk kVrnà 
tea drunk-having we them with meaning is laugh joke do 
drinking tea, we started laughing and 

6. lVkgeV3 [Question-4] ke Inà dV mVtlVb e gIrà3 bIc e rVwàjeweke 
started * ? their of meaning is village in is tradition 
joking with them. [Question-4] The tradition in their village 

7. e poseV3 màrnIn yà-ke wVTe [Question-5] te o jIs wele 
is dung threw go-having stone * and ? which time 
is to throw dung and stones. [Question-5] At the time they 

8. nVzdIk pocIn te uwV gVl thi kI uNV phosIV3 màriIn us àdmi 
close arrived and that matter was that they dung threw that man 
arrived closer, they threw dung and hit a man 

9. nu3 Inj kVr-ke màre Vkhi ute [Question-6] uDi cVKgi phVli 
? this did-having hit eye above * there good plenty 
above his eye. [Question-6] There, a big 

10. coTh àye [Question-7] mVtlVb e ortà3 sVn màrnà-wàleV3 
injury came * meaning is women ? stone-throwers 
injury came. [Question-7] I mean to say that the women 

11. [Question-8] Is tVrV phIr hàth bi zVkmi hunIn mVtlVb e 
* this way then hand also injured happened meaning is 
were the stone throwers. [Question-8] In this way the women's hands become 
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12. OrtV3 di bi curiV3 pàj jànIV [Question-9] us to bàd Vsi 
women of also bracelets broken comes * this ? after we 
injured and their bracelets are broken. [Question-9] After this, they 

13. jVnàb nIkàh-s7Ikàh bVnà-ke te jànj lE-ke te wàpVs 
sir prayer made-having and procession taken-having and return 
prayed, made a procession, 

14. unV kàr poce [Question-10] 
their house arrived * 
and returned home. [Question-10] 

 

Questions for Talagang Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. Why did they go to Chikundi? 
  2. Who was with him? 
  3. Why were they bothered? 
  4. What did they start to do? 
  5. What is the custom of the village? 
  6. Where was the man hit? 
  7. What kind of injury came? 
  8. Who hit him? 
  9. What happened to the bracelets? 
10. Where did they arrive? 
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B.2.8 Hindko, Wad Pagga 

Wad Pagga Story 

1. e wVkyV me sVn 1973 wic pIs7 àyV mere nàl o me swànu 
this time I year 1973 in occur came me with that I to-you 
This incident happened to me in 1973. I will tell it to you in my own 

2. àpni zubVni bVtànà e gVrmi di cuTiyV yenà tVkribVn sVDe 
own language tell this summer of holidays here about our 
language. It was the summer holidays of school 

3. skol di un wVxVt me coti jVmVt wic pVRnàyV [Question-1] te 
school of that time I fourth class in studied * and 
when I had studied in the fourth class. [Question-1] And one or two years 

4. usi ek sVl du pehle merà wàlid-sàhVb kVràci cVlV-gVyV 
that one year two before my father Karachi went 
before this my father had gone 

5. [Question-2] ete theyVRe kVr Is tVrV koc mVmolI wVldà de 
* here our home this way some small mother of 
to Karachi. [Question-2] At our home, 

6. nàl cVgRà-mVgRV hoyV [Question-3] so meri jIb wIc us wVkVt 
with fight was * so my pocket in that time 
I had a little fight with my mother. [Question-3] So, at that time I had 

7. tVkribVn pVnj àne [Question-4] te us wVkVt merà ek mVmo-yV 
about five anas * and that time my one uncle 
about five anas in my pocket. [Question-4] So, at that time my uncle, 

8. o bVrVm s7Vh nà e us nà xudà bVxs7I suNo hoye fVwVt 
he Behram Shah name is his name God bless hear was died 
Behram Shah is his name, God bless him, he has died, 

9. hoyV-e wo us wVkVt DVbgVri tVNe is7 hoyV tukribVn hVr 
has he that time Dabgari police-station in was about every 
he was at the Dabgari police station. About every Thursday 

10. jumVrVt-wàle dIn us wVl jVne ewà cVkur-wVkur wàste wVt 
Thursday-(mod) day him to goes ? visit for then 
I visited him. Then on Friday I would return home. 

11. jume-wVle dIn me wVpVs àjàn-yà us dIyVri bi me us wol 
Friday-(mod) day I return came that day also I him to 
I went to visit him that day also. 
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12. giyV-wV tu me giV-wV3 jIRà xud tuNe DVbgVri ne tu mVmà 
went so I went who myself police-station Dabgari ? so uncle 
Then I went to the police station in Dabgari 

13. merà ute nVi e-yV [Question-5] us di sel ne dVwrVn ek gVDi 
my there not was * that of busy ? during one train 
and my uncle was not there. [Question-5] During that time a train came, 

14. ài te me sojwe me cVl eh gVDi Ic bIh kI-tI Ite VgI tVru 
came and I thought I go this train in sit did here ahead Taru 
so I thought, “I will go and sit on this train to Taru Jaba, which is ahead 

15. jVbà e sVDi gIrà3 de kol ute me le-jVsV3 gVDi cu 
Jaba is our village of next there I get-down train from 
near our village, and there I will get 

16. [Question-6] esi xyVl ic me gVDi wic bhI gVyV-wV3 gVDi VgI 
* this thought in I train in sat went train ahead 
off the train.” [Question-6] While I was thinking this, I sat on the train. 

17. cVli-gVyi tVru jVbe Ic nVhi TIhri [Question-7] àge jVNe-jVNà e 
went Taru Jaba in not waited * ahead going this 
The train went ahead and did not stop in Tara Jaba. [Question-7] It kept 

18. tVkribàn nVws7Ire wic TIhri wVt ute me GVyV yVrà oN ete 
about Nowshera in waited then there I went friend then there 
going and stopped in Nowshera. Then, friend, there I came down 

19. me lV3wà te mere kol kVryV bi nVhi wVpVsi nà [Question-8] 
I came-down and me with fee also not return of * 
and did not have the money to return. [Question-8] And I arrived in 

20. te ponc-giV pInDi poncàe [Question-9] pInDi Ico Is rVKg 
and arrived Rawalpindi arrived * Rawalpindi in this color 
Rawalpindi. [Question-9] In Rawalpindi some men were walking, 

21. koc àdmi cVlVn s7Vm nà tàim huyV us wVkVt ute me koc 
some men went evening ? time was that time there I some 
and it was evening time. I ate some 

22. pIkoRe te koc roTi lIkI kVdi [Question-10] 
pikora and some bread got-having ate * 
pakora and bread there. [Question-10] 
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Questions for Wad Pagga Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. What class was he in? 
  2. What did his father do? 
  3.  Who did he fight with? 
  4.  How much money did he have in his pocket? 
  5.  Who did not come there? 
  6.  What did he think to do? 
  7.  Why did he not get down at Taru Jabe? 
  8.  Why was he not able to return? 
  9.  What time was it in Rawalpindi? 
10.  What did he do at this time? 
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Appendix B.3 
 

Hindko Survey Questionnaire 
(English Translations) 

Travel Questions 

1. Where have you lived or traveled outside this village? 
1. Karachi 2. Lahore 3. Islamabad 4. Rawalpindi 
5. Peshawar 6. Mansehra 7. Abbottabad 
8. Elsewhere (specific places) 

2. How long did you stay there? (for each place) 
1. Less than one week 
2. one to two weeks 
3. from two weeks to one month 
4. from one to three months 
5. from three to six months 
6. more than six months (specify amount of time) 

3. How many times did you travel to that place? 
1. Less than five times 
2. Five to ten times 
3. Ten to twenty times 
4. More than twenty times 

Language Use Questions 

4. What language do you most often speak when you are speaking in your home 
to your family? 

5. What language do you most often speak when you are speaking to Pashto-
speaking people? 

6. Urdu-speaking 7. Panjabi-speaking 
8. Gujari-speaking 9. Hindko-speaking 

Mass Media Questions 

10. In your home do you have a radio? Television? 
11. What language do you usually (most often) listen to on the radio? 

Language Viability Questions 

12. When will Hindko be finished and not spoken by this village? How many 
more years? What language is going to finish and replace Hindko? 
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Language Attitude Questions 

13. Would you want your son to marry an Urdu-speaking girl? Why or why 
not? 
14. Pashto-speaking 15. Panjabi-speaking 
16. Gujari-speaking 

Language Value Questions 

17. In what ways is it an advantage or benefit to know and speak Hindko? 
18. Urdu 19. Pashto 20. Panjabi 21. Gujari 

22. Would you like to have newspapers or books to read in the Hindko 
language? Why or why not? 

23. Should Hindko-speaking children be taught to read and write in Hindko? 
Why or why not? 
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APPENDIX C 
GUJARI SURVEY DATA 

Appendix C.1 
 

Gujari Word Lists 

Location Code, Location, Village, Reliability Code 

KUN Kunar Province, Afghanistan, Batash, C 
CHT Chitral, Shishi Koh Valley, A 
DIR Dir, Shitak (near Sheringal), B 
SSW Settled Swat, Peshmal, A 
TSW Transhumant Swat, Ragushu, B 
GLT Gilgit, Naltar Bala, A 
KGH Kaghan, Mittikot, A 
SHZ Southern Hazara, Tarchatti / Choigari, B 
NAK Northern Azad Kashmir, SubRi, A 
CAK Central Azad Kashmir, Trarkhel, A 
SAK Southern Azad Kashmir, Kotli, C 
GJW Gujranwala immigrants (from Agra area, India), B 
IND Mendhar, Poonch District, Indian-held Kashmir (Sharma 1979, 1982), B 
 
 
 1. body 2. head 3. hair 
KUN wVjud ser bàR 
CHT jIn sVr bà 
DIR wVjud ser bà 
SSW bVdVn / wVjud ser bà 
TSW wVjud ser / sIr bàR 
GLT jIn sEr bàR 
KGH juso / jIsVm ser bàR 
SHZ jusà / juso sEr bàl 
NAK juso3 sEr bàl 
CAK bVdVn sIr bàl 
SAK jusà  sIr bàl 
GJW gàth sVr bàl 
IND wVjud sIr bàL 
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 4. face 5. eye 6. ear 
KUN mu3 Vkh kVN 
CHT mu3 Vkh kVN 
DIR mu3 Vkh kVn 
SSW mu3 Vkh kVN 
TSW mu3 Vkh kVn 
GLT mu3 Vkh kVn 
KGH mu3 Vkh / àkh kVK 
SHZ mu3 Vkh kVn 
NAK mu3 Vkh kVN 
CAK mu3 Vkh kVN 
SAK mu3 Vkh kVn 
GJW cEre à3kh kàn 
IND --- Vkh ken 
    
 7. nose 8. mouth 9. teeth 
KUN nàs mu3 dVnd 
CHT nàs / nVk mu3 dVnd 
DIR nàs mu3 dVnd 
SSW nàs mu3 dVnth 
TSW nVk mu3 dVnd 
GLT nàs mu3 dVnd 
KGH nVkh mu3 dVnd 
SHZ nVkh mu3 dVnd 
NAK nVkh mu3 dVndh 
CAK nVkh mu3 dVndh 
SAK nVk mu3 dVnd 
GJW nàkh mu3 dV3nt 
IND nVk --- dVnd 
    
 10. tongue 11. breast 12. belly 
KUN jib sino DID 
CHT jib sino pET / DID 
DIR jib sino DhID 
SSW jib sino  DIDh 
TSW jib --- DIDh 
GLT jib sinëV DED / DhED 
KGH jib sinëV DID / TIDh 
SHZ jib sinV TED 
NAK jib sino TEDh 
CAK jiv / jiB càti peth 
SAK jiv --- peT 
GJW jib cVti pETh 
IND zVbàn sIno peT 
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 13. arm 14. elbow 15. palm 
KUN bV3 qUNi TVDi 
CHT bV3 qUNi TVi 
DIR bV qUNi toi 
SSW bà3 kun Thài 
TSW bà3 kuni ThoRi / tVi 
GLT bà3 kuNi tVRi 
KGH bV3 kuNi / kUNi tVli 
SHZ bà3 kuni / kuNi tVli 
NAK bà3 kuni tVli 
CAK bà3 kuni tVli 
SAK bà3 kuni hVth 
GJW bà3 qUNi tEli 
IND bà3 ---- --- 
    
 16. finger 17. fingernail 18. leg 
KUN VKgVri nu3 pEr 
CHT VKgVri nu3 tVKg 
DIR VKgVri nu3 pEr 
SSW VKgi nu3 ThVKg 
TSW VKgri nu3 TVKg / thVKg 
GLT VKgRi nu3 tVKg 
KGH VKgli / VKgRi nu3 / no3 cVKg / TVKg 
SHZ VKgli / VKgol no3 TVKg 
NAK VKgli nu3 pEr 
CAK VKgVli nu3 jVKg 
SAK VKgli nu jVKg / pEr 
GJW VKgLi nu3 pà3 
IND àKgLi --- TVKg 
    
 19. skin 20. bone 21. heart 
KUN cVmRi hVDi dIL 
CHT cVmRi hVDi dIl 
DIR cVmRi hVDi dIL 
SSW cVm hVDi dIl 
TSW cVm / cVmRi hVDi dIl 
GLT cVm hVDi dIl 
KGH cVmrV hVDëi dIl 
SHZ cVmRi / cVmbVrà hVDi / hVDëi dIl 
NAK t_sVmbri hVDi dIl 
CAK cVmbRi / cVmbRV hVDi dIl 
SAK kVl hVDi / hVD dIl 
GJW khàl hVDi dIl 
IND cVmRi / khVl VDëi dIl 
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 22. blood 23. urine 24. feces 
KUN rVt sVkNo mu3t bVrio mUt 
CHT rVt niko mu3tVr gu3 / bVrà mutVr 
DIR rVt sVkNo mUt bVrà mutVr 
SSW rVth mu3t gu3 
TSW rVth mut gu / gVN 
GLT rVt mut gu3 
KGH rVth muth / mutVr gu3 
SHZ Lo / rVt mutVr àz7It 
NAK Lo mutVr gu3 
CAK rVt mutVr / mut tVti 
SAK xun / lVo mutVr TVTi / gu3 
GJW Lou  mu3th --- 
IND rVt mut --- 
    
 25. village 26. house 27. roof 
KUN gIrà3 dEro bVRi 
CHT gVrà3 dEro koTà 
DIR gIrà3 dEro cVt 
SSW gIrà dEro cVth 
TSW gIrà3 dEro cVth / cVt 
GLT gIrà3 koTo / dEro tVl 
KGH gVrà3 dEro koTà 
SHZ gIrà3 kàër / dEro cVth / cVt 
NAK gIrà3 koTo cVt 
CAK gIrà3 kVr cVt 
SAK gIrà3 kàër / gVr cVt 
GJW gàm ghVr cVth 
IND grà3 kVr --- 
    
 28. door 29. firewood 30. broom 
KUN bu3 LVkRi bhàRi 
CHT buo LVkRi bhàRi 
DIR buo / bhuo  LVkRi bhàRi 
SSW buo lVkRi bhàRi 
TSW buo lVkRi bhàRi / bàRi 
GLT bu lVkri bhàri 
KGH buV / bhuV LVkRi bhàri / bàRi 
SHZ dVrwàzo / bhuo lVkRi bhàri 
NAK buo lVkRi bhàri 
CAK dVrwàzà / pith lVkRi bhàri 
SAK dVr / peth lVkRi bhàri 
GJW dhVr IndVn sUn 
IND pIt --- --- 
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 31. mortar 32. pestle 33. hammer 
KUN IndoL dVbVle sVtkiu 
CHT --- cVTu / lVkRi sVtVkio 
DIR ukhRi musVRi sVtVkio 
SSW lVKgre àThëo màToR 
TSW lVKgre àThëo / dVbVle màToR / màThoR 
GLT hodoRo bàto hVToRo 
KGH cVTu LoDi màltroR 
SHZ lVKgri / cVtu molo VThoRo 
NAK cItu mulo thoRi 
CAK lVKgri musli / cEtu  hVtoRà 
SAK lVKgri cEtu thoRà  
GJW soëTà kUnDi àToRV 
IND --- musli VThoRo / VThoRi 
    
 34. knife 35. axe 36. rope 
KUN càku guàRDi rVsi 
CHT càku guàRDi seli 
DIR càku guàRDi rVsi 
SSW càku guàDi rVsi 
TSW càku guàDi rVsi / seli 
GLT càku guàDi sEli 
KGH kàcu / churi kuàRi rVsi 
SHZ kàëcu kuàRi / kuàri rVsëi 
NAK kàcu kuàRi rVsi 
CAK càku kVwàRi rVësi 
SAK cVku kUàRi rVsi 
GJW cVku khUàRDà joRi 
IND càku3 --- rVsëi 
    
 37. thread 38. needle 39. cloth 
KUN dhàgo sui cIdV 
CHT dhàgà sui cIdV / kVprV  
DIR dhàgo sui cIdV 
SSW dàgo sui cidà 
TSW dhàgà sui cIDà 
GLT dhàgà sui cIRà 
KGH thàgà / tàëgo sui kVprV / kVpRo 
SHZ tàgo / tàëgo sui kVpRo 
NAK sutVr sui kVpro 
CAK dàgo su3Œ† kVpRo 
SAK tàgà / tàgo sui kVpRo 
GJW thàgà sui kVprài 
IND tàgo --- kVpRo 
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 40. ring 41. sun 42. moon 
KUN VKguThi dŒ† cVn 
CHT VKguThi dŒ† cVn 
DIR VKguThi dŒ† cVn 
SSW VKguthi di cVn 
TSW VKguThi / àKguThi dŒ† cVn 
GLT VKguThi dŒ† cVn 
KGH VKgUThi dŒ† cVn 
SHZ mu3ndri de3 / dio3 cVn / cVnd 
NAK VKguthi dŒ† cVn 
CAK càëp dŒ†ë cVn 
SAK càëp de3 cVn 
GJW gUKTi sUrVz7 càn 
IND chàp --- cVn 
    
 43. sky 44. star 45. rain 
KUN VsmàN tàrà mŒ† 
CHT Vsmàn tàrà bàrto 
DIR VsmàëN tàrà bVrto 
SSW Vsmàn tàrV mi bVre 
TSW Vsmàn tàrV mi bVre / mŒ† 
GLT VsmàN tàrà bàrto 
KGH VsmVn / VsmàN tàrà bVdVl 
SHZ Vsmàn tàro bVdul / bàdul 
NAK Vsmàn tàro bVdVl 
CAK àsmàn tàro bàdVl 
SAK smàn tàro bVdIl 
GJW àmbVR tàrV mŒ† 
IND --- tàro bFdëFL 
    
 46. water 47. river 48. cloud 
KUN pàNi sIn jàR 
CHT pàNi sIn / nVdi jàR 
DIR pàNi sIn jàR 
SSW pàni nVdi jàRV 
TSW pàNi dVriàb / sIn jàRV / jhàR 
GLT pàNi nVdi jhàR 
KGH pàNi dVrià càR 
SHZ pàNi sIn / dVrià càR 
NAK pàNi dVrià càR 
CAK pàNi dVrià bVdVl / càR 
SAK pàni dVrià bVdIl / càR 
GJW pàni nVdi bàdVl 
IND pàNi dVryà cVR 
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 49. lightning 50. rainbow  51. wind 
KUN bVrEx pim jVkVR 
CHT lVskoN pŒ†m jVkVR 
DIR bVrEx / lVskVN pim jVkVR 
SSW lVsëke pŒ† jVkVRV  
TSW lVske / lVskVN pi / pim jVkoR / jhVkVR 
GLT lVske pim / piKg jVkVR 
KGH bijli pŒ† / pŒ†K cVTi 
SHZ biz7Ili bUDi ki piKg cVkoR 
NAK cVrVk VNà3i tVNu3 cVKg 
CAK bijIli cVmVki  piKg hVwà / càkVR  
SAK bijIli piKg hVwà  
GJW --- tiR kVmVN hVwà 
IND bIjli --- hVwà 
    
 52. stone 53. path 54. sand 
KUN pVR / gVTi rà  rEt 
CHT gVTi rà  rEth 
DIR gVTi rà  rEt  
SSW gVthi rà REth  
TSW gVTi rà REth / reth 
GLT gVTi rà rEt 
KGH pàR / bVTà rà  rEth 
SHZ bVTo rà rEth 
NAK bVTo rà rEth 
CAK pVthVr / gIti / bVto rà / ràsto rEth 
SAK pVthVr rà --- 
GJW pVtVr rà  rEti 
IND pVtëhVr / gFTëi --- ret 
    
 55. fire 56. smoke 57. ash 
KUN àgh du3à3 / dhu3 sàhgo 
CHT Vg dhu3 sàhgo 
DIR Vg dhu3 suàgo 
SSW Vg dhu3 sàgo 
TSW Vg dhuà3 / dhu3 sàgo 
GLT Vg dhu3 sàgo / sàgà 
KGH Vgh tu3à3 / thuo3 cài 
SHZ Vg / Vgh thu3o3 cài 
NAK Vgh thu3o3 swàgo / cài 
CAK Vg tu3à3 sVji 
SAK Vg tu3à3 sVji 
GJW àg dhUmà ràkh 
IND Vg tu3o --- 
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 58. mud 59. dust 60. gold 
KUN hVTu dhUR rVto zVr 
CHT cIqVro dhUR rVto zVr 
DIR xVTio dhUR rVto zVr 
SSW kVtià dhuR rVto zVrà 
TSW kVtià / cIkURo DuR / mIThëi rVto zVrà / rVto zVr 
GLT cVkVRo dhuR / mIThi zVr 
KGH ghVRà / cIkUR mITëi soNV 
SHZ cIkVR / cIkoro tuëR / mIthi sono3 
NAK gàro dhuR sono3 
CAK gàro tu3ëR / dudVr sono 
SAK cIkVR tuëR sono  
GJW ghàRà mVThi sonài 
IND --- --- --- 
    
 61. tree 62. leaf 63. root 
KUN rUkh pVTVR jVR 
CHT rUkh pVTVR jVR 
DIR rUkh pVTVr jVR 
SSW rUkh pVtVR jVR 
TSW rUkh  pVtVr jVR 
GLT rUk pVtVr jVR 
KGH buTà pVtor jVR 
SHZ bu3To3 / buTo pVTor / pVtVr jVR 
NAK bu3To3 pVtVr jVR 
CAK buto pVtVr / pVto jVR 
SAK buTà pVtVr jVR 
GJW rukh pVTV jVRi 
IND buTëo / dVrVxt pVtëVr --- 
    
 64. thorn 65. flower 66. fruit 
KUN kVNDu phUl meo 
CHT kInDV phUl mewà 
DIR kVNDo phUl meo 
SSW kVNDo phUl mià 
TSW kVNDo phUR meo / mià 
GLT kVNDo / kVNDà phUl mewo / mewà 
KGH qVNDo / qVNDà phUL mEwà / phVR 
SHZ kVNDo phUl phVl 
NAK kVNDo phUl mEwo 
CAK kVNDo phUl phVl 
SAK kVNDo phUl  mewo 
GJW kànTà phUl phVL 
IND --- phUl mewo 
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 67. mango 68. banana 69. wheat (husked) 
KUN --- kele kVNVk 
CHT àm kelV kVNVkh 
DIR àm kelV kVNVk 
SSW àëm kelà kVNVkh 
TSW àëm / Vm kelà kVNVkh 
GLT Vm kelà kVNVk 
KGH Vm kelo / keLo qVnq / qànVq 
SHZ Vm kelo kVNokh 
NAK Vmb kelo kVNVk 
CAK Vm kelo kVNVk 
SAK Vm / Vmb kelo kVNk 
GJW àëmbi kElà gEhu3 
IND Vm kelo kVNk 
    
 70. millet (husked) 71. rice (husked) 72. potato 
KUN ju3o3 càuL àLu 
CHT --- cào àLu 
DIR ju3o3 càuL àLu 
SSW bàjrà cào àlu 
TSW bàjrà càwVR àlu 
GLT --- càwVR àlu 
KGH bàjro càul / càuL àlu 
SHZ bàjro cowVl àlu 
NAK bàjro càwVl àLu 
CAK bàjro càvVl àlu 
SAK mVk càwVl àlu 
GJW bàjVrà cào àLu 
IND bàjro càwFL àlu 
    
 73. eggplant 74. groundnut 75. chili 
KUN bVnjià3 jàn woze mVrcV kiu 
CHT bàtIKgVR bum pVli mIrci kiyà 
DIR --- mum phVli mVrci kio 
SSW bEKgVN  mu3 phVli mIrc 
TSW --- mu3 phVli  mIrc 
GLT --- mu3 phVli mErIc 
KGH cEKgVN mu3Kg phVLi / phVli mVrc 
SHZ bEKUN muK phVli màrVc 
NAK bEKVn mu3 phVli mVrc 
CAK begVn / pVThà muK phVli mVrci 
SAK begVn mu phVli mVrc / mIrc / mVrci 
GJW --- mu3 pVli mirc 
IND pVThëo --- mVrc 
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 76. turmeric 77. garlic 78. onion 
KUN hVrd thum piàj 
CHT hVrt thum piàj 
DIR hàd thum piàj 
SSW hàëd thum piàj 
TSW hVlD thum piàj 
GLT hàRD thu3m kVs7u 
KGH hàld / lEdul thUm piàjV 
SHZ hVrdUl thu3m / thu3 piàz 
NAK Vldi thum piàz 
CAK hVldi thum piàz 
SAK hVldi thum piàz 
GJW hVldi lVsVn gVnTV 
IND --- thum gVNDo 
    
 79. cauliflower 80. tomato 81. cabbage 
KUN gopi bàtiKgVR --- 
CHT gopi bàtiKgVR gopi 
DIR gopio TVmàTVR gopio 
SSW phul gopi TVmàTVr bVnd gupi 
TSW phul gopi bàdigVn / bàtigVN bVnd gopi 
GLT phUl gobi bàlugàn bVnd gobi 
KGH phUl gopi / gobi TVmàTVR bVnd gobi 
SHZ phUl gobi TumàTVr / cEKUR bVnd gobi / gobi 
NAK gobi ceKVn gobi 
CAK phUl gobi cegVn / cE3KVn bVnd gobi 
SAK --- cegun --- 
GJW gobi TVmàTVR bVnd gobi 
IND --- ceKgVN gobi 
    
 82. oil 83. salt 84. meat 
KUN tEl LuN màs 
CHT tEl LuN màs 
DIR tEl LuN màs 
SSW tEl LuN màës 
TSW tEl LuN màës / màs 
GLT tEl LuN màs 
KGH tEl LuN màs 
SHZ tEl LUN màës / màs 
NAK tEl LuN màës 
CAK tEl Lun màës 
SAK tel lun màës 
GJW tEl nu3n màs 
IND tel luN --- 
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 85. fat 86. fish 87. chicken 
KUN mŒ†nj mVci kukURi 
CHT mŒ†nj mVci kukURi 
DIR mŒ†nj mVci qUqURi 
SSW minj mVchi kokoR / qoqoR 
TSW minj mVchi kukRi 
GLT mŒ†j mVci kukRi 
KGH minj mVci kukRi  
SHZ cVrbi / mŒ†nj mVci kUkRi 
NAK cVrbi mVci kukRi 
CAK cErbi mVchi kukRi 
SAK cErbi / cErvi mVci kukRi 
GJW cVkVnài mVchi mUrgi 
IND --- mVchëi kUkRi 
    
 88. egg 89. cow 90. buffalo 
KUN ànTVLo gà3 mhEs 
CHT ànTVLà gà3 mEs 
DIR ànTLo gà3 mhEs 
SSW VnTVlà gà3 mEs 
TSW VnTVlà / àTNo gà3 mEs / mhEs 
GLT àNTlà3 / àNTVRo gà3 mhEs 
KGH ànTVDo gà3 mEs 
SHZ VTRo / àNDVro gà3 mEës 
NAK VnTRo gà3 mEës 
CAK VnTo / VnDo / VnTro gà3 mEës 
SAK VNTo gà3 mEës / mVnj 
GJW VNDài gà3 mEs 
IND à3TRo gà3 mes / màs 
    
 91. milk 92. horns 93. tail 
KUN dUd siKg lVqVi 
CHT dUth siKg pUcVRi 
DIR dUd siKg pucIRi 
SSW DUdh seKg pUs7IRi 
TSW dUth / dUd seKg / siKg pUs7IRi / lVqài 
GLT dUd sIKg pucoR / pUcVRi 
KGH dUd siK / sEKg DUmVR 
SHZ dhUdh sIKkh phucVl 
NAK dUdh sIKg DumVR 
CAK dUd siKg cufVR / pucVR 
SAK dud siKg cuhVR 
GJW DUDh siKg pàc 
IND dUd sŒ†g --- 
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 94. goat 95. dog 96. snake 
KUN bVkri kUto sVp 
CHT bVkri kUto sVp 
DIR bVkri kUto sVph 
SSW bVkri kotëà sVph 
TSW bVkri koto sVph 
GLT bVkri kuto sVph 
KGH bVkri kuto sVph 
SHZ bVkri kutëo / kUto sVph 
NAK bVkri kutëo sVph 
CAK bVkRi kuto sVp 
SAK bVkri kuto sVp 
GJW bVkri kUtV sà3ph 
IND bVkRi kuTëo sVp 
    
 97. monkey 98. mosquito 99. ant 
KUN bhujUno mVcVR pIRo 
CHT bujUno mVcVr pi 
DIR bhujUNo mVcVr pe 
SSW bu3jno mVcëVr pi 
TSW buijno / bujNo mVcVr  pŒ† / pERà 
GLT bujàno3  mVcVr pIRI 
KGH bujno mVcoR / mVcVr piRi / piRà 
SHZ bijno / bhàndor mVcëVr / mVcVr phElo / phEli 
NAK bujVno mVcVr pili 
CAK bàndVr / bujo mVcVr pili / kiRi  
SAK bujo mVcVr pili 
GJW bVndVr mVcVr qIRi 
IND --- --- --- 
    
 100. spider 101. name 102. man 
KUN jolà nà3 jVno 
CHT jolà nà / nà3 jVno / àdmi 
DIR jVlà / jolà nà3 jVNo 
SSW jolà nà jVNo / àdmi 
TSW jolà nà jVNà / àdmi 
GLT julà nà3 jVno / àdmi 
KGH bVbiV / bVbhuV nà / nà3 àdmi 
SHZ bVboà / mVkri nà jVno / bhVndo 
NAK bVbuo nà3 jVNo3 / àdmi 
CAK bVbuo nà3 bVndo / Vdmi 
SAK bVbuà  nà bVndo 
GJW mVkri nà3 màNos 
IND --- --- àdmi 
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 103. woman 104. child 105. father 
KUN trEm jàtVk bàp 
CHT trEm jàtVk bàph 
DIR trEm jàkVt / jàtVk bàph 
SSW diàni jàkVt bàp 
TSW diàNi --- bàp 
GLT trEm jàtek bàp 
KGH diàRi / buDi / bedki jàtVkh / bVco bàph 
SHZ trimUth jàkUth / jàtUk bàph 
NAK bETki jàtVk bàp 
CAK kuRi / bETki bVco bàp / pio 
SAK kuRi bVco bàp 
GJW biR jàtVk bàp 
IND kUri jàtVk / bVcëo bàbo 
    
 106. mother 107. older brother 108. younger brother 
KUN mà3 bVRo bhài nVndo bhài 
CHT mà bVRo bhài nIko bhài 
DIR mà3 bVRo bhài nVndo bhài 
SSW mà bVRo bhài nVnDo bhài 
TSW mà bVRo bhài nVnDo bhài 
GLT mà3 bVRo bhài NVNDV / nIko bhài 
KGH mà3 / Vmà bVRo bhài nIko bhài 
SHZ mà bVRo phIrà nIko phIrà 
NAK Vmà bVRo phài nIko phài 
CAK mà3 / Vmà bVRo bhài / làlà bhài / niko pirà 
SAK Vmà làlà  pIrà / nIko phài 
GJW mà bhài bhài 
IND mà3 pài pài 
    
 109. older sister 110. younger sister 111. son 
KUN bVRi bIn nVndi bIn puth 
CHT bVRi bIn nIki bIn puth 
DIR bVRi bIN nVndi bIN pUt 
SSW bVRi bIn nVnDi bIN puT / luRo 
TSW bVRi bIN nVnDi bIn puTh 
GLT bVRi bIn NVNDi bhEën / nIki bIn put / lUro 
KGH bVRi bIN nIki bIN luRo 
SHZ bVRi pEN nIki pEëN pUtëor 
NAK bVRi bIN / dIdi nIki bIN bVco 
CAK bVRi bEn bEn / nIki pEën bVco / putVr 
SAK boi / bevi pEIn bVco / putVr 
GJW bVhàrN  bIN puëth 
IND Idëi bEN put 
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 112. daughter 113. husband 114. wife 
KUN dhi xVsVm trEm 
CHT dhi jVNo trEm 
DIR dhi xVsVm trEm 
SSW dhië / bEDki xVsIm / jVNo dhiàni / bibi 
TSW dhië xVsIm trIm / dhiàNi 
GLT di / bEdki hVsVm / jVNo trEm 
KGH bEDki jVno / jVNà trimVth / zVnàni 
SHZ tië jVno trimUth 
NAK tië kàràlo kàràli 
CAK tië xàbVnd / kVsVm tVbri 
SAK kuRi xVsVm / kVsVm bivi 
GJW dhi màlVkh bVhu 
IND ti / kuRi --- TVbri 
    
 115. boy 116. girl 117. day 
KUN LURo bEDki diàRi 
CHT LUro bEDki diàRi / dŒ† 
DIR LURo bEDki dhiàRi 
SSW luRo bEDki di 
TSW luRo bEDki di 
GLT LURo bEdki diàRi / dŒ† 
KGH lURo / jàtVk bEDki tiàRi / diàRi 
SHZ nVnDo kUDi tEro / dERo 
NAK gVdro / nIko gVdri tiàRo 
CAK gEro/mundo / gedro kuRi / gEdri dIn / teàro 
SAK gEro / mundo kuRi teàRo 
GJW LoNDV LoNDi dIn 
IND gero geri / kuRi tErE 
    
 118. night 119. morning 120. noon 
KUN ràt nuàbro dupàR 
CHT ràth nàbo dopàR 
DIR ràt nuàbo / nàbo dupàR 
SSW ràth nuàbe dophàr 
TSW ràth nuàbo / nàbo dophàr 
GLT ràt mEdre duphEr / dopàr 
KGH Vràth subV doper 
SHZ ràth fVzor dopàr 
NAK ràth subo dopàr 
CAK ràth  nIki lo / swErE dVpEr 
SAK ràt loë kVlyàrà3 wele  
GJW ràth TVRVqà dVpERV 
IND ràt sFbeLE --- 
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 121. evening 122. yesterday 123. today 
KUN nu3àsà kVl Vj 
CHT nàsà3 kVl Vj 
DIR nuàsà / nà3so kVl àj 
SSW nà3sV3 kVl Vj 
TSW numàs7V kVl Vj 
GLT numà3s7à kVl Vj 
KGH nUmàs7V kVl àj 
SHZ numàs7à3 kVl Vj 
NAK numà3s7à kVl Vj 
CAK s7àm kVl àj / Vj 
SAK nEro kVl  àj 
GJW sànj kVl àj 
IND nVmàsyà3 kVl Vj 
    
 124. tomorrow 125. week 126. month 
KUN kUdŒ† sVt di cVn 
CHT kVl / bVRk hVftV / sVt di cVn 
DIR dinV hVfto cVn 
SSW dInV hVfto màinV / cVn 
TSW dInV hVfto cVn 
GLT dInà hVftà / sVt di cVn 
KGH dInV / kVl hVfto mino3 
SHZ dInV hVfto / àTh terà mà3ino 
NAK dinV VTh tiàRà mino3  
CAK kVl / pVlke hVfto màIno 
SAK pVlke hVfto mino3 
GJW kVl hVftà minëV 
IND pVLke --- mFinà 
    
 127. year 128. old 129. new 
KUN sVmo3 pUràNo3 no3 
CHT sVmo3 pUràNo3 no3 
DIR sVmo3 pUràNo3 no3 
SSW sVmo3 pUràno nUŒ† 
TSW sVmo3 / sVmo pUràno nUŒ† / no3 
GLT sàmo3 pUràno no3Œ† 
KGH sàl pUràno no3 / no3wo3 / nV3wŒ† 
SHZ sàl pUràno nV3wi 
NAK sàl pUràno3 no3 / nVwo3 
CAK sàl pVràno nIo / nVve3 
SAK sàl pVràno nVwo3 
GJW bVrVs pUràNV nVwà3 
IND sàl --- --- 
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 130. good 131. bad 132. wet 
KUN cVKgo xVràb bIj gio 
CHT cVKgo xVràb bijio 
DIR cVKgo / Vcëo mVndo / xVràb bhijio 
SSW Vcho mVndo / xVràb bijio 
TSW Vcho / hVco mVnDi bijio / bhIj gio 
GLT Vco mVndo biju 
KGH Vco mVndo / xVràb pEj gio / gIlo  
SHZ cVngo / Vco xVràb / bVndo / màRo bVgio / sIno 
NAK Vco / cEKgo mVndo  gIli / sIjëo 
CAK cVKgo / Vco mVndo / pERo / màro gilo / sijo / pIjo 
SAK cVKgo mVndo / pERo sIj  
GJW VcV bhUnDV bigV 
IND cVKgo buro / pERo --- 
    
 133. dry 134. long 135. short 
KUN sUkgio Ucëo coto 
CHT sUko Ucëo mVndVro 
DIR sUko Uco / lVmëo3 coTo / mVndVro 
SSW sukhëi  lVmo3 cotoi 
TSW sukhëi lVmo3 / lVmbo cItà / lVNDo 
GLT suki lVmo3 coto / nVNDo / nIko 
KGH sUkëo lVmo3 / lVmi coTi 
SHZ sUko lVmo3 coto 
NAK sUko lVmo3 coto / cUTo 
CAK suko lVmo / lVmbo coto / nIko 
SAK suk lVmbo coto / nIko 
GJW sUqëà lVmbV cotV 
IND sUkëà lVmëo mVndrà 
    
 136. hot 137. cold 138. right 
KUN tVto thVNDo sVji 
CHT tVto / gVrVm thVNDo sVjo 
DIR tVto ThVNDo sVjo 
SSW tVto / gVrVm thVndo soji 
TSW tVpàŒ† / tVto ThVnDo soji / sojo 
GLT tVto / gVrVm ThVndo sVjo 
KGH gVrVm thVnDo sVjo 
SHZ tVto thVnDo sVjo 
NAK tVpeo /gVrVm thVnDh sVjo 
CAK koso / tVto tVNDo sVjo  
SAK tVto / gVrm  thVndo  sVjE / sVjo 
GJW thVtà thVnDà sVjà 
IND tVtëo / gVrmi ThVNDo sVjëo / sVjëi 
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 139. left 140. near 141. far 
KUN kVbi nIDe dUr 
CHT kVbo nIDe dUr 
DIR kVbo NEDe dUR 
SSW kVbo nIDe dUR 
TSW kVbo nIDe DUR 
GLT kVbo nIRe duR 
KGH kVbo NIDe dUr 
SHZ kVbo nIRe / nEDe dUR 
NAK kVbo nIRE DUr 
CAK kVbo nIRE dur 
SAK kVbV / kVbo nIRE dur 
GJW kVbV nIDe DUR 
IND khVbëi --- --- 
    
 142. big 143. small 144. heavy 
KUN bVRo nVndo bhàro 
CHT bVRo nIko bhàro 
DIR bVRo nIko / nVNDo bhàro 
SSW bVRo nVnDo bhàRi 
TSW bVRo nIko / nVnDo bhàRi / bhàRo 
GLT bVRo nIki / NVNDo bhàRo 
KGH bVRo nIko / coTà bàRi 
SHZ bVDo nIko / coTo  pàri / bhàro 
NAK bVRo nIko / coTo pàro 
CAK bVRo nIko / coto  pàri / pàro 
SAK bVRo nIko pàro 
GJW bVrà cotà bhàRi 
IND bVRo nIkëo pàro 
    
 145. light 146. above 147. below 
KUN hoRo opVr tVRe 
CHT hoRo VpVr  hEth / tVNV / TVRe 
DIR hoRo / hoë opVr hETh 
SSW hoëi opVr TVNV 
TSW horo / huRo ucVt / opVr hITh / hETh 
GLT hVRo uco tVnV 
KGH hoRi / loki VpVr / upVr tVRe 
SHZ loko / loki upVr / ute tVle 
NAK loko VpVr tVlV / bon 
CAK olo upVr / uco tVlE / buën / e3ëTh 
SAK olo upVr / uple tVlE 
GJW hVLuà upëVR TVLe 
IND lo Ufrà3 heTh / bUn 
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 148. white 149. black 150. red 
KUN cIto kào rVto 
CHT cIto kàl / kào / kàRo rVto 
DIR cITo kàRo rVto 
SSW cIto kào rVto 
TSW cITo kào / qàRo rVto 
GLT cIto kàRo rVto 
KGH ciTo qào / qàRo rVto 
SHZ cITo kàlo rVto 
NAK cIto / cITo kàlo rVto 
CAK cITo kàlo lal / rVto  
SAK cIto kàlo suo 
GJW DhORà kàlà làl 
IND cITëo --- rVtëo 
    
 151. one 152. two 153. three 
KUN ek du trE 
CHT ek do trE 
DIR ekh do trE 
SSW Ek do tre 
TSW Ek du tre 
GLT Ek do tre 
KGH ek do tre 
SHZ ek do trE 
NAK Ek do trE 
CAK Ek do trE 
SAK Ek do trE 
GJW ekh do tin 
IND ek do trE 
    
 154. four 155. five 156. six 
KUN càr pVj ce 
CHT càr pVj ce 
DIR càr pVnj ce 
SSW càr pVINj che 
TSW càr pVinj che 
GLT càr pVnj ce 
KGH càr pVnj che 
SHZ càr pànz7 ce 
NAK càr pVnj ce 
CAK càr pVnj ce 
SAK càr pVnj ce 
GJW càr pà3c ce 
IND càr pVnj che 
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 157. seven 158. eight 159. nine 
KUN sVt VTh no3 
CHT sVt VTh no3 
DIR sVth VTh no3 
SSW sVth àTh no3 
TSW sVth VTh no3 
GLT sVt VTh no3 
KGH sVth VTh no3 
SHZ sVth VTh no3 
NAK sVth VTh no3 
CAK sVth VTh no / nVo3 
SAK sVth VTh nV3o3 
GJW sàt àTh no 
IND sVt VTh nVO3 / nO3 
    
 160. ten 161. eleven 162. twelve 
KUN dV yàrà bàrà 
CHT dV yàrà bàrà 
DIR dV yàrà bàrà 
SSW dV yàrà bàrà 
TSW dà yàrà bàrà 
GLT dV yàrà bàrà 
KGH dVs yàrV bVrV3 
SHZ dV yàrà bàrà / bàrV3 
NAK dVs yàrà bàrà 
CAK dVs yàrà3 bàrà3 
SAK dVs  yàrà bàrà 
GJW dVs giàrà bàrà 
IND dVs yàrà3 bàrà3 
    
 163. twenty 164. one hundred 165. who 
KUN bi so koN 
CHT bi so koN 
DIR bi so qoN 
SSW bi so qoN 
TSW bI so qoN 
GLT bi so koN / kIRo 
KGH bi so qoN 
SHZ bi so koN 
NAK bi so koN / kIRo 
CAK bi  so kon / kIRo 
SAK bi  so  kun 
GJW bis ek sàNkVrV kon 
IND bi sO kuN 
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 166. what 167. where 168. when 
KUN ke kIDi kVd 
CHT ke kIt kVd 
DIR ke kIte kVd 
SSW ke kIt kVd 
TSW keà kIt kVd 
GLT ke kIt kVd 
KGH ke kit / kIKgà kVd 
SHZ ke kIth / kIndVr kVde / kVdo3 
NAK ke kIth / kiKà kVd 
CAK ke kiKà / kIt kVd 
SAK ke kVRe kVdu 
GJW ke kiKge kVdh 
IND ke kIt kVd / kVde 
    
 169. how many 170. what thing 171. this 
KUN kItnài ke s7e yu 
CHT kItno3 ke s7e yo 
DIR kItnV ke s7e yo 
SSW kItni ke s7e we / yo 
TSW kItni / kItne ke s7e we / yo 
GLT kItnV ke s7e yo 
KGH kItnV ke s7e ye / yV 
SHZ kItno3 / kItnà ke s7e yo 
NAK kItnV ke ciz yà 
CAK kItVnV / kItVno ke ciz yà 
SAK kItnV ke s7E / ke ciz yo / yà 
GJW kItne ke ciz yà 
IND kItno --- yà / yo 
    
 172. that 173. these 174. those 
KUN wo yu wo 
CHT wo ye we3 
DIR wo yo wo 
SSW yo ye yo 
TSW yo ye / e yo 
GLT wu ye wu / wi 
KGH o ye wo / we 
SHZ o yo o  
NAK wà / o ye we / o 
CAK wà yo / ye wo / we 
SAK wo yà / yo wo 
GJW vo ye3 we3 
IND wà / wo ye we 
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 175. same 176. different 177. whole 
KUN ek rVKg / Ek s7e jIn jIn pUro 
CHT Ek rVKg / Ek s7àn mosàrà / 

judà judà 
pUro 

DIR Ek rVKg / ek s7àn jIn jInV pUro 
SSW bVràbVr jIn jInV roG 
TSW bVràbVr jIn jIne sàro / rog 
GLT bVràbVr / Ek s7e 

/ Ek s7àn 
àlVg àlVg puro 

KGH bVràbUr mVxtàlIf sàro 
SHZ bVràbVr bVkVre bVkVre pUri / sàlIm / sàbVt 
NAK Ekh jIo moxtàlIf / 

kVni kVni 
puro 

CAK Ek jEso àlVg àlVg / 
kVni kVni 

sàro / puro / sàbVt 

SAK Ek z7Eso --- sàlIm / puro 
GJW bVrobVr DàL DàL pUrV3 
IND --- --- sàro 
    
 178. broken 179. few 180. many 
KUN phUt ThoRo mUc 
CHT fUt / pUt ThoRo mUc 
DIR pUt / phUt ThoRo muc 
SSW pUTh ThoRo mUc 
TSW pUT / TUT ThoRo mUc 
GLT pUT thoRo mUc 
KGH poT ThoRo mUc  
SHZ pVje thoRo sàro 
NAK pVjeo thoRo mUc 
CAK TuTo / pVjo toRo muc 
SAK TuT / pàj toRo mVto 
GJW puT ThoRV DhER 
IND --- --- mUc 
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 181. all 182. (you) eat! 183. (the dog) bit 
KUN hVbe khà kà 
CHT sàro / sàrà khà kà li / kVdo 
DIR sàro / hVbài khà khà 
SSW sàro / hVbi khà khài 
TSW sàro / hVbà khà khà lio 
GLT sàro khà khà li / khVp / kVdi 
KGH sàrà khà khà lio / làR 
SHZ sàro khào lVRe 
NAK sàrà khào khàdo 
CAK sàrà khào kàdo / lVReo 
SAK sàrà khào kVTio 
GJW sVb qàNà qàTNà 
IND sàro khà kVp 
    
 184. (you are) hungry 185. (you) drink! 186. (you are) thirsty 
KUN bhukh pi tes 
CHT bukh pio / pi tes  
DIR bUkh pi tIs 
SSW bhUkh  pi tEs  
TSW bhUkh pi tEs / tIs  
GLT bhukh pi thEs 
KGH phUkh pi tEs  
SHZ pukh pi  tre 
NAK phokh pio tEs / treào 
CAK phukh pio tyis / tre  
SAK phukh piu3 / pio tre 
GJW --- pinà tVs  
IND --- pi --- 
    
 187. (you) sleep! 188. (you) lay down! 189. (you) sit! 
KUN soRo pEre bEs 
CHT soRo / so pEro bEs 
DIR so pEro bEs 
SSW so pEro bEs 
TSW so / sorio pErio bEs 
GLT so lVmo bEs 
KGH soro lVmo bEs 
SHZ so lVmo / pEre bET 
NAK so lVmo bEs 
CAK sono3  lVmo3 / pe3No3 bETo / bEso 
SAK so lVmbo / pejà bet / bEso 
GJW sonV pVRNà bET 
IND so --- bEs 
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 190. (you) give! 191. (you) burn (wood)! 192. (the man) died 
KUN de sàR mVr 
CHT di / de sàR mVR 
DIR de sVR mVr 
SSW de sàR mVr 
TSW de sàR mVr 
GLT de sàR màr 
KGH de sàr / bàLo màr  
SHZ des7or bhàl màr 
NAK de  sàRo mVr 
CAK decoR / deo sàRno mVrno 
SAK decoR / des7oR  sàR mVr 
GJW dInV pu3khVnà mVrnà 
IND de sàR mVr 
    
 193. kill (bird)! 194. (bird) flys 195. (you) walk! 
KUN màr UrD rVwàn 
CHT màrio UrD / UrDi cVl 
DIR màr URD cVl 
SSW màr URde ToRe 
TSW màr URde / URD  ToR Re 
GLT màr uRD  Tor 
KGH màrio / màr URD  cVle / tor 
SHZ màr uD cVl 
NAK màr UR / UDE cVlo 
CAK màr / màrio UDINo cVlno / tuRno 
SAK màr udrnà cVl 
GJW màrnà UrnV cVlnV 
IND màr UD / VD cVl 
    
 196. (you) run! 197. (you) go! 198. (you) come! 
KUN mVnde pV cVl cVl àjà 
CHT bhàj cVl àjà 
DIR mVNDe / bhàj cVl àjà 
SSW bhVj cVl àjV / à 
TSW bhVj / bhàj cVl àjV / à 
GLT bhVj cVl à 
KGH doR  cVl à  
SHZ DoR cVl à 
NAK Doro / doRo jào / cElo ào 
CAK doRno jàno / jà à 
SAK doRo  jàu3 à 
GJW bhàgnV jànà ànV 
IND pej / dOR / nFsë jà à 
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 199. (you) speak! 200. (you) listen! 201. (you) look! 
KUN ko suN dEkh 
CHT ko / gVl ko  suN dEkh 
DIR ko / boL soN dekh 
SSW boL / ko so3N dhEkh 
TSW bol / boL so3N / soN dhEkh 
GLT ko son / su3N dekh 
KGH boL sUN hEr 
SHZ bol suN dekh 
NAK boLo / ko sUNo3 dEkho 
CAK bolo / bol / gVl kà suno3 dekh 
SAK bolo suno tEko 
GJW bolnV sUnëV dhEkh 
IND bol / gVl ---- dekh / tVk 
    
 202. I 203. you (informal) 204. you (formal) 
KUN hu3 tu3 tVm 
CHT hu3 tu3 tVm / to 
DIR hu3 thu tVm 
SSW me3 / u3 tu tVm 
TSW me3 tu tu 
GLT hu3 tu / tu3 to  
KGH mà3Œ† tu tVm 
SHZ hu3 tu3 tVm 
NAK u3 tVm / tu3 tVm 
CAK u3 tu tVm 
SAK hu3  tu / tVm tVm 
GJW mà3Œ† tVm tVm 
IND hu3 / mE3 tu3 --- 
    
 205. he 206. she 207. we (inclusive) 
KUN wo wV hVm 
CHT wo wo hVm 
DIR yo wà  hVm 
SSW wo wV hVm 
TSW wo / o wV / wo hVm 
GLT wu wo hVm 
KGH o wà hVm 
SHZ o o Vm 
NAK o wV hVm 
CAK wo wà hVm 
SAK wo wo hVw 
GJW wo wà hVm 
IND wo wà --- 
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 208. we (exclusive) 209. you (plural) 210. they 
KUN hVm tVm wi 
CHT hVm tVm we 
DIR hVm tVm we 
SSW hVm tVm we 
TSW hVm tVm we / wo 
GLT hVm tVm wi 
KGH hVm tVm we 
SHZ Vm tVm we  
NAK hVm tVm we / o 
CAK hVm tyVm we  
SAK hVm tVm wo 
GJW hVm tVm we3 
IND --- tVm we 
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Appendix C.2 
 

Gujari Texts 

C.2.1   Chitral Gujari, (Ashriki) 

Ashriki Story 

1. hon coT pe àyà to miri ye xVvàhis7 ti ke hon bànDo ko 
we holiday on came then my this wish was that we banda to 
We came on a holiday and I wanted us to go to a banda for 

2. sel kVroK me Ini nàl ek sVKgi lekVr hunRà to gàio gore nu 
visit do I me with one friend took there to went Gore to 
a visit. I took a friend with me and 

3. [Question-1] gore nu yàne ek bhVie ke Dere do ràt kài 
* Gore to we one brother of house two nights spent 
went to Gore. [Question-1] We stayed at a brother's house in Gore for two 

4. us-ne mVc entezàmàt màre wàste kiyo to mVc hàmàre IzVt 
he many arrangments us for did ? very our respect 
nights. He made many arrangements for us and showed us very much respect. 

5. us-ne kàie nàbà us gore konà màri rà dàsyo màre nàK ek 
he did morning that Gore from to-us way showed us with one 
In the morning he showed us the way from Gore. We also took another friend 

6. sVKgi us-ne bi kVyo [Question-2] hVm giyo kàcor kà bànDhà tà 
friend he also did * we went Kachur of banda was 
with us. [Question-2] We went to Kachor banda. 

7. no ut hàm-ne jàkàr ràt kàie no jeRe hVmàri wàste kokRi 
then there we went night spent then man us for hen 
We spent the night with a man who cooked a chicken for us 

8. en-te àwr bVndobàst mVc kio [Question-3] wo ràt hoke màgVr 
and and arrangments many did * that night spent but 
and made arrangements. [Question-3] We spent the night but we experienced 

9. ràt nià zVrye hVme tVklifàt huce ràt hVm zVmin phV sotà 
night to some to-us discomfort did night we ground on slept 
discomfort because we slept on the ground as there 
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10. mVnjà s7Vnjà nVhi tà [Question-4] nàbà uThV-ke ni hVm àyendà 
bed etc. not was * morning awaking then we again 
were no beds. [Question-4] We got up in the morning and went 

11. zVyàdà ek bànDà te-yàK wo-de cVKgi Thà mVgVr ràh mà 
another one banda towards there good was but way in 
to another banda. It was good there but our path was still ahead. 

12. màyàK màrg àge do s7àm te wo s7àm hVm to uT gVi 
additional our ahead two sham were that sham we to fly went 
Two shams were there. The sham flew away. 

13. mVgVr hVm-ne mVc kos7Vs7 ke màrngi mVgVr uo hVm te pVrwàz 
but we much tried to kill but that we from fly 
We tried very hard to kill it, but it 

14. kVr gVi [Question-5] to hVm kàcur kà bànDà me jàke ràt 
do went * then we Kachur of banda in went night 
flew away. [Question-5] Then we went to Kachur banda and spent the night. 

15. kVrke nàbe kUc hVm yà hVmàre nàK ek sVKgi àwVr to hVm 
spent morning some we ? us with one friend and then we 
In the morning we went with one friend and we went up to a banda. There was 

16. àVplà bànDà mVjh gio ut ceri pài thi [Question-6] no 
up banda into went there glacier lying was * then 
a glacier there and [Question-6] we went very slowly. 

17. we-we-we-we hVm-ne jàke gàie me3 jàke ce kài ce pike wVt 
very-slowly we went peak to went tea prepared tea took then 
We prepared and drank tea and then we rested. 

18. dVmà tI kàR hVm-ne gàie me3 cVRyà no gàie mà zVbVrdàst 
rest ? did we top in climbed but mountain in beautiful 
We then went and climbed up to the top. It was very beautiful 

19. àgà ko cVKko mà dis ko dis In us-ke ThV re sVmàcye 
ahead to good in area ? area in that place is Samachai 
and nice in that area. That place is 

20. [Question-7] jàRo mVjdàni àlàko nu us mà we-we-we-we khe te 
* then plain area to that in very-slowly ? was 
called Samachai. [Question-7] Then we went to a plain area and 

21. ut giyà pesi ye pesi ki nàj mVsjVd me pVRV-ke 
there went afternoon ? afternoon of prayer mosque in prayed 
went very slowly. We prayed at the afternoon prayers 
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22. [Question-8] ut sVngi to us-ne màre wàste càye ànRe us 
* there friend to he us for tea brought that 
in the mosque. [Question-8] A friend there brought tea for us. 

23. sVngi hVm-ne àlàke ke bàre me3 gVl kie ke ye kiso àlàko et 
friend we area of about in talk did that this which area in 
That friend told us about the area. He told us where there were Gujar people 

24. gujVr log re nàhi rehtà [Question-9] us sVngi-ne hVm te 
Gujar people living not living * that friend we to 
living and where they weren’t living. [Question-9] That friend gave us all 

25. tVtsil hVm-ne bVyàn ki kI us wàkifyàt te kàD upVr DeryàK 
detail us said did of that knowing and after above Deryang 
the details that he knew about. Afterwards, we went up to Deryang 

26. ek pVxtun e uskà nà nVzVrmulà uske hVm gVio us-ne màri 
one Pakhtoon was his name Nazirmula his we went he us 
with a Pakhtoon named Nazirmula. He showed us a lot of 

27. ràt mVc ezVt kVie màre wàste bàro kiyo [Question-10] 
night much respect did us for slaughter did * 
respect that night and killed a goat for us. [Question-10] 

 

Questions for Ashriki Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. Who did he go with? 
  2. What did he show him? 
  3. What was butchered? 
  4. What discomfort did they have? 
  5. What did they try to kill? 
  6. What was in the banda? 
  7. What kind of place was Samachai? 
  8. At which prayer time did they pray? 
  9. What did the friend tell them about? 
10. What did the Pakhtoon do for them? 
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C.2.2   Swat Gujari, (Peshmal) 

Peshmal Story 

1. yu s7IkàR bhi mUc cengoi s7e he ek bàre hVm s7Ikàr dà già 
this hunt also very good thing is one time we hunting ? went 
This hunt is a very good thing. Once we went hunting. We went hunting 

2. s7Ikàr dà già ke già jiàke lVndV-ke-sere sIrpo yu ko-pur ni 
hunt ? went ? ? went-to (name-of-place) peak ? mountain ? 
and went to Linda-ka-sera mountain 

3. [Question-1] isko purte pVron hurià de kVn ke yàr 
* this past away away see ? what friend 
peak. [Question-1] We went to this area to find a sham, a very good 

4. s7àme bVke numinà s7àm [Question-2] ek s7àm ki kVr 
sham-(wild-bird) good thing sham * one sham of after 
sham. [Question-2] We chased after a sham for the whole day 

5. hVm sVRi DIRi dEh-dEh-dEh-dEh eke nVkàte hurài dujI bàren 
we all day searching one mountain away other time 
on one mountain. Another time we went on the other side. 

6. nVzir lVme nVkàtà horjài u3 te àbdul kVrim 
aiming long mountain other-side I and Abdul Kareem 
Abdul Kareem and I went searching. 

7. dehà-dehà-dehà sVRi diàRi hVm-ne DoRài jiàke koftà ToRi nà 
looking all day we running went evening little ? 
We were running all day. In the evening, at the evening call 

8. koftàn ki bàKg dele wàpVs-morV-ke àyà màr nà sVki 
evening of call-to-prayer give return come kill no able 
to prayer, we returned, and were not able 

9. [Question-3] àyà tVnNV3 hVm-ne koi àjri VNDà gVTi s7VTi 
* come below we some shepherd people stone etc. 
to kill it. [Question-3] We came below. There were some shepherds. 

10. sVTi àjri gVrib dVrià u3-ne kio bVre bVlà à-gài 
throw shepherd poor afraid they said think forest-animal come 
We threw stones on the poor shepherds. They were afraid that it was an 

11. [Question-4] di-di-di-di hVm istà nikià bVNDà dà nikià VDi ràti 
* looking we this arrived banda ? arrived mid night 
animal. [Question-4] We kept searching and arrived at the banda at midnight. 
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12. dujà di hVm bhi già s7IkàRdà bi già s7IkàRDV ek s7àm 
other day we again went hunting again went hunting one sham 
Another day we again went hunting. We again went hunting. 

13. àwàs kàràti dETho te s7àm ài [Question-5] yerV s7àm me 
crying doing saw then sham came * friend sham I 
A sham cried; we saw the sham. [Question-5] Friend, I saw the sham. 

14. dEkh-leno s7àm po me3 bi sVT kài oRThVmV me3 ji sVT kài 
saw sham on I also shoot did flew I sir shoot do 
I shot the sham as it flew. Sir, I shot and killed the sham, 

15. s7àm màRi bujio s7àm màRi yerà wV s7àm ek zàth-ki phoŒ† 
sham kill understand sham kill friend this sham one best sweet 
understand? The sham was killed, friend. The sham was the best 

16. thi [Question-6] kudà po tErV yVqiNi ji wà bVRà duo qoqorà3 
was * God on your believe sir this big two chickens 
and sweet. [Question-6]  Believe on God, sir, it was as big as two 

17. TVRoà3 jài thŒ† [Question-7] ek zàth-kà lINDà-ke-sere gorài 
three same was * one many (name-of-place) forest-bird 
or three chickens. [Question-7] Some gorre live in Linda-ka-sera, sir. 

18. ho3Œ† ji bhàs nV kVri [Question-8] yVrà3 mUc mUc Lokàne bVRi 
lives sir talk not do * friend many many people big 
Don't tell it. [Question-8] Friend, many people used to hunt a lot, 

19. bVRi s7ikàR kài lekIn e s7ikàR màre po pEs7 hue-thi kVTVKg-ki-bEkà 
big hunting did but this hunt we ? meet was (place-name) 
but we hunted at a place called Katang-ki-beka peak. 

20. ser po ek rVmus7o yVrà wo rVmus7o hVm-ne DoRàio 
peak on one forest-goat friend that forest-goat we running 
There was a ramusho in that forest. We went running after it. 

21. DoRàio DoRàio hVm do thre àdmi thà [Question-9] àkIR hVm-ne 
running running we two three men were * last we 
We were two or three men. [Question-9] 

22. wo ek khàmà bàRio tV Ut màRio [Question-10] 
that one cave inside ? there killed * 
Finally we killed it inside a cave. [Question-10] 
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Questions for Peshmal Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. For what purpose did he go to the mountain? 
  2. What was he searching for? 
  3. When did they return? 
  4. Why were the Ajri people afraid? 
  5. What did they hear? 
  6. What did he do to the sham? 
  7. How big was the sham? 
  8. What lives in Linda-ka-sera? 
  9. What were they running after? 
10. Inside what did they kill the forest goat? 
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C.2.3   Gilgit Gujari, (Naltar Bala) 

Naltar Bala Story 

1. hu3 Es nVltVr ko nVltVr bàlà ko bàs7Endo Q Ithàr mV3 tVkribVn 
I this Naltar of Naltar Bala of inhabitant am here in about 
I live in Naltar Bala. My grandfather came here 

2. mero dàdo swàt eriV te àke Ithàr mV3 bàs7Endo hoyo 
my grandfather Swat area from came here in inhabitant became 
from Swat and became an inhabitant 

3. [Question-1] hoke bàr mV3 tVkribVn che cVn gVrmi hove siàl 
* became year in about six months hot is winter 
here. [Question-1] Each year there is six months of hot weather and six 

4. mV3 che cVn ThVnd hove [Question-2] hVm usnà xiàl kià 
in six months cold is * we his thought that 
months cold weather in winter. [Question-2] We think that in 

5. siàl mV3 che cVn ThVnd hove te ek sVmo Ith phVl thori 
winter in six months cold is and one year here snow little 
six months of winter a little snow falls here, 

6. thori peti peti peti muc phVl nV pex VcànVk ek ràt mV3 
little fall fall fall much snow not fall suddenly one night in 
but not too much. Suddenly one evening it started to snow 

7. nomàs7à te s7Iru hoi phVl bVRtige bVRtige bVRtige mEndre UThke 
evening from begin ? snow falling falling falling morning got-up 
and kept snowing and snowing. In the morning 

8. sàrà zVmindàr-ne3 Vpnà buà kholià te buà mV3 phVl bVRV bVRke 
all farmers their doors opened then door in snow fall fallen 
all the farmers got up and opened their doors, and much snow had 

9. der lVge [Question-3] phVl bVrV bVrke der lVge lokàne 
much became * snow fall fallen much accumulated people 
accumulated. [Question-3] The people got up; they thought their houses 

10. UThke kotà tUth jàe gà kVrke UThke pherà3 nàl Vpnà khotà 
got-up house break will be having got-up sweep with their house 
would collapse with the snow. Having got up, they shoveled 

11. nà sàf kVrV3g nà phVl thVlà3 sVmri [Question-4] sVmVrke 
with clean doing with snow down throw * having-thrown 
the snow off their houses. [Question-4] At that time  
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12. dŒ† bhi lVgo Us tem mV3 te ek vàri zàmindàr nà phàrde dIto 
sun also rose that time in and one time farmers with there saw 
the sun rose and then the farmers saw  

13. sàmnà er fors kà mIs kà sàmnà ek pàhàri Q Us pàhàri 
front air force of mess of front one mountain ? that mountain 
in front of the Air Force mess that snow was falling down a mountain 

14. te upVro3 phVl tUtge [Question-5] chEri tUtge bVRi tàdàd 
from above snow breaking * glacier breaking big number 
above it. [Question-5] A big glacier was breaking 

15. mV3 chEri tUt à mV3 [Question-6] er fors ko Ek cokidàr tho 
in glacier break ? in * air force of one chowkidar and 
and falling down. [Question-6] The Air Force chowkidar 

16. us kol Ek mIrk thV [Question-7] unà mIrgà ko rVsEn 
that with one wild-goat was * those wild-goats of food 
was with a wild goat. [Question-7] He had given food to the wild goats 

17. gVlu3 kVrkV kVr-ko àio tho te unà-ne hVkri mVri ki teri 
putting having done came was then they shouted ? ? your 
and had come. Then they shouted, “Your death has come, 

18. moth àgài tu chVp te nVs upVro3 chEri àgài [Question-8] us-ne 
death came you hide and run above glacier came * he 
you should run and hide, a glacier is coming!” [Question-8] When he heard 

19. us zVmindàr à kà àwàz nV dExke nVske jàke kore jàri thi 
that farmer ? of voice not seeing running going near bush was 
 the farmer's voice he ran towards a bush and 

20. và jàri nVpi và jàri nVpi te kUdrUt kà s7àn us ki moth 
that bush caught that bush caught and God of will him of death 
caught the bush, but it was the will of God that he should die. 

21. àgài thi vo bVch sVke ni tho te us chEri-ne vo Uthàr to 
came was he escape able not was and that glacier that place from 
He was unable to escape and the glacier carried from that place a 

22. lEke ek dhàri thi và dhàri bhi và gà tho vu gà 
carrying one shelter was that shelter also that grass was that grass 
shelter and some grass along with him down here to the river 

23. bhi us nV bhi lEke tVle hIt nVdi thi le jàke us nVdi 
also him to also carrying down below river was have going that river 
where they were all  
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24. nàl relàleo [Question-9] te sàrà zVmindàr màrà 
with combined * and all farmers our 
piled up together. [Question-9] All the farmers came together 

25. jEmà hoke àyà àgke dhund dhundke dhund dhundke dhund 
together having come coming search searching search searching search 
and they searched and searched 

26. dhundke tVkribVn tre càr ghVntà te us ki vo làs7 mUrdo 
searching about three four hours for him of that corpse dead 
about three or four hours for his dead body until they 

27. lVbi wu3 [Question-10] 
found ? * 
found it. [Question-10] 

 

Questions for Naltar Bala Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. Who came from Swat? 
  2. How long is the cold season? 
  3. What did the farmers open? 
  4. What did they do with the snow? 
  5. What happened with the snow? 
  6. What size was the glacier? 
  7. What was with the chowkidar? 
  8. What did the farmers tell the chowkidar to do? 
  9. What happened to the shelter? 
10. What did they find? 
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C.2.4   Kaghan Gujari, (Mittikot) 

Mittikot Story 

1. bVs jVnàb o Ito tor-gIà3 hVmo pàr-pVk hotEl bIc pVrk hotel 
well sir he here-from walked we Park Hotel in park hotel 
Well sir, we went from here. We went to the Park Hotel. 

2. bIc giV3 upVr lVgi-hoi-thi lETh muro bVlo tho-lVgo dITho dITho 
in went up went light wood burning was saw saw 
We went up. There was light coming from a fire of muro wood. We saw 

3. dITho ke gVl e nà3 upVr koi lVkRi kVpe biàR 
saw what matter is ? up someone wood cutting (type-of-tree) 
that someone was cutting wood above. They were cutting biar 

4. kVpe RŒ† kVpe ke kVre ke ni kVrto bVs jIs wàkUt 
cut (kind-of-tree) cut what do what not do enough this time 
and ri; what should we do? At this time, sir, at 11 o’clock a man came 

5. jVnàb-o yErV bVj giV te jVno àyo te Us-ne yo gVl kei 
sir eleven o'clock went and man came and he this matter told 
and he told us a man is above, cutting your 

6. yErà upVr lVkRi jVno tàri biàR kVpe-lVgo nàl TVTu s7VTu 
friend up wood man your (kind-of-tree) cutting with horses etc. 
biar, with his horses tied up. 

7. bhi bVdeà we jVnàb utho mUrge te xàn bhi u3 bi àyo It 
also tied ? sir there return and Khan also I also came here 
Sir, we returned from there, and the Khan also, and came here. 

8. àyà te Is jà tiàri-s7Eri kVrke pàr kohIstàni pIce 
came and this place arrangements having-done there kohistani after 
At this place, having made arrangements, we went to the 

9. kohIstàni nà3 cVl-ke ye gVl ke yErà tVm kVde cVle3 
kohistani with having-gone this matter tell friend you if go 
Kohistanis and told them that they should go with us 

10. màrnà-tà3 jVnà pVknà unV-ne ke ji bIlkUl tàrinàl cVlà3 pVrh 
us-with man catch they said sir completely you-with go ? 
to catch the man. They said, “We are ready to go with you. And we will not 

11. gVl ye ke jVno màre jàŒ† te hVm zImàvàr ni te kUjo 
matter this if person killed occur and we responsible not and some 
be responsible if the man is killed.” “If someone is killed by us, you will 
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12. Is gVl kà nV te màre mà kUj jVno màre tVm zImàvàr ni 
this matter of not ? kill ? some man kill you responsible not 
not be responsible.” 

13. te nà kUj xàn te bolio te kàen lVgà thik e jVne nàl u3 àp 
and ? some Khan and said and ? ? okay is men with I you 
The Khan said, “Okay, I will go with you. We should 

14. bi u3 te tVm Vslà s7Vslà leo tiàri kVro te cVlà3 ràt ke 
also I and you weapons etc. take ready do and go night of 
prepare to take weapons and go.” Sir, we went at 12 o’clock at night. 

15. jVnàb-o bàrà bVje hVm torge ofrV ole-ole-ole lET s7ET bujàke 
sir 12 o’clock we went upward slowly light etc. put-off 
We went slowly upward with our lights off. 

16. bVTi bVTi s7VTi kUj bi nV lài bUjàke Vsi torgeV ofrV 
lantern lantern etc. some any not brought put-off we went upward 
We put off all our lights. We went up 

17. boli ko kVTho pVkreo bVs sIdà sIdà sIdà Vpor geV 
Boli(village) of stream caught just straight straight straight up went 
to Boli. We went with the stream, and just went straight 

18. pàlu pàlu jIs wele tàreo bVs lETh lVge te lVgi upVr 
Palu(village) Palu this time saw enough light came and ? up 
up to Palu. At that time we saw a light. Up above, we left the 

19. hVm-ne o rà ofrV ko cor-ke tàrlo rà pVkVreo-lio 
we that path upward ? left downward path caught 
upward path and took the downward path. We took the downward path to 

20. tVrle kà rà ce pVkVreo sIdà VgV geV tàmi 
downward of path which caught straight ahead went Tami(village) 
Tami. Having arrived in Tami, 

21. tàmi jàke te po3ceo bVs jVnà àgeo ji jVnà jIs welà ce 
Tami having-gone and arrived then man came sir man this time ? 
the man came, sir. At this time he arrived. 

22. po3ceV jVnà pVkVre jVnà màreV s7àreV koTheV s7oTheV TVTu bi 
arrived man caught man beat etc. beat etc. horse also 
We caught the man. We beat the man. We beat him. We returned the horse. 

23. moreV kundàwàlà bi moreV fIr uTho morke jVnàb 
returned wood-carrier also returned then there-from returned sir 
We also returned from there with the wood carriers. The man  went ahead and 
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24. jVnà VgV tVreà te sIdà VpUro jIri jà unVne kVpeo tho 
man ahead way and straight up which place they cut was 
straight up. We returned to where they cut the wood. We brought them to 

25. nVdi-wàli Ut le-àyà Ut à3nke jIs wele bIsàyà wele 
(name-of-place) there brought there having-come this time sitting time 
Nadiwala. At the time we sat down 

26. gVl s7Vl kVri unV-ne kio Vlà wàste cor deo jVrUm càleo xàn-ni 
matter etc. did they said God for leave give fine take
 khan 

they said to us, “For God's sake leave us and take a fine.” The Khan replied, 

27. keo jVrUm ni tVm-nV sIdà le cVlVngà bà3mpore utà3 tVlà3 
said fine no you straight carry go Bampore there downward 
“No fine. You go straight to Bampore.” We returned downward, sir, 

28. ce moreà jVnàb sIdà bàpore bàpore ràt es7à-ko lo 
? returned sir straight Bapore Bapore night to-us morning 
straight to Bampore. We spent the night in Bampore. In the morning we 

29. hoge It àke hVm po3ceV It jIs wele po3ceV jVnàb 
became here having-come we arrived here this time arrived sir 
arrived here and at this time we stayed for some time. 

30. te bVs reV Is jà cài s7ài pi unV-ne bi cài s7ài 
and enough stayed this place tea etc. drank they also tea etc. 
At this place we drank tea and they also drank tea 

31. piàli roTi s7oTi kwàli 
drank bread etc. ate 
and ate a meal. 

 

Questions for Mittikot Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. What was burning? 
  2. What was someone doing above? 
  3. What was tied up? 
  4. What did the Kohistanis reply? 
  5. What did they prepare? 
  6. Which path did they take? 
  7. Upon arriving above what did they do? 
  8. What did they say? 
  9. What did the Khan reply to them? 
10. What did they do after arriving? 
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C.2.5   Central Azad Kashmir Gujari, (Trarkhel) 

Trarkhel Story 

1. hu3 nIko jo tho te kàr pVre ni tho hu3 te Ek dIn mEnà 
I  small ? was then home away not was I then one day to-me 
When I was small I had never been away from home. One day the people of 

2. kàr wàlià3-ne màr-ke kVdio [Question-1] te u3 bàzàr mà3 gio 
home people beating expelled * then I bazaar in went 
my house beat me and threw me out. [Question-1] Then I went to the bazaar. 

3. te bàzàr mà3 mE3 dekhio kI bUzUrUk Ek àlàn kVre tho 
then bazaar in I saw that pious-man one announce doing was 
In the bazaar I saw a pious man announcing, “I have four pieces of advice; 

4. kI merà kol càr nVsiVt E3 te jIro le-lego te kàmiàb 
that my with four advice is then which having then successful 
whoever takes them will be successful.” 

5. ojàego mere kol pV3j hàzàr rUpe tho te bUzUrUk ne bi 
will-be to-me with five thousand rupee was then pious-man he also 
I had five thousand rupees with me.  The pious man had 

6. Vpni cu3à3 nVsiVt kà pV3j hàzàr rupeyà mukVrVr kiV 
himself four advice of five thousand rupee fixed-(agreed-upon) did 
fixed the price for the four advices at five thousand rupees. 

7. wà thà te mE3 kuc der socio te socVn te bàd Ek 
? was then I some delay thought then thought then after one 
I thought and after some delay I gave 

8. hVzàr rupeyo dIto te bUzUrUg kolo3 nVsiVt li bUzUrUg-ne 
thousand rupees gave then pious-man from advice took pious-man 
him 1000 rupees. Then I took advice from the pious man. The pious man 

9. merà kVn mà3 yo kio kI jIs vVkVt bi tVm-nà moko mIle 
to-me ear in this told that which time also you-to to-me meet 
spoke into my ear, “When you have opportunity 

10. te tVm dusrà3 ki mVdVd kVrio Uste bàd bUzUrUg-ne phir 
then you others of help do that after pious-man again 
you should help others.” After that, the pious man announced again 

11. elàn kVrnà s7Uru kVr dIto ke dusrà3 ki nVsiVt jIRi wà Ek 
announced doing start did gave then others of advice which that one 
that the second advice is 1000 rupees. 
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12. hVzàr rupeyà mà3 kUj der tVk te hu3 socto-reo ki mE3 Ek 
thousand rupees in some long to-end then I thinking that in one 
I thought for some time.  I thought, “I gave 1000 rupees for one advice, 

13. hVzàr dekI Ek nVsiVt li lekIn Us nVsiVt ko mVtlVb menà 
thousand giving one advice took but that advice of purpose to-me 
but I don’t understand the purpose of that advice.” 

14. ni sVmVj àio mE3 dUsro Vzàr dIto te dusri nVsiVt li 
not understand came I other thousand gave then other advice took 
I gave another thousand rupees and took another advice. 

15. te bUzUrUg-ne3 kVn mà3 menà kio kI bIstVr cVnd-ke tE soyo 
then pious-man ear in to-me told that blanket shake then sleep 
Then the pious man said in my ear that I should shake the blanket before 

16. [Question-2] fIr mEnà yo Vndàzo oyo ki is mà3 bi koi 
* again to-me this guess came that this in also some 
sleeping. [Question-2] Again I guessed that there was nothing in 

17. gVl ni tho fIr kVro ogio tE fIr bUzUrUg phIr phIr-ke 
talk not was again house came then again pious-man wander wander 
that talk (advice). Then I went home.  Again the pious man was going around 

18. te yo kEN lVgo ki tisri nVsiVt Ek Vzàr rUpeyà mà3 mE3 
then this telling began that third advice one thousand rupees in I 
saying the third advice is for 1000 rupees more. 

19. socio kI do Vzàr rupio u3 pEle de cUkio hu3à3 te mEnà 
thought that two thousand rupees I first give have did then to-me 
I thought, “I have already given 2000 rupees and I haven’t 

20. gVl tà koi ni lVbi mUmkin E kI tisri gVl mere wàste cVKgi 
talk ? any not find possible is that third talk my for good 
found any talk (benefit). Could it be possible that the third talk will be 

21. owe mE3 E3k Vzàr rupeyo Vor dIto ki tisri nVsiVt bUzUrUg-ne3 
having I one thousand rupees and gave that third advice pious-man 
good to have?” I gave the pious man the 1000 rupees and 

22. mere kVn mà3 yo dVsi kI tiàri soyo te ràt jàgio mE3 ye 
my ear in this told that day sleep then night awake I this 
he spoke the third advice into my ear. “You should sleep in the day and be 

23. deke tE fIr kVRo ogio te phir bUzUrUg nà3 kio kI 
giving then again home did then again pious-man to said that 
awake at night.” I gave it (money) to him and again went home. Then the 
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24. cothi nVsiVt do Vzàr rUpeyà mà3 [Question-3] u3 VpRà tor 
fourth advice two thousand rupees in * I ownself method 
pious man said that the fourth advice is for 2000 rupees. [Question-3] I 

25. pVr soctà rio kI tre Vzàr rupeyà mE3 pEle de dIto tE 
on thought ? that three thousand rupees I first gave did and 
thought, “I have already given three thousand rupees, and I haven’t found 

26. mEnà gVl koi tE ni lVbi mUmkIn E cothi nVsiVt E merà wàste 
to-me talk any ? not find possible is fourth advice is my for 
any talk (benefit). It is possible that the fourth advice will be much 

27. ziàdà bItVr owe tE u3 ye pesà bi deke bUzUrUg kolo3 
much better having then I this money also gave pious-man from 
better for me.” I gave the money to the pious man and 

28. cothi nVsiVt bi le-liu3 cothi nVsiVt mE3 do Vzàr rupeyà 
fourth advice also took fourth advice I two thousand rupees 
took the fourth advice. For the fourth advice I gave 2000 rupees to 

29. bUzUrUg nà3 dIto te Us-ne kVn mà3 bUlà ke mEnà dVseo ke 
pious-man to gave then he ear in spoke that to-me told that 
the pious man. He spoke into my ear that you should put away your anger, 

30. GUso pio te fIr gVl kVrio ye càr nVsiVt leke te 
anger finished then again talk do this four advice taking then 
then you can talk again. I took this fourth advice and went out. 

31. Uto3 tor peo te bUzUrUg-ne bi VpRo3 kVm xVtVm kVr dIto 
there start did then pious-man also his work finish do gave 
The pious man was finished with his work. 

32. cVltà3 cVltà3 sVmUndUr kI kInàre gio [Question-4] te Ut dexià 
going going ocean of side went * then there saw 
I went to the oceanside. [Question-4] There I saw various 

33. kI sVmUndur kà mUxtàlIf cotà cotà jVnvVr ve rEth mà3 tVrVp 
that ocean of various small small animals that sand in flopping 
small ocean animals flopping in the sand. 

34. riE te mE3 Ek jVnvVr nà3 sIdo kVr dIto tE vo jVnvVr 
were then I one animal to straight do did then that animal 
Then I set one animal up straight. That animal was happy. 

35. xUs7 oke tE sVmUndUr vIco3 cà cà-ke tE sipi bàr 
happy having then ocean from taking taking then pearl outside 
Then I was taking pearls from the ocean. 
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36. kVDVN pEgio [Question-5] mE3 Ek sipi pVn kI dExi tE Us ke 
carry do * I one pearl broke that saw then that of 
[Question-5] I broke one of the pearls and saw that inside was 

37. bIc bVRi soni soni ciz xirà Vor làl joàhràt Vor 
inside big beautiful beautiful thing diamond and red valuables and 
a big beautiful diamond and red valuables and 

38. Is tVrV ki ciz thi mE3 kàfi sàri Ek càdVr mà3 bVnke the à 
this type of thing was I plenty all one sheet in wrapped then I 
these kinds of things. I wrapped them all in my sheet and started to go. 

39. tor pio tUrtà3 turtà3 ràstà mà3 mEnà ràt pEgVi [Question-6] 
start did walking walking path in to-me night came * 
I was walking on the path and night came. [Question-6] 

40. tE Ek kàr mà3 reN wàste jVgà mVKgi [Question-7] Ut 
then one house in stay for place asked * there 
I asked to stay in a house. [Question-7] 

41. bUzUrgà3-ne jVgà dIti tE VndVr giu3 jIs vEle tE jàge jis 
pious-people place gave then inside went which time then place which 
There good people gave me a place to stay. I went inside at this time. 

42. vVkVt bIstVr pVr soN lVgo te mEnà bUzUrUg ki dusri nVsiVt 
time blanket on sleep start then to-me pious-man of second advice 
Then at the time when I went to sleep on the bed I 

43. yàd ài [Question-8] ki pEle bIstVr cVndio tE Us-to3 bàd 
memory came * that first blanket shake then this after 
remembered the second advice of the pious person. [Question-8] First shake 

44. soyo jIs vEle mE3 bIstVr cVndio tE vàkVi bIstVr nà Vg 
sleep which time I blanket shook then really blanket to fire 
the blanket and then sleep. Then I shook the blanket and it caught fire. 

45. lVg-gVi Is wàste kI ve meri sipi dex-ke unà kàr-wàlà-ne yo 
caught this for that that my pearl saw that house-resident this 
Because they had seen the pearl, the people of the house had 

46. bVndubVst kVr-lio ke Is nà3 jElà dià3 te ye bVot bVRi dolVt 
arrangement did that this to burn do that this very big wealth 
arranged for it to burn. They thought, “In this way great wealth will come 

47. hVmàre àth àjeve [Question-9] bUzUrUg ki dusri nVsiVt mInà 
our hand came * pious-man of second advice to-me 
into our hands.” [Question-9] The pious man’s second advice 
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48. Ut kVm ài tE u3 kàmiàb o-ke tE fir Vgà tor pio 
there help came then I succeed having then again ahead start did 
had helped me and I had succeeded and I again went on. As I was going ahead 

49. Vgà tUrtà3 tUrtà3 Ek bàjà to jIs ki Ek lVRki bimàr thi 
ahead walking walking one king from which of one girl sick was 
there was a king whose daughter was sick. 

50. te Us lVRki ke pET mà3 àidhà sVp tàip koi ciz thi 
then that girl of stomach in cobra snake type some thing was 
In the stomach of the girl there was a cobra snake or 

51. [Question-10] te Us-ne pEro mukVrVr kio tho jIro àdmi bi 
* then he watchman appointed did was which man also 
something like it. [Question-10] There was a watchman to watch her. The 

52. Us kà kVmrà mà3 ràt pEro dio tho tE àidhà nIkVl 
her of room in night watchman doing was then cobra coming-out 
watchman was in the room with her at night and the cobra came out 

53. ki te Us nà khà leto u3 ju3Œ† kVmrà mà3 gio te mE3 
did then that to ate took I immediately room in went then I 
at night and ate him. I went in the room and 

54. Ek tVlvàr bi mVKg lei mInà bUzUrUg ki tisri nVsiVt yàd 
one sword also asked took to-me pious-man of third advice remember 
took a sword. Then I remembered the 

55. ài ke tiàri soyo tE ràt jàgio jIs vEle u3 jàge tho 
came that daytime sleep and night be-awake which time I awake was 
third advice of the pious man that I should sleep in the day and be 

56. tE àidhà Us ke mu3 bIco nIkVlio merà dVr Vmlà kVrVn 
that cobra that of mouth from came-out me toward attack start 
awake at night. At that time I was awake and the cobra came from her mouth 

57. lVgio mEnà kàN lVgio me3 forVn tVlvàr ko vàr kVr ki te 
did to-me spoke did I immediately sword of attack do did then 
and was attacking me. He (cobra) spoke to me. I immediately attacked with 

58. Us nà màr dIto is tVrà u3 Us tisri gVl mà3 bi kàmiàb o-gio 
that to killed did this way I that third talk in also succeed did 
the sword and killed it. In this way I succeeded by the third advice. 

59. fIr Uto3 sUbà oi te bàd}à-ne mInà bVot sàro inàm 
again there morning came then king to-me plenty ? prize 
In the morning the king came and gave me a large reward. 
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60. dIto tE u3 Vge tor pio turtà3 turtà3 VprV gIrà3 ke kVrib 
gave then I ahead start did walking walking my village of near 
I went out again. As I was going I arrived near my village. 

61. jis vEle po3cio tE mInà Ek àdmi-nà dVsio ki teri bEhN 
which time arrived than to-me one man told that your sister 
A man said to me, “Your sister is very bad. 

62. jIRi E và bVRi xVràb E bUrà kVm kVre te Us vVkVt merà 
which is that very bad is bad work do then that time my 
She is doing bad work.” I became very 

63. dIl mà3 bVRo GUso àyo tE mE3 tiàri kVr li bEhN nà 
heart in big angry came then I preparation doing did sister to 
angry. I made preparation. “I will 

64. bi u3 kVtVl kVru3go tE jIRo Us ke nàl gVlbàt E te Us nà 
also I kill will-do that which that of with talk is then that to 
kill my sister. And I will kill whoever is doing that thing with her.” 

65. bi kVtVl kVru3go yo dIl mà3 Iràdo le-ke u3 torio tE mInà 
also kill do this heart in decide carry I started then to-me 
I made a decision and started to go. Then I remembered 

66. bUzUrUg ki cothi nVsiVt yàd àgVi kI nVi bVi pEle 
pious-man of fourth advice remember came that no brother first 
the fourth advice of the pious man. 

67. soco te Us to bàd fir gVl kVro mE3 soc-kI te mE3 yo 
think then that of after then talk do I think then I this 
First, brother, think, then talk. I thought and 

68. fEslo kVr-lio tE-kik kVru3 kI àyà ye gVl sVci E ki cuThi 
decision did research do that whether this talk true is that false 
made a decision. I will study and find out if this is true or false. 

69. E mE3 jàke jIs wEle màlumàt kià pUcio te pVtà lVgio ki 
is I going which time know did asked then know came that 
When I asked about this I found out that it was false. 

70. và gVlo cuThi thi te liàzà mE3 Us vVkVt vo Us nà bEhN 
that talk false was then therefore I that time that him to sister 
Therefore, I stopped myself from killing 

71. nà bi Vor Us àdmi nà bi kVtVl kVrVn to u3 bVc gio Is 
to also and that man to also killing doing from I rescue did this 
my sister and another man. In this way 
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72. tVrà bVc-gio sàrà mVrVlà3 to E jIRà3 vi kVm kVrtà3 rio tE 
way escape all killing from this which this work doing was that 
I stopped myself from killing. In this way I succeeded at my work because 

73. bUzUrgà3 ki nVsiVt ki vVjà to3 kàmiàb ogio tE Inà 
elders of advice of reason from successful became that these 
of the advice of wise people. 

74. nVsiVtà3-ne merà pVr yo VsVr kio kI u3 Ek kàmiàb zIndVgi 
advice mine on ? effect did that I one successful life 
Acting upon these advices I was able 

75. gVzàràn ke kàbUl ogio 
leading of able to-do 
to live a successful life. 

 

Questions for the Trarkhel Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. What did the people of the house do to him? 
  2. What should he do to the blanket? 
  3. How much did the fourth advice cost? 
  4. Where did he go? 
  5. What was he taking from the ocean? 
  6. What happened while he was walking? 
  7. What did he ask for? 
  8. What did he remember? 
  9. What did they think would come to them? 
10. Where was the cobra? 
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